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Preface 
 
This catalogue covers manuscript fragments in Iranian languages in Syriac script found by 
the 2nd and 3rd German Turfan expeditions (1904-1905 and 1905-1907) at sites in the 
Turfan oasis. Most of the manuscripts concerned were found at Shui-pang1 near Bulayïq, the 
site of a Christian monastery, a very few at other nearby sites such as Qocho and Toyoq. 
Two of these manuscripts are in New Persian (E7, E37), the rest in Sogdian; all of them 
were no doubt written by Christians, as is indicated by the use of the Syriac script and, in 
most cases, by their contents. Christian texts in other scripts and languages were found at 
these and other sites in the Turfan oasis, but these are not included in the present catalogue 
(except incidentally, in cases where the same fragment bears text in more than one language 
or script).2 

As will be explained below, the work on this catalogue has extended over many years. 
Early stages of the project were supported financially by the British Academy, the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, and the Akademie der Wissenschaften 
der DDR. More recently, the completion of the catalogue was made possible by a grant from 
the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council to Dr Erica C. D. Hunter and the School of 
Oriental and African Studies for a project entitled “The Christian Library of Turfan”. I am 
grateful to all these institutions and to my colleagues in England and Germany, in particular 
Sebastian Brock, Mark Dickens, †Ronald Emmerick, Desmond Durkin-Meisterernst, Erica 
Hunter, †Neil MacKenzie, Simone-Christiane Raschmann, Christiane Reck, Lilla Russell-
Smith and Peter Zieme, without whose freely-given help this catalogue would have been less 
accurate and less complete—if, indeed, it could ever have been completed at all. Above all, I 
must express my deepest gratitude to my dear friend and colleague Werner Sundermann, 
who was involved in this project from the very beginning and who has contributed more 
than I can express to the compilation of this catalogue. It is only fitting that the final version 
should be dedicated to him to whom it owes so much. 

 
Nicholas Sims-Williams, Berlin, July 2011 

                                                
1 This name is spelled in various ways, including Šipanǵ, which occurs as part of the signature of one 
fragment (T III Šipanǵ (B) 100 = E27/91). For simplicity, the site is usually referred to as Bulayïq, and this 
practice will be followed here. 
2 The Syriac texts will be catalogued in Hunter–Dickens forthcoming. Christian Iranian texts from the Turfan 
oasis written in scripts other than Syriac include the famous Middle Persian psalter in Pahlavi script 
(Andreas–Barr 1933) as well as several fragmentary Sogdian psalters and other texts in Sogdian script, all of 
which will be described in Christiane Reck’s Mitteliranische Handschriften, Teil 3 (see also below on E17 
and E43). For the Christian texts in Uygur Turkish (in both Uygur and Syriac script) we have at present only 
a preliminary survey  (Zieme 1974). 
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Introduction 
 
Origin and history of the collection 
Most of the manuscripts described in this catalogue were found at Bulayïq by the 2nd Turfan 
expedition of 1904-1905. This expedition was led by A. von Le Coq, but the excavation of 
the monastery at Bulayïq was entrusted to his assistant Th. Bartus, whose discovery of a 
large cache of Christian manuscript fragments at this site is described in Le Coq 1926, 88. 
Immediately after their discovery, the manuscripts were numbered and packed ready for dis-
patch to Berlin; a partial list of packet numbers, from [T II] B 1 to [T II] B 56, is included in 
the Acta of the expedition, now preserved in the Museum für Asiatische Kunst. Photographs 
of some of the finds were also sent by Le Coq to Berlin, with the result that E. Sachau was 
able to publish a first sample of Sogdian in Syriac script as early as 1905.3 The 3rd Turfan 
expedition of 1905-1907, which was led by A. Grünwedel, also worked in the area around 
Bulayïq. A significant number of further Christian manuscripts was obtained, but the Acta of 
this expedition unfortunately do not include any find-lists.4 

The finds of the 2nd Turfan expedition reached the Museum für Völkerkunde in Berlin in 
several batches between 1905 and 1906, to be followed some time later by those of the 3rd 
expedition, which ended in June 1907.5 In the Museum the individual fragments were 
numbered with signatures beginning with T II or T III (= 2nd or 3rd Turfan expedition 
respectively), usually stamped in ink; a letter indicating the place of discovery (e.g. B = 
Bulayïq) and a packet number were written by hand in ink or pencil. The fragments were 
then preserved between sheets of glass, either individually or, in the case of smaller 
fragments, in large “Sammelplatten”. The signatures of the fragments were also recorded on 
labels attached to the glasses; in some cases this was the only record of the signature, the 
fragment itself being left unmarked. 

Following the establishment of an Orientalische Kommission by the Königlich Preu-
ßische Akademie der Wissenschaften in 1912, the majority of the Turfan manuscripts were 
entrusted to the Kommission for study. The Museum für Völkerkunde retained only a small 
number of manuscripts for exhibition purposes, and these have remained with its successor 
institution, the Museum für Indische Kunst in Berlin-Dahlem (where they were given new 
signatures beginning MIK), now part of the Museum für Asiatische Kunst. 

The manuscripts which had been placed in the care of the Orientalische Kommission have 
a more complicated history. During the Second World War they were packed into crates and 
moved to a place of safety; in 1946, shortly after the end of the war, most of the crates were 
returned to the Orientalische Kommission in what was then the Russian sector of Berlin, but 
one crate found its way to West Germany. As a result, the collection was divided for more 
than forty years between two countries, the smaller part being eventually housed in the 
                                                
3 [T II] B 49[a] = E27/31, Verso, in Sachau 1905, 973-8 with Pl. II. 
4 Boyce 1960, xix. 
5 Boyce 1960, xxii n. 1. 
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Staatsbibliothek in West Berlin (after sojourns in Mainz, Marburg and, in the case of certain 
manuscripts, also Hamburg) and the larger part in the Akademie der Wissenschaften der 
DDR in East Berlin. Morever, some Christian Sogdian fragments belonging to the manu-
script then known as C2 (here E27) were taken by Olaf Hansen when he fled from East to 
West Berlin in the late 1940s and subsequently deposited in the Museum für Indische Kunst. 
Some manuscripts were unfortunately lost or damaged, presumably as a result of the chaotic 
situation in Berlin at the end of the war.6 

In 1992, after the reunification of Germany, the part of the Turfan collection which had 
formerly been entrusted to the Orientalische Kommission was also reunited. Its current status 
is as property of the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften on deposit in 
the Orientabteilung of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz. In practice, 
the Iranian and Turkish material is mostly housed in the BBAW, while the material in other 
languages including Syriac is mostly housed in the Staatsbibliothek. (Since some manu-
scripts are bilingual and some Sammelplatten contain fragments in more than one language, 
this division is not quite complete.) The Museum retained its old collection, but the “Hansen-
fragments” were handed over to the BBAW. Thus the present catalogue covers material in 
three locations: the BBAW, the Staatsbibliothek and the Museum für Asiatische Kunst.7 

Apart from Sachau, whose 1905 publication was mentioned above, the first scholars to 
work on the Iranian texts in Syriac script were F. C. Andreas and F. W. K. Müller. Andreas 
never published any Christian Sogdian texts, but many photographs were made for him, 
most of which passed after his death to the library of the University of Göttingen.8 Müller on 
the other hand was responsible for important editions of Christian Turfan texts in both 
Sogdian (Müller 1907, 1913; Müller–Lentz 1934) and New Persian (Müller 1915). Müller’s 
collection of photographs passed to Wolfgang Lentz and is now preserved in the Asien-
Afrika-Institut of the University of Hamburg, together with transcripts of some of the texts 
by both Müller and Lentz.9 Since some of the original manuscripts were lost or damaged 
during the war years, these old photos and transcripts, together with the published editions, 
sometimes attain the status of primary sources for the texts. 

After Müller and Lentz, the next scholar to work intensively on the Christian Sogdian 
texts was Olaf Hansen. He too left a collection of photographs and transcripts, which are 
now preserved in the Handschriftenabteilung of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin.10  Many of the 
photographs are duplicates of those in Hamburg and Göttingen, but some of Hansen’s trans-
cripts are important because they have proved to be of texts which are no longer extant (see 
Sims-Williams 1995a, 1995b). In addition to two substantial text-editions (Hansen 1941, 
1955), Hansen was responsible for the first serious attempt to sort and classify the texts, 
introducing a new classification consisting of a capital C followed by numbers 1-109. (On 

                                                
6 Boyce 1960, xxv. 
7  Digital images of the manuscripts in the BBAW and the Staatsbibliothek can be found under 
http://idp.bl.uk/ or http://idp.bbaw.de/. 
8 The photographs are preserved in a box labelled “Andreas 11:1”. 
9 Some of these papers are contained in folders labelled “61” and “Ma V”. Many of the old photographs are 
mounted on cards and preserved separately. 
10 The relevant papers are to be found in the Hansen-Nachlass, folders 65-69 and 81-82. 
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this system see further below.) His other major contribution was to rejoin some of the torn 
fragments into larger units or even, occasionally, complete folios. This work was continued, 
in the case of the manuscripts in the possession of the Akademie der Wissenschaften der 
DDR, by Werner Sundermann, who also published a series of important editions of Chris-
tian texts in both Sogdian (Sundermann 1974, 1975a, 1981, 1988, 2002) and New Persian 
(Sundermann 1974a).  

My own work on the Christian texts of the Turfan collection began in the early 1970s, 
from which time onwards I paid many visits to Berlin, Hamburg, Göttingen and Kiel (where 
the Nachlass of Olaf Hansen was then housed) in order to study the relevant manuscripts, 
photos and transcripts. The present catalogue was first projected in 1983, when its compi-
lation was entrusted by the Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR jointly to Sundermann 
and myself. Our collaboration on the catalogue continued until 1987, when Sundermann 
withdrew in order to concentrate on other tasks and I took over sole responsibility for this 
project. By this time, draft descriptions of almost all the Iranian fragments in Syriac script 
had been composed by one or the other of us and great progress had been made in the join-
ing and identification of the Christian Sogdian fragments. Many elements of the descriptions 
in the present catalogue are therefore due to Werner Sundermann, though by now it is 
impossible to attribute credit accurately for particular discoveries. 

My work on the catalogue continued intermittently after the reunification of the collections 
in 1992. The fact that the great majority of the fragments formerly in East and West Berlin 
were now housed under the same roof naturally made the work easier in some respects. At 
this time it was decided that fragments should no longer be joined physically, but only in the 
form of photo-montages, so that fragments which could theoretically have been joined had to 
be catalogued as separate items. So far as I am aware the only case in which fragments from 
the former East and West Berlin collections have been physically joined is the group 
described below under the number E28/5b. 

The completion of this catalogue, nearly thirty years after the initiation of the project, was 
made possible by a grant from the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council to the School 
of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. This award enabled me to work 
intensively on the Sogdian and New Persian Turfan texts for a period of three and a half 
years from 2008 to 2011. As part of the same project my colleagues Erica Hunter and Mark 
Dickens were able to devote their time to studying and cataloguing the Syriac texts of the 
Turfan collection. As a result of the simultaneous appearance of the two catalogues, it should 
now be possible to gain a more accurate idea of the nature and vitality of the Christian 
community in the Turfan oasis towards the end of the first millennium A.D. 

 
Signatures and classification systems 
The original signatures, which were given to the fragments in the field and applied to them 
soon after their arrival in Berlin, typically consist of a sequence such as T II B 66, which 
means: 2nd Turfan expedition, find-spot Bulayïq, packet number 66. Sometimes part of the 
signature is missing, as in B 66 (for T II B 66) or T III 52 (for T III B 52). Some packets 
contained many fragments, so additional numbers or letters were often added later to distin-
guish them, resulting in complex signatures such as T II B 66 No.48a or T III 52a(β). Since 
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these additions were not assigned in a systematic way, the same fragment was sometimes 
given different extensions by different scholars. Sometimes all or part of the signature was 
written on the fragment itself, sometimes only on a label on the glass plate under which it 
was preserved. In the latter case, there was a risk that a signature might eventually be lost or 
wrongly assigned, for instance when a fragment was transferred from one glass to another, 
and it is clear that such accidents have sometimes occurred. Some fragments therefore have 
no old signature, while others are preserved under signatures whose accuracy may be 
doubted. For instance, if two fragments of the same manuscript bear signatures indicating 
different find-spots, one is bound to suspect that one or other signature is a mistake. Such 
problems are luckily rare in the case of the Iranian texts in Syriac script, nearly all of which 
come from the single site of Bulayïq. 

The find-spot is generally indicated in an abbreviated form, usually by a single letter. 
In the case of the Iranian texts in Syriac script, the only find-spot which is named at all com-
monly, apart from the ubiquitous “B” = Bulayïq, is “T.V.B.”, usually as part of the signature 
T III T.V.B. The abbreviation “T.V.” alone is known to stand for “Turfaner Vorberge”,11  a 
general designation for the area north of Turfan which includes the site of Bulayïq. The 
added “B” perhaps stands for “Bulayïq”. In any case, it seems certain that the fragments with 
the signature T III T.V.B., many of which belong to the same manuscripts as fragments with 
T II B or T III B signatures, ultimately come from Bulayïq and were found or acquired in its 
vicinity by the 3rd Turfan expedition. 

At least one Christian Sogdian manuscript, the gospel lectionary E2, must come from 
Qocho, since the three surviving fragments all bear signatures containing the letter “D” (= 
Dakianus-shahr, a traditional name for Qocho).12  Apparently these fragments were not found 
in the Christian church just outside the walls of Qocho, of which Le Coq wrote: “die Ruine 
ergab nicht eine einzige Aufschrift auf ihren Mauern und nicht eine einziges Manuskript aus 
ihren geringen Schuttmassen”.13  They may perhaps have been found in the only other build-
ing at Qocho with a demonstrable Christian connection, the “Ruine eines großen Klosters”, 
where a Christian Sogdian inscription14  and a wooden key bearing a Christian cross (and an 
Uygur inscription)15  were also discovered. Several other Christian Sogdian fragments are 
preserved under signatures implying that they come from Qocho, but in some cases it is 
doubtful whether the signatures are correct (see discussion under E10/1, E27/131, E53 and 
E57). Even more problematic is the case of the fragment E3, which consists of two joined 
fragments with contradictory signatures. One of the two bears the signature T II S 25, which 
should indicate that it was found at Sängim,16  the source of a number of Buddhist and Mani-
chaean manuscripts, but in view of the fact that another part of the same folio was found at a 
different site, probably Bulayïq, it seems likely that the signature T II S 25 is erroneous. A 
somewhat similar problem is presented by the New Persian pharmacological fragments 

                                                
11 Thus Müller 1908, 13. 
12 Boyce 1960, xii (and passim). 
13 Le Coq 1913, text accompanying Pl. 7. 
14 MIK III 365 = [T] II D 416A, see �D �T�S �,� �3 �8 �,� �a�n �d � �Sims-Williams �1 �9 �9 �2 �b �,� �5 �8. 
15 MIK III 5977 = “T II D R. e. g. K.”, see Raschmann 2009a, 253-4. 
16 Boyce 1960, xxxiv. 
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E37/1-2, whose signatures appear to indicate that one folio (E37/1) was found at Toyoq and 
the other (E37/2) at Bulayïq. In this case, however, the appearance of the folios suggests that 
the codex from which they derive may have been broken up already in antiquity, so that it is 
possible that the two folios may have been found at different sites. The only other Christian 
Sogdian manuscript which seems to have been found at Toyoq is E32, a text with highly 
unusual linguistic and orthographical features, the fragments of which bear the signature T II 
T 21.17  

The first attempt to give each fragment a unique number seems to have been that of 
Müller, who assigned individual signatures from M 1 to M 919 to a series of fragments, 
mostly in Manichaean script, all of which had been brought from Qocho by the 1st Turfan 
Expedition.18  It was apparently in continuation of the M-series that a system of signatures 
consisting of numbers running from 1000 to 1907 (with no preceding letter) was created, 
perhaps by Lentz, and applied to glasses containing fragments from the finds of all three 
expeditions. These numbers seem never to have come into general use, but some glasses still 
bear the labels on which they are written. In this system, according to a list preserved in the 
BBAW, the Christian fragments mostly fall within the range 1625-1907. 

In more recent times, each of the three institutions in charge of the Turfan texts in 
Syriac script has adopted its own system of shelf-marks which provide a unique identifier 
for each fragment. The fragments in the Museum für Asiatische Kunst bear numbers 
preceded by MIK (= “Museum für Indische Kunst”); those in the Berlin-Brandenburgische 
Akademie der Wissenschaften bear numbers preceded by a lower-case n (= “nestorianisch”); 
while those in the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, most of which are in 
Syriac, bear numbers preceded by SyrHT (= “Syrische Handschriften aus den Turfan-
funden”). The “Hansen-fragments” returned by the Museum to the Academy bear both 
MIK- and n-numbers. A very few fragments in the BBAW bear shelf-marks belonging to 
other series (M = “Manichaica”, So = “Sogdica”, U = “Uigurica”), either because their script 
was not recognized as Syriac or because they also contain text in another script. 

In addition to the original find-signatures and the modern shelf-marks, the Sogdian 
texts in Syriac script have often been cited by signatures consisting of a capital C (= 
“Christlich-soghdisch”?) followed by numbers from 1 to 109. These C-numbers, which 
were introduced by Hansen, were not intended as individual signatures but rather as a 
classification system. In principle, it is clear that Hansen intended that each C-number should 
identify a group of fragments belonging to a single manuscript or at least to the handwriting 
of a single scribe. To some extent this intention was realized: certainly there is little doubt that 
the fragments which Hansen published under the signatures C1 (Hansen 1941) and C2 
(Hansen 1955) each belong to a single manuscript (here E23 and E27 respectively). But the 
problems start already with C3, which is applied not only to a series of fragments in a 
distinctive tiny hand (here E26) but also, perhaps by a mere clerical error, to two fragments 
which belong to the gospel lectionary published in Müller 1913 (Hansen’s C5, here E5). 
Conversely, the signature C4 is assigned to a single folio (here E28/1), even though its 
                                                
17 For T = Toyoq see Boyce 1960, xxxv. 
18 Boyce 1960, xxi. This series included a few Syriac and Turkish fragments in Syriac script (M 151, 152, 
515, see ibid., 12, 57, and Müller 1904, 107). 
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handwriting cannot be distinguished from that of C6, C15, C18, C20, and many other texts 
with different C-numbers. Hansen himself changed his mind many times about the details of 
his classification system, so that some fragments have been referred to under two or more C-
numbers. 

In order to avoid adding to this confusion, it was decided already in the 1980s that the 
catalogue then under preparation by Sundermann and myself would not be arranged by the 
C-numbers, but according to a new classification system based on the same principle. As a 
temporary measure the fragments were assigned to groups (each representing a particular 
manuscript or handwriting) under signatures consisting of a number preceded by a capital N. 
This was intended as a private and therefore flexible system, which could evolve as 
necessary during the course of the research for the catalogue; owing to a misunderstanding, 
however, some N-numbers were cited in print on at least one occasion (Dickens 2009). The 
definitive version of this classification system, which appears in print for the first time in the 
present catalogue, uses a capital E (= “[Church of the] East”) followed by a number from 1 to 
57. It differs in two significant ways from Hansen’s system of C-numbers. In the first place, 
the opportunity was taken to arrange the manuscripts in a systematic order, beginning with 
Biblical texts (E1-E7), and continuing with Liturgy, hymns and prayers (E8-E22), Hagio-
graphy, homilies and general Christian literature (E23-E36), and finally Miscellaneous, secu-
lar and indeterminate texts (E37-E57). Secondly, the entry for each manuscript is subdivided 
in such a way that each folio (e.g. E1/1) and even each fragment (e.g. E1/1a) has a unique 
number. 

 
Formal aspects of the catalogue 
In principle, each item—whether a single fragment or composite of two or more joined frag-
ments—is described as it now stands. If the item in question is the only surviving example of 
a particular manuscript or handwriting it bears a number such as “E3”. If parts of more than 
one folio survive, the folios are distinguished as “E2/1”, “E2/2” etc. The folio numbers do 
not always begin at “1” and are not necessarily consecutive: where possible they are arranged 
in their likely original order, with appropriate gaps for missing folios. If a particular folio is 
represented by more than one fragment or group of joined fragments, the separate items are 
distinguished as “E2/2a”, “E2/2b” etc. 

The catalogue entry for each manuscript is divided into several parts. The first part 
concerns the manuscript as a whole and is headed by the manuscript number, e.g. “E5” or 
“E27” and, where possible, a brief characterization of its contents, e.g. “Gospel lectionary” 
or “Miscellany”. If the manuscript in question had a consistent number in Hansen’s classifi-
cation system this is indicated by the addition of the words “formerly C5”, “formerly C2” 
etc. Under this heading some general information may be added about the contents, recon-
struction, format, orthography etc. of the manuscript; this is generally omitted in the case of 
manuscripts represented by a single folio or a single fragment, since it is sufficient to give the 
relevant information under the entry for that folio or fragment. 

The following parts of the entry concern individual folios (occasionally: double-
folios); groups of fragments which are not joined but which belong to a single folio; and 
individual fragments (or groups of joined fragments). Taken together, these sections provide 
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the numbers and signatures of the fragments (present and former classification numbers, 
shelf-marks and find-signatures), together with references to any surviving old (pre-war) 
photos and transcripts; descriptions of the fragments, their dimensions and the number of 
lines of text preserved, and details of their contents, including a list of any proper names 
which occur in them. In the case of unpublished fragments a citation from the text (or 
occasionally the complete text of a very small fragment) is included, as well as a list of any 
quotations from the text in the secondary literature. In the case of published fragments the 
bibliographical details of the edition are given instead of a citation and quotations from publi-
cations earlier than the edition are generally omitted as superfluous. In the case of significant 
inaccuracies in the current editions or published quotations, the necessary corrections are 
indicated. 

Under which heading all of this information is given varies somewhat from case to 
case. For instance, if two fragments of the same folio have been published separately, it has 
usually seemed more convenient to give the publication details under the entries for the 
individual fragments, whereas in other cases the publication details may rather be given 
under the entry for the complete folio. 

Certain features of the entries need to be explained. 
Where several signatures are listed for a single item, this implies that it is a composite 

put together from several fragments. The signatures are listed in a fixed order beginning at 
the top righthand corner of the Recto. Since the complex find-signatures are quite 
inconsistently written, they have been slightly regularized: for instance “.9” is used rather 
than “,9”, “a” rather than “.(a)” or “a”, and “No.” rather than “Nr.” or “N°”. A long dash (—) 
indicates a fragment without any signature, while [square brackets] indicate a part of the find-
signature which is not visible on the fragment itself but only known from a label on the glass 
or from a photo or publication. Square brackets are not used in this way for the classification 
numbers (the 1000-series and the C-series), which are hardly ever written on the fragments. 
Thus the sequence “T II B 13 + C11 = [T II] B 66[.1] + T II B 66” (E5/73) implies a 
composite of three fragments, the second of which bears the signature “B 66” but which is 
referred to elsewhere both as “T II B 66.1” and as “C11”. It would not have been incorrect to 
have expressed this series of signatures as “C5 = T II B 13 + C11 = [T II] B 66[.1] + C5 = T 
II B 66”, but in view of the fact that the manuscript E5 is identical with that formerly known 
as C5 (as recorded at the very beginning of the entry for E5) such formulations have been 
avoided as redundant. 

The locations of the manuscripts are not specifically indicated, since they may be 
deduced from the shelf-numbers: fragments with n-, M-, So-, or U-numbers are in the 
BBAW, those with SyrHT-numbers in the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, and those with MIK-
numbers in the Museum für Asiatische Kunst (unless they also have an n-number, in which 
case they are in the BBAW). Old photos are listed according to their location and old 
transcripts according to their author (from which the location follows automatically: those by 
Müller and Lentz are in Hamburg, those by Hansen in the Staatsbibliothek, Berlin). 

Dimensions are given in the form (height) x (width), to the nearest half-cm. A 
measurement is indicated as approximate (“ca.”) if it is partially calculated, e.g. because part 
of the text is known only from a photo or copy or to make allowance for the fact that a 
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fragment is distorted. All measurements are maximal and are taken between the extreme 
points in each direction, even if the extreme points (left and right or top and bottom) are not 
directly opposite one another.19  

Line-numbers are consistently counted separately for each side of the fragment or 
folio, beginning with the first line of which some trace survives; where they have been cited 
according to a different system in the standard edition of the text, the line-number of the 
edition is added in italics, e.g. IV9, IIR2 (= 114, 122). The leaves of double-folios are 
distinguished as I and II and the two sides of each folio as R (= Recto) and V (= Verso) (or, 
where it is not sure which side is which, A and B). The number of lines is given in the form 
“R + V” (or “A + B”). Partial lines, quire-numbers etc. (but not marginal notes or corrections 
added between the lines) are included in the count. 

In the list of proper names etc. the common forms yšwγ “Jesus”, mšyƒ√ “Christ” and 
šmnw “Satan” are ignored. The prefixed definite articles n-, w-, y- are omitted, e.g. ymyk√ 
(E27/94V24) is cited as myk√. Otherwise, names which occur only once in a particular 
fragment are cited exactly as they appear, with the attested pointing and inflexion and the 
usual brackets to indicate the state of preservation, e.g. “m(w)[š](√)π (V16)”. Names which 
occur more than once in a particular fragment are cited in a standardized form before a list of 
references, e.g. “mwš√ (R18, 19)”, with * marking passages where the name is substantially 
illegible or restored. 

In citations of the texts the following conventions are employed: (xyz) = letters partly 
legible; (xyz) = uncertain traces compatible with the reading proposed; [xyz] = letters wholly 
restored; ••• or [•••] = (approximate) number of illegible or missing letters. In this context a 
long dash ( — ) represents a line-filler. For technical reasons, certain diacritic points have 
had to be reproduced after rather than, as would be more accurate, above and below the 
letters to which they apply. 

 
 

                                                
19 Cf. the diagram in Ehlers 1987, 26. 
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1. Biblical texts (E1-E7) 
 
The biblical texts which are known to have been translated into Sogdian and the other Iranian 
languages used in the Turfan oasis are, almost without exception, those which were required 
for liturgical use (see Sundermann 1981; Sims-Williams 2009, 275-7). Those which are 
written in Syriac script and which are therefore described in this catalogue include gospel 
lectionaries (E2-E5), a lectionary of the Pauline epistles (E6), and a psalter (E7). Only E1 
seems more likely to be a copy of one or more complete gospels rather than another gospel 
lectionary. Most of these texts are bilingual, the Syriac original and the Sogdian or Persian 
translation alternating phrase by phrase, but E5 is entirely in Sogdian apart from the Syriac 
heading and introductory phrase of each reading. A typical feature of these manuscripts is the 
use of the East Syrian system of musical recitation accents. In all cases the underlying Syriac 
text is that of the Peshitta. 
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E1 Gospel according to St Matthew 
 
The two fragments of E1/1 contain part of the first chapter of St Matthew’s gospel in Syriac 
and Sogdian, written on one side of the paper only. The other side was originally left blank, 
though in the case of E1/1b it was inscribed at a later date with 3 lines of cursive Arabic 
script. As suggested by Sundermann 1981, 210, the most natural explanation is that E1/1 
was the first folio of a codex containing a complete bilingual text of the four gospels, or at 
least of this one gospel, the Recto of the first folio being left blank as in the case of E4 
below. On the assumption that the text on the Verso began with Matthew 1.1, probably pre-
ceded by a heading or title, Sundermann has calculated that the page must have borne at least 
22 lines of writing and that the written area would have been not less than 24 x 20 cm. It is 
much less likely, but cannot be completely excluded, that this folio belonged to a lectionary, 
in which case the blank page might be accounted for by supposing that the scribe left the first 
and last page of each quire uninscribed, a practice attested in at least one Syriac manuscript 
from Bulayïq (see Sims-Williams 2009, 276-7). Matthew 1.1ff. is attested in E5/6 as the 
Gospel for the 4th Sunday of Advent. 
 
Despite bearing the signature C37, the fragment E1/2 certainly does not belong to the same 
manuscript as the other fragments with the signature C37 (for which see E2 below). Already 
Sundermann 1981, 204, raised the possibility that it may in fact belong to the same MS as 
E1/1. This seems indeed extremely likely in view of the near identity of the two folios in 
almost all diagnostic features (letter shapes, pointing and recitation accents, line-spacing, 
likely length of the lines, paper quality), even though the writing of E1/2 is somewhat 
heavier. Since E1/2 also contains a passage from St Matthew in Syriac and Sogdian, this 
time inscribed on both sides of the folio, it tends to support the supposition that the manu-
script as a whole may have contained the complete text of this gospel. Once again, however, 
it is not absolutely incompatible with the supposition that the manuscript was a lectionary, the 
passage in question, Matthew 6.20-32, being attested in Syriac lectionaries as part of the 
Gospel for the Wednesday or Thursday of the 1st week of Lent (see Sundermann 1981, 204 
with n. 375). 
 
E1/1a n177 T II B 66 
Description: Fragment inscribed on one side only (here assumed to be the Verso). The frag-
ment appears to be from the outer edge of the page, though the outer margin has been neatly 
cut off. 
Dimensions: 5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 0 + 4 
Proper names etc.: šlymwn (V2, V3), rƒγ˙(b)[m]sic (V3). 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, Matthew 1.5-7. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 210-11, Text 33, lines 1-3, with photos on Taf. XIII. 
 
E1/1b n178 C13 = T II B 58[a] 
Description: Fragment originally inscribed on one side only (here assumed to be the Verso), 
though the blank side now bears 3 lines of cursive Arabic script inscribed at right angles to 
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the text on the Verso. The fragment appears to be from the bottom outer corner of the page, 
though the margins have been neatly cut off. 
Dimensions: 10 x 6 cm No. of lines: 3 (Arabic script) + 7 
Proper names etc.: [m](n)š@√ (V1 = 9), yµk˙nyœ√ (V2, V4 = 10, 12), bblπ (V3 = 11), š˝lθ√yl 
(V5 = 13), z[wrbbl] (V5 = 13), √bywd (V6 = 14), √lyqym (V7 = 15). 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, Matthew 1.10-13. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 211-12, Text 33, lines 9-15, with photos on Taf. XIII. 
 
E1/2 n213 C37 = T II B 
Description: Triangular fragment without margins. 
Dimensions: 10 x 11 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, Matthew 6.20-23, 29-32. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 203-6, Text 29, with photos on Taf. X. On V3 √wc√(q)[ see 
also BT XII, 95. 
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E2 Gospel lectionary formerly C37 
 
The surviving folios of this manuscript contain passages from the gospels of St Matthew and 
St John in alternating Syriac and Sogdian. Although no rubrics are preserved, the fact that 
the texts on the Recto and Verso of E2/1 cannot be consecutive shows that the manuscript 
must have been a lectionary (scarcely a gospel harmony) rather than a continuous gospel text. 
 
The manuscript is written in a very large script and probably had a correspondingly large 
format. To judge from the amount of text missing between the last surviving line of E2/2R 
and the first surviving line of E2/2V, each page probably bore at least 30 lines of writing and 
the written area could not have been much less than 40 x 20 cm. Sundermann 1981, 206, 
gives somewhat lower figures, but his calculations are based on E2/1, which is problematic 
in view of the unclear relationship between its two sides (see below). 
 
The signatures of the three surviving fragments of this manuscript are consistent in indicating 
that it was found in Qocho, though its precise find-spot is unfortunately unknown (cf. above, 
p. 14). 
 
E2/1 n214 T II D 14 (stamped both “T II” and “T III”, but the 

“III” has been deleted in pencil) 
Description: Fragment from a bottom corner of a folio, with a narrow bottom margin and a 
broad side margin (over 3 cm). Normally one would assume that such a broad side margin 
must be the outer margin, in which case the fragment would be the bottom outer corner of a 
folio. However, Sundermann 1981, 206, describes it as the bottom inner corner, which is not 
implausible in view of the very large format of the manuscript. Both sides bear mirror-image 
impressions from other pages. 
Dimensions: 13 x 9 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual. R(?): John 14.28-30. V(?): John 16.4-7. This identifi-
cation of R and V follows Sundermann, loc. cit., who regards both sides as containing parts 
of a single Gospel reading (for Whitsunday/Pentecost?) consisting of selected verses from 
John 14-16, and cites partial parallels from Syriac lectionaries. However, if the fragment is 
the bottom outer corner of the folio, as the width of the side margin could be taken to suggest 
(see above), the order of R and V will have to be reversed, in which case the texts on the two 
sides must belong to two separate readings. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 206-8, Text 30, with photos on Taf. XI. Corrections: R(?)3 
apparently γwšy[q; V(?)8 read žy<√>wrt (√ added above the line). 
 
E2/2a-b 
Two fragments which cannot be joined but which belong to the same folio, E2/2a, R3-6, V3-
5, corresponding to E2/2b, R1-4, V1-3, and which are now glassed together in approxi-
mately their correct positions. 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, Matthew 19.10-11, 17-18, part of the Gospel for an 
unidentified day (cf. Sundermann 1981, 208). 
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Publication: Sundermann 1981, 208-10, with photos on Taf. XII, edits the two fragments 
separately as Texts 31 (= E2/2b) and 32 (= E2/2a). For the combined text see Pittard–Sims-
Williams forthcoming. 
 
E2/2a n224 T II D 67[b] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. The text on both sides is partly obscured by 
mirror-image impressions from other pages. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E2/2b n223 T II D 67[a] 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment without margin. The text on both sides is partly 
obscured by mirror-image impressions from other pages. 
Dimensions: 10 x 9 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
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E3 Gospel lectionary formerly C17 
 
The one surviving folio of this manuscript contains passages from the gospels of St Luke 
and St Matthew in alternating Syriac and Sogdian. The two texts were identified by 
Sundermann 1981, 198, as belonging to the readings for Christmas (Luke 2.1-20) and the 
1st Sunday after Christmas (Matthew 2.1ff.). The manuscript must therefore be a lectionary 
of gospel readings for Sundays and holy days. 
 
The evidence for the source of this manuscript is quite unclear, since the two fragments have 
incompatible signatures. One bears a signature which could be read either as T III D 61 or T 
III B 61. The latter reading seems more plausible, as T III B 61 is a common signature, while 
T III D does not occur with any number close to 61 (cf. Boyce 1960, xxxv; Reck 2006, 
322). The joining fragment bears the signature T II S 25, apparently implying that it comes 
from Sängim (see above, p. 14). Since it is unlikely that two fragments of the same folio 
were found so far apart as Bulayïq and Sängim, the “S” of the signature should probably be 
regarded as a mistake. 
 
E3 n190 T II S 25 + T III B (or D?) 61 
Description: Large part of a folio, lacking the top outer corner and the bottom inner corner, 
and with several other holes and tears. The text is in part smeared, washed out, or illegible as 
a result of the darkening of the paper. The outer margin of the Verso is ruled in ink. A Syriac 
rubric is added in the outer margin beside V15-16. 
Dimensions: 29 x 22 cm No. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: 26 x 17.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: [dwy](d) (R4), byθlƒm (R19*, 19), mrym (V7*, 8*), h˝rwds (V17*, 17), 
√wršl@m (V18, 19), yhwd¨y√ (V20, Syriac). 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual. R1-V14: Luke 2.10-20, end of the Gospel for Christ-
mas. V15-23: Matthew 2.1-3, beginning of the Gospel for the 1st Sunday after Christmas, 
with preceding rubric. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 198-203, Text 28, with photos on Taf. IX. Corrections: R7 
read perhaps (xw)√wnπqπ; R8 read pcp√tq(π)[; R9 read (fr)[y](š)t(y); R14 probably šr- 
altered to šπry; R16 read γryž cn wyš(t)[ wyš](n)t˙, both “γryž” (for fryš-, with incomplete f 
and š) and wyš(t)[ being mistakes and meant to be deleted; V3 read perhaps (qtπ); V8 for 
(ny√td)[√ryq] read (√yc)√t (d√ry)[q]; V9 read (y)√(n)t; the end of the line is unclear, perhaps 
(xw••)[... wy√ ](ž)[y](√wry) (c)[yntr]; V10 restore [kd] at the end of the line; V17 for ¬rwds 
(misprint) read h˝rwds. 
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E4 Gospel lectionary formerly C35 
 
The one surviving fragment of this manuscript belongs to its first folio. The text begins at the 
top of the Verso with an introduction which explicitly describes the book as a lectionary of 
gospel readings for Sundays, festivals and commemorations. The reading which follows, in 
alternating Syriac and Sogdian, is the Gospel for the 1st Sunday of Advent, and is taken 
from Luke 1.1ff. 
 
The Recto was originally left blank (cf. above on E1), but was later inscribed with four lines 
of text in another hand. It is not clear whether these lines, which mainly consist of the 
repetition of the name √brhm “Abraham” (see Sundermann 1981, 195 n. 272), were intended 
to indicate the ownership of the book or merely as an exercise or probatio pennae. 
 
E4 n212 T II B 64[a] 
Description: Fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. The Recto was originally left 
blank, but has later been inscribed with 4 lines in a different hand, written the opposite way 
up to the text on the Verso and now very faint. Most of V1-5 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 19 x 12 cm No. of lines: 4 (Syriac?) + 18 
Proper names etc.: √brhm (R passim), lwq√ (V5, 6*). 
Contents: R: casually written text (in Syriac?) consisting mainly of the repetition of the name 
√brhm “Abraham”. V1-3: Syriac introduction describing the book as a lectionary of gospel 
readings for Sundays, festivals and commemorations. V3-18: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, Luke 
1.1-4, beginning of the Gospel for the 1st Sunday of Advent, with preceding rubric. 
Publication: ST I, 28-30; Sundermann 1981, 195-8, Text 27, with photos on Taf. VIII. 
Corrections: V8 read qœ√m[; V13 the reading [spšy](q) is impossible (the visible trace is not a 
q but perhaps a superscript point); V14 for [šyr](q)tπ read [d](√)tπ (cf. Gershevitch apud 
BST XII, 86 n. 67); V15 read perhaps x](w)πsm-(bry)ny(-str)[. 
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E5 Gospel lectionary formerly C5 
 
This manuscript is written in a distinctive hand with very full vocalization and recitation 
accents. Since the gospel texts contained in even the smallest scraps have been identified, 
there can hardly be any doubt that all the surviving fragments belong to a single manuscript. 
The readings are in Sogdian alone, but each is introduced by a Syriac rubric (written in red 
ink) and the opening words are given in both languages. 
 
This manuscript is one of the best known amongst all the Christian texts from the Turfan 
region and played an important part in the decipherment of the Sogdian language. Excerpts 
were published already in Müller 1907 and the greater part of the manuscript in Müller 1913 
(= ST I). Two articles by Sundermann (1974, 1975a) include corrections to Müller’s edition 
together with the first publication of all remaining fragments of the manuscript. A few of the 
smallest fragments, which had been left unidentified by Sundermann, were identified by 
William J. Pittard, who prepared an edition of the whole manuscript during the early 1980s. 
Unfortunately Pittard’s edition was never published, but his identifications are presented in 
Pittard–Sims-Williams forthcoming and a number of his improved readings are mentioned in 
the catalogue entries below. A new edition of the manuscript based on her doctoral thesis (Il 
lezionario sogdiano cristiano C 5. Una nuova edizione, Università di Roma “La Sapienza”, 
Anno accademico 2008-2009) is now expected from Chiara Barbati, whose readings are also 
cited where appropriate. 
 
On the reconstruction of the manuscript see Baumstark 1915, 124-6; Burkitt 1925, 119-25; 
Sundermann 1975a, 85-90; BT XII, 14-15. The lectionary no doubt covered the whole 
church year, beginning with the reading for the 1st Sunday of Advent (as in the case of E4). 
As noted by both Baumstark (1915, 126) and Burkitt (1925, 124), the saints’ days and other 
commemorations were evidently arranged in a separate sequence at the end of the book. The 
hypothetical numbering of the folios adopted below is primarily based on two hypotheses 
whose likelihood has been demonstrated by Sundermann (1975a, 87-90) and myself (BT 
XII, 14-15): that the quires consisted of 5 double-folios each; and that the quire-number √ = 1 
was placed on the last page of the first quire and the first page of the second quire, the quire-
number b = 2 on the last page of the second quire and the first page of the third, and so on. If 
these hypotheses are correct, the numbering of those folios which bear a quire-number (ff. 
41, 51, 91, 100 and 101) follows automatically. I have calculated the numbers of the remain-
ing folios up to f. 109 on the basis of the amount of the text missing between them (using as 
a guide the East Syrian lectionaries described by Maclean 1894 and Diettrich 1909), taking 
into account any other available evidence such as the presence of a bottom margin without 
quire-number. In some cases, in particular in the case of the series from f. 72 to f. 83, the 
results of these calculations are almost certain, while in others the folio-numbers are more 
approximate. The last surviving folios are those which contain the readings for saints’ days 
and commemorations, a series of three consecutive folios and a single folio which I have 
arbitrarily numbered as ff. 125-127 and 130. 
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E5/5 n166 [part] T II B 38 
Description: Small fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. The surface of the Recto is 
partly rubbed away, with the loss of some letters. Some points of uncertain significance in 
the outer margin before R1. A small fragment of the following folio, on which the letter ]t 
can be read (see E5/6b), still adheres to the Verso. 
Dimensions: 3 x 3 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Proper names etc.: [√b](r)hm (V2). 
Contents: Luke 1.44, 55-6, part of the Gospel for the 2nd Sunday of Advent. 
Publication: Sundermann 1975a, 82, Text 19c; Pittard–Sims-Williams forthcoming. 
 
E5/6a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions (according to the photos): 19.5 x 14 cm 
Overall no. of lines: 20 + 19 
Written area (according to the photos): 17 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: ywƒnn (R2), yhwdπ (R6), zkry√ (R11), ysr√yl (R13), dwyd (R15), √brhm 
(V2), ysr√ylπqt (V18), mθy (V19). 
Contents: R1-V18: Luke 1.63-80, end of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday of Advent. V18-19: 
Matthew 1.1 (in Syriac only), beginning of the Gospel for the 4th Sunday of Advent, with 
preceding Syriac rubric. 
Publication: see below. 
 
E5/6a (lost) [T II B 38] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking the top outer corner. The end of a word (here 
counted as R20) is added below the last full line of the Recto. Two words added in the outer 
margin of the Verso. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 19.5 x 14 cm  
No. of lines: 20 + 19 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Müller 1907, 266-8, with photos on Taf. I-II; Salemann 1907, 532-3; ST I, 30-
32; Sundermann 1974, 222-5, Text 1 (commentary and corrections). Further corrections: V1 
read ptr](t)[y√ ](p)rw (C. Barbati); V2 restore [pšt√w]n (C. Barbati); V11 read probably Àḅrz-
brπ for Àḅrz˙br∫. 
 
E5/6b n166 [part] T II B 38 
Description: The only surviving remnant of the folio E5/6, a tiny fragment adhering to 
E5/5V. The Recto cannot be seen; on the Verso one can read the letter ]t, which completes 
the last word of V1 (zprt). 
Dimensions: 1 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: ? + 1 
Written area: see above. 
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Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sundermann 1975a, 82, Text 19c, last letter of “1.S.”. 
 
E5/19 n149 T II B 17[b] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Large part of a folio, including parts of the top, inner and bottom margins. V2-3 
contain a rubric in red ink. 
Dimensions: 20 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 19 + 19 
Written area: 16.5 x ? cm 
Proper names etc.: ywƒnn (R1, 15, V2*, 3, 4*, 12*, 19), cxwdt (R2), √wršlm (R2), 
l(∫)w(√)[yqt] (R2), √ly√ (R5), √šγy√ (R11), prπšœ√πqtπ (R12), byθγny√ (V1), [y](w)[rdn]n (V1), 
ysr√yl (V10). 
Contents: R1-V2: John 1.19-28, end of the Gospel for the 2nd Sunday after Epiphany. V2-
19: John 1.29-35, beginning of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday after Epiphany, with prece-
ding Syriac rubric. 
Publication: ST I, 57-61; Sundermann 1974, 225, Text 2 (commentary). In V3 it is unclear 
whether one should read lywm√ (with ST I, 59) or (w)lywm√ (with ST I, 60). 
 
E5/21a n413d C58 = [T III] B 
Description: Small, irregular-shaped fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Contents: John 1.51-2.3 and 2.9-11, part of the Gospel for the 4th Sunday after Epiphany. 
Publication: Sundermann 1974, 225-7, Text 2a, R1-4, V1-4. Corrections: R2 restore bγ√n-
pš]qt∫ (C. Barbati); R5 read ](√)[t w√nw] at the end of the line; V2 restore mwd[w or mwd[y; 
V3 read [x](w)n∫; V4 read q(š)∫ (p)[rm. 
 
E5/21b  (lost) T II B 66 
Photos: Berlin (BBAW) (see “Additional note” below) 
Description: Small fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. V1-2 contain a 
rubric in red ink. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 3 x 5 cm  
No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Proper names etc.: [yw](ƒ)nn (V2 = 7), √wršlm (V3*, 4* = 8, 9). 
Contents: R1-V1: John 2.3-5 and 2.11, end of the Gospel for the 4th Sunday after Epiphany. 
V1-4: John 2.23, beginning of the Gospel for the 5th Sunday after Epiphany, with preceding 
Syriac rubric. 
Publication: Sundermann 1974, 225-7, Text 2a, R6-9, V6-9. In V1 (= 6) a trace of [žwxš-
q](t√), the last word of John 2.11, is visible before the punctuation marks (W. J. Pittard). 
Additional note: This fragment seems to have been lost or mislaid at some time since 1974. 
According to Sundermann 1974, 225, it was glassed with two others bearing the same signa-
ture T II B 66, but the (modern) photos preserved in the BBAW show only the two frag-
ments E5/21b and E26/51. 
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E5/23 n150 T II B 66 
Description: Vertical strip from the bottom outer corner of a folio. One word added in the 
outer margin of the Recto. 
Dimensions: 9 x 5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Contents: R: John 3.18-21, part of the Gospel for the 5th Sunday after Epiphany. V: John 
3.26-7, part of the Gospel for the 6th Sunday after Epiphany. 
Publication: Sundermann 1974, 227-9, Text 2b. 
 
E5/28a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 11 x 9.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 10 + 10 
Contents: R: Matthew 5.30-33, part of the Gospel for the 1st Monday of Lent. V: Matthew 
5.38-41, beginning of the Gospel for the 1st Tuesday of Lent, with preceding Syriac rubric. 
Publication: ST I, 3-5 (E5/28a only); Sundermann 1974, 229-31, Text 3 (partial re-edition of 
E5/28a); Sundermann 1975a, 83-5 (another partial re-edition incorporating E5/28b). Correc-
tions: R2 read p](w)x√(ẏ) (C. Barbati); R4 read √mpd(t)[ with Müller rather than √mpdy[ with 
Sundermann; R5 at the beginning of the line restore (wγt)[y s](t)π˙ (W. J. Pittard); at the end 
of the line read probably w√c(t)[ (C. Barbati); R8 read (xwr)wnπ, similarly (xwrw)nπ in R9 
and (xw)rwnπ in R10 (on this word see also BT XII, 177-8); V4 read dnt√ dnt√(π) (W. J. 
Pittard); V5 restore frm√ym](s)qn (misprinted -(s)qwn in Sundermann 1974, 230); V10 
restore n](ẏ)√st (C. Barbati). 
 
E5/28a n151 T II B 67[.1] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Bottom inner corner of a folio, the script partly smeared and rubbed away. Part 
of R3-5 appears to be covered by a scrap of paper from an adjacent folio. The first two letters 
of R7 (ẏm-), which were apparently added as an afterthought, extend into the margin. V1-2 
contain a rubric in red ink. 
Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E5/28b n409 C55 = [T II B 64] 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E5/34 n152 T II B 66[.4] (T II B x according to Müller) 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Horizontal strip including parts of the inner and outer margins of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4 x 14 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Written area: ? x 11 cm 
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Proper names etc.: šπlwƒ√ (R4), √wršlm (V2). 
Contents: R: Luke 13.3-4, presumably part of the Gospel for the 2nd Friday of Lent. V: 
Matthew 20.17-19, part of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday of Lent. 
Publication: ST I, 41, 17; Sundermann 1974, 231-2, Text 4 (commentary and corrections). 
Further corrections: R3 read šts with Müller rather than š(t˛t)s with Sundermann; R4 read 
šm√(r)[t√] (C. Barbati); V1 read žwxšqt√(π) and rθÂ. (C. Barbati), the latter perhaps to be 
restored as r[œ]θÂ. (cf. also E5/73, R1). 
 
E5/38 (lost) T II B 66[.4] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Almost complete but poorly preserved folio, lacking both outer corners and 
with many holes and other damage. Several words added in the outer margin of the Verso. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 19 x 14 cm  
No. of lines: 19 + 19 
Written area (according to the photos): 15.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: [ywƒ](n)n (R10). 
Contents: Matthew 21.28-43, part of the Gospel for the 4th Sunday of Lent. 
Publication: ST I, 17-21; Sundermann 1974, 232-4, Text 5 (commentary and corrections). 
Further corrections and notes: R8 read ](r)št√ (cf. Sundermann 1974, 224-5); R11 on d√tcπq∫ 
see Sims-Williams 1981b, 15; R15 read probably ny(š)td√rt (cf. ST I, 19), certainly not nyš-
d√rt (as in ST I, 18); R16 read (d)∫[s]d√rt; R17 read pr dst (cf. GMS, §1141, and BT XII, 83) 
or pr dst[w] (C. Barbati); R18 read pr√γt as one word; V6 restore [c]√nw (C. Barbati); V8 for 
Sundermann’s [xy](d) read probably [√yn](∫); V8, margin, for Müller’s ]r(?) read [√yst](√˙) 
(C. Barbati); V17 for qr(n)π (thus Sundermann) see also Sims-Williams 1978, 258; the last 
word of this line is probably qtπ with Müller rather than qt(∫) with Sundermann. 
 
E5/41 (lost) T III 99 Bul. (T III B 99 according to Müller) 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Large part of a folio, well preserved at the bottom but lacking the top margin 
and first line of each side together with both upper corners. The script on the Verso is 
smeared and partly illegible. On the Recto one word (here counted as R19) is added below 
the last full line, while the bottom margin contains the quire-number d (= 4) with decorative 
punctuation (here counted as R20). An addition to the text in the outer margin of the Verso. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 18.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 20 + 18 
Written area (according to the photos): ? x 11 cm 
Proper names etc.: (ywƒnn) (V9). 
Contents: John 5.24-40, part of the Gospel for the 4th Tuesday of Lent (cf. further on 
E5/130a-b below). 
Publication: ST I, 61-5; Sundermann 1974, 234-6, Text 6 (commentary and corrections). 
Further corrections: R13 on pdq√π see Sims-Williams 1981b, 14; R14 read (qw)rwn (W. J. 
Pittard); V2 read and restore [wyc√wqy√ θbrtys](q pr mn√. šm√)[x fšmd√ryšt√ qw] (W. J. 
Pittard); V17 read perhaps [√](w)t[ ](brt√)s(q š)m√(x)[ qt √y](qwn )cπ(q) (W. J. Pittard). 
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E5/48 n153 T II B 12[b] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Complete folio with only minor damage. On both sides some words are deleted 
and additions and corrections are noted, mostly sec. manu, in the inner and outer margins. 
Verso-mark before V1. V17-18 contain a rubric in red ink. 
Dimensions: 20 x 14 cm No. of lines: 19 + 19 
Written area: 16 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: ywƒnn (V18), yhwd¨y√ (V18, Syriac), cxwd√n∫ (V19). 
Contents: R1-V17: Luke 16.2-15, presumably the end of the Gospel for the 5th Friday of 
Lent. V17-19: John 9.39, beginning of the Gospel for the 6th Sunday of Lent, with preced-
ing Syriac rubric. 
Publication: ST I, 41-5; Sundermann 1974, 236-7, Text 7 (commentary and corrections). 
Further corrections: R2 the deleted word is c√n∫; R10 read γwd∫ (C. Barbati); R14 read 
m√xypθ√wnt and spncπrspnπ each as a single word; V4 read ršty√q with Sundermann 1974, 
224; V10 on bγππ see Sims-Williams 1981b, 14. 
 
E5/51 n154 T II B 66[n] 
Description: Fragment from the bottom of a folio. The bottom margin of the Recto contains 
the quire-number h (= 5) with decorative punctuation (here counted as R4). 
Dimensions: 6 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3 
Contents: Matthew 24.24-6, 32-3, probably part of the Gospel for the 6th Friday of Lent (as 
argued by Sundermann 1975a, 89-90). 
Publication: Sundermann 1974, 237-8, Text 7a. Corrections: R2 read w](γ)d√rm (W. J. 
Pittard); V1 read [γ](rb)t√s(q)n [ (misprinted -s[qw]n apud Sundermann). 
 
E5/65 (lost) C3 = [T II B 66] 
Photos: Berlin (BBAW) (see “Additional note” below) 
Description: Small fragment without margin, though the extended writing and spacing in R2-
3 indicates proximity to the outer margin. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 3.5 x 2 cm  
No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Proper names etc.: rœmθ(√) (R3). 
Contents: R: Matthew 27.54(?), 57, probably part of the Gospel for Good Friday. V: Mat-
thew 27.64-5, probably part of the Gospel for Easter Saturday or for the evening of Good 
Friday. 
Publication: Sundermann 1975a, 82-3, Text 7b; Pittard–Sims-Williams forthcoming. 
Additional note: This fragment seems to have been lost or mislaid at some time since 1975. 
According to Sundermann 1975a, 82, it was glassed with others of the group C3 = T II B 
66, but the (modern) photos preserved in the BBAW show only this one fragment. 
 
E5/72 n156 1888 = T II + T II B 16 
Description: Large fragment of a folio including parts of the inner, outer and bottom margins. 
The fragment T II B 16 was formerly folded over on itself, with the result that the text of the 
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Recto is partly obscured by ink transferred from other parts of the same page. One or two 
words are added (probably sec. manu) in the outer margin of the Recto beside line 11. 
Dimensions: 17.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 18 + 18 
Written area: ? x 11 cm 
Proper names etc.: ysr√yl (R7). 
Contents: Luke 24.19-32, part of the Gospel for the Tuesday after Easter. 
Publication: ST I, 50-52 (edition of part of T II B 16); Sundermann 1974, 238-43, Text 8, 
with photos on pp. 239-40 (edition of T II, partial re-edition of T II B 16). Corrections and 
notes: R1 read and restore ](c)[n xw](t√w)[ yšwγ pyd√r] (W. J. Pittard); R3 on qt∫t see Sims-
Williams 1981b, 16 with n. 23; R7 read ysr√yl (misprinted ysr√∫l apud Sundermann); R11 in 
addition to ny (to be inserted after c√nw, as indicated by an insertion mark), the outer margin 
seems to contain also (wyn)[y] (to be inserted after byrd√rnt) (W. J. Pittard); R13 w√nw 
deleted but apparently reinstated by a series of small points under the word (W. J. Pittard); 
V1 read probably ](m√)t[ (C. Barbati); V18 ž√∫qm√(t) written as one word (with ST I, 51, line 
16, against ST I, 52, line 16, and Sundermann 1974, 243). 
 
E5/73 n157 T II B 13 + C11 = [T II] B 66[.1] + T II B 66 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg ([T II] B 66[.1] only) 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from the top of a folio, including parts of the top, 
inner and outer margins. One word added in the inner margin at the beginning of R8.  
Dimensions: 8 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Written area: ? x 11 cm 
Proper names etc.: √(wrš)lm (R2), š(m)[γwn] (R6). 
Contents: R: Luke 24.32-5, part of the Gospel for the Tuesday after Easter. V: John 15.18-
21, part of the Gospel for the Wednesday after Easter. 
Publication: ST I, 52-3, 70-71 ([T II] B 66[.1] only); Sundermann 1974, 243-5, Text 9, with 
photos on pp. 243-4. Corrections: R1 read [pr r√]θŒ rather than [pr r√]θy with Sundermann 
(cf. also E5/34, V1); R8 perhaps c√nw altered to c√nπ (W. J. Pittard); V7 apparently (pš)qπr-
d√rnt rather than -q∫r- with Sundermann. 
 
E5/75-76 
A pair of folios which were formerly stuck together. The principal fragments (E5/75a and 
E5/76a) therefore share the signature T II B 71 and the shelf-mark n158. The two folios were 
evidently consecutive, but there is no evidence that they originally formed a double-folio as 
stated by Müller (cf. Sundermann 1974, 246; 1975a, 90). The small fragment [T III] B = 
n413a was identified by W. J. Pittard as containing text which belongs to the Recto of E5/75 
and the Verso of E5/76. Thus it became clear that this fragment (E5/75b and E5/76b) con-
sisted of two layers which were still stuck together, as was formerly the case with T II B 71 
= n158 (see Pittard–Sims-Williams forthcoming). The two layers have now been separated, 
producing two fragments which have been numbered n413a1 (= E5/75b) and n413a2 (= 
E5/76b), though it should be noted that a couple of letters belonging to E5/76bV4 are still 
attached to E5/75bV and that the reading of E5/75bV is hindered by mirror-image 
impressions from E5/76bR and vice versa. 
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E5/75a-b 
Two fragments which cannot be joined but which belong to the same folio, the two frag-
ments correlating in such a way that E5/75b, R1 and V1, correspond to E5/75a, R17 and 
V17. The dimensions of the complete folio will have been as follows: 
Overall dimensions: ca. 18.5 x 14 cm Overall no. of lines: 20 + 20 
Written area: ca. 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
 
E5/75a n158 [part] T II B 71 
Description: Upper part of a folio including parts of the top, inner and outer margins. Many 
small holes and tears. The text on the Verso, which was formerly stuck to the Recto of the 
following folio, is illegible in places, either because of ink transferred from the facing page or 
because the surface of the paper is torn away. R3-4 contain a rubric in red ink. Remains of a 
Verso-mark before V1. 
Dimensions: 14 x 14 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Written area: ? x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: sdwm (R2), γmwr√ (R2), mθy (R4), ysr√∫lπqt(π) (V9), bγ@lz(ḅ)µb (V15). 
Contents: R1-3: Matthew 10.14-15, end of the Gospel for the Thursday after Easter. R3-
V17: Matthew 10.16-26, beginning of the Gospel for the Friday after Easter, with preceding 
Syriac rubric. 
Publication: Müller 1907, 268-9 (R only); Salemann 1907, 535-6 (R only); ST I, 5-8; 
Sundermann 1974, 246-52, Text 10/I/ (commentary and partial re-edition). Corrections and 
notes: R2 on pc√d∫-str (thus Sundermann) see BT XII, 54; R4 read dmw(d)¨yn√ with 
Baumstark 1915, 125; R7 read w√nc√nw as in Müller 1907, 268 (misprinted w√ncnw in ST I, 
6); R14 a line over qt indicates that it is to be deleted; V1 read probably br(√)t(˙) rather than 
br(√)t(r) with Müller and Sundermann; V2 read probably w∫šnt(y) with Müller rather than 
w∫šnt with Sundermann; V4 read probably xw(n∫) (W. J. Pittard) rather than xw[n](y)y 
with Sundermann; V5 read wytwr q(w˙) rather than wytwr qt with Sundermann, who was 
misled by a mirror-image impression from the facing page (W. J. Pittard); V6 read žwytq√ 
with Müller rather than žwntq√ with Sundermann; V7 on tšt√ see Sims-Williams 1976, 58. 
 
E5/75b n413a1 C58 = [T III] B 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: Matthew 10.19-20, 27, part of the Gospel for the Friday after Easter. 
Publication: Sundermann 1975a, 81, Text 19a/r/ (R only); Pittard–Sims-Williams forth-
coming. 
 
E5/76a-b 
Two fragments which cannot be joined but which belong to the same folio, the two 
fragments correlating in such a way that E5/76b, R1 and V1, correspond to E5/76a, R17 and 
V17. The dimensions of the complete folio will have been as follows: 
Overall dimensions: ca. 18.5 x 14 cm Overall no. of lines: 20 + 20 
Written area: ca. 16.5 x 10 cm 
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E5/76a n158 [part] T II B 71 
Description: Upper part of a folio including parts of the top, inner and outer margins. Many 
small holes and tears. The text on the Recto, which was formerly stuck to the Verso of the 
preceding folio, is illegible in places, either because of ink transferred from the facing page or 
because the surface of the paper is torn away. One word added sec. manu in the inner margin 
of the Recto. R17 contains traces of a rubric in red ink. The remains of a Verso-mark in red 
ink and a long addition to the text occupy almost the whole length of the outer margin of the 
Verso. 
Dimensions: 14.5 x 14 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Written area: ? x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: (y)wƒnn (R17), cxwdtπ (V1), θ√wm√ (V13), θ…mœ√ (V14). 
Contents: R1-16: Matthew 10.27-33, end of the Gospel for the Friday after Easter. R17: 
Syriac rubric introducing the Gospel for the 1st Sunday after Easter. V: John 20.19-25, part 
of the Gospel for the 1st Sunday after Easter. 
Publication: Müller 1907, 269-70 (V only); Salemann 1907, 536 (V only); ST I, 8-10, 78; 
Sundermann 1974, 252-5, Text 10/II/ (commentary and partial re-edition). Corrections: R1 
read sqn as in ST I (misprinted skn apud Sundermann); R6 read [tmp](√r nys)twnt(yq)√ tmy√, 
with insertion mark before tmy√ (W. J. Pittard); R8 for [nyšqr√](n) read [wyšnt p](w) with A. 
Chaudhri apud Sims-Williams 2009, 276 n. 34; R10 read perhaps (wrs)π˙ γž(wy) (W. J. 
Pittard); R11 only sπctyty can now be read (Müller sπct∫tπ); R12, 15 read mrtxm∫tπ with 
Müller rather than -∫t∫ with Sundermann. 
 
E5/76b n413a2 C58 = [T III] B 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. R1 contains traces of a 
rubric in red ink. 
Dimensions: 4 x 3 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: John 20.19, 25, beginning of the Gospel for the 1st Sunday after Easter, with 
preceding Syriac rubric. 
Publication: Sundermann 1975a, 81, Text 19a/v/ (V only); Pittard–Sims-Williams forth-
coming. 
 
E5/78 n413b C58 = T III B (less likely T II B) 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 5.25 x 3 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3 
Contents: R: John 14.11-12, part of the Gospel for the 2nd Sunday after Easter. V: John 
16.19, part of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday after Easter. 
Publication: Sundermann 1975a, 81, Text 19b; Pittard–Sims-Williams forthcoming. 
 
E5/79 (lost) T II B 12[c] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Complete folio with only minor damage. A few additions and corrections in the 
outer margins of both sides. Verso-mark before V1. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 19.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 20 + 20 
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Written area (according to the photos): 16 x 11 cm 
Contents: John 16.19-32, part of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday after Easter. 
Publication: ST I, 71-5; Sundermann 1975a, 55-7, Text 11 (commentary and corrections). 
Further corrections: R2, 14 read ršt√ ršt√, cf. Sundermann 1974, 224; V2 nyžœtwng√ and V3 
γwžtœg√ altered from nyžyng√(?) and γwžng√ (W. J. Pittard). 
 
E5/80 (lost) T III 99[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio. R4-5 contain a rubric in red ink. The text on the 
Recto is partly obscured by mirror-image impressions, while that on the Verso is partly 
washed or rubbed away. (The faint traces of V1 were ignored by Müller, whose numbering 
of the following lines therefore needs to be increased by one.) 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 8 x 9 cm 
No. of lines: 9 + 10 
Proper names etc.: ywƒnn (R5), [tybry](µ)s (R9), šmγwn sng (V9 = 8). 
Contents: R1-4: John 16.33, end of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday after Easter. R4-V10: 
John 21.1, 5-7, beginning of the Gospel for the 4rd Sunday after Easter, with preceding 
Syriac rubric. 
Publication: ST I, 76-7, 79; Sundermann 1975a, 57-8, Text 12 (commentary and correc-
tions). 
 
E5/83a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions (according to the photos): 20.25 x 14.5 cm    
Overall no. of lines: 20 + 20 
Written area (according to the photos): 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: m[wš√] (V12, initial m read by Müller but not visible on the photo). 
Contents: R1-7: John 17.24-6, end of the Gospel for the 5th Sunday after Easter. R8-V20: 
Luke 24.36-47, beginning of the Gospel for Ascension Day, including the opening words in 
Syriac. 
Publication: ST I, 77, 53-7 (E5/83b only); Sundermann 1975a, 58-60, Text 13 (partial re-
edition incorporating E5/83a, with commentary and corrections). Further corrections: R9 
read and restore √](k)ƒd√Â.⁘ √(t) c(√)[nw √wšt](y)t m√t(n)t (W. J. Pittard); R10 read probably (yw 
wy)√q(y) (cf. Müller) rather than (pr wy√q) with Sundermann; R13 read (wyθrbd)√(r)nt (W. J. 
Pittard); R19 for (s)√ c√nw read w√(n)c√nw (W. J. Pittard); V1 for [x]√nt restore [y]√nt (C. 
Barbati); V1-2 read perhaps √(št)√(d√r)[t wyšnty xypθ] | [ds](t√)[, as there is not enough room 
at the beginning of V2 for Sundermann’s restoration [s√ xypθ ds](t)[√; V2 read wyt](w)r( qw 
)qš∫; V3 read (c)[n ](w∫šn)[ty xwsn](ty)√ (W. J. Pittard); V18 read (√)[t] (q)[t √γz](t˙) (W. J. 
Pittard); V20 read perhaps (γw)√nt(y). 
 
E5/83a n159b C72 
Description: Small fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. The text on the Verso is 
partly worn away. 
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Dimensions: 4 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E5/83b (lost) T II B 66[.2] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Greater part of a folio including parts of all margins but lacking a large piece 
from the top inner corner and with other minor damage. The fragment was formerly crum-
pled and folded back on itself (as can be seen in one of the old photos) and the text is now 
illegible in places, either because of ink transferred from other parts of the page or because 
the surface of the paper is torn away. In R7-8 one expects a rubric, but nothing is to be seen 
on the photo, whether because the scribe failed to insert the text in red ink (as assumed by 
Sundermann 1975a, 59) or because the red ink has faded. Remains of a Verso-mark before 
V1. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 20.25 x 14.5 cm  
No. of lines: 20 + 20 
Written area (according to the photos): 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E5/91 n162 1887 = T II B 12[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Complete folio with a few creases and tears, the text smeared or rubbed off in a 
few places. The bottom margin of the Recto contains the quire-number t (= 9) with decorative 
punctuation (here counted as R23). Verso-mark before V1. V7-8 contain a rubric in red ink. 
Dimensions: 19.5 x 14 cm No. of lines: 23 + 22 
Written area: 16 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: qysrq√n (R4), mœrθ√ (R15, 19, V3, 3), mrym (R17, V5), (lwq)√ (V7), šm-
γwn (V14, 17), sng (V14), √ndr¨√ws (V15), yγqwb (V15, 17, 18), ywƒnn (V15), pyly(p)ws 
(V16), (b˛)rθ≥lm˛y (V16), mθy (V16), θ√≥m√ (V16), ƒ˛lpyπ (V17), √rsqn∫ (V18), yhwd√ 
(V18, 19), skrywt√yq (V19), yhwd (V22), √wršlm (V22). 
Contents: R1-V6: Luke 10.34-42, end of the Gospel for the 2nd Sunday after Whitsunday/ 
Pentecost. V7-22: Luke 6.12-17, beginning of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday after Whit-
sunday/Pentecost, with preceding Syriac rubric. 
Publication: ST I, 34-8, 32-3; Sundermann 1975a, 60-63, Text 14 (commentary and correc-
tions). Further corrections and notes: R1 read pcγπ(n)d√rt with Müller rather than pcγπ(z)d√rt 
with Sundermann; R8-9 on xwštπq and d√tπ s∫(dt tw)√ (so to be read, cf. s∫d[ apud Müller) 
see BT XII, 85-6 with n. 67; R10 read (pr r√θp√)ntπ (C. Barbati); R19 read √b˛nt; the scribe 
may originally have written √b˛n˛t (for *Àb˛nt?), but the point below n seems to be deleted and 
the point over it (if any) is no longer visible; V10 read (w)πn√wd√rt (W. J. Pittard). 
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E5/100-101 
A pair of folios which were formerly stuck together and which were evidently consecutive. 
However, the assumption that they originally formed a double-folio (Sundermann 1975a, 63) 
is contradicted by the quire-numbers on E5/100V and E5/101R, which indicate that the two 
folios were the last of quire 10 and the first of quire 11. 
 
E5/100 n160 1890 = T II B 34[a] 
Description: Greater part of a folio including parts of all margins, but lacking the top outer 
corner and with many other holes and tears. The text is smeared or rubbed away in many 
places, especially in the upper part of the Verso, which was formerly stuck to the Recto of 
the following folio. Mirror-image impressions of text from E5/101R are clearly visible on the 
lower part of the Verso. A few letters (here counted as R23) are added below the last full line 
of the Recto, while the bottom margin of the Verso contains the quire-number y (= 10) with 
decorative punctuation (here counted as V23). The outer margin of the Verso contains 
several additions or corrections to the text. 
Dimensions: 20.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: prπš√πqt (R12*, 15*, 18f*), cxwdt (V6*, 19, 20). 
Contents: John 9.9-23, part of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday of Summer (the 9th Sunday 
after Whitsunday/Pentecost). 
Publication: ST I, 65-8 (R only); Sundermann 1975a, 63-7, Text 15/I/ (edition of V, partial 
re-edition of R, with photos on Taf. 5-6). Corrections: R1 for (xµ) read (pr) (C. Barbati, cf. 
Sundermann 1975a, 64 n. 11); R5 read mrtπ (C. Barbati); R11 read √nyd](√rnt), misprinted 
√nyd](√rnd) apud Sundermann; R13 read (c√nw) qθ√rt (W. J. Pittard); R15, first word, read 
(w)n∫ (C. Barbati); R20 restore perhaps √πc√[t n]y (d)√rtq (cf. DTS, 53), the letters in square 
brackets being obscured by impressions from the facing page(?); R22-3 read dw√(ywx)√|(qy)√ 
(C. Barbati, cf. BT XII, 59); V1 read and restore [m√t wyšnty m]yd√ny. [w](√nw) [wγ](d)√rt; 
V2 read w√(b)[y](sqn p)ryw; V3, for [tw√] (x)[y](p)[θ] read perhaps (q)[w ](t√f√ s)[√]; V4, 
read (s)√. (z)w [ (cf. Sundermann 1975a, 65 n. 32); V10 read qt c√n(w s)m(ynt )[√žt. ](c)√n(y)[ 
(C. Barbati); V13 read √t <qt> (c√nw )[smynt] √(ž)t. (C. Barbati); V17 prw altered to p<c>rw by 
the addition of c below the line (W. J. Pittard); V20 the last word of the line is not (tym) with 
Sundermann but perhaps (xcyÂ) (C. Barbati); V21 insertion marks before cn indicate the 
correct placing of the marginal addition wn∫ (C. Barbati). 
 
E5/101 n161 1891 = T II B 34[b] 
Description: Greater part of a folio including parts of all margins, but lacking the top outer 
corner and with many other holes and tears. The text is smeared or rubbed away in many 
places, especially in the upper part of the Recto, which was formerly stuck to the Verso of 
the preceding folio. Mirror-image impressions of text from E5/100V are clearly visible on 
the lower part of the Recto. The bottom margin of the Recto contains the quire-number y (= 
10) with decorative punctuation (here counted as R23). 
Dimensions: 20 x 14 cm No. of lines: 23 + 22 
Written area: 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
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Proper names etc.: mwš√ (R18, 19). 
Contents: John 9.23-38, end of the Gospel for the 3rd Sunday of Summer (the 9th Sunday 
after Whitsunday/Pentecost). 
Publication: ST I, 68-70 (V only); Sundermann 1975a, 67-9, Text 15/II/ (edition of R, partial 
re-edition of V, with photos on Taf. 7-8). Corrections: R2 read pr(wrt)[w or pr(wrt)[y (cf. 
Sundermann 1981, 216b); R5 read (q)t (q)t√(n)π q√(r)y; R9 before [wγd](√)[rn]t there is room 
to restore [w√nw] (C. Barbati), though the traces are quite uncertain; R22 read s√(. pr dπ)m∫θ; 
V11 restore √žt[yš] (C. Barbati). 
 
E5/109 n163 1899 = T II B 66[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including parts of the inner and bottom margins of a 
folio. 
Dimensions: 8 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Contents: R: Matthew 13.17-19, part of the Gospel for the 2nd Sunday of Elijah (the 15th 
Sunday after Whitsunday/Pentecost). V: Matthew 13.24-5, beginning of the Gospel for the 
3rd Sunday of Elijah (the 16th Sunday after Whitsunday/Pentecost), including the opening 
words in Syriac. 
Publication: ST I, 10-12; Sundermann 1975a, 69-70, Text 16 (commentary and corrections). 
Further corrections: R5 (= 4) restore pt[γwšt; V1, end, restore (√n)[yw]; V4 restore mrt[y s√ 
qt]. Note that Wendtland 2011, 48, cites w√bd√rnt from V6, but the MS has only ]t. 
 
E5/125-6 
A pair of folios which were formerly stuck together. The two folios were evidently conse-
cutive and it is possible that they originally formed a double-folio as stated by Müller though 
there seems to be no physical evidence of this. 
 
E5/125 (lost) T II B 39 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking both inner corners and with other minor damage. 
The text on the Verso, which was formerly stuck to the Recto of the following folio, is 
illegible in places, either because the writing is smudged or because the surface of the paper 
is torn away. Mirror-image impressions of text from E5/126R are visible on parts of the 
Verso. V13-14 contain a rubric in red ink. The Verso-mark and a long addition to the text 
occupy the whole length of the outer margin of the Verso. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 19.5 x 14.5 cm  
No. of lines: 22 + 22 
Written area (according to the photos): 15.5 x 10 cm 
Proper names etc.: bršb√ (V13), š[y](r)(?) (V13), m(θy) (V14). 
Contents: R1-V13: Luke 19.15-27, end of a Gospel reading, probably for a saint’s day. 
V13-22: Matthew 25.31-3, beginning of the Gospel for the commemoration of St. 
Barshabbā, with preceding Syriac rubric. The suggestion of Sundermann 1975a, 73, that 
Barshabbā’s patron Queen Shir may also be named in V13 receives some support from the 
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presence in the Syriac service-book MIK III 45, f. 7R, of a commemoration of mrty šyr 
krwzt√ “Mārt Shir the preacher”, to which Sebastian Brock has kindly drawn my attention. 
Publication: ST I, 45-9, 21-2; Sundermann 1975a, 70-73, Text 17/I/ (commentary and 
corrections). Further corrections and notes: V1 read n√qt∫ as one word; on p√n see DTS, 30; 
V2 on wr√ √π see Sims-Williams 1981b, 14; V11, end, read wy](šn)tÂ. (W. J. Pittard); V19 on 
γwbt∫ see Sims-Williams 1981b, 15; V20 read w∫šntπ with Müller rather than (w∫šntππ) 
with Sundermann, who was misled by a mirror-image impression from the facing page (W. 
J. Pittard). 
 
E5/126 (lost) T II B 39 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Substantial part of a folio, lacking a small part from the top inner corner and a 
much larger part from the bottom outer corner. The text on the Recto, which was formerly 
stuck to the Verso of the preceding folio, is illegible in places, either because the writing is 
smudged or because the surface of the paper is torn away. Mirror-image impressions of text 
from E5/125V are visible on parts of the Recto. Verso-mark before V1. One word (here 
counted as V22) is added below the last full line of the Verso.  
Dimensions (according to the photos): 18 x 14.75 cm  
No. of lines: 22 + 22 
Written area (according to the photos): 15.75 x 10 cm 
Contents: Matthew 25.33-45, part of the Gospel for the commemoration of St. Barshabbā. 
Publication: ST I, 23-7; Sundermann 1975a, 73-5, Text 17/II/ (commentary and corrections). 
Further corrections: R1 restore xw](√)rnt; R5 read qt p(cp√)[n ](m)√t (W. J. Pittard); R10-11 
read [xwyc]|n√(q), divided between two lines as in V13-14 (W. J. Pittard); R17 restore (q)[d√ 
(C. Barbati); V1 read ršt√, cf. Sundermann 1974, 224; V4 read frm√ẏtq√ (C. Barbati); V9 
restore θb](r)d√rπšt√ (C. Barbati); V10 restore cn√w]q (C. Barbati); V13 restore qθ](√)rt√ (C. 
Barbati); V20 restore p√cγny wn](t)πq√ (C. Barbati). 
 
E5/127a-c 
Three fragments which do not quite join but which belong to the same folio. 
Overall dimensions: 18.5 x ca. 14.5 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 23 + 21 
Written area: 16 x ca. 10 cm 
Proper names etc.: srg[y]s (R5), bkws (R5), m(θ)y (R6), šmγwn sng (V4, 12*), yγ(q)w(b) 
(V4), ywƒnn (V5), √ly√ (V11, 16*), m(w)[š](√)π (V16). 
Contents: R1-5: Matthew 25.45-6, end of the Gospel for the commemoration of St. Bar-
šabbā. R5-V21: Matthew 16.24-17.6, beginning of the Gospel for the commemoration of St. 
Sergius and St. Bacchus, with preceding Syriac rubric. 
Publication: ST I, 12-16 (E5/127b only); Sundermann 1975a, 75-8, Text 18 (partial re-
edition incorporating E5/127a and E5/127c). Corrections: R1 for c(√)[ny restore c√[f qt (C. 
Barbati); R2 for [x](√nt) restore [y](√)nt (C. Barbati); R6 read lθlmyd¨why with Müller (mis-
printed -d˛- apud Sundermann); R10 probably pointed sw[x](√)ẏt with Müller rather than -yœt 
with Sundermann; R14 read perhaps wr](√ )w(n)t(π)[q√ mr](txm∫y)Œ (extended to fill the 
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line); V6 read γwt∫ (misprinted γtw∫ apud Sundermann); V14 restore šy(r)[y xcy m]√xπÂ 
(q)t( md∫)[; V15 last surviving word, restore (m)[dy; V16 for m[wš√ x](c)π read m(w)[š](√)π 
(C. Barbati); V18 restore [w]xr qt[y (C. Barbati). 
 
E5/127a n164 [part] C3 = [T II B 66] 
Description: Tiny fragment from the top inner corner of a folio (though the little that survives 
of the upper margin is not recognizable as such). 
Dimensions: 3 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E5/127b n164 [part] T II B 17[.1] (or T II B 17[a]) 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Fragment from the outer part of a folio including parts of the top, outer and 
bottom margins, with many worm-holes. R5 contains part of a rubric in red ink. One word 
(here counted as R23) is added below the last full line of the Recto. 
Dimensions: 18.5 x 11 cm No. of lines: 23 + 21 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E5/127c n164 [part] T II B 62 
Description: Small fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. R4-5 contain part 
of a rubric in red ink. 
Dimensions: 6 x 6.25 cm No. of lines: 9 + 8 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E5/130a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 9 x 14.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: ? x 10 cm 
Contents: R1-V7: Luke 12.35-9, 42-4, end of the Gospel for an unidentified day. V7-9: 
Syriac rubric referring to a reading beginning at John 5.19 (identified by Burkitt 1925, 123, 
125). If this was intended as an alternative reading for the same occasion as the last, the day 
in question may have been the Commemoration of the Dead, for which readings beginning at 
John 5.19 are given both by Maclean 1894, 268-9, and by Burkitt 1923, 334. V10-12 (and 
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marginal addition): Beginning of the Gospel for an unidentified commemoration, with 
preceding Syriac rubric. (See “Additional note” below.) 
Publication: see below. 
Additional note: No plausible reconstruction of V7ff. has been offered so far. After the 
reading from Luke 12, which ends in V7, there is a word beginning with an aleph written in 
red ink, possibly to be restored as √[ƒrn√] “Another (reading)”. This can hardly belong to the 
opening phrase of the Syriac text of John 5.19, which would have been written in black ink 
like its continuation in V8: [√mr yšw∆ dl√ mškƒ] br√ ∆˙bd mdm “[Jesus said:] The Son [is not 
able] to do anything”. Next comes Syriac ∆d “as far as” (in red), which was no doubt 
followed by the final phrase of the same reading (again in black, only part of the first letter 
preserved). V9 contains a Syriac rubric in red ink indicating the source of this reading: ƒ(zy). 
bm∆ly. Û ⁘ [...] “See at the opening of section [5 (of the Gospel) of John]” (i.e. John 5.19, 
which is indeed the first verse of section 5 in the Syriac text). The reading was not written 
out in full, probably because the same text had already been given for the 4th Tuesday of 
Lent (John 5.19-47, see Maclean 1894, 270-71, and Diettrich 1909, 166; cf. also E5/41). 
V10 contains a further Syriac rubric in red ink referring to a new commemoration: dwkrn√ 
d(y?)[...] “Commemoration of [... (From the Gospel) of ... in section ...]”. The reading for 
this occasion follows immediately in Sogdian in lines 11-12: w√nw fr√[m√y xwt√w yšwγ qw 
...] s√. (t)[...] “Thus sa[id the Lord Jesus] to [...]”. The scribe evidently forgot to give the 
opening phrase in Syriac first, but made good his omission by adding the Syriac text in the 
margin: √Âmr yšw∆ l[...] “Jesus said to ...”. 
 
E5/130a n165 T III [B] 52[i] 
Description: Fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. V7-10 contain a rubric, partly in 
red ink. The outer margin of the Verso contains a Verso-mark and (beside lines 8ff.) an addi-
tion to the Syriac part of the text. 
Dimensions: 9 x 14 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: ST I, 38-40; Sundermann 1975a, 78-81, Text 19 (partial re-edition). 
Corrections: R5 read tw]md√rt with Sims-Williams 1995a, 61; V1 read spncπrspn as a single 
word; V7 restore perhaps √[ƒrn√] (see above); V10 read dy[, dƒ[, dc[ or dš[. 
 
E5/130b n413c C58 = [T III] B 
Description: Small fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.75 x 4 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sundermann 1975a, 78-80, Text 19, R3-6, V3-6. 
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E6 Epistle lectionary formerly C23 
 
A lectionary of the Pauline epistles in alternating Syriac and Sogdian, with rubrics indicating 
the verses of the Psalms etc. to be sung before and after the Epistle. 
 
All surviving fragments of this lectionary were published by Sundermann 1981, 171-95, 
who showed that it must have been limited to the Epistles for the principal holy days of the 
church year. Since the choice of readings generally agrees with that found in Syriac lection-
aries, and since the translation is very literal, it is reasonable to attempt to calculate the num-
ber of folios missing between the surviving folios and thus to make a partial reconstruction 
of the original form of the book. My own calculations differ from Sundermann’s only in one 
point: even if, as is likely, the first reading in the lectionary was the Epistle for Christmas, 
part of which is preserved in the first surviving folio, that folio cannot be f. 2, since the 
amount of text which is lost before it (Galatians 3.15-24, with preceding title and rubric) 
would have required not less than three pages (one and a half folios). In all probability, f. 1R 
was left blank and the text began at the top of f. 1V (cf. above on E1 and E4). On this basis I 
have numbered the surviving folios as E6/3, 5-7, 12, 18 and 20, though it cannot be excluded 
that more readings and hence more folios are missing between ff. 7 and 12 or between ff. 12 
and 18. The format of the few folios which are sufficiently well preserved to be measured is 
as follows: overall size: ca. 23 x 15.5-16.0 cm; written area: 20.0-20.5 x 12 cm. 
 
E6/3 n201 T II B 46[.1] + C93 = T II B 66 + T II B 66 No.15 
Photos: Hamburg (only T II B 46[.1]) 
Description: Almost complete folio, though with many holes and tears. 
Dimensions: 23 x 16 cm No. of lines: 21 + 21 
Written area: 20 x 12 cm 
Proper names etc.: yhwdy√ (R9, Syriac), cxwd (R10), √brhm (R17, 18), mrd√spnty@ (V11). 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, Galatians 3.25-4.6, part of the Epistle for Christmas. 
Publication: T II B 46[.1] only: Müller 1907, 263-6; ST I, 82-4; Salemann 1907, 534. Com-
plete: Sundermann 1981, 173-8, Text 20, with photos on Taf. I. Corrections: R1 for θ˙r√˝√ 
(misprint?) read θœr√˝√; R4 read dyšwγmšyƒ√ as one word; V5 probably spπnc√rspnt as one 
word. 
 
E6/5 n200 C77 = T II B 67[a] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Almost complete folio, though with many holes and tears. On both sides much 
of the text is badly smeared. A sentence is added in the inner margin of the Recto. 
Dimensions: 23.25 x 15.75 cm No. of lines: 22 + 22 
Written area: 20.5 x 12 cm 
Proper names etc.: r¨hwmy√ (V10, Syriac). 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual. R1-V9: Titus 3.2-7, end of the Epistle for Epiphany, 
with following rubric. V9-22: Romans 11.13-15, beginning of the Epistle for Palm Sunday, 
with preceding rubric. 
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Publication: Sundermann 1981, 178-83, Text 21, with photos on Taf. II. Corrections and 
notes: R1 read (wy)s(pw); R5 for (pw)[ šm√r√] read (pw m√)[n]; R10, margin, read pr γnœt(q)[ 
√t pr mn](g) (cf. Sims-Williams 1992, 288); R10 read žyšt(γ)wnyt; R16 for n∫ read nπ; R17 
on qt∫t see Sims-Williams 1981b, 16 with n. 23; V8 for [m]r[y]√ (mš)[yƒ√] read (m)t(lhn)√ 
s•[•••]; V10 for m(ry√ nd)[w](n) read mr(y√ mr)n (Psalm 8.2 according to the Peshitta; cf. 
Darmo 1961, 434/450, for the use of this Šurāyā on Palm Sunday); V14 read (rmty√)[; V18 
read perhaps [√t √ž√w√](m) (cf. Sundermann 1981, 180 n. 120). 
 
E6/6 n202 C93 = T III B 61[g] 
Description: Bottom inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 10 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 9 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, Romans 11.18-20, 22-3, part of the Epistle for Palm 
Sunday. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 183-5, Text 22, with photos on Taf. III. 
 
E6/7a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: ca. 12.5 x 15.5 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: ? x 12 cm 
Proper names etc.: qwr¨nθy√ (R2, Syriac). 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual. R: 1 Corinthians 5.7-8 and 11.23, beginning of the 
Epistle for Maundy Thursday, with preceding rubric. V: 1 Corinthians 11.24-5, continuation 
of the same reading. 
Publication: see below. 
 
E6/7a (lost) T II B [Y] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: ca. 6.5 x ca. 12.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: ST I, 80, 82; Sundermann 1981, 185-8, Text 23, R1-6, V1-6, with “Nach-
bemerkung” on p. 225. Corrections: R3 for xw[t√w] (thus ST I) or xw[  ](t)[√w] (thus Sun-
dermann 1981, 225) read xw[•](•t)[, perhaps to be restored as a word meaning “food”, cf. 
xwrt, xwrc√q etc.; R5 read mtlhn√ as one word; V1 for the remains of this line (omitted in 
both editions) see Sundermann 1981, 225. 
 
E6/7b n203 [T III] B 
Description: Fragment including parts of the bottom margin and both side margins of a folio. 
A trace of writing in paler ink in the outer margin of the Recto (punctuation points followed 
by the numerical letter √ = 1?). 
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Dimensions: 9.5 x 15.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above.  
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 185-8, Text 23, R4-12, V3-11, with photos on Taf. IV. On 
R7-8 (= 10-11) see also Sims-Williams 1981b, 15-16 with n. 21. 
 
E6/12 n204 C73 = T II B 69 No.1 + [T III B] 
Description: Fragment including parts of the top and inner margins of a folio. 
Dimensions: 9 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, 1 Corinthians 1.24-5, 27-8, probably part of the Epistle 
for Easter Saturday. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 188-90, Text 24, with photos on Taf. V. Corrections: V4 
read dn˛bh@θ (despite Sundermann 1981, 189 n. 211); V5 read fc]mdcyq(˙); V6 read z√w](r)-
qynty. 
 
E6/18 n398 C51 = T III B 
Description: Fragment without margins. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 9.75 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, 1 Timothy 2.9-10, 14-15, probably part of the Epistle for 
Ascension Day. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 190-92, Text 25, with photos on Taf. VI. Corrections: R2 
read p]tzbwrty√(q); R6 for Àw read √˙w. 
 
E6/20a-c 
Three fragments which do not join but which belong to the same folio. 
Proper names etc.: [yhẅ](dy)√ (R2, Syriac), cxwdt (R3). 
Contents: Syriac/Sogdian bilingual, 1 Corinthians 12.13-21, probably part of the Epistle for 
Whitsunday/Pentecost. 
Publication: Sundermann 1981, 192-5, Text 26, with photos on Taf. VII. Corrections: R2 
read bn(ty)[t (without points); V4 restore perhaps pcbwš√[t wnwty]; V5 for (sœ√)[m read 
(ṡ)[m](˙)[ (no doubt originally pointed *ṩm as in E6/3, V6, but the subscript point is now 
lost together with the lower part of the letter s); V16 the last word of the line is not ](√)[pl√] 
but probably ](m)[n](√)[]. 
 
E6/20a n205 [T II] B 66 + C93 = T II B 62 + [B 66] + [B 66] + 

C93 = T II B 66 
Description: Fragment with many tears and holes, including part of the inner margin and a 
small part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 10 x 8 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above.  
Publication: see above. 
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E6/20b n411 C56 = T II B 67 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E6/20c n206 T II B 66 + T II B 40[a] + C79 = T II B 64 
Description: Fragment including the complete bottom margin and parts of both side margins 
of a folio. 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 15 cm No. of lines: 9 + 8 
Written area: ? x 11.5 cm 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
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E7 Psalter  
 
Part of a Psalter in alternating Syriac and New Persian. The New Persian text makes exten-
sive use both of Syriac vocalic points and of a series of non-Syriac letters including special 
characters for β, δ and ğ. For details see Sims-Williams 2011, 354-5 (where “tau ṭ”, p. 354, 
line 28, is of course a misprint for “tau <t>”). 
 
E7/1-2a+1-2b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined to form a double folio. Only the upper part of 
the first folio survives; the second is almost complete, lacking only the bottom inner corner. 
Overall dimensions: ca. 20 x 29 cm Overall no. of lines: 11 + 11 + 22 + 22 
Dimensions of a single folio: ca. 20 x 14.5 cm 
Written area: ca. 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: bbl (IR5, V2, IIR22*), bœ√β˝l (IR6, V3), ysryl (IR7, 8), yhwd√ (IR7, 8), 
b√byl (IIV1), √wršlm (IIV4, 5), chywn (IIV6, 6). 
Contents: Psalms 131.18-132.1, 133.1-3, 146.5-147.7 (according to the numbering of the 
Peshitta), including the headings to Psalms 132, 133 and 147. 
Publication: Müller 1915 (E7/1a+2a only) with photos on Taf. II; Benveniste 1938 (lin-
guistic commentary); Sundermann 1974b (commentary and corrections to E7/1a, re-edition 
of E7/2a in combination with E7/2b); Sims-Williams 2011, 353-61 (complete re-edition). 
 
E7/1a+2a MIK III 112 T II B 57 (T II B 59 according to Göttingen photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Upper part of a double folio. Several passages are written in red ink. Verso-
mark before IIV1 and probably (in red ink) before IV1. Marginal additions and rubrics in the 
inner and outer margins. 
Dimensions: 9 x 29 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 + 11 + 10 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E7/1b+2b SyrHT 153 T II B 64 [No.4] 
Photos: Hamburg 
Description: Fragment from the lower part of a double folio. The lower part of II is well 
preserved, lacking only the bottom inner corner; a tiny piece of the inner margin of I, with 
parts of letters from the beginnings and ends of lines, is attached. Two passages near the 
bottom of IIR are written in red ink.  
Dimensions: 13.5 x 17 cm No. of lines: 1 + 3 + 14 + 14 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 



 
 
 

2. Liturgy, hymns and prayers (E8-E22) 
 
Most of the liturgical texts from Bulayïq are in Syriac, but some of them include rubrics in 
Sogdian (E9-E16) and are therefore described in this catalogue as well as in Hunter–Dickens 
forthcoming. See also Dickens 2009, 26-7, for a preliminary discussion of several of these 
texts. Liturgical texts and hymns actually written in Sogdian (e.g. E17-E18) are the excep-
tion, though a number of fragments, usually rather clumsily written, seem to contain prayers 
in Sogdian (E8(?), E19-E22). 
 
Regarding the typical small format of the liturgical books see Sims-Williams 1995, 258a, 
where E8, E9 and E18 are mentioned as examples. 
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E8 Prayer-amulet? formerly C49 
 
The one surviving folio of this manuscript was first referred to by Hansen 1968, 98, who 
noted that it contained “eine Reihe von Heiligennamen”, but was unable to make further 
progress. Subsequently M. Schwartz (STSC, 115-25; Schwartz 1991) identified it as a 
“Book of Life” (spr ƒÿ√), a text commemorating the faithful departed, traditionally recited by 
a deacon. E8 certainly refers to the tablets or diptychs bearing the names of the departed, and 
the list of names has parallels with the Syriac texts referred to by Schwartz 1991, 157-8. 
However, contrary to the opinion of Schwartz, the term spr ƒÿ√ does not in fact occur in the 
Sogdian text (see correction to V1-2 below), and the text as a whole resembles the Syriac 
prayer-amulets, of which several examples are described in Hunter–Dickens forthcoming, 
rather than a “Book of Life”. 
 
E8 n396 T II B 40 [No.1] 
Description: Small but complete folio with rather irregular writing. 
Dimensions: 10 x 7 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Written area: 8.5 x 6 cm 
Proper names etc.: bkws (R1), gy(w)rg(ys) (R1), q(w)ryqws (R2), pyθ(yw)n (R3), nrsy 
(R5), √frymsic (R7), (qw)pr|(y)n√ (V1-2). 
Contents: Prayer-amulet? 
Publication: STSC, 115-25; Schwartz 1991; Sims-Williams 2009, 278 (translation). Cor-
rections and notes: R2 q(w)ryqws perhaps corrected from qyryqws (cf. the Turkish form 
Kiryakuz apud Raschmann 2009, 419); R3 read wyc√(wy)ty; V1-2 for spr ƒÿ√ read 
(qw)pr|(y)n√ (cf. Payne Smith 1879-1901, col. 3555 s.v. qwprynws); V3 for (q)[√m] read 
(ryž).; V4 read √tpr as one word; on V8 √wšt√pr√z see Sims-Williams 2009, 278 n. 43. 
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E9 Liturgy formerly C43 
 
The two surviving folios of E9 belong to a liturgical book in small format (overall dimen-
sions 12.5-13.0 x 8.0-8.5 cm, written area 11.0-11.5 x 6.25-7.75 cm) with 16-17 lines per 
page. These folios are referred to by Hansen 1968, 94 n. 2, as “Bilinguen”, by Sundermann 
1981, 170, as “syrische Texte mit soghdischen Wörtern”, and more precisely by Sims-Willi-
ams 1995, 258a, as “a Syriac liturgical book with Sogdian rubrics” (similarly Sims-Williams 
1991, 122 with n. 27; 1992b, 49 with n. 29; 2009, 278 with n. 46). The only punctuation 
mark consists of four points, two (placed horizontally) in black ink and two (placed verti-
cally) in red ink. 
 
E9/1 n394 T II B 66 
Description: Greater part of a folio, lacking the two outer corners and a larger piece from the 
top inner corner. The surface of both sides is dirty in places. The lines are of rather irregular 
length, especially on the Recto. 
Dimensions: 13 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 16 + 16 
Written area: 11.5 x 6.75-7.75 cm 
Citation: V9-11: šwr(y)√ ⁘ twbÿhwn wdy prcy /10/ sḧd√ ⁘ wdy prcy ⁘ √bwn /11/ dbšmy√ ⁘ 
... 
Proper names etc.: srgys (V6). 
Contents: Syriac liturgical text (Vespers and Compline from an Office for Martyrs, see Hun-
ter–Dickens forthcoming) with Sogdian rubrics. The wording of V9-10 (see citation) has a 
partial parallel in E15, A8-10. 
Publication: R4 etc. mrmyθ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 150; R8, 12 ž√yqy cited DTS, 46; R9 
etc. šwbƒ√ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 152; R15, V12 pyw√q cited Sims-Williams 1991, 122, 
and 1992b, 50; V10 sḧd√, V11 swbγ√ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 150. 
 
E9/2 n395 C43a = T II B 20 [No.2] 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking a small piece from the top outer corner. The sur-
face of the paper is rubbed away in a few places.  
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Written area: 11 x 6.25-7.0 cm 
Citation: V13-14: mšyƒ√ ƒws γly ⁘ nymyθ /14/ nm√cy pyw√q ⁘ ... 
Proper names etc.: mrym (R10). 
Contents: Syriac liturgical text (Dawn Prayer and Midday Prayer from the Common of 
Saints, see Hunter–Dickens forthcoming) with Sogdian rubrics. 
Publication: R5 swbγ√ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 150; R5 etc. pyw√q cited Sims-Williams 
1991, 122, and 1992b, 50; R8 etc. šwbƒ√ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 152. 
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E10 Liturgy  
 
There can be little doubt that the two small fragments described below belong to a single 
manuscript containing Syriac liturgical texts with Sogdian rubrics (see Sims-Williams 1991, 
122 with n. 27; 1992b, 49 with n. 29; 2009, 278 with n. 46). Both are written in the same 
distinctive hand and both employ the unusual spellings √ty “and” (E10/1, A1; E10/2, A3) and 
-nd for normal -nt. The only punctuation mark consists of four points, two (placed horizon-
tally) in black ink and two (placed vertically) in red ink. While E10/2 has the commonplace 
signature T II B 66, indicating that it was found at Bulayïq, E10/1 is unique amongst the 
Christian Sogdian manuscripts in bearing the signature T II K. In the case of the Manichaean 
manuscripts, where the signature T II K is very common, the “K” indicates that they were 
found in Qocho in “Ruin K” (see Boyce 1960, xxxiv), but this is hardly compatible with the 
signature T II B 66 of E10/2. One might suspect that K here stands for “Kurutka” (Qurutqa), 
a site near Bulayïq which was the source of a number of Christian Turkish manuscripts, but 
there seems to be no evidence that Qurutqa was visited by the 2nd expedition. 
 
E10/1 n176 C9 = T II K 
Description: Small fragment including parts of the bottom margin and one side margin of a 
folio. The first word of B3 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 4 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: A4: ](m)wθb(k) ⁘ g ⁘ nbnd w√[bnd] 
Contents: Syriac liturgical text (from an Evening Office, see Hunter–Dickens forthcoming) 
with Sogdian rubrics. 
Publication: Referred to by Hansen 1968, 94 n. 2 (as a Syriac-Sogdian bilingual), and by 
Sundermann 1981, 170 (as a Sogdian text containing Syriac words). 
 
E10/2 n397 C50 = T II B 66[l] 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom of a folio. Three lines on side B are written in 
red ink, now badly faded. 
Dimensions: 4 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: A3: ]q ⁘ √ty w√bnd [ 
Contents: Unidentified Syriac liturgical text with Sogdian rubrics. 
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E11 Liturgy  
 
A fragment cut from a Chinese scroll, the blank side of which was reused for copying a 
Syriac liturgical text with Sogdian rubrics. Another fragment of the same manuscript is 
SyrHT 3 (= 1749 = T II B 66 [No. 17]), see Hunter–Dickens forthcoming. This too has on 
one side Chinese and on the other Syriac text in black with rubrics in faded red ink. Unfortu-
nately these rubrics are almost completely illegible, and no Sogdian words can be recognized. 
Since SyrHT 3 and n296 are of almost exactly the same size and shape, and since the text on 
n296 is the immediate continuation of that on SyrHT 3, it is likely that the Chinese sides 
were formerly pasted to one another and that the two pages with Syriac text are in fact the 
Recto and Verso of a single folio consisting of two layers of paper (cf. the case of E18). 
 
E11 n296 1750 = T II B 66 [No.18] 
Description: Squarish piece cut from a Chinese scroll (the join where two sheets were pasted 
together being clearly visible), the blank side of which was reused for copying a Syriac text. 
The bottom margin and parts of both side margins are preserved, perhaps also a small part of 
the upper margin, in which case the folio is almost complete. Two passages are written in red 
ink, now badly faded, one being a Sogdian rubric (see citation). 
Dimensions: 13 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: (8 columns Chinese) + 10 
Written area: 11.5(?) x 12.5 cm 
Citation: 4-5: (ty)m (ms b)√(m)cyq /5/ (db)tyq n(m√)c(y x)yp(θ) ⁘ clwθ√ ⁘ 
Contents: Syriac liturgical text (2nd opening prayer from the Ferial Office of Matins, 
corresponding to Darmo 1960, 57, see Hunter–Dickens forthcoming) including a Sogdian 
rubric (see citation). 
Publication: The Sogdian text is cited in full above. 
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E12 Liturgy  
 
Two consecutive folios from a Syriac baptism liturgy with Sogdian rubrics. As demonstrated 
by S. Brock (in Brock–Sims-Williams 2011), the wording of the Syriac text is more archaic 
than that found in modern editions such as Kelaita 1928, 136-41. 
 
E12/1 SyrHT 88 1678 = T II B 46 [No.4] 
Description: Almost complete folio with some tears and other minor damage. A few words 
on the Recto are written in red ink. A complex Verso-mark in the top outer corner of the 
Verso. 
Dimensions: 19.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Written area: 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Contents: Syriac baptism liturgy with Sogdian rubrics. 
Publication: Brock–Sims-Williams 2011. 
 
E12/2 SyrHT 66 1659 = T II B 20 + T II B 67 No.5 + T II B 20[.1] 
Description: Folio including parts of all four margins, but with several holes and tears. Many 
words are written in red ink and some passages in black ink are marked by large red dots 
between the words (see citation). A complex Verso-mark in the top outer corner of the 
Verso. One word in V6 is partly written over a small paper patch. 
Dimensions: 19.5 x 14 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Written area: 16.5 x 10 cm 
Contents: Syriac baptism liturgy with Sogdian rubrics. 
Publication: Brock–Sims-Williams 2011. Photo of the Recto: Dickens 2009, 40, fig. 1. 
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E13 Liturgy  
 
A neatly-written manuscript, with line-fillers where required and frequent use of a punctu-
ation mark consisting of four points, two (placed horizontally) in black ink and two (placed 
vertically) in red ink. An interesting feature is the presence in the rubrics not only of Sogdian 
but also of Persian words such as pyw√q “response” and x√nyš “reading”. 
 
E13 SyrHT 87 1677 = T II B 46 [No.3] 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer(?) margin of a folio and extending as far as 
the edge of the inner(?) margin, many lines complete. The Verso(?), the surface of which is 
partly rubbed away, contains several words written in red ink: the whole of lines 5-6 (Syriac 
title of the following section) and individual words in lines 8-12. 
Dimensions: 10 x 9 cm No. of lines: 14 + 14 
Written area: ? x 7.5 cm 
Citation: V(?)7-9: š(h)r√ (nm√)c ⁘ (f)tmπ ⁘ spxš(d√) ⁘⁘ /8/ x√nyš. (y(?) mw)θb√ ⁘ (red) 
(š)wry√ ⁘ (black) (mry)√ /9/ (š)m(γ) ⁘ ndƒw(lw)n (γ̅)m ⁘ (red) pyw√q ⁘ (black) br√ 
Contents: Syriac liturgical text (Funerary office, see Hunter–Dickens forthcoming) with 
rubrics including Sogdian and Persian words. 
Publication: V(?)5-9 cited Dickens 2009, 27 (to be corrected according to the citation above, 
which includes all the Sogdian and Persian parts of the text). 
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E14 Liturgy  
 
Two folios which, as indicated by the later scribbles in Syriac and Uygur extending across 
both, must originally have formed a double-folio. However, the identification of the text 
shows that the two folios were not originally consecutive. The Uygur text is discussed by 
Raschmann 2009, 417-18 with Pl. 1, and the manuscript as a whole by Dickens 2009, 26-7 
(with n. 40 on p. 37) and 28. 
 
E14/1 SyrHT 83 1672 = T II B 43 [No.1a] 
Description: Complete small folio. The original text of the Recto is almost entirely rubbed 
away and overwritten with later scribbles in Uygur script (ends of the lines which begin on 
E14/2V), but one can make out letters here and there, including traces of words in red ink in 
lines 2 and 8. The original text of the Verso is also overwritten with later scribbles in Syriac 
script (beginnings of the lines which continue on E14/2R), but is nevertheless fully legible. 
One word (a Sogdian rubric) in line 8 is written in red ink, and red ink is also used for 
punctuation marks. 
Dimensions: 12 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 13  + 14 
Written area: 10.5 x 5.5 cm 
Citation: V8: (red) √bynt (black) qrbynn mry 
Contents: Syriac eucharistic liturgy (partly corresponding to Kelaita 1928, 39-40, see 
Dickens 2009, 37 n. 39, and Hunter–Dickens forthcoming) with at least one Sogdian rubric. 
Publication: The Verso is published by Dickens 2009, 26-7, with photos of both sides as fig. 
2-3 on pp. 40-41. The one clear Sogdian word, √bynt (V8, see citation above), must mean 
“response” (~ ∆nyn “they answer”, Kelaita 1928, 40, line 4; differently Sims-Williams apud 
Dickens 2009, 37 n. 38). 
 
E14/2 SyrHT 84 1673 = T II B 43 [No.1b] 
Description: Almost complete small folio, lacking both upper corners and with other minor 
damage. The original text is partly rubbed away at the top of both sides, and is also partly 
overwritten with later scribbles, in Syriac script on the Recto (ends of the lines which begin 
on E14/1V) and in Uygur script on the Verso (beginnings of the lines which continue on 
E14/1R). Both sides contain one or two words written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 12 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 13 + 12 
Written area: 10.5 x 5.5 cm 
Citations: R12: (red) √bynt (black) √bwn ⁘; V12: (red) ž√y (black) wl(γ)lm γlmyn 
Contents: Syriac eucharistic liturgy (partly corresponding to Kelaita 1928, 46-8, see Hunter–
Dickens forthcoming) with at least two Sogdian rubrics. 
Publication: The two clear Sogdian words are both included in the citations above. 
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E15 Liturgy  
 
E15 SyrHT 158 1737 = T II B 66 [No.4] 
Description: Fragment from one of the bottom corners of a folio. Some words on both sides 
are written in red ink, which is also used for the two vertical points of the punctuation mark 
⁘. 
Dimensions: 9 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 11 
Citation: A8-12: (red) ]• (black) cn twbyhwn-y /9/ [... (red) ]prcy sḧd√ /10/ [... (black) ]•y 
(red) prcy /11/ [... (black) ]•√t žγrt /12/ [... ]•••√y pyrnms√r 
Contents: Syriac liturgical text (unidentified daily office, see Hunter–Dickens forthcoming), 
with a Sogdian rubric in A8-12 (see citation). The wording of A8-10 has a partial parallel in 
E9/1, V9-10. 
Publication: The Sogdian text is cited in full by Dickens 2009, 27 (to be corrected as above). 
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E16 Liturgy  
 
E16 SyrHT 146 1726 = T II B 60 [No.10] 
Description: Fragment including parts of both side margins. Both sides contain many words 
and phrases written in red ink, now rather faded. 
Dimensions: 7 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Written area: ? x 8-8.5 cm 
Citation: R(?)8: [    ]• ctf√r šm(d)y (red) (w)yn .. šw(bƒ√) 
Contents: Syriac liturgical text, with a Sogdian rubric in R(?)8 (see citation). 
Publication: The Sogdian rubric is included in the citation above. 
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E17 Nicene Creed etc.  
 
As pointed out by Schwartz 1974, 257 (cf. also Reck 2008, 192, 198) this folio belongs to 
the same manuscript as the Sogdian Psalter discussed by Schwartz, loc. cit., 257-61, and 
partly edited in STSC, 126-44. See further on E47, which may originally have been another 
folio from the same manuscript. The folio E17 contains the end of a hymn and the Nicene 
Creed, both written in Sogdian script. It is included in this catalogue only because of R12, 
which includes the title of the Creed in Sogdian in Syriac script. 
 
E17 MIK III 59 So 12601 (So 12700 according to the Hamburg 

photos) = T II B 17 + [T II] B 28 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Fairly complete folio, lacking the top outer and bottom inner corners and with 
other minor damage. Apart from R12 (see below), all of the text is in Sogdian script. The 
written area is delimited on all four sides by a ruled line in black ink, forming a rectangle of 
almost 26 x 15 cm, though parts of the text encroach onto the margins at the top of both sides 
and at the ends of the lines. One word is added in the outer margin beside R12. Below the 
last full line of the Recto is a single word (here counted as R19); below the last full line of 
the Verso stand the words δβ√mn x√twn (here counted as V19). R12 contains a heading, in 
Sogdian and Syriac, both written in Syriac script and in red ink. 
Dimensions: 30 x 18.5 cm No. of lines (most in Sogdian script): 19 + 19 
Written area: 27 x 15.5 cm 
Proper names etc. (all in Sogdian script): ywx√nys (R12), x√twn (R12 margin, V19). 
Contents: R1-11 (Sogdian in Sogdian script): End of a hymn (tešboƒtā) most commonly 
attributed to Bābay of Nisibis (~ Bedjan 1886, 183). R12: Title of the Creed in Sogdian and 
its incipit in Syriac (both in Syriac script), followed (in Sogdian script) by the names of the 
owners(?) ywx√nys “Yohannes” and x√twn “Khatun”, the latter being written in the margin. 
R13-V18 (Sogdian in Sogdian script): Beginning of the Nicene Creed. V19: Name of the 
owner(?) δβ√mn x√twn “the lady Khatun” (Sogdian script). 
Publication: R1-12: Sims-Williams forthcoming (b); R13-V19: Müller, ST I, 84-8, with 
photos on Taf. I-II. 
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E18 Gloria in excelsis Deo formerly C19 
 
The surviving fragments of this manuscript all belong to a single folio containing part of a 
Sogdian translation of the hymn “Gloria in excelsis Deo” (wrongly defined as “Hymnen-
anfänge” by Hansen 1968, 98, corrected by Sims-Williams 1991, 122 with n. 25; 1992b, 49 
with n. 25). The folio in question was created by pasting together two pieces of paper from a 
scroll which had previously been inscribed on one side in Chinese. At a time when the folio 
had already suffered extensive damage, the adhesive perished, with the result that the two 
layers were separated and the Chinese text (identified by Y. Yoshida apud Sims-Williams 
1995, 257b, as part of Kumārajīva’s translation of the Saddharmapu⁄æarīka-sūtra in a copy 
which may be dated to about the eighth century) became visible once again. In its present 
state the manuscript appears to consist of two folios, with approximately symmetrical 
damage, each inscribed on one side in Chinese and on the other in Sogdian. Reconstructed as 
a single folio of double thickness, with Sogdian text on both sides, each page includes part of 
the bottom margin and both side margins, several lines being complete. Comparison of the 
Sogdian text with its Syriac original indicates that only one line is wholly missing at the top 
of each page, in which case the dimensions of the complete folio would have been ca. 14 x 
10.5 cm, that of the written area ca. 12 x 9 cm, and the total no. of lines 11 + 11. The text is 
rather clumsily written, with many orthographical irregularities and mistakes. The only punc-
tuation mark consists of four points, two (placed horizontally) in red ink and two (placed 
vertically) in black ink. 
 
E18a-d 
Four fragments which do not quite join but which originally belonged to a single folio in 
small format as described above, E18a-b to the Recto and E18c-d to the Verso. All fragments 
have Sogdian text on one side only, while the other (referred to as “Recto” in the descriptions 
of the individual fragments below) bears Chinese text. 
Contents: Gloria in excelsis Deo (~ Bedjan 1886, 37-8). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995 with photos on Pl. 1-2. 
 
E18a n192 [part] [T II] B 66 
Description: Small fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. (Recto Chinese.) 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: (3 columns Chinese) + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995, 258, R2-6. (See also above.) 
 
E18b n192 [part] C19 (formerly C52) = T III B + C19 = T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including part of the bottom margin and both side 
margins of a folio. (Recto Chinese.) 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: (7 columns Chinese) + 9 
Written area: see above. 
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Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995, 258, R3-11. (See also above.) 
 
E18c n192 [part] — 
Description: Small fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. (Recto Chinese.) 
Dimensions: 4 x 5 cm No. of lines: (3 columns Chinese) + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995, 258, V2-6. (See also above.) 
 
E18d n192 [part] C19 (formerly C52) = [T III] B + C19 = T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including part of the bottom margin and both side 
margins of a folio. (Recto Chinese.) 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: (6 columns Chinese) + 9 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995, 258, V3-11. (See also above.) 
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E19 Prayer formerly C46 
 
This folio has an unusual “landscape” format, three times as broad as it is high. Since the two 
sides are inscribed opposite ways up, it can hardly have belonged to a codex. It has been 
called a “Pothīblatt” (Hansen 1968, 94 n. 2), but there is nothing to suggest that it ever had a 
string-hole like a real poṭhī. Hansen (ibid.) lists the text as a Syriac-Sogdian bilingual but, as 
pointed out by Sims-Williams apud Sundermann 1981, 170, the whole text is in Sogdian 
apart from a Syriac quotation(?) in B5-6. See further Sims-Williams 2009, 272 with n. 20. 
 
E19a-c 
Three fragments which can in theory be joined to form an almost complete folio. 
Overall dimensions: 6.5 x 19.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 7 + 6 
Written area: 6 x 17.0-18.5 cm 
Citation: B1: √(d)ys√ √t prm√nty√ wn√ m√x bwcn√( )wyc√t d√r( )d[y](nd√)[rt(?)] 
Contents: Prayer, in Sogdian apart from a Syriac sentence in B5-6. 
Publication: A1 fry-mrtxm√ cited BT XII, 147; B1 wyc√t d√r cited DTS, 53. 
 
E19a n457 T III T.V.B. 
Description: Large part of a folio, including parts of the top and bottom margins and one side 
margin, but with many holes and extensive discolouration which appears to be due to fire. 
The two sides are inscribed opposite ways up. The right margin of side A contains unclear 
traces of writing. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 14 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B1: √(d)ys√ √t prm√nty√ wn√ m√x bwc[n√ (cf. E19b, B1; E19c, B1). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E19b n456 T III T.V.B. 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including parts of the top and bottom margins and 
one side margin, with traces of discolouration which may be due to fire. The two sides are 
inscribed opposite ways up. Below the last complete line of each side some words (here 
counted as A7 and B6) are added in the bottom margin. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B1: wyc](√)t d√r( )d[y](nd√)[rt(?)] (cf. E19a, B1; E19c, B1). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E19c n428 C66 = T III 
Description: Small fragment with traces of discolouration which may be due to fire. The two 
sides are inscribed opposite ways up, so that the one margin of which a small part survives is 
both the bottom margin of side A and the top margin of side B. 
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Dimensions: 2.5 x 2.75 cm No. of lines: 3 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B1: bw]cn√( )wyc√[t (cf. E19a, B1; E19b, B1). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
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E20 Prayers formerly C24 
 
E20 n289 C24 (formerly C94) = T II B 69 [No.2] 
Description: Fragment from the top of a folio including a small part of the upper margin. On 
the Recto(?) parts of both side margins are also preserved and some lines are complete. One 
word is inserted above the line in R(?)3. The text on the Verso(?) is written in slightly longer 
lines, in a different, less regular hand, and no part of the right margin is preserved, though at 
least one line (V(?)9) is probably complete. The last word of V(?)7 is deleted. 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 15 cm No. of lines: 9 + 10 
Written area: ? x 13-15 cm 
Citation: R(?)8: Õn žγyrd√ry.. zrync Õn bγ√ cn 
Contents: Prayers. 
Publication: R(?)3-6 cited DTS, 53; R(?)7 pwxšd√ry cited Sundermann 1988, 183. 
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E21 Prayer  
 
E21 n348 — 
Description: A piece of paper whose shape suggests that it may have been intended to act as 
padding for the sole of a shoe, cut from a document bearing on one side Sogdian in Syriac 
script and on the other Sogdian in Sogdian script. The side with text in Syriac script may be 
described as the bottom corner of a folio, including parts of the bottom and right-hand mar-
gins. This folio was apparently cut from a larger sheet which had previously been used as the 
wrapper of a book, as is suggested by the clear central fold and the owner’s note in Sogdian 
script on the other side. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 15 cm No. of lines: 2 (Sogdian script) + 6 
Citation: 2: nwšy bγy šyr√qty√ w√xšd√rt wyšnt(y)[ 
Proper names etc.: nynw√yqty (5). 
Contents: Prayer. 
Publication: 1 drs ptymyncnt cited Sims-Williams 1992a, 50; 4 √lh√ √b√ *dr¨ƒm√ [MS r¨r¨ƒm√!] 
cited Sims-Williams 1988, 148. (For the text in Sogdian script see Sims-Williams 1992b, 57-
8 with Pl. II.) 
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E22 Prayer formerly C48 
 
E22 n221 T II B 66 
Description: Fragment including parts of both side margins and perhaps also the bottom 
margin of a folio. Verso blank.  
Dimensions: 11 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 8 
Written area: ? x 10 cm 
Proper names etc.: 4-7: √sγ (q)wlcwr √•[•]•[   ] /5/ √yšwγ. myxy xwt-(d)myš /6/ √(n)g(w)d-
cyw√. twln cwr. /7/ y√(nn) √wry. √pγ y(wƒ)[n](n )[ 
Contents: Prayer invoking a blessing on the persons named in lines 4-7, probably members 
of the Christian community of Bulayïq. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1992b, 56-7 with Pl. I. On the name y√nn “Jonah” (line 7) see 
also Sims-Williams 2009, 285 n. 85, and cf. Yonan in the Christian Turkish prayer book U 
338, page VI, line 2 (Zieme 2009, 178, wrongly interpreted as a form of the name “John”, 
ibid., 172, and Dickens 2009, 30). 
 



 
 
 

3. Hagiography, homilies and general Christian literature (E23-E36) 
 
This section of the catalogue includes some manuscripts which appear to have contained only 
a single work (e.g. E23, the Martyrdom of St. George, or E36, a collection of riddles on 
biblical subjects) as well as some containing an extensive but disparate selection of texts (e.g. 
E27, formerly “C2”, a miscellany of at least thirteen distinct texts, including saints’ lives, 
commentaries, metrical homilies and general Christian literature). What they have in common 
is that they may all be regarded as the private reading matter of the Sogdian-speaking—
perhaps also Turkish-speaking—members of the Christian community in the Turfan oasis. 
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E23 Martyrdom of St. George formerly C1 
 
It is almost certain that all fragments in this handwriting belong to a single manuscript con-
taining a Sogdian translation of the Martyrdom of St. George. All substantial fragments are 
identifiable as containing passages from this text; moreover, as pointed out by Hansen, BST 
I, 5, all well-preserved folios have 15 lines to the page and virtually identical measurements 
(overall size: ca. 20 x 13 cm; written area: ca. 16.5 x 10.5 cm). Hansen also notes the charac-
teristic punctuation mark, a diamond-shaped arrangement of four red points (sometimes 
reduced at the end of a line to two or three points or increased to five or more according to 
the space available), and describes (ibid., 7-8) some linguistic and orthographic features of 
the manuscript. Unfortunately the text is very carelessly copied. According to Hansen (ibid., 
6), the folios here numbered E23/1-12, together with the four missing folios preceding them, 
originally belonged to the same quire, which would thus have consisted of not less than eight 
double-folios. However, as noted by Sims-Williams, BT XII, 16 n. 29, the evidence adduced 
by Hansen does not in fact prove his contention. All that can really be established is that 
E23/4+5 is the central double-folio of a quire, to which belonged also the double-folios 
E23/3+6 (certainly), E23/2+7 (probably), and E23/1+8 (possibly). E23/8 was immediately 
followed by E23/9-12 and—after a lacuna of one folio—E23/13, but there is nothing to 
indicate whether any of these folios formed part of the same quire as E23/1-8. 
 
All surviving fragments of this manuscript, apart from the scraps E23/18-20, were published 
in 1941 by O. Hansen, whose edition (BST I) also contains a translation, brief commentary 
and word-list. Important corrections were provided by I. Gershevitch (Gershevitch 1946) 
and by É. Benveniste (Benveniste 1947, including a revised translation of the whole text). 
The form of the word for “and”, which appears to be γy, was recognized by Schaeder 1942, 
19-20, as the ideogram ZY, borrowed from Sogdian script; cf. also Schwartz 1991, 162-3. 
 
The popularity of the legend of St George at Bulayïq is also attested by fragments in Syriac 
(see Maróth 1991) and Uygur Turkish (Le Coq 1922, 48-9; Bang 1926, 64-75). 
 
E23/1 n11 [T II B 30.4] 
Description: Small fragment from a top corner of a folio. The similarity of its shape to that of 
E23/2 suggests that this is the top inner corner of one of the preceding folios; according to 
Hansen, BST I, 5, of the immediately preceding folio, in which case it may originally have 
formed a double-folio with E23/8. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 1 + 1 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
Publication: BST I, lines 1 and 16. Correction: V1 (= 16) restore m](√)[n]wq? 
 
E23/2 n9 [part] [T II B 30.3] 
Description: Small fragment from the top inner corner of a folio, glassed together with E23/7 
as if to form a double-folio. The two folios are described in Hansen’s edition as a double-
folio and may have been still joined when first discovered. 
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Dimensions: 3 x 9.75 cm No. of lines: 1 + 1 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 84, lines 1 [br¨q√ ~ Sogd. rwxšt, cf. 
Benveniste 1947, 99 n. 1] and 9 [√w l- ~ Sogd. qd√ qw]). 
Publication: BST I, lines 31 and 46. 
 
E23/3+6 n6 T II B 30.2 
Description: Double-folio. Folio I (= E23/3) lacks a small piece from the bottom outer corner 
and a larger piece from the top outer corner, while II (= E23/6) is almost perfectly preserved. 
Mirror-image impressions in the upper part of IIR are from the lost part of the facing page 
E23/5V (see BST I, 6). 
Dimensions: 20 x 26 cm No. of lines:  15 + 15 + 15 + 15 
Dimensions of a single folio: 20 x 13 cm 
Written area: 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: gywrgys (IR5, IIR6 = 65, 156), d√dÿn√ (IV3*, IIV2 = 78, 167), glyl√yq 
(IV11 = 86). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 85, 87). 
Publication: BST I, lines 61-90, 151-180 (with photo of IV + IIR); Benveniste 1947, 99-
100, 102-3 (annotated translation). Corrections: IV1 (= 76) read wyšnty; IV2 (= 77) read 
p](t)s√r (cf. Gershevitch 1946, 20); IIR8 (= 158) read mnt; IIR13 (= 163) read r(x)nd√rt (cf. 
Gershevitch 1946, 22; Benveniste 1947, 95); IIV6 (= 171) for 10-3-2 read pncc (cf. Sims-
Williams 1989, 185, where the form is cited from this passage but without text reference). 
 
E23/4+5a (lost) [T II B 30.1] 
Description: E23/4+5 was described by Hansen, BST I, 5, as an almost perfectly preserved 
double-folio, lacking only a large wedge-shaped piece from one folio (i.e. I = E23/4). The 
whole double-folio, which was originally the central double-folio of a quire and which pre-
served part of the thread with which the quire was formerly sewn together (BST I, 6), is now 
lost apart from the small fragment E23/5b (described separately below). 
Dimensions: unknown No. of lines: 15 + 15 + 15 + 15 
Written area: unknown 
Proper names etc.: gywrgys (IR13, IIV9 = 103, 144), myk√yl (IV10 = 115). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 85-7). 
Publication: BST I, lines 91-150; Benveniste 1947, 100-102 (annotated translation). Correc-
tions (all hypothetical, since the fragment is lost): IR2 (= 93) read *mnt (cf. above, correction 
to E23/3+6, IIR8); IV9, IIR2 (= 114, 122) read *pncc (cf. above, correction to E23/3+6, 
IIV6); IIR14 (= 134) read *rxn√t (cf. Gershevitch 1946, 21; Benveniste 1947, 101 n. 3). 
 
E23/5b n10 [T II B 30.1] 
Description: Fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio, the only surviving remnant of 
the double folio E23/4+5. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 86-7). 
Publication: BST I, lines 132-5, 147-50. 
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E23/6: see under E23/3. 
 
E23/7 n9 [part] [T II B 30.]3 
Description: Complete, almost undamaged folio, glassed together with E23/2 as if to form a 
double-folio. The two folios are described in Hansen’s edition as a double-folio and may 
have been still joined when first discovered. Mirror-image impressions in the upper part of R 
and V are from the facing pages E23/6V and E23/8R respectively (see BST I, 6). 
Dimensions: 20 x 13 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: mgntys (R2 = 182), d√dÿn√ (R2 = 182), gywrgys (R10, 15, V10 = 190, 
195, 205). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 87-8). 
Publication: BST I, lines 181-210; Benveniste 1947, 103-4 (annotated translation). 
 
E23/8 n1 [T] II B 30.4 + T II B 57a 
Photos: Göttingen (only T II B 57a) 
Description: Almost complete folio with a few tears and holes, especially near the inner 
margin. Mirror-image impressions in the upper part of R and V are from the facing pages 
E23/7V and E23/9R respectively (see BST I, 6). 
Dimensions: 20 x 13 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: gywrgys (R2, 7, 14, V5 = 212, 217, 224, 230), mx√qry (V13 = 238). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 88-9). 
Publication: BST I, lines 211-40; Hansen 1941a, 361a (photo of the Verso); Benveniste 
1947, 104-5 (annotated translation). Corrections: V1 (= 226) read pšqwry (with BST I, 36c); 
V3 (= 228) read qwšy√ (with BST I, 26, 37a; cf. Sims-Williams 1979, 134 with n. 18, and 
Gershevitch 1985, 278). 
 
E23/9 n2 [T II B 30.]5 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking the top inner corner, and with a few holes. 
Mirror-image impressions in the upper part of R and V are from the facing pages E23/8V 
and E23/10R respectively (see BST I, 6). 
Dimensions: 20 x 13 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: 16.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: mx√q√r (R3 = 243), n√c(r√)yq√ (R9 = 249), gywrgys (R12, V7, 15 = 252, 
262, 270). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 89-90). 
Publication: BST I, lines 241-70; Benveniste 1947, 105 (annotated translation). Correction: 
V11 (= 266) read √trny as one word (cf. Henning apud Gershevitch 1946, 23; but note that 
the manuscript does have bnty in V12 = 267, not *byty as suggested by Gershevitch). 
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E23/10 n3 [T II B 30.]6 
Description: Large, irregular-shaped fragment, with parts of all margins. The mirror-image 
impressions in the upper part of R and V are from the facing pages E23/9V and E23/11R 
respectively (see BST I, 6). A word deleted in V13. 
Dimensions: 20 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: 17 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: gywrgys (V15 = 300). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 90-91). 
Publication: BST I, lines 271-300; Gershevitch 1946, 19-20 (restoration and translation of 
R1-10); Benveniste 1947, 105-6 (annotated translation). Corrections: R5 (= 275) read c√(s)√ 
(cf. Gershevitch 1946, 19); R13 (= 283) read pcγ(yrd)[√rt; V5 (= 290) read qθ√rt (with BST I, 
31, 37a). 
 
E23/11 n4 [T II B 30.]7 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio. The mirror-image impressions in the upper part of R 
and V are from the facing pages E23/10V and E23/12R respectively (see BST I, 6). 
Dimensions: 10 x 10.75 cm No. of lines: 7 + 8 
Proper names etc.: √lksndr√ (V2 = 317). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 91-2). 
Publication: BST I, lines 301-7, 316-22; Benveniste 1947, 106-7 (annotated translation). 
 
E23/12 n5 [T II B 30.]8 (T II B 30.7 according to Hansen) 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio. The mirror-image impressions in the upper part of R 
are from the facing page E23/11V (see BST I, 6), while those in the upper part of the V must 
belong to the lost page which followed it. 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 11 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Proper names etc.: [gy]wrgys (R3 = 333). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 92). 
Publication: BST I, lines 331-7, 346-52. Correction: V3 (= 347) read pr x√m žy√[ as three 
words (see Sims-Williams apud Gershevitch 1985, 278). 
 
E23/13 n7 T II B 66[b] 
Description: Lower part of a folio. Two words are added in the outer margin of R. 
Dimensions: 13 x 13 cm No. of lines: 11 + 10 
Written area: ? x 10 cm 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. George (~ Brooks 1925, 93). 
Publication: BST I, 15-16, Fragment A; Benveniste 1947, 107-8 (annotated translation). 
Corrections: R, margin, read qθ√rt xšywny (not mentioned in BST I); R4-5 (= 8-9) read yw√r 
w√n /5/ [γrb√ ](s)q√tr (cf. Gershevitch 1946, 24); R6 (= 10) read [qwn√](m) q√n (cf. Benveniste 
1947, 107 n. 2); V2 (= 22) read mts(√)[r (as in BST I, 16, not mrts√[r as ibid., 33, 36a). 
 
E23/14 n345 [T II B 30] 
Description: Small fragment from the top of a folio. 
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Dimensions: 2 x 3 cm No. of lines: 1 + 1 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
Publication: BST I, 16, Fragment B. Correction: A1 read ]qž w[rz. 
 
E23/15 (lost) [T II B 30] 
Description: Small fragment known only from Hansen’s edition. Formerly glassed together 
with E23/14 and E23/16-17 (see BST I, 5). 
Dimensions: unknown No. of lines: 1 + 0 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
Publication: BST I, 16, Fragment C. 
 
E23/16 (lost) [T II B 30] 
Description: Small fragment known only from Hansen’s edition. Formerly glassed together 
with E23/14-15 and E23/17 (see BST I, 5). 
Dimensions: unknown No. of lines: 1 + 1 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
Publication: BST I, 16, Fragment D. 
 
E23/17 n347 T II B 67 No.1 
Description: Small fragment from one of the bottom corners of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 1 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
Publication: BST I, 16, Fragment E. 
 
E23/18 n8 T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: B2: ]c s√rsty√[ 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
 
E23/19 n471 1868 
Description: Very small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: B2: ]t qy [ 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
 
E23/20 n316 — 
Description: Very small fragment. No identifiable part of a margin is preserved, but the 
elongated writing of ](√)t in B2 indicates that the fragment belongs near the side of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: B1: ]ptwd[] 
Contents: Presumably part of the Martyrdom of St. George. 
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E24 Hagiography formerly C14 
 
This manuscript, of which almost all the surviving fragments were published in ST II, 513-
28, contained at least three hagiographical texts: the legend of the Invention of the Cross by 
St. Helen, the mother of Constantine; the martyrdom of St. Sergius and St. Bacchus; and the 
legend of St. Barshabbā, bishop of Marv. 
 
The manuscript is written in a very distinctive hand, described as “pure Estrangelā” in ST II, 
512, where some other features of its punctuation and orthography are also mentioned. Cf. 
also BT XII, 97 with n. 25, on the spelling of the transitive preterite. The folios measure 
20.5-21 x 13.5-14 cm, with a written area of 18.5-19 x 10-11 cm and 11 or 12 neatly spaced 
lines on each page. The punctuation is simple and there are hardly any diacritic points. Red 
ink is used only for the title of a text (see E24/1). A Verso-mark is not used, and there are no 
surviving quire-numbers. Within the individual texts it is possible to determine the order of 
the pages and, in some cases, the length of the lacunae between them (see below), but there is 
no way of determining the sequence of the texts within the manuscript. They are therefore 
presented here in the same order as in the edition. 
 
As was already established by F. C. Andreas (quoted in ST II, 513), the lacunae between the 
folios containing the legend of the Invention of the Cross can be estimated as follows on the 
basis of the parallel Syriac texts: f. 1 — several folios [probably three or four, NSW] 
missing — f. 2 — one folio missing — f. 3 — three folios missing — ff. 4 and 5. As for the 
legend of Barshabbā, a close Syriac parallel is only available for the part of the text, from 
which one can deduce the following sequence: f. 7 — one folio missing — f. 8 — at least 
two folios missing. That ff. 9-11 belong to later episodes and that they must be arranged in 
this order is clear from the partially parallel Arabic version of the legend in the Chronicle of 
Seert (for which cf. Sachau 1918) and the more distantly related Syrian Orthodox version 
identified by Brock 1995, but the extent of the lacunae between them cannot be determined. 
 
E24/1 n181 1894 = T II B 60 + T II B 52[c] (T II B 52a according 

to the old photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) (T II B 52[c] only) 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking most of the top margin and a few words from 
the first four lines of each side. R11-V2 contain a Syriac title in red ink. Corrections (sec. 
manu) in V8 and V9. 
Dimensions: 21 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: 18.5 x 11 cm 
Proper names etc.: √wršlm (R12, V4 = 12, 16), hln√ (R12, V4 = 12, 16), qwstntynws (V1*, 
5, 7, 11 = 13*, 17, 19, 23), bγq√nc (V7 = 19), dwnbys (V8 = 20). 
Contents: R1-11: Prayer, perhaps the final peroration and doxology of an unidentified hagio-
graphical text. (It bears no resemblance to the conclusion of the martyrdom of Sergius and 
Bacchus as edited by Bedjan, AMS III, 322.) R11-V12: Beginning of the legend of the 
Invention of the Cross, including its title in Syriac and Sogdian (~ ST II, 556-7). 
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Publication: ST II, Text 1/1, lines 1-24. Corrections and notes: R2 pcysty probably for *pt-
systy, past participle of ptsynt “to consent”; R4 read cn cnsic; V2 (= 14) read perhaps √(zn)[t 
pwst](y) with Sundermann 1984b, 237 n. 66; V8 (= 20) on zmb¨√ see BT XII, 108 with n. 
69; V9 (= 21) read (w)√(n) q√md√rnθ, the first word being inserted in the margin (sec. manu), 
and √z(γ)dnt, with a clumsily corrected γ (cf. BT XII, 132, and Sundermann 1988, 180). 
 
E24/2a n179 [T II] B 52[a] (T II B 52aa according to the old 

photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio and reaching as far as the 
edge of the outer margin (as is clear from the line-fillers at the end of R1-2). 
Dimensions: 6 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Written area: ? x 10 cm 
Contents: Legend of the Invention of the Cross (~ ST II, 557). 
Publication: ST II, Text 1/2, lines 25-30. Corrections and notes: R3 (= 27) read pcr[w]; V3 
(= 30) on ptbstyšt√ see Henning apud GMS, §867. 
 
E24/2b n188 T II B 62[.1] 
Description: Small fragment including part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4 cm No. of lines: 1 + 1 
Complete text: R1: šm]√x nwm. √wyžt√[; V1: m]√x xwdw √(y)[s√mnθy. 
Contents: Legend of the Invention of the Cross (~ Nestle 1889, 26, lines 29 [bnmwskwn. 
knšw] and 36 [m√tyth dmrn]). 
Publication: ST II, 528, Fragment a. Corrections: see complete text above. 
 
E24/3 n184 1896 = T II B 52[e] (T II B 52b according to the old 

photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking a few words at the outer margin. Small correc-
tions and additions on both sides. 
Dimensions: 20.5 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Written area: 18.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: ysryl (R2 = 32), yhwd√ (V6 = 47). 
Contents: Legend of the Invention of the Cross (~ ST II, 557). 
Publication: ST II, Text 1/3, lines 31-52. Corrections and notes: R7 (= 37) restore perhaps 
ptbyθ[t√sq (for *ptbydt√sq); R10 (= 40) on šyrqcy see Sims-Williams 1979a, 339; V5 (= 46) 
on bwž√xq see GMS, §419; V10 (= 51) read pdyb√(r)cy√, with point missing over r (cf. 
Henning 1946, 732). Note also that unfinished or deleted letters before z√wr and before qw in 
V1 (= 42), before m√x in V5 (= 46) and before ptrt√ in V9 (= 50) are not indicated in ST II. 
 
E24/4 n185 1895 = T II B 52[d] (T II B 52c according to the old 

photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
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Description: Fairly complete folio, lacking top and bottom margins, with loss of text in the 
first and last lines of both sides as well as at the outer margin. 
Dimensions: 18.5 x 14 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Written area: ca. 18.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: frwmcyqθ (R5 = 57), yhwd√ (V2, 7, 8 = 65, 70, 71). 
Contents: Legend of the Invention of the Cross (~ ST II, 557-8). 
Publication: ST II, Text 1/4, lines 53-74. Correction: R11 (= 63) restore perhaps [wy](šnθ 
c√)[nw pcqwyrd](√)[rnθ. 
 
E24/5 n183 T II B 52[b] (T II B 52d according to the old  photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking the top inner corner. The outer margin of the 
Recto is filled by a line of text (an addition to R7 = 81, as indicated by insertion-marks). 
Some words in V8 are encircled, indicating that they are to be deleted. 
Dimensions: 21 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Written area: 19 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: yhwd√ (R2, 7, 7 margin, V3, 9 = 76, 81, 81 margin, 88, 94), trw√ws (R11 
= 85), d√ylwnsic (R11 = 85). 
Contents: Legend of the Invention of the Cross (~ ST II, 558). 
Publication: ST II, Text 1/5, lines 75-96. Corrections and notes: R1 (= 75) restore perhaps 
prm√n]ty√; R6 (= 80) on √šybdy see Benveniste 1955, 334 n. 27; R8 (= 82) ftrtr is a mistake 
for *ftrty “passed”, cf. Henning apud GMS, §437 n. 6; V2 (= 87) on frwrt see Sims-
Williams apud Gershevitch 1975, 211 n. 22; V3 (= 88) before mynyqwm√θnθ stand the 
deleted letters my; V6 (= 91) the second letter of mrdxmyt is pointed r and d simultaneously. 
 
E24/6 n182 T II B 52[f] (T II B 52.2 according to the old  photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Complete folio, with only slight damage along the upper margin. Small correc-
tions and additions on both sides. 
Dimensions: 21 x 14 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: 19 x 11 cm 
Proper names etc.: srgys (R6). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Sergius and St. Bacchus (~ ST II, 558-9). 
Publication: ST II, Text 2. Corrections and notes: R4 read swd√t (with ST II, 596b); R5 on 
√rwxš see Henning apud GMS, §347, and Schwartz 1970, 391; R10 read ryt; on qšn see 
Benveniste 1938a, 512; V9 (= 21) read ptbydnθ; V10 (= 22) on fn√s see GMS, §320; V11 (= 
23) on pc√ty√ see Sundermann apud BT XII, 54. Note also that unfinished or deleted letters 
before myd√n in R5, before pr in R7, before myšnθy in V5 (= 17), and before byrm in V12 
(= 24) are not indicated in the edition. 
 
E24/7 n180 T II B 52[g] (T II B 52.3 according to the old photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
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Description: Complete folio. Two corrections in R9. A mark of unclear significance in the 
outer margin of the Verso.  
Dimensions: 21 x 14 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: 18.5 x 11 cm 
Proper names etc.: bršb√ (V10 = 22). 
Contents: Legend of St. Barshabbā (~ ST II, 560-61). 
Publication: ST II, Text 3/1, lines 1-24. Corrections and notes: R12 on by√pd√rm see Henning 
1948, 309, and MacKenzie 1970, 116; for γrbm read γrb√m; V2 (= 14) on γmy see Henning 
1945, 481 n. 1, and BT XII, 167; V8 (= 20) on pyd√rnqy√ see BT XII, 86 (where pπd- is a 
misprint). 
 
E24/8 n186 [T II] B 52 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Complete text:  
R1  √](w)šq√r cm(q)[y√ V1         ](p)θ√wd√rnθ.[ 
R2       ]θnθ (y)w(c)yqwm√θn(θ)[ V2  y](w)√(r )p(rb)[y](r)[d]√[rnθ 
Contents: Legend of St. Barshabbā (~ ST II, 562, lines 37-8, 43). 
Publication: R1 cited Sims-Williams 1981a, 236. The complete text is given above. 
 
E24/9-10 
These two folios originally formed a double folio, as can be seen from the old photos, but 
they have become separated, probably at the same time as E24/10 suffered the damage men-
tioned below. 
 
E24/9 MIK III 44 [part] T II B 52[x] (“T II” has now disappeared but is still 

visible on the old photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Almost complete folio, slightly tattered at the edges and with a few small holes 
which hardly affect the text. Many corrections and deletions. Some words are added (sec. 
manu) in the outer margin of the Recto. 
Dimensions: 21 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: 18.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: gwkrn√n (R1 = 25), p√rs (R5 = 29), gwrgn (R6 = 30), tws (R6 = 30), 
(√b)[r]šhr (R6 = 30, margin), srgc (R6 = 30, margin), mrwrwd (R6 = 30), bhl (R7 = 31), 
hryw (R7 = 31), sgsθ√n (R7 = 31), bršb√ (V2 = 38, V10 = 46). 
Contents: Legend of St. Barshabbā (cf. Sachau 1918, 402, for the translation of a partially 
parallel Arabic text). 
Publication: ST II, Text 3/2, lines 25-48. Corrections and notes: R4 (= 28) read b√γ; R12 (= 
36) read θb√rqy√; on √wšq√r cmqy√ see MacKenzie 1970, 116-17; Sims-Williams 1981a, 236. 
 
E24/10 MIK III 44 [part] [T II B 52x] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
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Description: Fairly complete folio, tattered at the edges and lacking both upper corners. A 
hole which affects the text of R3-4 and V3-4 seems to have become larger in recent years, 
since a few letters read in ST II and visible on the old photos have now disappeared. Many 
corrections and deletions. 
Dimensions: 21 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: 18.5 x 10.5 cm 
Contents: Legend of St. Barshabbā (cf. Sachau 1918, 402, for the translation of a partially 
parallel Arabic text). 
Publication: ST II, Text 3/3, lines 49-72. Corrections and notes: R3 (= 51) on yxwsθnθ see 
Benveniste 1936, 208-9 (where yγwst- is an oversight); R4 (= 52) on xšywn see Henning 
apud GMS, §1084; R5 (= 53) on prxšy√qc [so to be read, as one word] and pcyp√qc [for 
*ptsyp√qc?] see GMS, §1002; V3 (= 63) restore probably <(p)θ(γwš)c(y)[q]> (q)[ty q](w); 
V6, 9 (= 66, 69) on √wžb√ see Benveniste 1936, 223, and Schwartz 1970a, 299. 
 
E24/11 n189 T II B 62[.1] 
Description: Fragment without margin. Deletions and additions on both sides. 
Dimensions: 5 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3 
Complete text:  
A1 traces only 
A2         ] bršb√ √p(s)[qwp√ 
A3   √p](s)qwpy√ <pr( )√[...]> p(n)cc( srd )c√(n)[w 
A4 xyp](θ)[ b](γ)√nyq1 š(yqn c)√[nw ]xypθ n√[ 
B1                             wy]spw žyq√. √t (w)[yspw 
B2  ]( )wy(sp)w (žwγ)y√q ••• wysp(w) ž[ (Note that the words ••• wysp(w) are deleted.) 
B3 ]√(t p)[r ](f)[ryš](t)[y](t)[ ]√t pr( m)rdxm(yt)[ 
Proper names etc.: bršb√ (A2 = 73). 
Contents: Legend of St. Barshabbā. Cf. Sachau 1918, 403, for the translation of a partially 
parallel Arabic text, which refers to Barshabbā’s extra fifteen years of life [~ p(n)cc( srd), 
E24/11, A3] after his miraculous resurrection (“fourteen years” according to the Syriac text 
summarized by Brock 1995, 197). 
Publication: ST II, Text 3/4, lines 73-8. Corrections: see complete text above. 
 
E24/12 n187 T II B 66 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: ST II, 528, Fragment b. Correction: B2 read probably ](m)n√. 
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E25 Life of St. Serapion  
 
E25/1a-b are two fragments which are known only from transliterations by O. Hansen, who 
assigned them the signature “C27”. The two fragments both contain passages from the Life 
of St. Serapion and probably belong the same folio. According to Hansen’s notes, they were 
formerly preserved in a single glass annotated “Serapion—Rom” in the handwriting of F. 
W. K. Müller. From Hansen’s transliterations it can be seen that these fragments contain 
some unusual orthographic features: the use of syāme to indicate that a final aleph repre-
sents [ē] rather than [ā]; the writing of d in place of t, especially after n but also after b; and 
the use of a modified g (here transliterated ğ) as an alternative to γ. The tentative identifi-
cation of the two small fragments E25/2-3 as belonging to the same manuscript or as the 
work of the same scribe is based on the occurrence of similar features: the use of syāme; 
and the writing of d in place of t after n and ž. Since the contents of E25/2-3 have not been 
identified, and above all since there is no longer any possibility of comparing their 
handwriting with that of E25/1, there can be no absolute certainty that all these fragments 
do in fact belong together. (For more detailed discussion of this question see Sims-
Williams 1995a, 62-3.) 
 
E25/1a (lost) C27 = [T III B] 
Copy: Hansen 
Description: Small fragment, apparently from the top outer corner of a folio, known only 
from a transliteration by O. Hansen (for which see Sims-Williams 1995a, 64). 
Dimensions: unknown. No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Proper names etc.: srpywn (R4). 
Contents: Life of St. Serapion (~ AMS V, 289(?)-290). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995a, 64-5 (as “3r1-5” and “3v1-4”), with commentary ibid., 
66-7. 
 
E25/1b (lost) C27 = [T III B] 
Copy: Hansen 
Description: Fragment, apparently from the bottom outer corner of a folio, known only from 
a transliteration by O. Hansen (for which see Sims-Williams 1995a, 63). 
Dimensions: unknown. No. of lines: 14 + 15 
Proper names etc.: frwm (R5 = 3r13), srpywn (V4, 9* = 3v11, 3v16). 
Contents: Life of St. Serapion (~ AMS V, 290-91). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995a, 64-66 (as “3r9-22” and “3v8-22”), with commentary 
ibid., 66-8. 
 
E25/2 n284a C89 
Description: Very small fragment without margin. (The tiny scrap n284c was formerly stuck 
to this fragment, obscuring the words cited below.) 
Dimensions: 3 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: B3: ]√ nw‡√( )žw√[n 
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Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: B3 nw‡√ cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 62. 
 
E25/3 n284b C89 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Citation: A3: xyp](θ)[√]wnd qt ryt √[ngm√n 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: A3 [xyp](θ)[√]wnd, B4 nyždym cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 62-3. 
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E26 Miscellany formerly C3 
 
A miscellany consisting of at least four distinct texts, including an anti-Manichaean polemic, 
a text on omens, and the lives of John of Dailam and St. Serapion. 
 
The fragments which have been assigned to E26 are all written in a distinctive, very small 
handwriting. The format of all folios which are sufficiently well preserved to be measured is 
identical within quite narrow limits (overall size: 20.5-21.5 x 11.5-12.75 cm; written area: 
18.5-19.5 x 9.75-10.5 cm). However, both E26/3 (anti-Manichaean polemic) and E26/28g 
(Serapion) bear the quire-number w = 6 on the Verso, showing that at least two manuscripts 
are involved. One of these must have contained the anti-Manichaean polemic and the text on 
omens (here presented as E26/3-6) and the other the lives of John of Dailam and of St. 
Serapion (here E26/7-32). The remaining fragments, which include two reasonably well-
preserved folios, E26/1 (admonitions) and E26/2 (homily on the transitoriness of earthly 
things), as well as a number of mostly very small fragments (E26/33-50), may belong to 
either of these manuscripts or to a further manuscript or manuscripts written in the same 
hand. 
 
The only clear quire-numbers are those in E26/3 and E26/28g referred to above. Other 
possible examples are found in E26/22 and E26/43. The Verso-mark, which is attested only 
in E26/1, E26/30(?) and E26/31, is placed in the top outer corner a little higher than the actual 
beginning of V and consists of a simple X, with two points to its left in the case of E26/1. 
The most common punctuation mark in E26 is a pair of points, arranged horizontally. Unlike 
some other copyists, the scribe who wrote these manuscripts never decorates his punctuation 
with points in red ink except in the immediate vicinity of headings or other text in red. 
However, he does occasionally use red ink for headings and even for a whole colophon of 
12 lines or more (E26/23), which is exceptional as noted by Sundermann apud Panaino 
2002, 48. Cf. also E26/34, which contains a sequence of at least eight lines in red ink, per-
haps another colophon.  
 
Some linguistic and orthographic peculiarities of E26 are discussed by Schwartz 1991, 162 
with n. 2. These include the frequent use of syāme with final aleph to indicate [-ē], as in ‡√ 
[šē] “three”, the archaic form qθry “now”, and a variety of spellings for “and”: yty, √t, √rty, 
and the ideogram ZY (written “γy” or “yz”). 
 
E26/1 n146 T II B 31 + C51 
Description: Large fragment from the top outer corner of a folio, with Verso-mark in the 
margin near the beginning of V1. Exceptionally small writing (cf. E26/42). R18 contains the 
beginning of a heading in red ink (⁘ štyq ·⁘· qryn√); beside this in the margin are decorative 
punctuation marks and a trace of the first letter of a marginal title(?). 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: 23 + 24 
Citation: R10: w]rqr ryzt ZY bry xwrty .. yty prγty bysqwn tγw myθc√nwsic ptw√ty 
Contents: Admonitions addressed to a (spiritual) son. 
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Publication: R22 nw‡√-žw√ncyq rwr√ cited Sims-Williams 1995, 261a; V6 pdwbs- cited Sims-
Williams 1995a, 59; V13 cn ... s√r cited ibid. 
 
E26/2 n147 [T II B 66] + T III 99[.2] 
Photos: Göttingen (T III 99[.2] only) 
Description: Greater part of a folio, including parts of the bottom margin and both side mar-
gins, but with many holes and surface damage. The order of R and V is not quite certain. 
Dimensions: 19 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 31 + 29 
Written area: more than 18.5 x 10.5 cm 
Citation: R12-13: ... prywyθ qt θb√r θbrθ√ qw (b)[y](ž)br(√)[n](t) dšt[w√nt ...] /13/ [√t ]qw 
sywqt wydwšt pwnydyt mrtxmyt s√r ... 
Proper names etc.: pwlws (R25). 
Contents: Homily on the transitoriness of earthly things. 
Publication: R4 ny √√st dstbr [recte dstb√r] cited Sundermann 1992b, 79 n. 55, and 1995, 321; 
R11 γzny cited BT XII, 96; R13 qw sywqt wydwšt pwnydyt mrtxmyt s√r cited Sims-Will-
iams 1986a, 408; R15 √yny fcmbdcyq n√m [recte γ√m] xš√wn γz(n)y p(tc)[√](n) cited BT XII, 
96, and BT XVII, 109; R16 ny nwš√ [recte nẅš√] ny √√stnyq xcy cited BT XVII, 109; R20 
t√wnt √rps¨t√ cited BT XV, 41b; R21 [pr ]pšnw ny šw√ [recte šẅ√] cited MacKenzie 1985, 428, 
and BT XII, 51 n. 5; R25 pwlws cited Sundermann 1975, 298 n. 16; R26 (n√ brt√ √wwt) pr 
tnmb√rsic cited Sundermann 1981, 202 n. 369; V17 t√ry myγ cited BT XII, 85; V22 wty√ cited 
Sims-Williams 1995b, 298; V26 ](qθ)√rm. √t √ntwxsd(√r)m prw pr šyr(√)qty√ cited ibid. 
 
E26/3 n145 B 8 + T II B 8 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Greater part of a folio, lacking the whole of the top margin together with the 
first lines of each side. Some surface damage, especially to the upper left of the V. V18 
contains a section heading in red ink. The quire-number w (= 6), together with decorative 
pointing, appears twice in the bottom margin of V (here counted as V27). 
Dimensions: 19 x 12.75 cm No. of lines: 26 + 27 
Written area: more than 17 x 10 cm 
Contents: Polemic against the Manichaeans (referred to as “those non-Christians who con-
fess two eternal (beings)”, V19-20). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 2003. Correction: R2, beginning, read perhaps √√](w qšn)[¨]√ 
“homomorphic”. On V2 p√γr see DMT III/2 s.v. pγr-. 
 
E26/4 (lost) [T III 52a(δ)] 
Copy: Hansen 
Description: Fragment known only from a partial transliteration by O. Hansen (for which see 
Sims-Williams 1995b, 289). 
Dimensions: unknown. No. of lines: 17(?) + ? 
Contents: Possibly part of the anti-Manichaean polemic found in E26/3 (see Sims-Williams 
1995b, 290-91; 2003, 406). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995b, 291. 
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E26/5a-b 
Two fragments which cannot be joined but which clearly belong to the same folio. 
Contents: E26/5a, R: Possibly the conclusion of the anti-Manichaean polemic found in E26/3 
(see Sims-Williams 1995b, 291; 2003, 406-7). E26/5b, R, and E26a-b, V: Beginning of a 
text interpreting natural phenomena such as thunder, earthquakes and rainbows as omens 
(xšnyrq) according to the month in which they occur (see Sims-Williams 1995b, 291-3). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995b, 293-7 (text and translation), 297-301 (commentary). 
 
E26/5a (lost) [T III 52a(β)] 
Copy: Hansen 
Description: Fragment, apparently from the top of a folio, known only from a transliteration 
by O. Hansen (for which see Sims-Williams 1995b, 288-9). 
Dimensions: unknown. No. of lines: 19 + 20 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/5b (lost) [T III 52] 
Copy: Hansen 
Description: Fragment, apparently from the bottom of a folio, known only from a trans-
literation by O. Hansen (for which see Sims-Williams 1995b, 290). 
Dimensions: unknown. No. of lines: 11sic? + 14 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/6 n126 [T III B 61]b (T III B 61cb according to the Göttingen 

photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Fragment without margin. Some words in red ink on both sides. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Contents: Continuation of the omen text begun in E26/5. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995b, 297 (text and translation), 301 (commentary). (Note also 
Hansen 1968, 96, who seems to refer to this fragment as “eine Art medizinischen Text(?)”.) 
 
E26/7 n132 T II B 66 
Description: Tattered fragment from one of the top corners of a folio (almost certainly the top 
inner corner, as may be deduced from the contents). 
Dimensions: 7 x 6 cm No. of lines: 12 + 13 
Citation: R10: pnc qysrg√n pnc p(r)[ 
Proper names etc.: qysrg√n (R10), (ywƒnn-y) (V6). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. R: John’s mother becomes pregnant (cf. Brock 1982, 144 
[§2], 152). V: John is called to the religious life (cf. ibid., 144 [§§2-3], 153). 
Publication: Discussed by Sims-Williams forthcoming, who translates R1-5 and cites the 
words nm√cy z√wr (R2), brpš (R3), ptrt√ (R4), ](wrnw ywƒnn-y) m’n (y)ty (w’p)t (V6) and 
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br√trt (V11). R4 ptrt√ yty bznb√r (mr)[txmyt] [recte bznb√r(qy√)] cited BT XII, 117; V2 √znt 
[recte d√r√√znt] cited Sundermann 1984b, 237 with n. 66. 
 
E26/8 n93 T III B 61 
Description: Approximately rectangular fragment including parts of both side margins. 
Dimensions: 5 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Written area: ? x 9.75 cm 
Citation: R6-7: ptqryt w√ptnt xypθ xypθ …wzry ZY mwxynt .. ZY c√(n)w( √zw) /7/ pnt xyrw 
qw √˙tr s√r ‡√ prwrtw f√xšt•w (pr √√t)r ... 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. R: John’s ordeal by fire (cf. Brock 1982, 147 [§20], 161-
2). V: John miraculously heals a child(?), sending him to fetch food (cf. ibid., 146 [§15], 169 
[ad §§31-3]). 
Publication: Discussed by Sims-Williams forthcoming, who translates R2-9, V2-9, and cites 
the words wrnqyn m√t pr b(γy) (V5). R5 tynw cited Sims-Williams 1995b, 299; R6 …wzry 
cited DMT III/2 s.v. √√wzry; R7 ‡√ prwrtw cited Schwartz 1991, 162 n. 2 (‡√ also ibid., 159). 
 
E26/9 n88 T III B 61 
Description: Tattered fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 7 cm No. of lines: 13 + 13 
Citation: R6: prm .. √rty dw√ (wy)√q[ 
Proper names etc.: mrymy (R8). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. The fragment cannot be precisely located in the story, but 
the Recto clearly refers to the monastery built by John at Mt Mam, with its two sanctuaries, 
one of which was dedicated to St Mary (cf. Brock 1982, 170). 
Publication: Discussed by Sims-Williams forthcoming, who translates R1, 6-10, and cites 
the words bγy-st√ny (R1), mrymy (R8) and x√n√ (R10). R3 šfrwqy√ cited Sundermann 1981, 
191 n. 236. 
 
E26/10 n125 T III 98 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. In R5 a word is deleted. 
V4-5 contain a heading in red ink: p(n)c(t)[smyq ...] /5/ pyd√r “Fifte[enth:] Concerning ...” 
(cf. E26/13). 
Dimensions: 5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 9 
Citation: V6: yw mzyx √ncyr wn√. ZY cn wn(y√ )[ 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. The fragment cannot be precisely located in the story, but 
the Verso refers to a garden with fruit-trees, cf. E26/11. The section heading in V4-5 shows 
that this fragment must precede E26/12 and E26/13. 
Publication: Discussed by Sims-Williams forthcoming, who translates V4-6 and cites the 
words p(n)c(t)[smyq ...] pyd√r (V4-5), bwstn (V5) and √ncyr wn√ (V6; √ncyr also cited Sun-
dermann 1988, 180). 
 
E26/11 n96 T II B 66 
Description: Fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
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Dimensions: 5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: B6: ]t m(γ)dmyšt wnt√. √t w(√)[ 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. The fragment cannot be precisely located in the story, but 
side B clearly refers to the building of a monastery, perhaps the same one as is mentioned in 
E26/9 and E26/12-13, and to a garden with fruit-trees, cf. E26/10. 
 
E26/12 n87 T II B 40 (sometimes cited as “T II B 40 (?70?)”) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Upper part of a page including most of the top and inner margins and a small 
part of the outer margin. Especially the lower part of the fragment is tattered and badly water-
stained. 
Dimensions: 14 x 12.5  cm No. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: ? x 10.5 cm 
Citation: R1-2: √t cn nht[••] knθy √t √(yny) byrw šyr zpry√qyn m√t[ wyny] /2/ ƒcyc xwr√s√n 
xmyry pyrnm s√r ... 
Proper names etc.: nht[••] (R1), byrw (R1), ƒcyc (R2), xwr√s√n (R2), dql@θ (R3), bt√ √wt√qt 
(R3), xwzyst√ny (R4), hẅl(y@)θ (R4), prsỵḧ (R4, 11, 12*, 14*, 20*, V1), √rg˝n (R5, 6), rbn 
(R16 [twice], 18, V8, 15*), gywr(g)ysy (R20), qzytw (V4, 9), m√mỵ (V7*, 15*). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. John obtains the support of Parsih, the governor of Argen, 
in building a monastery on Mt Mam (cf. Brock 1982, 149 [§31], 169-70). 
Publication: Discussed by Hansen 1968, 98-9, and 1969, 1034-5, who cited the names 
prsyḧ (R4 etc.) and √rg˝n (R5, 6), as well as the nouns br√t (R5) and γwmr√ (R13 etc.), then 
by Sun-dermann 1979, where the text was first identified, and finally by Sims-Williams 
forthcoming, where R1-7 are translated. R2 ƒcyc and xwr√s√n xmyry cited Sundermann, loc. 
cit., 97; R3 bt√ √wt√qt cited Sundermann 1982, 111 n. 75; R4 (etc.) prsỵḧ cited Sims-Williams 
forthcoming, n. 27; R6 pθfr- cited Sims-Williams 2004, 541 n. 8; R16 rbn and V8 rbny 
(both also passim in the following folios) cited Sims-Williams 1988, 152, and forthcoming; 
V17 (dy)[šty](c) [recte d(ys)[√]t, but cf. dyšt(y)c in V5!] cited Sundermann 2002, 315 n. 45. 
 
E26/13 n89 T II B 60[g] 
Description: Tattered fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. Traces of writing which 
are visible in mirror-image on E26/13R, e.g. p√txš√wn between lines 4 and 5, are impressions 
from E26/12V, showing that these two pages were consecutive. R3-5 contain a heading in 
red ink: š(tt)[smyq ...] /4/ γwmry√ qwdœš√ pyd√r .. (ZY ms •)[ ...] /5/ pt(yrn)t “Eighte[enth:] 
Concerning ... the consecration of the monastery, and also ... reasons(?)” (cf. E26/10). 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 13 
Citation: R6: (p)wsty (qw) yty (šmγ)wn (myt)r√pw(l)[yt√ 
Proper names etc.: rbn (R5, 9, V1), šmγwn (R6*, 9, V3), p(rsyh)(?) (R7). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. R: After the completion of the building of the monastery 
on Mt Mam, John requests the metropolitan Simon to consecrate it (cf. Brock 1982, 170). V: 
A conversation, probably between John and the bishop Sargis (who eventually carries out 
the consecration of the monastery, cf. ibid.). 
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Publication: Discussed by Sims-Williams forthcoming, who cites the words š(tt)[smyq ...] 
γwmry√ qwdœš√ pyd√r (R3-4, also cited Sims-Williams 1988, 151) and šmγwn (V3). R2 
pyl√syt, k√syt, R6, V4 mytr√pwlyt√ all cited Sims-Williams 1988, 149-151; V4 frm√ÿ√ cited 
Schwartz 1991, 159. 
 
E26/14 n99 [T II] B 60[f] + T II B 60[h] + T III B 61[ca] + [T II 

B 60f] 
Photos: Göttingen (T III B 61[ca] only) 
Description: Large but badly damaged fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. The 
surface is partly rubbed away and there are many holes and tears. Very similar in shape and 
appearance to E26/15a-b and E26/16. (See also E26/47 and E26/48, two tiny fragments 
which were formerly stuck to E26/14.) 
Dimensions: 13 x 10 cm No. of lines: 23 + 22 
Citation: V13-14: ... m√ny w√st xw kw(r)š˝y(dn)[ qt] /14/ ptxw√ÿ√ k˝√ny .. 
Proper names etc.: rbn (R4, V3, 4, 5, 12), ƒkwrh (R13), k˝√ny (V11, 14), kw(r)š˝y(dn) 
(V13), b∫k(√ny) (V15). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. R: An unidentified incident. V: The demon(?) Khurshedan 
tries to kill the monk Kenay (perhaps the sacristan of the monastery, cf. Brock 1982, 149 
[§34]). 
Publication: Verso reproduced in Sims-Williams forthcoming. Contents discussed ibid., 
where the following words are cited: γwmry√ br√trty (R12), ryšγwmr√ ƒkwrh (R13), tym 
(R21), k˝√ny swqb√ry (V11), m√ny w√st xw kw(r)š˝y(dn)[ qt] ptxw√ÿ√ k˝√ny (V13-14). R7 pr 
r√θy cited Sims-Williams 1995b, 298; V10 yty γrf prwrtw cited Sundermann 1981, 182 n. 
130. 
 
E26/15a-b 
Two fragments which cannot be joined but which probably belong to the same folio, 
E26/15b supplementing E26/15a, R1-5, V1-6 (see Sims-Williams forthcoming). 
Proper names etc.: k√˝ny (R7, 10), rbn (R14, V5, 9), [kwrš](y)dœ√n(√) (V3), kwrš˝ydœn (V5, 
13*), b∫k√ny (V10). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. John confronts the demon(?) Khurshedan (cf. Brock 
1982, 149-50 [§35]). 
Publication: Verso reproduced in Sims-Williams forthcoming. Contents discussed ibid., 
where V1-7 are edited in full and further words and phrases are cited from V8, 10-11, 13 
and 15-16. 
 
E26/15a n98 [T II B 60f] + [T II B 60f] + T III B 61[ca] 
Photos: Göttingen (T III B 61[ca] only) 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including a small part of the outer margin of a folio. 
No part of the top margin is preserved, but comparison with E26/14 and E26/16, which are 
more complete but have partly similar outlines and tears, suggests that not more than one line 
is missing at the top of the folio. If E26/15b belongs to the same folio, according to the 
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reconstruction proposed above, the first surviving lines of E26/15a are in fact the first lines 
of the folio. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/15b n102 T II B 60[f] 
Description: Small fragment including part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/15c n97 T II B 66 
Description: Horizontal strip from the bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Citation: R3: ]wyžpγwny m√t wny wyn√mnty .. 
Proper names etc.: √stpnws (V5) 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. The hypothetical identification of this fragment as belong-
ing to the same folio as E26/15a-b is chiefly based on the mention of Stephen (√stpnws) in 
the last line of the Verso, which creates a link with E26/16. 
Publication: Discussed by Sims-Williams forthcoming, who cites R3 and V3-5 (V4 sry√qync 
also cited Sims-Williams 2003, 404). 
 
E26/16 n94 + n95 T II B 60 + [T II B 60f] + T III B 61[ca] + [T II B 66] 
Photos: Göttingen (T III B 61[ca] only) 
Description: Large but badly damaged fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. The 
surface is partly rubbed away and there are many holes and tears. No part of the inner margin 
is preserved, but R14-15 and V15-16 are almost complete (see citation below). Very similar 
in shape and appearance to E26/14 and E26/15a-b. 
Dimensions: 13.5 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 22 + 23 
Written area: ? x ca. 10.5 cm 
Citation: R13-15: ... √t /14/ [š](y) pdy√ n[y]s(t)y m√t √stp(nw)s pr( m)[z]yx wyšn ZY yp√q .. 
ZY w√nw /15/ [](w)√b q(w rbn )s√r ... 
Proper names etc.: rbn (R1, 9, 12*, 13 [twice], 15*, V9, 11 [twice], 15, 21), √byrm (R1, 
10*), mwš√ (R2, 10), [dylw](m)√(y)q (R4), dœθn (R10), √stp(nw)s (R14), √rg˝(n)y (V11). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. R: The brethren quarrel, probably over the language to be 
used in the liturgy (cf. Brock 1982, 150 [§39]). V: Continuation of the same quarrel? 
Publication: Discussed by Sims-Williams forthcoming, who cites the words [dylw](m)√(y)q 
mrty qy cn (d)wr (z)√y √√[γt] (R4), √√w-zb√q(y)t (R7), √stp(nw)s (R14) and √y √mbst (ryž)√ m√s√ 
(R15). 
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E26/17 n101 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 2 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: A3: ]š√t xw m[ 
Proper names etc.: [kw](r)šyd(œ)n (B4). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. Presumably belongs to the same episode as E26/14-15. 
 
E26/18 n103 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 2 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Citation: A2: ]s cywnt √[ 
Proper names etc.: kwrš˝yd(œ√)[n] (B2). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam. Presumably belongs to the same episode as E26/14-15. 
 
E26/19 n100 [T II] B 60[f] 
Description: Small fragment including part of one side margin (probably the inner margin) of 
a folio. A trace of decorative punctuation in the margin of side A (= R?). 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Citation: A4: z√√ỵ .. ZY m(√)wyž (w)[ 
Proper names etc.: (r)bn (B6). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam, not precisely located. 
 
E26/20 n105 [T II] B 60[f] 
Description: Small fragment including part of one side margin (probably the inner margin) of 
a folio. Ink blot in the margin of side A (= R?). (See also E26/49, a tiny fragment which was 
formerly stuck to E26/20.) 
Dimensions: 3 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: B6: ]wyšnt 
Proper names etc.: rb(n)y (B4). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam, not precisely located. 
 
E26/21 n106 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. The elongated writing of some words on side 
A indicates proximity to a side margin. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 9 + 8 
Citation: B5: [w]√b qw wÿn√ (s)[√r 
Proper names etc.: rbn (B6). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam, not precisely located. 
 
E26/22 n104 T III T.V.B. 
Description: Small fragment including part the bottom margin of a folio. The bottom margin 
of side B contains a rather clear (t)[ (here counted as B3), probably an addition to the text 
rather than a quire-number, as it stands quite close to the preceding line and is not preceded 
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by decorative punctuation. There is also a mark or letter, which may be a quire-number, in 
the bottom margin of side A. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Citation: A2: [t]√žq√nc x(š)√wn.. (c)[ 
Proper names etc.: (rb)n (A1), [t]√žq√nc (A2). 
Contents: Life of John of Dailam, not precisely located. 
 
E26/23 n107 [T II B 17c] + T III 52 + six fragments with signature 

[T III 52] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) ([T II B 17c] only) 
Description: Greater part of a folio, including parts of the bottom margin and both side 
margins, but with many holes and tears. R14-25 contain a colophon written in faded red ink. 
Beneath this are traces of an incomplete line in black ink (here counted as R26). The the text 
of V is obscured by ink smears and and traces of writing in mirror-image imprinted from the 
facing page (E26/24R, to which parts of the surface of E26/23V still adhere). 
Dimensions: 17 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 26 + 29 
Written area: ? x 10.5 cm 
Citation: R14-15: spty b√ pr npys zprt ptry (ywƒnn d)[ylwm](y√ x)[y]pθ √√z(n)[ty] /15/ pwsty 
... 
Proper names etc.: rbn (R2, 6, 7, 10), ywƒnn (R10, 14*, 15, 17*), dylwmœy√ (R10, 14*, 
15*), šlymwn (R16*, 21, 23*). 
Contents: R: Conclusion of the life of John of Dailam (his death and burial, cf. Brock 1982, 
151 [§§43-5], 173-4) and colophon by the copyist Solomon (šlymwn). V: Beginning of the 
Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 263-4). 
Publication: The text of the R has been discussed by Hansen 1968, 97 (“Ein Werk des 
Johanan Dailōmayā”), then by Sundermann 1979, 101 (with correct identification as the 
“Schlußblatt einer Lebensbeschreibung des Yō¬anān Dailomāyā”), and by Sims-Williams 
forthcoming. R4 √γ√m cited Sundermann 1981, 187 n. 193; R5 yld√, R7 šmbdy cited Sims-
Williams forthcoming; R10 rbn ywƒnn dylwmœy√ cited ibid., n. 15; R13 √myn w√myn cited 
Sims-Williams 1988, 148; R14-15 cited Sundermann 1979, 101 (whose reading differs in 
details from the text cited above), and Sims-Williams forthcoming; V29 √nw(√¨)[z](√)[ cited 
Sundermann 1974, 249. 
 
E26/24a n137 [T III 52] 
Description: Fragment including part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 2 x 3 cm No. of lines: 3 + 2 
Citation: R1: fryšty]t pr sm√n.. √t[ 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 264-5). 
 
E26/24b n108 T III 52 + T II B 17[c] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) (T II B 17[c] only) 
Description: Greater part of a folio, including parts of the bottom margin and both side 
margins, but with many holes and tears. Both sides bear traces of writing in mirror-image 
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imprinted from the facing pages (E26/23V and E26/25R) and are damaged in places where 
the separation of these pages was not completely succesful. Two words added in the bottom 
margin of V (here counted as V29). 
Dimensions: 17 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 30 + 29 
Written area: ? x 10.5 cm 
Citation: R30: pcqw√n yty mn√ s√r √yny šyr√qt(y )bγ[y 
Proper names etc.: yhwd√ (R28), s(rp)ywn (V8), ywrdnn (V12). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 264-6). 
Publication: R3 √znt [recte p]c(γ)√znt] cited Sundermann 1984b, 237 with n. 66; R12 wšwšt 
cited Yoshida 1998, 168; V2 b√rγ(ny)[ cited DMT III/2 s.v. β√rγn√k; V13 ptryžyntsq [recte 
ptryš°] cited Weber 1970, 53 n. 10; V14 tdy cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 68; V28 ](t)py√rcyq 
xšpy√ cited Yoshida 1984, 171 n. 18. 
 
E26/25 n109 T III 52 + T III 52 + [T III 36] + T II B 57 
Description: Large irregular-shaped fragment including parts of the top margin and both side 
margins of a folio. The top outer corner, which should have contained the Verso-mark, is 
missing. Both sides bear traces of writing in mirror-image imprinted from the facing pages 
(E26/24V and E26/26R) and are damaged in places where the separation of these pages was 
not completely successful. (See also E26/46, a tiny fragment which was formerly stuck to 
E26/25.) 
Dimensions: 16 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 29 + 28 
Written area: ? x 10.5 cm 
Citation: V1: ZY q√md√rt γr(y)[w ]p(t)xwst[ 
Proper names etc.: srpywn (R12*, V3*), [ghn]√ (R27). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 266-8). 
Publication: R24 nwšy-žw√nmync x√xsry cited Sims-Williams 1995, 261a; R25 cytyt cited 
Sundermann 1974a, 583; V5 br√qcny cited BT XI, 181b, and Sims-Williams 1995a, 59; V21 
fcmbpd cited Sundermann 1982, 108; V26 n√b cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 59. 
 
E26/26a n124 [T III 52] 
Description: Small fragment including part of the top margin of a folio. Both sides bear 
traces of writing in mirror-image imprinted from the facing pages. 
Dimensions: 2 x 4 cm No. of lines: 3 + 2 
Citation: R1: w](d)y qw γrf n√ft m√(t)[nt 
Proper names etc.: [s](rpyw)n (R2). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 269-70). 
 
E26/26b n110 T III B 61[a] (T III B 61cb according to the Göttingen 

photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 7 x 4 cm No. of lines: 13 + 14 
Citation: V8: ]√γty k(n)θcyq n√f .. 
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Proper names etc.: (√)√dm (R3). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 269-71). 
Publication: V5 √ydc cited BT XII, 77, and Sims-Williams 1986a, 408; V12-13 [šy](ry) qθ√rt 
sxy [... ]( )qt cn sx(y√¨)[w√] cited [as V22-3] Sims-Williams 1995a, 62. 
 
E26/27a-e 
Five fragments which can in theory be joined. (For further details of the reconstruction of 
this folio see Sims-Williams 1995a, 52.) 
Overall dimensions: 21.5 x 12 cm Overall no. of lines: 36 + 37 
Written area: 19.5 x 10.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: srpywn (R2*, 6, 24, 25*, V5*, 10, 34*, 35*), √√dm (R9). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 274-6). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995a, 53-5 (text and translation), 58-60 (commentary). 
 
E26/27a n111 [part] [T II B 57.7] + [T III 52] + T II B 57[.5] + T III B 

61[cb] + — + T II B 66 + T II B 57[.4] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) (T III B 61[cb] only) 
Description: Large, irregular-shaped fragment including parts of all four margins but with 
significant damage to the surface of the paper and many holes and tears. Two tiny fragments, 
one of which bears part of the signature T II B 57 and both of which probably belong to the 
following folio (see below, E26/28b-c), appear to be stuck to the top right of the R. 
Dimensions: 21.5 x 12 cm No. of lines: 36 + 37 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/27b (lost) [T III B 52a(α)] 
Copy: Hansen 
Description: Fragment without margin, known only from a partial transliteration by Hansen 
(for which see Sims-Williams 1995a, 51). Supplements E26/27a, R8-26, V9-25(?). 
Dimensions: unknown. No. of lines: 19 + 17(?) 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/27c n131 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. Supplements E26/27a, R20-24, V21-4. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 2.75 cm No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
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Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/27d n90 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. Supplements E26/27a, R23-9, V23-9. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/27e n129 — 
Description: Tiny scrap formerly stuck to E26/28e. Supplements E26/27a, R26-7, V27(?). 
Dimensions: 1 x 1 cm No. of lines: 2 + 1(?) 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/28a-g 
The five fragments E26/28a-e can in theory be joined to form the upper part of a folio. (This 
is uncertain in the case of the tiny scrap E26/28c.)  
Overall dimensions (of E26/28a-e): 16.5 x 12 cm 
Overall no. of lines (of E26/28a-e): 31 + 32 
E26/28f-g are two fragments from the bottom of the same folio. Although the two groups of 
fragments do not quite join, it is probable that no complete line is missing between them. In 
that case the dimensions of the complete folio would have been ca. 20.5 x 12 cm, that of the 
written area ca. 18.5 x 10.25 cm, and the total no. of lines 36 + 38 (counting the quire-
number as V38). (For further details of the reconstruction of this folio see Sims-Williams 
1995a, 52.) 
Proper names etc.: srpywn (V1*, 5, 14 [twice], 24*), mcryn (V3). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 276-8). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1995a, 56-8 (text and translation), 60-62 (commentary). (Note 
that E26/28c is mentioned ibid., 52 n. 12, but not incorporated in the reconstructed text.) 
 
E26/28a n112 [T II B 57.8] + [T II B 57.7] + T II B 57[.2] + T III B 

61[d] (T III B 61cb according to Göttingen photos) 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) (T III B 61[d] only) 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including parts of the top margin and both side 
margins of a folio. The surface of the R is torn away in many places. (The fragment n113 = T 
II B 57, which looks like the top inner corner of a folio with tops of letters from R1 and V1, 
is glassed together with n112, but it is not clear whether it really belongs to this folio, to 
E26/27, or elsewhere.) 
Dimensions: 12.5 x 12 cm No. of lines: 24 + 25 
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Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/28b n111 [part] T II B 57 
Description: Tiny scrap which is glassed with and presumably stuck to E26/27a (q.v.). Sup-
plements E26/28a, R1. (The “T” of the old signature “T II B 57” is partially visible in the top 
margin of E26/28a, while the rest of the signature is on E26/28b.) 
Dimensions: 1 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 1 + 0 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/28c n111 [part] — 
Description: Tiny scrap which is glassed with and presumably stuck to E26/27a (q.v.), im-
mediately below E26/28b. Its one legible word ](r)šty[ “true (God)” (~ Syr. √lh√ dšrr√, AMS 
V, 276, line 19?) suggests that it may belong to E26/28 and supplement E26/28a, R2-4. 
Dimensions: 1.5 x 1 cm No. of lines: 3 + ? 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/28d (lost) [T III B 52a(γ)] 
Copy: Hansen 
Description: Fragment without margin, known only from a partial transliteration by Hansen 
(for which see Sims-Williams 1995a, 51). Supplements E26/28a, V10-19(+?). 
Dimensions: unknown. No. of lines: ? + 10 (or more) 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/28e n127 [T II B 66] + [T II B 66] 
Description: Fragment from the inner edge of a folio, though hardly any of the inner margin 
is preserved. Supplements E26/28a, R24, V24-5, and provides parts of the following lines. 
Dimensions: 4 x 4 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
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E26/28f n130a T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/28g n114 T II B 57[.9] 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom of a folio with the quire-number w (= 6) and 
decorative pointing in the bottom margin of V (here counted as V7). Almost joins E26/28f. 
The surface of the R is partly torn away. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 7 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E26/29 n115 T III B 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. The writing is smeared at 
the bottom of the R. 
Dimensions: 6.75 x 6 cm No. of lines: 14 + 14 
Citation: V4: ]by pr fcmpd .. ZY fr√wz√n¨√[] 
Proper names etc.: srp[ywn] (V11). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 280-81). 
 
E26/30 n116 T II B 13[a] + T II B 57[.3] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) (T II B 13[a] only) 
Description: Large fragment including parts of all margins but lacking a large piece from the 
top inner corner of the folio. The upper part of the fragment is tattered and water-stained to 
the point of illegibility on both sides. R14-15 contains a heading in red ink. Additions to the 
text of the R in the outer and bottom margins (the latter counted here as R37). A possible 
trace of the Verso-mark in the margin near the beginning of V1. 
Dimensions: 21 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 37 + 32 
Written area: 18.5 x 10.5 cm 
Citation: R margin: qy pr dymy(θ) rwžnt ZY š√twxt bnt cn ptš(n)g bž√xwty√.. 
Proper names etc.: srpywn (R15*, 22*, 25, 28, 33, 36, V12, 17), frwm (R16), cxwdt (V31), 
ywrdnn (V32). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 286-9). 
Publication: Referred to by Hansen 1968, 96-7, as the “Schiffsüberfahrtepisode aus der 
Serapionlegende”. R16 [bγ](√)nyq pw√dyt qy sqwnt pr frwm cited BT XII, 61, and Sims-
Williams 1995a, 66; R18 [wy]šnt n√wy šqryny n√(f) cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 66; R20, 23 
by√ry [recte by√r¨√] cited BT XI, 182a; R22 [srp]ywn √yc ny pcšd√rt nysic! ms √yc xwrd√rt cited 
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Weber 1970, 25, and Sundermann 1981, 206 n. 393; R23-4 nystnt n√wy šqrynyt [n](√)ft 
m√y√ỵ cyntr qt xwrt xwrynt cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 66; R29 pš√br cw xwr√m cited Weber 
1970, 27 n. 69, and 1975, 91 n. 8; R34 tγtyš cited Weber 1970, 206; V22 mn [recte mn√] 
bγyšty n√m ywxsθ√ cited ibid., 218, 220; V27 ZY ms (z)√y tw√ dstwb√r¨√ xcy cited Kudara–
Sundermann 1987, 344 n. 34; V29 √rmy cited Sims-Williams 1991, 125 n. 61, and 1992b, 54 
n. 65; V30 qθ√m cited BT XII, 59; V31 cxwdt cited [as V3] Sundermann 1981, 176 n. 53. 
 
E26/31 n123 T II B 35 + T II B 14[c] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg (T II B 35 only) 
Description: Complete, almost undamaged folio. Verso-mark in the margin near the begin-
ning of V1. 
Dimensions: 21 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 32 + 33 
Written area: 19 x 10 cm 
Citation: R1-3: .. .. √˙ylš˙d√ .. √t …hyḣ √˙š˙r √hyḣ .. qy šy wydb√γ /2/ w√nw bwt .. (w)ystwyny. qy 
r√mnty m√t yty r√mnt /3/ swqty ... 
Proper names etc.: √brhm (R4), cxwdtty (R27), srpywn (V22, 25), mrn-yšwγ (V23). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 292-4). 
Publication: R1-3 cited Sims-Williams 1988, 147, 148; R3, 6 √št√ÿ√ cited BT XII, 131; R8 nyš 
cited BT XII, 107; R13-15 cited Sundermann 1981, 201 n. 365, 1984, 307 n. 16, and Sims-
Williams 1988, 149; R18 w√zt cited BT XII, 83; R27 cxwdtty cited Sundermann 1981, 176 
n. 53; V1-6 cited ST I, 34 [read V1 √ty, V4 cywyθ, V5 prxwnt√sqn (with BT XII, 107)]; V6-
16 cited ST I, 80-81 [read V9 cymnty, V15 yty, V16 ZY (see STSC 122-3); on V12 
wsyrd√rt see Sims-Williams 1989a, 260, and DTS, 73]; V18 √yšθ√ cited BT XII, 59; V23 ryš 
γwmr√ and mrn cited Sims-Williams 1988, 150, 152. 
 
E26/32a n117 T II B 57[.6] 
Description: Fragment from the top of a folio. The elongated writing of some words on the R 
indicates that the text runs up to the outer margin, though no significant part of this margin is 
preserved. 
Dimensions: 6 x 7 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Citation: R3: ]tysqwn .. wyd√γty wxr √√γt qw mn√ s√(r yt)[y] 
Proper names etc.: srpywn (R4). 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 330-31). 
Publication: V2 cytyt cited Sundermann 1974a, 583. 
 
E26/32b n118 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin, rather faded and worn. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: V2: wy](d )s(qs)y (d)bry .. nyž[ 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 330-32). 
 
E26/32c n119 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment, possibly including a small part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
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Dimensions: 2 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: R4: s](√)t br√trty prw .. √rt[y 
Contents: Life of Serapion (~ AMS V, 331-2). 
 
E26/33 n130b [T II B 60f] 
Description: Tiny scrap. 
Dimensions: 0.5 x 1 cm No. of lines: 1 + 2 
Citation: B2: c]√(nw)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/34 n410 C55 = T II B 66 
Description: Fragment including part the inner margin. V1 contains punctuation in red ink. 
V3-10 (a colophon?) is entirely written in red ink, as is the first word of R3. 
Dimensions: 6 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 10 
Citation: V4: ] xypθ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/35 n128 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.75 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 7 
Citation: V3: dwr(t)[√ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/36 n408 C55 = [T II D 147] 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Citation: A2: w](√)nc√nw [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Additional note: On the signature T II D 147, which is presumably erroneous in this case, 
see note to E57. 
 
E26/37 n133 T III 52 
Description: Fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: R3: ZY žwq [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/38 n134 T III 52 
Description: Small fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: A1: ](√)ry m√t[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
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E26/39 n135 T III 52 
Description: Fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 3 
Citation: R1: x√n√[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/40 n136 [T III 52] 
Description: Very small fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 2.75 x 2 cm No. of lines: 3 + 2 
Citation: A1: ]√r qs[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/41 n138 [T III 52] 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 1 x 1 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Citation: B2: x√]xsry(t)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/42 n139 T III 99 Bul. 
Description: Fragment with many holes and no margin. A2 contains punctuation in red ink. 
The text of side B is almost completely rubbed off. Exceptionally small writing (cf. E26/1). 
Dimensions: 5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10(?) 
Citation: A5: ](√)t cwpr-s√r pcprt√ bwt .. [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/43 n140 [T III B] or [T III T.V.B.] 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. The writing on the R is 
largely rubbed off. The bottom margin of the V includes part of a letter followed by two 
punctuation points (here counted as V6). This is probably an addition to the text rather than a 
quire-number, as it stands quite close to the preceding line. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: V2: ](r)√mnty 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/44 n141 [T III B] or [T III T.V.B.] 
Description: Small fragment, possibly including a small part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: A3: ].. pyšt mn(√)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/45 n142 [T III B] or [T III T.V.B.] 
Description: Small fragment including part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
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Citation: A2: pysty x(c)[y 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/46 n143 — 
Description: Tiny fragment removed from E26/25. 
Dimensions: 1.5 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Citation: A1: ] √√γ(m)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/47 n144a — 
Description: Tiny fragment removed from E26/14. 
Dimensions: 1.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: A2: ](• )s√(r).. ZY [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/48 n144b — 
Description: Scrap removed from E26/14. 
Dimensions: 1 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Citation: A1: ](s)√r •[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/49 n144c — 
Description: Scrap removed from E26/20. 
Dimensions: 1 x 0.5 cm No. of lines: 1 + 2 
Citation: A1: ]• p[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/50 n144d — 
Description: Tiny scrap. 
Dimensions: 1 x 1 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2(?) 
Citation: A1: ]t•t•[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E26/51 (lost) T II B 66 
Photos: Berlin (BBAW) (see “Additional note” below) 
Description: Small fragment including part of the outer(?) margin of a folio. The writing on 
R(?) is very pale and is perhaps entirely in red ink (cf. E26/23R and E26/34V). 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 4.5 x 3.5 cm  
No. of lines: 5 + 6 
Citation: V(?)2 (m)rty c√n(w )[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Additional note: This fragment seems to have been lost or mislaid at some time since 1974. 
According to Sundermann 1974, 225, it was glassed with two other fragments bearing the 
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same signature T II B 66, but the (modern) photos preserved in the BBAW show only the 
two fragments E5/21b and E26/51. 
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E27 Miscellany formerly C2 
 
A miscellany consisting of at least thirteen distinct texts, including saints’ lives, commen-
taries, metrical homilies and general Christian literature. 
 
The fragments which have been assigned to the manuscript E27 are all written in the same 
distinctive hand, though the Verso of E27/120, which was probably the last page of the 
manuscript, also bears text in a second hand. While it cannot be proved conclusively that 
these fragments must belong to a single manuscript, all the evidence available is consistent 
with this assumption. The format of all folios which are sufficiently well preserved to be 
measured is identical within very narrow limits (overall size: 31-32 x 19.5-20.5 cm; written 
area: 27-27.5 x 14-15 cm). 
 
The tentative reconstruction of the order and numbering adopted here for folios 1-120 
follows Sims-Williams, BT XII, 14-20, where characteristic features of the construction of 
the codex are also described. These include the numbering of the first and last pages of each 
quire with Syriac numerical letters (ibid., 15b) and the use of paper strips to strengthen the 
binding where a double-folio was folded, or perhaps rather to join two sheets of paper into a 
double-folio (ibid., 16a with n. 32). If the remains of this “binding-strip” are found on a 
Recto page the folio must belong to the first half of a quire; if they are found on a Verso page 
the folio must belong to the second half of a quire. The Verso-mark, which always stands in 
the outer margin immediately before the beginning of the first line of the Verso, is much 
more elaborate than the simple cross found in some other manuscripts. The unplaced frag-
ments (Fragments a-e in BT XII, 49-50; Fragments A-W, ibid., 186-9) have been arbitrarily 
assigned the folio-numbers 121-148. 
 
The editio princeps of the greater part of the manuscript by Hansen (BST II, 1955), as well 
as a series of subsequent studies (notably Benveniste 1955, 1959, and Schwartz 1967), have 
been largely superseded by the complete edition by Sims-Williams (BT XII, 1985), which 
also includes a comprehensive set of photographs. 
 
E27/1a-d 
Four fragments which cannot be joined but which belong to the same folio (probably the first 
folio of the whole manuscript, see BT XII, 16). Many proper names are written in a paler ink 
than the rest of the text. 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 559-62). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/1a n69 T II B 62 + T II B 62[a] 
Photos: Göttingen (only T II B 62a) 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including a small part of the inner margin with 
remains of the binding-strip on the Recto. 
Dimensions: 9.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
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Proper names etc.: yzdyn (R2*, V2, 11* = 1R5, 1V5, 1V14), [wy](x)špwr (R3 = 1R6), p√rs 
(R3 = 1R6), [w](x)wr√n (R5 = 1R8), [yw](n√)yq (R6 = 1R9), (p√)[rsyqty] (R6 = 1R9), 
(√rqd)[ys] (R11 = 1R14). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 6(3) and part of 6(1); BT XII, f. 1, R4-14, V4-14. 
 
E27/1b (lost) [T II B 13] 
Description: Fragment without margin. The only surviving evidence for this fragment is the 
text published by Hansen in BST II. 
Dimensions: unknown No. of lines: 6 + 7 
Proper names etc.: yzdyn (V2 = 1V8). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 6(1); BT XII, f. 1, R7-12, V7-13. 
 
E27/1c n70 + n71 T II B 62[a] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment with broad outer margin, now broken into two pieces 
which cannot be re-joined owing to the loss of a small portion still visible on the Göttingen 
photos (reproduced BT XII, Pl. III). Two letters (r. q.) in Recto margin. 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 10 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Proper names etc.: [m√r]wdn (R2 = 1R12; for the restoration cf. BT XII, 67), [tynxw](r) (R8 
= 1R18). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 1, R11-20, V11-21. 
 
E27/1d n72 T II B 13.5 + T II B 62[a3] + T II B 62[a] + T II B 66 
Photos: Göttingen (only T II B 62a3 and T II B 62a) 
Description: Bottom inner corner, with binding-strip on the Recto. The remains of a ruled 
left-hand margin (three parallel lines in two different inks) are visible on the Verso. 
Dimensions: 10 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Proper names etc.: [t√d](q)wšsp (R2 = 1R21), (mr)xyl (R4 = 1R23), yzdyn (R6, V7* = 1R25, 
1V28). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 6(2) (only T II B 13.5 + T II B 62a3); BT XII, f. 1, R20-
27, V22-29. 
 
E27/3a n481.2/MIK III 67 T II B 62[a9] + T II B 13[.2] 
Photos: Göttingen (only T II B 62a9) 
Description: Vertical strip from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 14.5 x 5.25 cm No. of lines: 12 + 10 
Proper names etc.: pyθywn (R8*, 9, V4). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 565-7). 
Publication: BST II, Text 5(1); BT XII, f. 3, R1-12, V1-10. 
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E27/3b n12 [T III B 61a13.3] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 2 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Proper names etc.: [pyθyw]n (R3 = 3R13). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 566-7). 
Publication: BST II, Text 3(2); BT XII, f. 3, R11-15, V10-14. 
 
E27/4 n13 T II B 13.3 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 568-9). 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 6(2); BT XII, f. 4. Correction: V2 read ptry( p)t[ybyd as 
two words. 
 
E27/5a n25 T III B 61 
Description: Fragment with part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 2 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 570-71). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 5, R27-30, V29-30. 
 
E27/5b n26 T III B 61 
Description: Fragment with part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6 x 6 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 570-71). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 5, R28-30, V28-30. 
 
E27/6a n15 T III 100 
Description: Fragment with part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 571-2). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 6, R1-2, V1-2. 
 
E27/6b n480.1/MIK III 66 [T III B 60(α)] 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Written area: — 
Citation: — 
Proper names etc.: √(d)r(xwr)mzdsic (R3 = 6R14). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 572-3). 
Publication: BST II, Text 4(1); BT XII, f. 6, R11-16, V11-16. 
 
E27/7a n480.2/MIK III 66 T II B 60 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
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Dimensions: 5.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Proper names etc.: √drxwrmzt (V5*, 6* = 7V20, 7V21). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 574-5). 
Publication: BST II, Text 4(2); BT XII, f. 7, R15-21, V16-21. 
 
E27/7b-c 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 8 x 10 cm Overall no. of lines: 8 + 8 
Proper names etc.: √drxwrmzt (R3*, 4* = 7R23, 7V24). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 574-6). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/7b n480.4 + n480.3/MIK III 66 — + T III B 61 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including a small part of the inner margin. 
Dimensions: 8 x 7 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Texts 4(4) and 4(3); BT XII, f. 7, R21-8, V21-8. 
 
E27/7c n29 [upper part] — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. Does not quite join E27/7f (as seems to be 
implied by the way that the two fragments are juxtaposed under the glass). 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 7, R22-6, V22-6. Correction: in R26 there is a lacuna (sufficient for 
two or more words) before wγ](√mn√f)c[ (so to be read, partly on E27/7c and partly on 
E27/7f). 
 
E27/7d n27 [T II] B 66 
Description: Narrow strip from the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 574-6). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 7, R22-8, V23-9. 
 
E27/7e n28 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 574-6). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 7, R24-8, V25-8. 
 
E27/7f n29 [lower part] T II B 62 
Description: Fragment including part of the bottom margin of a folio. Does not quite join 
E27/7c (as apparently implied by the juxtaposition of the two fragments under the glass). 
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Dimensions: 6 x 4 cm No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 574-6). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 7, R26-30, V27-30. Corrections: R26 (see under E27/7c); R28 read 
n√ În√yš√ as two words. 
 
E27/11a n17 T II B 62[a4] + T II B 13.7 
Photos: Göttingen (only T II B 62a4) 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including part of the inner margin with remains of the 
binding-strip on the Recto. 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Proper names etc.: (t)[wxmyn] (R4 = 11R19). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 584-6). 
Publication: BST II, Text 27; BT XII, f. 11, R16-27, V16-27. 
 
E27/11b n18 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Proper names etc.: [pyθyw]n (R3 = 11R27). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 585-6). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 11, R25-8, V26-9. 
 
E27/12a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 31 x 19.5 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 25 + 26 (some lines missing after R20 and V21) 
Written area: ? x 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: √dwrprzqrt (V5*, 7), (√)dr(przqr)t (V6), n√xyd (V9, 11, 12), √(st)[pnws] 
(V21). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 586-9). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/12a n479/MIK III 65 T II B 66[e] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Upper part of a folio, lacking the top inner corner and with several tears and 
holes. Binding-strip on the Recto. The outer margin of the Verso contains the usual Verso-
mark before V1 and another mark before V6, the beginning of which is left blank. 
Dimensions: 20 x 19.5 cm No. of lines: 20 + 21 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 3(1); BT XII, f. 12, R1-20, V1-21. Corrections: R7 read tπsnt; V4 
read [wyr](qy)š(ty)[ as one word; V8 read wγš√znt (without subscript point). 
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E27/12b n74 T II B 62 
Description: Strip from bottom outer corner. 
Dimensions: 13.5 x 6.5 cm  
No. of lines: 5 + 7 (with several lines missing between V2 and V3) 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 12, R25-9, V20-21, 26-30. 
 
E27/12c n73 T II B 60 
Description: Fragment with part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 587-9). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 12, R28-9, V29-30. 
 
E27/13 n486/MIK III 72 T II B 33[b] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Bottom outer corner of a folio. A small cross in the margin before V5 (= 
13V19). 
Dimensions: 17.5 x 17 cm No. of lines: 17 + 16 
Proper names etc.: √dwrsrwš (R13 = 13R26). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 589-91). 
Publication: BST II, Text 11; BT XII, f. 13. On R7 (= 13R20) nγwšq√ see also Yoshida 
2009a, 286. 
 
E27/14a n75 — + [T II B 66] 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 9.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Proper names etc.: (z)rw√ (V5 = 14V7). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 591-2). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 14, R4-13, V3-13. 
 
E27/14b n76 T II B 62 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment with a long strip of the outer margin and possibly 
part of the bottom margin. The fragment has suffered some recent damage, so that the old 
photos (see BT XII, Pl. XVII) are more complete. Trace of one word in Recto margin. 
Dimensions (of the fragment in its present state): 13 x 9.5 cm 
No. of lines (of the fragment as seen in the Göttingen photos): 12 + 11 
Proper names etc.: xwr(mz)t√ (R7 = 14R23). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 592-3). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 14, R17-28, V17-27. 
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E27/17 n19 T II B 62a 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio, with a small cross in the margin after R1 and Verso-
mark before V1. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 598-600). 
Publication: BST II, Text 24; BT XII, f. 17. 
 
E27/19 n14 T II B 60 
Description: Small fragment with part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 604-5; Corluy 1888, 8-9). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 19. 
 
E27/22 n482/MIK III 68 T II B 44[c] 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from the top outer corner of a folio, with Verso-mark 
before V1 and some other marks in the outer margin of the Recto. 
Dimensions: 18 x 17.5 cm No. of lines: 18 + 18 
Proper names etc.: nyxwrmzt (R11*, 12), pyθywn (R16). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 611-13; Corluy 1888, 18-20). 
Publication: BST II, Text 5(2); BT XII, f. 22. Correction: V10 read m√tnt[ ]r(ty •••)[•]√[••] 
(closing up the spacing). 
 
E27/23a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: ca. 29.5 x 14 cm 
Overall no. of lines: 29 + 28 
Written area: over 27 x ? cm 
Proper names etc.: [yzdqr]t (R24 = 23R25). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 614-16; Corluy 1888, 21-4). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/23a n483/MIK III 69    T II B 62[b] + T II B 13[.1] + T II B 13 + T II B 62 
Photos: Göttingen (only T II B 62) 
Description: Irregular-shaped strip including most of the outer margin and part of the bottom 
margin; now broken into two fragments with the loss of part of R11-12, V11-13 (= 23R12-
13, 23V12-14), now known only from the text published by Hansen in BST II. A small 
cross stands in the outer margin at the end of the last line of the Recto. The first word of V7 
(= 23V8) is written in larger script. 
Dimensions: ca. 29.5 x 14 cm No. of lines: 29 + 28 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
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Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 5(3); BT XII, f. 23, R2-30, V2-29. 
 
E27/23b n16 T II B 62 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 5(3); BT XII, f. 23, R9-12, V9-12. 
 
E27/24a n23 T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped strip from the inner margin of a folio, with binding-strip on the 
Recto and a small cross in the margin at the end of the last surviving line of the Verso. 
Dimensions: 11 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 9 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 616-18; Corluy 1888, 24-7). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 24, R5-14, V5-13. 
 
E27/24b n480.5/MIK III 66 — 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 6 + 7 
Proper names etc.: nyxwrmzt (R1*, 4* = 24R12, 15). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 617-18; Corluy 1888, 25-7). 
Publication: BST II, Text 4(5); BT XII, f. 24, R12-17, V12-18. 
 
E27/25a n78 T II B 66[h] 
Description: Top inner corner of a folio, with binding-strip on the Recto. Can be joined to 
E27/26a (as it is glassed and as it is shown in the photos published in BT XII, Pl. XXIV-
XXV) to form the upper central portion of a double-folio. 
Dimensions: 13 x 7 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Proper names etc.: ydrqrt (R3, mistake for *yzdqrt), qnz√γ (V8). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 619-20; Corluy 1888, 28-30). 
Publication: BST II, Text 5(4); BT XII, f. 25, R1-12, V1-12. Correction: V5 read bnt]qt∫ as 
one word. 
 
E27/25b n77 T III B 61 
Description: Small fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 619-20; Corluy 1888, 28-9). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 25, R1-4, V1-4. On V2 (√xw)sydq(√m) see also Yoshida 2009a, 286. 
 
E27/25c n80 T III B 61 
Description: Irregular-shaped strip from the outer margin of a folio. In the margin of the 
Verso is an unclear addition (vlz(?) °q) in a different hand and ink. 
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Dimensions: 12 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 13 + 11 
Proper names etc.: (p)[y](θ)[ywn] (V6 = 25V21). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 619-21; Corluy 1888, 28-31). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 25, R15-27, V16-26. 
 
E27/25d+26b n81 T II B 62 
Description: Fragment from the centre of a double-folio, with binding-strip on IR and IIV. 
Near the bottom of the inner margin of IV is a small cross. 
Dimensions: 12 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 + 8 + 9 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 619-23; Corluy 1888, 29-34). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 25, R18-25, V17-24, f. 26, R17-24, V16-24. 
 
E27/26a n79 T III B 61[a10] 
Description: Top inner corner of a folio, with binding-strip on the Verso. Can be joined to 
E27/25a (q.v.). 
Dimensions: 12 x 6 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Proper names etc.: √dwrxwrmzt (R8). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 621-3; Corluy 1888, 31-3). 
Publication: BST II, Text 5(5); BT XII, f. 26, R1-11, V1-11. 
 
E27/26b: see under E27/25d. 
 
E27/27 n21 T III B 61[a3] + T II B 67[b] + T II B 66[g] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg (only T II B 67b) 
Description: A strip from the outer edge of a folio, including most of the outer margin and 
smaller parts of the top and bottom margins. Some marginal additions on the Recto. 
Dimensions: 31.5 x 11 cm No. of lines: 29 + 30 
Written area: 27 x ? 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Pethion (~ AMS II, 623-6; Corluy 1888, 34-8). 
Publication: BST II, Text 5(6); BT XII, f. 27. Corrections: V25 read (pr t)[w](√ as two 
words; V26 read (ptys√c)y (see Sims-Williams 1996a, 182 n. 23)? 
 
E27/31 (lost) [T II B 49a] 
Photos: Göttingen Copy: Lentz 
Description: Complete, virtually undamaged folio, with binding-strip on the Recto. The bot-
tom margin of the Recto bears the quire-number g (= 3) together with decorative punctuation 
(counted here as R30). The outer margin of the Verso contains the Verso-mark before V1 
and, near the bottom of the page, a marginal addition of two words. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 31.5 x 20.5 cm  
No. of lines: 30 + 32 
Written area (according to the photos): 27 x 14.5 cm 
Contents: Unidentified homily on the three periods of the solitary life. 
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Publication: Verso only: Sachau 1905, 973-7 (with photo on Pl. II); Salemann 1907, 534-5. 
Both pages: BST II, Text 16; Sims-Williams 1981, 441-6 (translation); BT XII, f. 31. 
Corrections: R12 read qw …xs; R28 read dymyd √wr√my. 
 
E27/39 n24 T II B 16[b] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio, with Verso-mark before V1. Syriac numerical 
letters, with decorative punctuation, are written in the outer margin of the Verso; these 
correspond to Sogdian ordinal numbers written in red ink in the text. 
Dimensions: 19 x 13 cm No. of lines: 16 + 15 
Proper names etc.: [√](nt)wn (R10). 
Contents: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Fifteenth Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ 
Draguet 1972, 251-3). 
Publication: BST II, Text 25; Sims-Williams 1973, 89-90; BT XII, f. 39. 
 
E27/40a-c 
Three fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 22 x ca. 15.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 23 + 28 
Written area: ? x ca. 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: √ntwnys (R5), γd˝n (V1), (š)[ywl] (V2), √šγy√ (V13). 
Contents: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Fifteenth Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ 
Draguet 1972, 254-6). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/40a n496/MIK III 82 T III B 61[a1] + [T III B 61a12] 
Copy: Lentz (only T III B 61a1) 
Description: Vertical strip from the top outer corner of a folio. A small part of the upper mar-
gin is preserved, but the whole of the outer margin has been neatly cut off. The last word of 
R13 is a heading in red ink. 
Dimensions: 22 x 7 cm No. of lines: 23 + 24 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 19; Sims-Williams 1973, 90-91; BT XII, f. 40, R1-23, V1-
24. Correction: R12 read šm√r∫tÂ. (note punctuation). 
 
E27/40b n22 T II B 60[.1] + — 
Description: Fragment with part of the inner margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 8 x 5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
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Publication: BST II, Text 22 (only T II B 60.1); Sims-Williams 1973, 90-91 (only T II B 
60.1); BT XII, f. 40, R4-11, V4-11. 
 
E27/40c (lost) T III B 61[ab] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Fragment from the inner edge of a folio, from which the margin itself appears to 
have been torn off. 
Dimensions: ca. 13 x ca. 10 cm No. of lines: 15 + 16 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 19; Sims-Williams 1973, 90-91; BT XII, f. 40, R9-23, V9-
24. 
 
E27/48a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 28.5 x 16.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 32 + 32 
Written area: over 27 x 14 cm 
Proper names etc.: pwlws (R1, 9), mp(š)q[n√] (R8), bby (R25). 
Contents: R1-24: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Fifteenth Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ 
Draguet 1972, 274). R24-V32: Beginning of a metrical homily (memrā) by Bābay the Less 
(i.e. Bābay of Nisibis) “On the final evil hour”, the first verse of which is cited in Syriac in 
R26-8. 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/48a n20 T III 100[d] 
Description: Fragment with part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 7 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 48, R1-6, V1-6. 
 
E27/48b n487/MIK III 73 T III No.100[b] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: The greater part of a folio, with several holes and tears, seriously damaged at all 
edges. Parts of both side margins are preserved, together with the binding-strip on the Verso. 
R22-3 (= 48R24-5) contains a title in red ink. 
Dimensions: 25.5 x 16.5 cm No. of lines: 30 + 31 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
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Publication: BST II, Text 12; Sims-Williams 1982, 172-3 (translation of the poem by 
Bābay); BT XII, f. 48, R3-32, V2-32. Corrections: R28 restore (r)[mt](√)[] and translate “the 
last hour, in which He shall separate the peoples” (cf. the Sogdian version of Matthew 25.32 
in E5/125, V20); V10 read n√(y)[ •]••••[; V22 read pc••[h. 
 
E27/51a-d 
Four fragments which can in theory be joined to form an almost complete folio. 
Overall dimensions: ca. 31 x ca. 20.5 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 32 + 31 
Written area: ca. 27.5 x ca. 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: √dm (V12, 13, 14), mrym (V13), γd˝ny (V17). 
Contents: Part of the homily by Bābay of Nisibis “On the final evil hour” (cf. BT XII, 87). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/51a (lost) T II B 3 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg Copy: Lentz 
Description: Large, irregular-shaped fragment including part of the top and most of the outer 
margin of a folio. Verso-mark before V1 and one word added in the margin before V16. 
Dimensions: ca. 26 x ca. 17.5 cm No. of lines: 29 + 29 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 13; Sims-Williams 1982, 173-5 (translation); BT XII, f. 51, R1-29, 
V1-29. Correction: V12 read s)t(y as one word. 
 
E27/51b n82 T II B 13.11 
Description: Irregular-shaped strip from the inner margin of a folio, with remains of the 
binding-strip on the Recto. 
Dimensions: 16.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 18 + 19 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1982, 173-5 (translation); BT XII, f. 51, R2-19, V1-19. 
 
E27/51c n494/MIK III 80 T II B 67[d] 
Description: Fragment from the bottom of a folio. The bottom margin of the Recto bears the 
quire-number h (= 5) together with decorative punctuation (counted here as R13). 
Dimensions: 12 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: 13 + 12 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 21; Sims-Williams 1982, 174-5 (translation); BT XII, f. 51, R20-
31, V20-31. Correction: R31 read (x)[y](p)θ√wnt as one word. 
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E27/51d n83 T III B 
Description: Bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 7 cm No. of lines: 6 + 7 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 1982, 174-5 (translation); BT XII, f. 51, R26-31, V25-31. 
Correction: R30 read d√(ry) as one word. 
 
E27/52 n34 T II B 44[b] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Long strip from the inner margin of a folio, with binding-strip on the Recto. 
Dimensions: 22 x 9 cm No. of lines: 20 + 20 
Proper names etc.: √dm (V13), dwydy (V15). 
Contents: Perhaps part of the homily by Bābay of Nisibis “On the final evil hour” (cf. BT 
XII, 87-8). 
Publication: BST II, Text 26; BT XII, f. 52. 
 
E27/53 n495/MIK III 81 T II B 33[c] 
Description: Fragment without margins. On side B there are some marks in red ink. 
Dimensions: 7 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Proper names etc.: [y](w)ƒnn (A3), ywrdnn (A6, preceded by deleted yrwdnn). 
Contents: Uncertain, perhaps part of the homily by Bābay of Nisibis “On the final evil hour” 
(cf. BT XII, 87-8). 
Publication: BST II, Text 23; BT XII, f. 53. 
 
E27/54 n490/MIK III 76 T II B 16[a] 
Photos: Göttingen Copy: Lentz 
Description: Lower half of a folio. Syriac numerical letters, with decorative punctuation, are 
written in the outer margin of the Verso; these correspond to Sogdian ordinal numbers 
written in red ink in the text. 
Dimensions: 19 x 20.5 cm No. of lines: 19 + 19 
Written area: ? x 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: šmγwn snq (V5 = 54V16). 
Contents: Recto: end of the homily by Bābay of Nisibis “On the final evil hour” (one verse 
of which is cited in Syriac, R10-11 = 54R21-2), cf. BT XII, 88. Verso: Apostolic Canons, 
with appendices on ecclesiastical titles and on the fates of the Apostles (~ Cureton 1864, 25-
6 [Syriac numbering]). 
Publication: BST II, Text 17(1); Sims-Williams 1982, 176 (translation of the Recto); BT XII, 
f. 54. Correction: V14-15 restore xwm√r]-w√bµ “the Comforter” (see Sims-Williams apud 
Sundermann 1990, 25 n. 26). 
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E27/55a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 29 x 20.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 22 + 26 
Written area: ? x 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: mwš√ (R12, 14 = 55R20, 55R22), √ly√ (R12 = 55R20), dwydy (V19 = 
55V23). 
Contents: Apostolic Canons, with appendices on ecclesiastical titles and on the fates of the 
Apostles (~ Cureton 1864, 26-9 [Syriac numbering]). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/55a n491a + n491b/MIK III 77 T II B 44 + T II B 16[d] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg Copy: Lentz (only T II B 16d) 
Description: Large, irregular-shaped fragment including most of the lower half of a folio and 
nearly all of the outer margin, which contains on both sides Syriac numerals, with decorative 
punctuation, corresponding to Sogdian ordinal numbers written in red ink in the text. The 
outer margin of the Recto also contains the word …qs˝y, an addition or gloss to R5 (= 55R13), 
while that of the Verso contains the word r√(m)nty, which, as indicated by an insertion-mark 
in the text, is intended as an addition to V19 (= 55V23). 
Dimensions: 29 x 20.5 cm  
No. of lines: 22 + 26 (some lines missing after R3 [= 55R6], R4 [= 55R10] and V8 [= 
55V10]) 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 17(2); BT XII, f. 55, R4-30, V3-30. 
 
E27/55b (lost) — 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg Copy: Lentz 
Description: Very small fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 3.5 x 3.25 cm No. of lines: 1 + 1 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 55, R30, V30. 
 
E27/56a n84 T III 100 
Description: Small fragment without margin. One word on the Recto is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Proper names etc.: n˝√(r)[wn] (V3 = 56V4). 
Contents: Apostolic Canons, with appendices on ecclesiastical titles and on the fates of the 
Apostles (Recto ~ Cureton 1864, 29 [Syriac numbering]; V2-4 (= 56V3-5) ~ Syriac text in 
Sims-Williams 1995c, 288-9). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 56, R2-5, V2-5. Re-edition of Verso: Sims-Williams 1995c, 292-3. 
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E27/56b n492/MIK III 78 T III 99 Bul. 
Description: Fragment without margin. One word on the Recto is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 8 x 5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 10 
Proper names etc.: [hrwdy]s (V4 = 56V6), √wršlm (V4 = 56V6), pylypws (V5 = 56V7), 
prwg[y√yqty] (V5 = 56V7), br-[θwlmy] (V6 = 56V8), [q](m)lyµn (V7 = 56V9), yntwq√nyt∫ 
(V7 = 56V9), [qb]√r√(?) (V8 = 56V10), prθw√yqty (V8 = 56V10), [ƒlp](y)y(?) (V9 = 56V11), 
ù(nn)√ (V10 = 56V12). 
Contents: Apostolic Canons, with appendices on ecclesiastical titles and on the fates of the 
Apostles (Recto ~ Cureton 1864, 29 [Syriac numbering]; Verso ~ Syriac text in Sims-
Williams 1995c, 288-9). 
Publication: BST II, Text 17(3)b; BT XII, f. 56, R4-12, V3-12. Re-edition of Verso: Sims-
Williams 1995c, 292-4. Correction: R3 (= 56R6) restoration [ptryt]-nm√ny˝√ suggested 
Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011, 299. 
 
E27/56c n491c/MIK III 77 T II B 66 
Description: Tiny fragment from the outer margin of a folio, with some words in Syriac 
(partly in red ink) in the margin of both pages. The first word of V3 (= 56V16), of which 
only one letter survives, is also written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3.25 cm No. of lines: 2 + 4 
Contents: Recto: Apostolic Canons, with appendices on ecclesiastical titles and on the fates 
of the Apostles (~ Cureton 1864, 29 [Syriac numbering]). Verso: Presumably the end of the 
same text (though what survives is hardly identifiable), followed by the title of an “Explana-
tion of the Mysteries of the Church”, i.e. a commentary on the baptismal and eucharistic 
liturgies (~ Syriac text in BT XII, 117, §1). 
Publication: BST II, Text 17(3)a; BT XII, f. 56, R15-16, V14-17. Re-edition of Verso: 
Sims-Williams 1995c, 293, 295. 
 
E27/56d n85 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Contents: Recto: Apostolic Canons, with appendices on ecclesiastical titles and on the fates 
of the Apostles (~ Cureton 1864, 29-30 [Syriac numbering]). Verso: Commentary on the 
baptismal and eucharistic liturgies entitled “Explanation of the Mysteries of the Church” (~ 
Syriac text in BT XII, 117, §§3-7). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 56, R17-22, V17-22. 
 
E27/56e n86 T II B 13[.1a] 
Description: Bottom inner corner of a folio. One word on the Recto is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 11 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 9 
Proper names etc.: p(wlw)s (R7 = 56R29). 
Contents: Recto: Apostolic Canons, with appendices on ecclesiastical titles and on the fates 
of the Apostles (R1-8 = 56R23-30 ~ Cureton 1864, 30 [Syriac numbering]). Verso: Com-
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mentary on the baptismal and eucharistic liturgies entitled “Explanation of the Mysteries of 
the Church” (~ Syriac text in BT XII, 117-18, §§8-14). 
Publication: BST II, Text 17(4); BT XII, f. 56, R23-32, V24-32. 
 
E27/57a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined to form an almost complete folio. 
Overall dimensions (according to the photos): 28.5 x over 19 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 33 + 32 
Written area (according to the photos): 27.5 x 15 cm 
Proper names etc.: mrym (V11), q√yn (V17, 29, V margin), nwƒ (V17), sdwm (V17, V 
margin), …dm (V21, 24), hbyl (V30). 
Contents: R1-V16: Commentary on the baptismal and eucharistic liturgies entitled “Expla-
nation of the Mysteries of the Church” (~ Syriac text in BT XII, 118-20, §§15-41; cf. also 
Brock 1986). V16-32: Beginning of an unidentified, perhaps metrical, homily “On the divine 
mercy to Creation”. The full title, which is given both in Syriac (in the margin) and in Sog-
dian, is: “On the divine mercy to Creation and on the punishment which Cain received, and 
the generations of the house of Noah, and the men of Sodom, on account of their evil deeds”. 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/57a n35 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment from the top outer corner of a folio, with Verso-mark before 
V1. 
Dimensions: 3 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 57, R1-2, V1-2. 
 
E27/57b (lost) T II B 16[e] + [T III B 13.10] + [T III B 13.16] + 

[T II B 66] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg (only T II B 16e) Copy: Lentz (only T II B 16e) 
Description: Nearly complete folio, seriously damaged at the bottom margin, of which hardly 
anything survives. The outer margin of the Verso contains a poorly-preserved title in Syriac, 
which evidently corresponds to the Sogdian title of which the beginning is written in red ink 
in V16. While the main fragment T II B 16[e] survives at least in the form of photos, the 
three small fragments [T III B 13.10], [T III B 13.16] and [T II B 66] are known only from 
Hansen’s edition. At least one of the three must have contained part of the inner margin (with 
text from R20-29, V18-28) and another must have contained part of the outer margin (with 
several words from the Syriac title). 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 28.5 x over 19 cm  
No. of lines: 33 + 32 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
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Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 18; Schwartz, STSC, 82-114 (on R1-V16) and 1975, 196-9 (on 
V16-32); BT XII, f. 57, R1-33, V1-32. Corrections: R11 read √(y)s√(mnty); V7 read xcyÂ 
(with punctuation mark below the line). 
 
E27/60 n489/MIK III 75 B 33 + T II B 33[a] + T III B + B 33 + T III B 61 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg (only T II B 33a) 
Description: Nearly complete folio, lacking a long vertical strip from the top inner corner. A 
marginal note, which includes a Syriac title, is written near the top of the outer margin of the 
Recto. The outer margin of the Verso contains the Verso-mark before V1, while the bottom 
margin of the Verso bears the quire-number w (= 6) together with decorative punctuation 
(counted here as V32). 
Dimensions: 31.5 x 19 cm No. of lines: 32 + 32 
Written area: 27 x 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: [y]sryl (R1), mcryn (R1), gbry√yl (V12), gbr√yl (V15), myk√yl (V12, 15*, 
19), dwyd (V21). 
Contents: R1: Citation from Exodus 32.4 as the conclusion of an unidentified text, perhaps 
the homily “On the divine mercy to Creation” which begins on the Verso of E27/57 (cf. BT 
XII, 18a). R1-V31: As stated in the marginal note, excerpts “from the Sayings of the Old 
Men”, i.e. from the Apophthegmata Patrum (~ AMS VII, 612-15; cf. also Syriac text in BT 
XII, 133-4). 
Publication: BST II, Text 15 (with photo of the Verso); Benveniste 1955, 304-16 (translation 
and commentary); BT XII, f. 60. See also Durkin-Meisterernst 2007, 37-43 (discussion of 
the usage of verbal forms in R1-17). 
 
E27/61 n493/MIK III 79 T II B 16[c] + T III B + T II B 13 
Photos: Göttingen (only T II B 16c) Copy: Lentz (only T II B 16c) 
Description: Lower half of a folio, with many holes. The words br√t “brother” and ptry 
“father”, which introduce the questions and answers respectively, are written in red ink 
throughout. The bottom margin of the Recto bears the quire-number w (= 6) together with 
decorative punctuation (counted here as R16), while the inner margin of the Recto displays 
possible traces of the binding-strip. The inner margin of the Verso bears a cursive scrawl 
(sec. manu?), while the outer margin includes a correction (prima manu) and part of a 
decorative design. 
Dimensions: 16.5 x 19.5 cm No. of lines: 16 + 16 
Written area: ? x 14.5 cm 
Contents: Questions and answers from the Apophthegmata Patrum (~ AMS VII, 964-7; cf. 
also Syriac text in BT XII, 134-5). As pointed out by Baumstark 1922, 89 n. 14, this section 
of the Apophthegmata is also attested as a separate work, which is attributed to John the 
Solitary in at least one Syriac manuscript (British Library Add. 17170, f. 10V, see 
“Additional note” below). 
Publication: BST II, Text 20; Benveniste 1955, 316-19 (translation and commentary); BT 
XII, f. 61. 
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Additional note: In two instances the Sogdian version agrees with the Syriac text of British 
Library Add. 17170 against all other witnesses so far made known. Instead of rn√ “con-
templates”, Add. 17170 attests the reading q˙n√ “acquires” implied by Sogd. θf˝yžt (R10 = 
61R25), confirming the hypothesis offered in BT XII, 133. It also includes the phrase √n gyr 
bhlyn √ytyḣ “if it (= the soul) is in these (things)”, approximately corresponding to Sogd. 
c√nw m˝yd √∫št d√rt mrtxm∫ “when a man has these things” (V6 = 61V20), where other 
manuscripts have nothing comparable (though the phrase “If the soul hath these things” in 
Budge’s translation may be based on a similar variant, see BT XII, 124 and 133 n. 120). 
 
E27/64 n37 T III 99 [Bul.] 
Description: Bottom outer corner of a folio. The Recto includes two scarcely legible lines in 
red ink, which must contain the title of the following text. 
Dimensions: 13 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: 13 + 12 
Proper names etc.: šmγwn (R9, 10, V7* = 64R26, 64R27, 64V25). 
Contents: R1 (= 64R18): end of an unidentifiable text. R2-V12 (= 64R19-V30): Persian 
martyrs under Shapur II, Martyrdom of St. Shahdost (~ AMS II, 276, 278-9; cf. also Syriac 
text in BT XII, 150-51). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 64. 
 
E27/65 n33 T II B 13.9 + T II B 13.1 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 15 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Contents: Recto: Persian martyrs under Shapur II, Martyrdom of St. Shahdost (~ AMS II, 
280; cf. also Syriac text in BT XII, 151). Verso: Persian martyrs under Shapur II, Martyr-
dom of St. Tarbo (~ AMS II, 255-6; cf. also Syriac text in BT XII, 151). For another trans-
lation of the same passage see E28/27. 
Publication: BST II, Text 8 (only T II B 13.1); BT XII, f. 65. 
 
E27/66 n484/MIK III 70 T II B 35[a] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. The text is partially faded and 
rubbed off. 
Dimensions: 20 x 13 cm No. of lines: 21 + 20 
Proper names etc.: θrbw (R5, 14, V12*), (šm)γwn (R6). 
Contents: Persian martyrs under Shapur II, Martyrdom of St. Tarbo (~ AMS II, 256-8; cf. 
also Syriac text in BT XII, 151-2). For another translation of the first line see E28/27. 
Publication: BST II, Text 7; BT XII, f. 66. Correction: R7 read p(r mnq) “in envy” (see 
Sims-Williams 1992, 288). 
 
E27/68 n32 T II B 27[b] 
Photos: Göttingen  Copy: Lentz 
Description: Nearly complete folio, lacking a large piece from the bottom outer corner and a 
smaller piece from the top inner corner. The title in V12-13 is written in red ink. 
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Discolouration of the inner margin of the Verso indicates the former presence of the binding-
strip, while the outer margin contains the usual Verso-mark before V1. 
Dimensions: 32 x 20.5 cm No. of lines: 31 + 32 
Written area: 27 x 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: brbγšmyn (V12, 13, 21, 28), sl∫q (V14), tyspwn (V14), šmγwny (V19). 
Contents: R1-V12: Persian martyrs under Shapur II, Martyrdom of the 120 martyrs (~ AMS 
II, 293-5; cf. also Syriac text in BT XII, 152-3). V12-32: Martyrdom of St. Barba∆šmin (~ 
AMS II, 296-7; cf. also Syriac text in BT XII, 153). 
Publication: BST II, Text 2(1); BT XII, f. 68. Correction: V22 restore msyd]rt with Brock–
Sims-Williams 2011, 91 n. 19, rather than dynd√]rt as in BT XII. 
 
E27/69a-c 
Three fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 22 x 20 cm Overall no. of lines: 22 + 22 
Written area: ? x 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: brbγšmyn (R5*, V6 = 69R13, V14), l(∫)dn (R21 = 69R29). 
Contents: Persian martyrs under Shapur II, Martyrdom of St. Barba∆šmin (~ AMS II, 298-
300; cf. also Syriac text in BT XII, 153). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/69a n478/MIK III 64 T II B 44[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including parts of both inner and outer margins and 
the bottom outer corner of a folio. One word is added in the outer margin of the Verso. The 
inner margin of the Verso has the binding-strip still attached. 
Dimensions: 22 x 20 cm No. of lines: 22 + 22 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 2(2); BT XII, f. 69, R9-30, V9-30. On V13 (= 69V21) bµq√ see 
also Yoshida 2009a, 286. 
 
E27/69b (lost) — 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg (only Recto) 
Description: The old photo of the Recto of E27/69a shows a tiny fragment, presumably only 
recently separated from the main text at the time when the photo was made. It contains one 
letter, which probably fills a lacuna at the beginning of E27/69a, R13 (cf. BT XII, 145, note 
e). 
Dimensions (according to the photo): 1 x 1 cm No. of lines: 1 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 69, R21. 
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E27/69c n31 T III B 
Description: Fragment including part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4 x 5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 69, R29-30, V29-30. 
 
E27/77 n30 T III B 61[ac] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment, somewhat crumpled and defaced, with part of the 
inner margin of a folio. A possible trace of the binding-strip on the Verso. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 16.5 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Proper names etc.: dqyws (R1*, V10*), ymlyk√ (R7*, 14, 17), mrys (R16, V6, 11), θ√dsys 
(V13*, 17). 
Contents: Legend of the Sleepers of Ephesus (~ Allgeier 1916-17, 34-9; cf. also Syriac text 
in BT XII, 156-7). 
Publication: BST II, Text 10; STSC, 23-41; BT XII, f. 77. 
 
E27/83 n38 T II B 66[m] 
Description: Rectangular vertical strip without margin. 
Dimensions: 12 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 13 + 13 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Eustathius (~ AMS III, 228-30). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 83. 
 
E27/86 n39 T III B 61[a13] 
Description: Fragment from the top outer corner of a folio, with Verso-mark before V1. 
Dimensions: 5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Proper names etc.: frwmyqt (R3). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Eustathius (~ AMS III, 237-8). 
Publication: BT XII, f. 86. 
 
E27/87a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 18.5 x 15.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 20 + 19 
Written area: ? x 14 cm 
Proper names etc.: √wstθys (R5, 9, 14), (frwmyq)ty (R17). 
Contents: Martyrdom of St. Eustathius (~ AMS III, 240-42). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/87a n485/MIK III 71 T III B 61[aa] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
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Description: Large but tattered fragment including the top inner corner of a folio. The whole 
of the outer margin has been neatly cut or torn off, but some lines are nevertheless complete. 
A possible trace of the binding-strip on the Verso. 
Dimensions: 18.5 x 15.5 cm No. of lines: 20 + 19 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, Text 9; STSC, 2-7, 11-17; BT XII, f. 87, R1-20, V1-19. Corrections: 
R10 read …žwnt; R13 read brbr√yqt(Â)[.] (note punctuation); V13 read zwb√. 
 
E27/87b n40 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BT XII, f. 87, R16-18, V15-18. 
 
E27/91 n488/MIK III 74 T III Šipanǵ (B) 100 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. A small part of 
the Verso-mark can be seen in the margin before V1. Part of V8-10 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 11 x 13 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Proper names etc.: pylyqydwssic (V8), √šγy√ (V10). 
Contents: R1-V9: Martyrdom of St. Eustathius (~ AMS III, 251-3). V10-11: Beginning of 
Abbā Isaiah’s homily “On humility” (~ Draguet 1968, 21). 
Publication: BST II, Text 14; STSC, 8-10, 17-22; BT XII, f. 91. Correction: R9 read …šy 
with square brackets round one of the superscript points. 
 
E27/94a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions (according to the photos): over 29 x 18.5 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 30 + 30 
Written area (according to the photos): 26.5 x 14.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: pmbw (R12), √wgrs (R28), mcryn (V9), (y)sr(y)l (V24), myk√ (V24), 
√mwn (V25), yw…š (V25). 
Contents: R1-28: End of the so-called Sixth Letter of Macarius the Egyptian (~ Strothmann 
1981, 114-16). R28-V30: Beginning of the Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus (~ Franken-
berg 1912, 472-6), the introduction being drastically abbreviated in the Sogdian version. 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/94a (lost) T II B 66[d] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
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Description: Outer half of a folio. The heading to the Antirrheticus (R28-V1) is written in 
red ink, as are some other words on the Verso. In addition to the Verso-mark (in red ink!) 
before V1, the outer margin of the Verso contains Syriac numerical letters with decorative 
punctuation. The upper part of the Verso displays some clear mirror-image impressions 
where the paper has evidently been folded back on itself. 
Dimensions (according to the photo): over 28.5 x 13 cm  
No. of lines: 30 + 30 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 1(1); BT XII, f. 94, R1-30, V1-30. Correction: V2 read 
mnyn√a √ .. (with a space before the second √). 
 
E27/94b (lost) T II B 66[c] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Bottom inner corner of a folio. The last three lines of the Recto contain a head-
ing in red ink. 
Dimensions (according to the photo): 16 x 9.5 cm  
No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 1(1); BT XII, f. 94, R16-30, V16-30. 
 
E27/102a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 17.5 x 20 cm Overall no. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: ? x 15 cm 
Contents: Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus (~ Frankenberg 1912, 490). 
Publication: see below. 
 
E27/102a n474/MIK III 60 T II B 14[a] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Bottom inner corner of a folio, with binding-strip on the Recto. The Verso is 
somewhat water-stained. Both sides contain some words and numerical letters in red ink. 
Dimensions: 17 x 13 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 1(2); BT XII, f. 102, R16-30, V16-30. 
 
E27/102b n41 T III B 61[a7] 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 10 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 10 
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Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: BST II, part of Text 1(2); BT XII, f. 102, R16-26, V16-25. 
 
E27/104 n475/MIK III 61 T III B 61[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Hamburg 
Description: Upper half of a folio, badly torn and effaced, lacking the top outer corner. Both 
sides contain some words and numerical letters in red ink. Part of the binding-strip is still 
attached to the inner margin of the Recto. The outer margin of the Verso contains traces of 
some added words. 
Dimensions: 20.5 x 19.5 cm No. of lines: 19 + 19 
Written area: ? x 14 cm 
Proper names etc.: m(y)c[ryn] (V10). 
Contents: Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus (~ Frankenberg 1912, 492-4). 
Publication: BST II, Text 1(3); BT XII, f. 104. 
 
E27/105 n476/MIK III 62 T III B 
Description: Fragment without margin. The Verso contains some numerical letters in red ink. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 7 cm No. of lines: 9 + 8 
Proper names etc.: √ly√ (R2*, 4, 5). 
Contents: Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus (~ Frankenberg 1912, 496). 
Publication: BST II, Text 1(4); BT XII, f. 105. 
 
E27/108 (lost) [T III B 61a5] and [T III B (1)] 
Description: These two fragments, which do not join, are only known from Hansen’s 
edition. Both contained some words and numerical letters in red ink. One fragment also 
included part of the outer margin of the folio. 
Dimensions: unknown No. of lines: 6 + 6 and 11 + 11 
Contents: Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus (~ Frankenberg 1912, 500-502). 
Publication: BST II, Text 1(5); BT XII, f. 108. 
 
E27/111 n42 T III B 61[a11] 
Description: Tattered fragment without margin. The Verso contains some numerical letters in 
red ink. 
Dimensions: 10 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 10 
Contents: Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus (~ Frankenberg 1912, 506-8). 
Publication: BST II, Text 1(6); BT XII, f. 111. 
 
E27/120 n477/MIK III 63 T III 98[.1] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Rectangular fragment from the inner margin of a folio, with binding-strip on the 
Verso. The Recto contains several numerical letters in red ink, while in V3 a space has been 
left blank for a numeral to be added later. After V5 a line is left blank. The text which 
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follows this is written in a different hand from the rest of the manuscript; unusually, this text 
extends onto the binding-strip. 
Dimensions: 11 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 11 
Proper names etc.: [√drhwrm](zd) (V7), (yẅ)ny√ (V9, Syriac), (p√)rsyqty (V10). 
Contents: R1-V5: Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus (~ Frankenberg 1912, 524-6), left 
unfinished. (The quotation in §362, unidentified in my concordance, BT XII, 182, is from 
Prov. 13.12, as the late Michael Weitzman kindly pointed out to me.) V6-9: Syriac heading 
to the Martyrdom of St. Pethion. V10-11: Beginning of the same text in Sogdian (~ AMS II, 
559). 
Publication: BST II, Text 1(7); BT XII, f. 120. 
 
E27/121 n46 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 3 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Probably part of the Martyrdom of St. Pethion (cf. BT XII, 19b, 31). 
Publication: BT XII, 49, Fragment a. 
 
E27/122 n47 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Contents: Probably part of the Martyrdom of St. Pethion (cf. BT XII, 19b, 31). 
Publication: BT XII, 49, Fragment b. 
 
E27/123 n48 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: Probably part of the Martyrdom of St. Pethion (cf. BT XII, 19b, 31). 
Publication: BT XII, 50, Fragment c. 
 
E27/124 n49 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: Probably part of the Martyrdom of St. Pethion (cf. BT XII, 19b, 31). 
Publication: BT XII, 50, Fragment d. 
 
E27/125 n50 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 3 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Probably part of the Martyrdom of St. Pethion (cf. BT XII, 19b, 31). 
Publication: BT XII, 50, Fragment e. 
 
E27/126 n51 T III B 61[a2] 
Description: Fragment from one of the bottom corners of a folio. 
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Dimensions: 6 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Contents: Possibly part of the homily “On the divine mercy to Creation”, the beginning of 
which is preserved on f. 57 (cf. BT XII, 19-20). 
Publication: BT XII, 186, Fragment A. 
 
E27/127 n36 T III 99 Bul. 
Description: A poorly-preserved, irregular-shaped strip from the bottom inner corner of a 
folio, with probable traces of the binding-strip on the Verso. Decorative punctuation on the 
bottom margin of the Verso (counted here as V11) indicates the former presence of a quire-
number. Part of the last line of the Recto is left blank. 
Dimensions: 13 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Contents: Apophthegmata Patrum(?) (cf. BT XII, 19a). 
Publication: BT XII, 186, Fragment B. 
 
E27/128 n52 T II B 60c 
Description: Fragment from one of the top corners of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: Uncertain, perhaps part of the metrical homily by Bābay of Nisibis “On the final 
evil hour”, parts of which are preserved on ff. 48-54 (cf. BT XII, 19-20). 
Publication: BT XII, 186, Fragment C. 
 
E27/129 n53 T II B 60 
Description: Narrow vertical strip, including part of the inner or outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 186-7, Fragment D. 
 
E27/130 n45 T II B 66 
Description: Complete outer margin of a folio, with letters from the ends of a few lines near 
the top of the Recto and one letter from the beginning of the last line of the Verso. The Verso 
margin includes the Verso-mark and several additional words. 
Dimensions: 31.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 6 + 1 
Written area: 27 x ? cm 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 187, Fragment E. 
 
E27/131 n481.1/MIK III 67 T II D 147 
Description: Vertical strip from the top outer corner of a folio, with letters from the ends of 
words (including one in red ink) on the Recto and from the beginnings of words on the 
Verso. The usual Verso-mark stands in the outer margin before V1. 
Dimensions: 13.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 13 + 14 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 187, Fragment F. 
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Additional note: Although several Christian Sogdian fragments are preserved under the sig-
nature T II D 147 (cf. below on E57), this is the only case in which this signature is actually 
written on the fragment. However, it is hard to believe that E27/131 was found at Qocho, as 
the signature suggests, since its writing and appearance agree perfectly with those of E27. In 
view of the incontrovertible evidence that the manuscript E27 comes from Bulayïq, one can 
only suppose that in this case the signature T II D 147 was written on the fragment as a 
result of some misunderstanding. 
 
E27/132 n43 T II B 66 
Description: Fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Possibly from the Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus, parts of which are preserved 
on ff. 94-120 (cf. BT XII, 19b). 
Publication: BT XII, 187, Fragment G. 
 
E27/133 n54 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 187, Fragment H. 
 
E27/134 n55 — 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment, including part of the inner or outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 2 
Contents: Uncertain, possibly from the Antirrheticus of Evagrius Ponticus, parts of which 
are preserved on ff. 94-120 (cf. BT XII, 19b). 
Publication: BT XII, 187, Fragment I. 
 
E27/135 n56 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment J. 
 
E27/136 n57 T II B 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment K. 
 
E27/137 n58 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 2 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
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Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment L. 
 
E27/138 n59 — 
Description: Narrow strip without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment M. 
 
E27/139 n60 B 62 
Description: Poorly-preserved fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment N. 
 
E27/140 n61 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment O. 
 
E27/141 n62 — 
Description: Very small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 1.5 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment P. 
 
E27/142 n44 T II B 66 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 7 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 188, Fragment Q. 
 
E27/143 n63 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin, but probably from the inner or outer edge of a 
folio (cf. BT XII, 189, note a). 
Dimensions: 2 x 3 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 189, Fragment R. 
 
E27/144 n64 [T II B 66] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2 x 3 cm No. of lines: 3 + 2 
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Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 189, Fragment S. 
 
E27/145 n65 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 3 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 189, Fragment T. 
 
E27/146 n66 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 189, Fragment U. Correction: B3 read …t(r)[. 
 
E27/147 n67 T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 189, Fragment V. 
 
E27/148 n68 T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: BT XII, 189, Fragment W. 
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E28 Miscellany  
 
A miscellany consisting of a large number of distinct texts, most of them still unidentified, 
including saints’ lives, commentaries, homilies and general ascetical literature. 
 
The fragments listed under this heading all appear to be written in the same hand, but it is 
likely that they belong to several different manuscripts, since the folios which are sufficiently 
well preserved to be measured are rather variable in format. E28/1-10 (containing parts of 
works by Šem∆on d-Øaibuteh and Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā, as well as the History of Mār Awgen) 
could all belong to a single manuscript with folios measuring 28-29.5 x 19-21 cm and a 
written area of 24.5-26.5 x 16-18 cm. Other folios whose format suggests that they may 
belong to this first group are E28/11-13. Another group consists of E28/16-22 (all 
containing unidentified homiletic texts and admonitions), which could belong to a second 
manuscript in a broader format, ca. 27-28 x 23-24 cm, written area 23.5-24.5 x 20-21 cm. 
Yet a third format seems to be attested by the single folio E28/23 (26 x 20 cm, written area 
23.5 x 16.5 cm). E28/14-15 are so numbered on the basis that they seem to be compatible 
with either the first or the second group, while E28/24 could belong to either the first or the 
third group. Since the remaining fragments do not preserve the whole height or width of the 
folio to which they belong, it is not possible to assign them to a particular manuscript, nor to 
determine how many manuscripts are involved altogether. 
 
In addition to the characteristic, rather large handwriting, these fragments share many formal 
features. The outer margins frequently contain additions and corrections as well as titles and 
headings. The Verso-mark, in the form of a simple cross, regularly stands in the outer 
margin before the first line of the Verso. (Exceptionally, it may be lacking on f. 16, but since 
it is present on other folios of the same group this cannot be regarded as a diagnostic 
feature.) Quire-numbers are found on the bottom margin of several pages. Red ink is used 
for titles and headings. Punctuation is generally simple and pointing is only spasmodically 
employed. 
 
E28/1+2 
Two fragments which are glassed together as if to form a double-folio. They are described in 
Lentz’s notes as a double-folio and may have been still joined when first discovered. Even if 
the implied reconstruction is correct, which is plausible but not certain, the order of the two 
folios cannot be determined. 
 
E28/1 n148 [part] C4 = T II B 27[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Copies: Müller (only R1-18), Lentz 
Description: Greater part of a folio, badly damaged towards the bottom but including parts of 
all four margins. R2-3 contains a title in red ink, opposite which ⁘ rbn šmγwn ⁘ is written in 
the outer margin. In the outer margin of V the Verso-mark (a simple cross) stands by line 1. 
Dimensions: 29.5 x 21 cm No. of lines: 27 + 27 
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Written area: 26.5 x 17.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: rbn šmγwn (R2, R margin). 
Contents: R1-2: End of an unidentified text. R2-V27: Selected sayings of Šem∆on d-Øai-
buteh, here named as Rabban Šem∆on (~ Syriac text in Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011). 
Publication: Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011 (with photos on pp. 301-2). 
 
E28/2 n148 [part] — 
Copy: Lentz 
Description: Tiny fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 2 + 1 
Citation: R1: p[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: Photos in Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011, 301-2. 
 
E28/3 n209 C34 = T III 99 Bul.[1] [“T III” is still visible on 

photos though not on the original] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Lower part of a folio, with bottom margin and parts of both side margins, torn 
and defaced by water-stains. A few words added in outer margins of both R and V. Title in 
red ink in V6-7 (see citation below). Restoration of the fragment carried out in 1993 
improved the legibility of the text in some places but also led to the loss of previously legible 
text in other places. 
Dimensions: 24.5 x 20.5 cm No. of lines: 24 + 25 
Written area: ? x 17 cm 
Citation: V6-7: ... tym n(p)y(sym qbnq cn √b√  √šγy)√( xypθ) /7/ (wy)db√γ d(yw)nt √yct( qy 
••••)[ ... ]•••••ty 
Proper names etc.: √šγy√ (V6*, 18). 
Contents: R1-V6: Unidentified text on worship or prayer (nm√c). V6-25: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s 
Commentary on the Fourteenth Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ Draguet 1972, 214-15). 
Publication: R7 pq√r pq√r [recte pq√ry.] ptyn ptyn cited Yoshida 2000, 129; R13 prwrty cited 
Sundermann 1981, 182 n. 130; R16 pw√z cited BT XII, 74; R19-20 y√nt-b√rqy√ cited Sims-
Williams 1995b, 298; V16-17 √yc√t [d√rt] cited DTS, 53. 
 
E28/4a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 16 x 20 cm Overall no. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: ? x 16.5 cm 
Citation: R15: w√nc√nw ms prywyθ ctf√r-wystmyq wy√brty 
Contents: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Fourteenth Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ 
Draguet 1972, 228-30). 
Publication: V9 qθ√m cited BT XII, 59; V11 qry√ cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 60; V13 qpcy√ 
cited Sundermann 1984a, 58, and Bi–Sims-Williams 2011, 500. 
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E28/4a n460 T II B 25 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 12.75 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R15: w√nc√nw ms p(r)[ywyθ (cf. E28/4b, R15). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/4b n241 C81 = T II B 46[a] + C70 = T III B 
Description: Fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R15: p](r)ywyθ ctf√r-wystmyq wy√brty (cf. E28/4a, R15). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/5a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: ca. 23.5 x ca. 20.5 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 22 + 23 
Written area: ? x 17 cm 
Citation: V15-16: √wxzmsq qw zwby s√r √t prwrtmsq pr /16/ z√ry√w∫t ... 
Proper names etc.: √wg(r)∫s (V10). 
Contents: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Second Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ Draguet 
1972, 54-6). 
Publication: V15 cited STSC, 16 [read √wxzmsq for (√)xzmsq]. 
 
E28/5a n461 T III B 61 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. In R15 
the words dbtyq w√nw (w√b)tq (cf. E28/5b, R5) are written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 14 x 16.5 cm No. of lines: 16 + 16 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V15: √wxzmsq qw zwby s√r √t prwrt[msq (cf. E28/5b, V4). 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/5b n237 + n238 + n436 C54 = T II B 66 + C84 + C89 + C89 + 

C84 = T III B + C69 = T II B 66 
Description: Tattered fragment including parts of the inner, outer and bottom margins. In R5 
the word dbty[q (cf. E28/5a, R15) is written in red ink; opposite this, in the outer margin, 
stands the numerical letter b (= 2) with decorative punctuation. 
Dimensions: 14.5 x ca. 20 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: see above. 
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Citation: V4-5: prwrt]msq pr /5/ z√ry√w∫t ... (cf. E28/5a, V15). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/6+7a n251 C80 = T III B 61[.2] 
Description: Fragment from the top centre of a double folio; the order of the two folios is 
unknown. E28/7a belongs to the same folio as E28/7b but does not join it. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 + 4 + 4 
Citation: E28/7a, R1: p√(y)√wr[sic 
Contents: E28/6: Unidentified. E28/7a: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Second 
Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ Draguet 1972, 60-61). 
 
E28/7b n293 C34 = T II B 66[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Greater part of a folio, torn, crumpled, and water-stained, with parts of the top, 
inner, and outer margins. No recognizable part of the bottom margin survives, but it appears 
likely from the contents that no whole line is missing between R27 and V1. R8 contains 
remnants of a heading in red ink, opposite which the numerical letters (y)b (= 12) are written 
in the outer margin. In the outer margin of V the Verso-mark (a simple cross) stands by line 
1. Restoration of the fragment carried out in 1993 improved the legibility of the text in some 
places but also led to the loss of previously legible text in other places. 
Dimensions: 25.5 x 18 cm No. of lines: 27 + 28 
Written area: 24.5 (if no lines are missing) x 16.5 cm 
Citation: R17-18: √žγwrdntq wyš(n)t(y d)ntyt(y). √t wyθrbntq pr √γty wyš(n)ty /18/ γrỵw. √t( 
wyrrz)ntq cn sr√ wt(w)rsic qw p√d(y)t prm ... 
Proper names etc.: (√)š(γ)y√ (V21). 
Contents: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Second Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ Draguet 
1972, 60-62). 
Publication: R4 fwx’r myθy cited Sundermann 2002, 316 n. 48; R7 wyc√t d√r√mnty cited 
DTS, 53. 
 
E28/8a-c 
Three fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 28 x 19 cm Overall no. of lines: 27 + 28 
Written area: 25.5 x 16 cm 
Citation: R10: qt√nyq]( √)ryty w√nc√nw mšyƒ√ xty√q 
Proper names etc.: (ddyšwγ) (R27). 
Contents: R1-19: Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the Second Homily of Abbā Isaiah (~ 
Draguet 1972, 62-3), the immediate continuation of the text on E28/7. R20-V28: Dādišo∆ 
Qaṭrāyā’s Commentary on the “Paradise of the Fathers”, II/246 (~ Sims-Williams 1994, 46-
9). 
Publication: R27 (ddyšwγ) and dwb¨r√ cited Sims-Williams 1994, 34, and 1988, 149, respec-
tively; V25 nỵst cited (without reference to any specific text) Sims-Williams 1996, 312 n. 24; 
V27 √nc√n cited BT XII, 149. 
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E28/8a n254 C83 = T III B 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio. One word is added in the outer margin of R. In the 
outer margin of V the Verso-mark (a simple cross) stands by line 1. 
Dimensions: 9.5 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R10: ]mš(yƒ)√ x(t)[y](√)[q] (cf. E28/8b, R2). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/8b n385 C41 = T II B 25 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. What remains of R12 is 
written in red ink. The writing on V is somewhat smudged. 
Dimensions: 12 x 11 cm No. of lines: 12 + 13 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R2: qt√nyq]( √)ryty w√nc√nw (mšyƒ√)[ x]ty√q (cf. E28/8a, R10). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/8c n208 C34 = T II B 60[k] 
Description: Lower part of a folio, including the complete bottom margin and parts of both 
side margins. Parts of R4-5 and R11 are written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 12 x 18.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V11: pr šm√r√. qy pr bγ√nyq fryt√t. c√nw wγrỵšỵ 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/9a-c 
Three fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: ca. 29.5 x 20 cm Overall no. of lines: 31 + 31 
Written area: 26.5 x 18 cm 
Proper names etc.: √˙nty√xwsỵ (R2), [√wr](šlmy) (R5), mylys (R5, 19*, 25, 28, V3, 12*, 18*, 
24*, 28), √wgyn (R8, 11, 18, 23, 26*, 28, V6), (pw)lws (R30), frwm-c√(ny) (R31), 
√rm√(y)qty (V15), p√p√ (V18). 
Contents: History of Mār Awgen (~ AMS III, 431-3), see Sundermann 1994, 263-4, and 
Sundermann 2002; previously wrongly identified (Hansen 1968, 96) as belonging to the 
Martyrdom of Miles. 
Publication: Sundermann 2002. Corrections: R1 read fryšty for fršty (the writing being 
ambiguous despite what is stated ibid., 314 n. 42); R4 read bγyst√ncyq; R4 read d(š)tyc√š or 
dy(š)tyc√š (regarding the suffixed pronoun cf. also Yoshida 2009, 576); R6 (p)št√wn seems 
possible (despite Sundermann 2002, 311 n. 13); R9 read perhaps [√fryw](n) (wn√)t; R13 read 
(nx)r(ỵsy)q√n; R31 read perhaps (pyšt) for (prw); V1 read perhaps (rmq√nt)y( ds)t(y√ √t 
wy)c(√wqy)√( θb)r(∫q√n )tγw; V2 read (wnwnqy√my)c and (ƒ)y(l)[√]; R4 read perhaps t(r)√sqn 
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(although the point over r is not visible); V13, margin, delete xw(t)y; V25 read perhaps (cwt) 
for (q)[y](t). 
 
E28/9a n443 C74 = T II B 60 
Description: Small fragment including part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4 x 3 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Written area: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/9b n167 C6 = T II B 6[c] + C6 (formerly C12 and C98) = T II 

B 65[a] + T II B 66 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) (only T II B 6[c]) 
Description: Greater part of a folio, badly torn and smudged, including the whole of the outer 
margin and parts of the top and bottom margins. One word is added on the outer margin of 
R. The outer margin of V contains the Verso-mark (a simple cross) by line 1 and ten added 
words written vertically. 
Dimensions: ca. 29.5 x 17.5 cm No. of lines: 31 + 31 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/9c n426 C65 = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. V badly smudged. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/10a n235 C54 = T II B 66 
Description: Vertical strip from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 9.5 x 3.75 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Citation: R1: xyd šrw(γ)[ 
Contents: In view of certain linguistic peculiarities shared with E28/9 and E28/10b-c, in 
particular the spellings qθry “now” (V1) and kθ “city” (V4), this small fragment probably 
contains part of the History of Mār Awgen. The supposition that it actually belongs to the 
same folio as E28/10b-c is less certain, since it does not correspond closely to the Syriac text 
in AMS III, 442-4, but nevertheless plausible. 
 
E28/10b-c 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
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Overall dimensions: 21.5 x 15.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 22 + 23 
Citation: R22: [... pr r](š)ty√q bγ√nyq zprt √dy √yš tγw. 
Proper names etc.: √wgyn (R6, V19*). 
Contents: History of Mār Awgen (~ AMS III, 442-5) (identified by W. Sundermann). 
Publication: R18 tynt√ cited Sims-Williams 1995b, 299; V9 ](x)w√cyt and w√y m√x cited BT 
XII, 63 and 162-3 respectively; V19 (sw)dqy xyr cited DTS, 46; V23 špš√n cited BT XII, 
57. 
 
E28/10b n368 C28 = [T III] B 
Description: Long vertical strip including part of the bottom margin. 
Dimensions: 21.5 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 22 + 23 
Citation: R22: [... pr r](š)ty√q bγ√n(y)[q (cf. E28/10c, R14). 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/10c n169 C6 = T III 99 Bul. 
Description: Bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 15 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 14 + 15 
Citation: R14: bγ√n](y)q zprt √dy √yš tγw. (cf. E28/10b, R22). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/11a-d 
E28/11a-b (overall dimensions: 22.5 x 21 cm; overall no. of lines: 23 + 23) and E28/11c-d 
(overall dimensions: 9 x 10 cm; overall no. of lines: 7 + 8) are two pairs of fragments, each 
of which can in theory be joined. Although the two pairs do not join one another, it is almost 
certain that all four fragments belong to the same folio and that the first word on the Verso of 
E28/11a-b immediately follows the last word on the Recto of E28/11c-d (cf. citation below). 
If, as seems likely, the relationship between the two fragments is such that E28/11a-b, R21-3 
and V21-3, correspond to E28/11c-d, R1-3 and V1-3, the dimensions of the complete folio 
would have been as follows: 
Overall dimensions: 29.5 x 21 cm Overall no. of lines: 27 + 28 
Written area: 26.5 x 18 cm 
Citations: R22: q]bnq wγr∫š xy(p)θ[ γ](r)yw.; R26-V2: m]s nyx γrb√ mn√ z√t√. (q)[t w√n]-
/27/-[c√nw š√twxt bn](t) fryštyt c√nw w∫nỵnt m(√)[x.] /V1/ [](q)t γwbty√ (p)t(wy)dym(s)[q ... 
•••]•t(q)y(√). prywyθ frγn√ /2/ ms √ntwxcn√qt bnt [dyw]t c√(n)[w ]wỵnnt m√x. qt 
Contents: Admonitions to a spiritual son on the ascetic life. 
Proper names etc.: hbyly (V25). 
Publication: R2 cited Weber 1970, 164 with n. 169 (zrnq also ibid., 222); R3 mzprt šm√rỵt 
and √dmy cited STSC, 146, and BT XII, 72 n. 8; R4-8 published STSC, 145-6 [read ywny 
for (x)wny, line 6; R6 nxšntq√n already cited Henning 1937, 55, and Weber 1970, 174 n. 
223; R7 cited ibid., 145 (√yst also ibid., 138)]; R10 yp√q ... √ny cited Sims-Williams 1995b, 
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300; V1-10 published STSC, 146-50 [read prywyθ for prywyd, line 1, ž√wrsic!for z√wr, line 
5; V9 γdn∫tỵ discussed Sims-Williams 1988, 151 (correcting Sims-Williams 1975, 136 n. 
23)]; V14 cited STSC, 110; V16 cited BT XII, 179; V17 cited BT XII, 98; V20 √ympynt 
cited Weber 1970, 135 n. 42. 
 
E28/11a n434 C68 = T III B 61[.3] 
Description: Top inner corner of a folio. A few words in V11 are written on a strip of paper 
glued across the page. 
Dimensions: 14 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 14 + 14 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V1-2: •••t](q)y(√). prywyθ frγn√ /2/ [... wynn](t) m√x. qt (cf. E28/11b, V1-2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/11b n375 C30 = T II B 17a 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) Copy: Lentz 
Description: Large fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 22.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R22: γ](r)yw. (cf. E28/11c, R2; E28/11d, R1); V1-2: [](q)t γwbty√ (p)t(wy)dym-
(s)[q ... •••]•t(q)[y(√) ...] /2/ ms √ntwxcn√qt bnt [dyw]t c√(n)[w ]wỵnnt [ (cf. E28/11a, V1-2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/11c n210 C31 = T III B 61[.3a] 
Description: Fragment including part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 9 x 9.75 cm No. of lines: 7 + 8 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R2: q]bnq wγr∫š xy(p)[θ (cf. E28/11b, R22; E28/11d, R1); R6-7: m]s nyx γrb√ 
mn√ z√t√. (q)[t w√n]-/7/-[c√nw š√twxt bn](t) fryštyt c√nw w∫nỵnt m(√)[x.] (cf. immediate conti-
nuation in E28/11b, V1). 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/11d n307 — 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 2 cm No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R1: xyp]θ[ (cf. E28/11b, R22; E28/11c, R2). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/12 (lost) C34 = T II B 6[a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek)  
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Copy: Lentz 
Description: Complete folio with minimal damage. The quire-number (y)t = 19 stands in the 
bottom margin of R (counted here as R30), the Verso-mark (a simple cross) in the outer 
margin of V by line 1. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 28.5 x 20.5 cm  
No. of lines: 30 + 29 
Written area (according to the photos): 25.5 x 17 cm 
Citation: V12-14: ... √t šyry wγd√rt ywtr cn z(p)rt √(d)yt. /13/ qt x√nt rw√nt qt tqwšd√rnt pryw 
frwycq qθ√r(n)t /14/ xypθ myn√mnty ... 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
Publication: R1 wyn√ncyqy∫t cited Sims-Williams 1981b, 16 n. 22; R2, V20 ywq cited 
Weber 1970, 218; R8 w√b√mnty cited Weber 1970, 212 n. 456; R9 pts√qt cited Weber 1970, 
196; R12 √sxst cited Weber 1970, 149; R19 xw√t cited Weber 1970, 116 n. 157; R20 ptfsw 
and fsγty cited Weber 1970, 191 and 147 respectively; R28 pr ywxsw cited Weber 1970, 
218; V1 √t mzyn ptmynct tw√ pr γrb√q(y)√ [so to be read] cited Weber 1970, 193, and BT 
XVII, 135; V6 cited Weber 1970, 53; V9 wnyqcyqt cited BT XII, 163; V29 γrf ft√rmỵt √∫ct 
cited BT XII, 97. 
 
E28/13 n291 C6 = T II B 53[a] 
Description: Large but crumpled and water-stained fragment with part of one side margin 
(probably the inner). Several lines are probably almost complete (cf. citation below). A few 
words on each side are written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 18 x 17.5 cm No. of lines: 22 + 21 
Written area: ? x over 16.5 (probably ca. 17.5) cm 
Citation: A11-12: ... myd c√nw pt(rt)√ w√bntq qt (w)y(sp)w xwny √(d)y qy (p)y(r)[nms√] /12/ 
m(n)t sn√t ... 
Proper names etc.: [γ](r)b√yqy (B5), √Âµgr∫s (B18). 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
Publication: A4 šhr√ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 152; A12 pcb(r)ny pt(š)nq-d√(r)wq cited 
Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011, 300 n. 69; B16 ]( t√)rqwnỵ bỵs√r rwdt nyd√m cited Sims-
Williams 1995b, 301.  
 
E28/14 n211 C34 = T II B 25[a] + C54 = T II B 66 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) (only C34) 
Description: Large part of a folio, with parts of the top, bottom, and one side margin. (The 
side margin is probably the inner margin, since there is an insertion-mark in A22, and the 
side margin does not contain the added words which would be expected to stand in the outer 
margin.) In the upper part of the folio many lines are almost complete (see citation). 
Dimensions: 27.5 x 16.5 cm No. of lines: 27 + 28 
Written area: 24.5 x ca. 16.5(?) cm 
Citation: A12-15: ... √t pwn bntq m√x cmt√ cwqy. √t γwry [bwtq] /13/ m√x m√n pr xwsny√.sic 
√tms b√d b√d byrt∫t bym[sqn] /14/ m√x. w√nc√nw xyd n√x qt šyrqtyty √γz√mnty (√)[wšt]-/15/-tyt 
swqym. √t √(m)pdtqn pr m√x wyd√s ... 
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Contents: Unidentified text on the ascetic life. 
Publication: A3 √yc√t d√r√mnty cited DTS, 53. 
 
E28/15a-d 
Four fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 9 x 18 cm Overall no. of lines: 9 + 9 
Written area: ? x over 17 cm 
Citation: V1-2: ]• (my) t√ry z√ty-brcy √t nyšq√w∫ mn√ qw /2/ [rwx]šny√q s√ pr[ ](x)ypθ šyr√qty√. 
√tms nyšq√w mn√ cn 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/15a n451 C39 = T III B 61[.5] 
Description: Small fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4 x 5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V1-2: ] mn√ qw /2/ nyšq]√w mn√ cn (cf. E28/15b, V1-2; E28/15c, V1-2; E28/15d, 
V1-2). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/15b n279 C84 + C91 + T III T.V.B. 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 9 x 10.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V1-2: t√](r)y z√ty-brcy √t nyšq√w∫[ /2/ ](x)ypθ šyr√qty√. √tms nyšq[√w (cf. E28/15a, 
V1-2; E28/15c, V1-2; E28/15d, V1-2). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/15c n464 T II B 69.1 
Description: Tiny fragment including part of the top margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 2 x 2 cm No. of lines: 1 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V1-2: ] t√(r)[y /2/ ](x)[ypθ (cf. E28/15a, V1-2; E28/15b, V1-2; E28/15d, V1-2). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/15d n269 C84 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V1-2: ]• (my)[ /2/ [rwx]šny√q s√ pr[ (cf. E28/15a, V1-2; E28/15b, V1-2; E28/15c, 
V1-2). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
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E28/16 n168 C6 = T II B 6[b] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Greater part of a folio, slightly damaged at both bottom corners and more 
seriously damaged and defaced in the upper part, where most of the top margin and a large 
piece from the top inner corner are missing. R and V can be identified with reasonable cer-
tainty from the contents (see citation below) and from the widths of the margins. Excep-
tionally, no Verso-mark is visible in the outer margin by V1, but it is possible that it is faded 
or washed out. 
Dimensions: 27 x 23 cm No. of lines: 28 + 27 
Written area: 24.5 x 20.5 cm 
Citation: R28-V1: ... fry√ d√rt y√b-p√dqy√ √t γnt√qt šm√r(∫t )√t /V1/ √b(∫)nt( q)w dỵ(w)t s√r ... 
Proper names etc.: √wrš(l)m (R12). 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
Publication: R9 [xw√](ry)šty and mšyƒ√y cited Sims-Williams 1986, 588, and 1988, 150, 
respectively; R11-12 cited Weber 1970, 173 (cf. also ibid., 172); R12-13 cited Sundermann 
1990, 28 n. 48; R14 cited Sundermann 1981, 191 n. 237 [read py√t√ q(ỵ) as two words]; R18 
pwrqy√ cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 59; R23-4 cited Weber 1970, 211 with n. 452, 216 
(wγr√tqw(ny) also Sims-Williams 1981b, 18); R25, 26 cited Weber 1970, 150 (cf. also Sims-
Williams 1989a, 261, on √ntxs); V6 ryncwq-m√n∫t cited Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011, 298; 
V8 cited Sims-Williams 1989a, 261; V15 cited BT XII, 177 [read √tp(r) as one word]; V23 
rxt cited Reck 2007, 62. 
 
E28/17 n382 C36 = T III B 100[c] 
Photos: Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Greater part of a folio, lacking a large piece from the bottom outer corner. 
Poorly preserved, with many holes and patches where the ink is rubbed off. R21-3 contains 
a title in red ink (cited below). 
Dimensions: 27 x 24 cm No. of lines: 26 + 26 
Written area: 23.5 x 20 cm 
Citation: R21-3: (xy)d pšt√wn (√t) f(r)m√n √t ywq( θb)[rd√rt ...] /22/ qw m[√]x s(√ )zprt (ptr)y 
ywƒ[ny]s (cn )[ ...] /23/ x√nt √(d)yt qy (nm)√n(y) qθ√rnt ... 
Proper names etc.: ywƒ[ny]s (R22), (k)nγn√(y)qt (V9), [šmr√](yqt)(?) (V9), cxwdy√ (V20). 
Contents: R1-20: Exhortations concerning the transitoriness of earthly things, possibly from 
a work of John Chrysostom. R21-3: Title in red ink, possibly referring to both the preceding 
and following texts (see citation). R24-V26: Homily on repentance. 
Publication: R8-9, 11-12 cited BT XII, 56 [read (ny)[žtyq√]n for (ny)[žy] in R11]; R18 cited 
BT XII, 180; V5 mγwšty cited Sims-Williams 1988, 149. 
 
E28/18 n290 C36 = T II B 15[c] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) Copy: Lentz 
Description: Well-preserved rectangular fragment from the bottom of a folio, including the 
bottom margin and parts of both side margins. 
Dimensions: 14 x 24 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
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Written area: ? x 21 cm 
Citation: V5-6: qt xypθ zb√q p√y tγw mn√ z√t√. θbrty bwtq√n qw tw√ s√ /6/ y√(n)θb√rqy√ cn bγ√ ... 
Proper names etc.: ywƒnys (V11). 
Contents: Admonitions from a father to his (spiritual?) son, with a citation from St. John 
(Chrysostom?). 
Publication: R3 ptsγtyt cited Weber 1970, 196; R6, 8 √ztwn cited Sims-Williams 1981b, 18; 
R9 √yny wšp√n-žmncyq žw√ny cited Sims-Williams 1995, 261a (wšp√n-žmncyq also BT XII, 
57); R11 √wr√my cited Weber 1970, 158; V7-8 cited Weber 1970, 208 (tysyq√n also ibid., 
205); V8-10 cited Weber 1970, 212 n. 456, 223 (zrx(s)tq√n also ibid., 221, t√rqwn also Sims-
Williams 1981b, 18); V28 nỵst cited (without reference to any specific text) Sims-Williams 
1996, 312 n. 24. 
 
E28/19a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined to form a strip from the outer half of a folio, 
with complete outer margin and parts of both top and bottom margins. 
Overall dimensions: 26.5 x 11.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 23 + 27 
Written area: 23.5 x ? cm 
Citation: V17: cyq wỵx xcy pr nxšyr[ 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
Publication: R5 cited Weber 1975, 90 n. 3; R8 cited Weber 1970, 193; V4 cited Weber 1970, 
213 with n. 464; V6 prysy cited Weber 1970, 180; V9 √˙ywz∫t cited BT XII, 85; V10 cited 
BT XV, 43a (cf. also BT XII, 149); V14 šq√ft cited BT XII, 63; V16 cited Sundermann 
1988, 181; V23 cited BT XII, 62. 
 
E28/19a n459 C41 = T II B 25[b] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) Copy: Lentz 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio. In the outer margin of V the Verso-mark (a simple 
cross) stands by line 1. 
Dimensions: 16.5 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 16 + 18 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V17: ]x(c)y pr nxšyr[ (cf. E28/19b, V3). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/19b n367 C28 = T II B 62[d] 
Description: Bottom outer corner of a folio, with the quire-number .. y [..] (= 10) on the bot-
tom margin of V (counted here as V13). 
Dimensions: 15 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 13 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V3: cyq wỵx (x)c(y)[ (cf. E28/19a, V17). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
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E28/20a-d 
Four fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 21 x 21 cm Overall no. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: ? x over 19 cm 
Citation: R17-18: ]• qd√my xcy tw√ f(r)m√n. √(y)n(y) xcy mn√( f)rm√n qt /18/ [fryw d√rt√ ](y)w 
dbtqỵsic ... 
Proper names etc.: [q]√∫n (V19), (m)rym(?) (V19). 
Contents: On Christian love. 
Publication: V15 žyštwc, V16 pw prdbn fryt√t, and V15, 18 s√nwty√ cited STSC, 137 [where 
s√wty√ is a misprint]; V17-19 cited Sims-Williams 1992, 288; V21 pwrn cited BT XV, 52a. 
 
E28/20a n366 C28 = T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped strip without margin. 
Dimensions: 13 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 14 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V3: ]qt mn√ žwxšqt√ [ 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/20b n369 C28 = T II B 67 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 13 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 14 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R11-12: ]• qd√my xcy tw√ f(r)m√n. √(y)[ny ...] /12/ [fryw d√rt√ ](y)w dbtqỵ ... (cf. 
E28/20c, R5; E28/20d, R3). 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/20c n412 C57 = T II B 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 6.75 x 5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R5: √y]n(y) xcy mn√[ (cf. E28/20b, R11; E28/20d, R3). 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/20d n207 C29 = T II B 60[i] 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin, with one word added in the outer 
margin of R. 
Dimensions: 8.25 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Written area: see above. 
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Citation: R3: ]( f)rm√n qt (cf. E28/20b, R11; E28/20c, R5) 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/21a-c 
E28/21a-b are two fragments which can in theory be joined. Although E28/21c does not join 
the other two fragments, it is possible that it belongs to the same folio and supplements 
E28/21a-b, R12-16, V12-16 (cf. citation below). In that case the width of the complete folio 
would have been ca. 22.5 cm and that of the written area ca. 20 cm. 
Overall dimensions (of E28/21a-b): 21.5 x 15.5 cm  
Overall no. of lines: 21 + 21 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R16: qt frtr x(c)[y xwn](y) q∫t √yžn b√t p[r wyn] xypθ rw√n ...; V3: br√trty. qt √yžnty 
bym m√[x 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
Publication: R8 kwrƒ√ cited Hansen 1966, 96; R12 cited Weber 1970, 52; R13 √wtst cited BT 
XII, 131; V4 bwn∫ty cited [as bwn∫t] STSC, 28; V12 √nc√ny cited BT XII, 149. 
 
E28/21a n470 C29 (formerly C94) = T III B 61b 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek)  
Copy: Lentz 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including parts of the top and outer margins. 
Dimensions: 21 x 15.5 cm No. of lines: 21 + 21 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R16: xwn](y) q∫t √yžn b√t p[r wyn] xypθ rw√n ... (cf. E28/21c, A5); V3: √](y)žnty 
bym m√[x (cf. E28/21b, V3). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/21b n252 C82 = T III B 61 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio, with Verso-mark (a simple cross) in the outer 
margin by V1. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 7 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V3: br√trty. qt √(y)[žnty (cf. E28/21a, V3). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/21c n268 C84 = T III T.V.B. 
Description: Small fragment including part of one side margin (the inner margin, if the recon-
struction of the folio suggested above is correct). 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
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Citation: A5: qt frtr x(c)[y (cf. E28/21a, R16). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/22a-b 
E28/22a and E28/22b are two fragments which do not join but which probably belong to the 
same folio, the two fragments correlating in such a way that E28/22b, A1 and B1 correspond 
to E28/22a, A4 and B4 (cf. citation below). The width of the written area can hardly have 
been less than ca. 20.5 cm. 
Citation: B6-8: [•••](.) √t d(y)myθ fcmpdy √(t)[ w](θ)p√r[ ]fc(mp)[dy qy m√x pc](p√)n sty. w√y 
/7/ [mn](√ qy) x(w)dq√r pr (n)√m √y[m zw bγy z√ty. ](√)t pr qty√ √ym /8/ [zw z]√(t)[y ](š)mnw. 
w√(y )mn√[ ... 
Contents: From a homily? 
Publication: A12 √nt(w)xc xwr(√) cited BT XII, 83; B8 swgb√(r) cited STSC, 48; B9, 11 w√y 
mn√ cited BT XII, 162. 
 
E28/22a n305 — + C83 
Description: Torn and tattered fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 14.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B6-8: [•••](.) √t d(y)myθ fcmpdy √(t)[ w](θ)p√r[ ]fc(mp)[dy ...] /7/ [mn](√ qy) 
x(w)dq√r pr (n)√m √y[m ...] /8/ [zw z]√(t)[y ](š)mnw. w√(y )mn√[ (cf. E28/22b, B3-5). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/22b n435 C69 = T II B 66 
Description: Vertical strip from the side of a folio. One line (B15, mostly illegible) is written 
in red ink. 
Dimensions: 17 x 6 cm No. of lines: 17 + 17 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B3-4: ... pc](p√)n sty. w√y /4/ ... ](√)t pr qty√ √ym (cf. E28/22a, B6-7). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/23 MIK III 52 T II B 66[.5] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Complete, almost undamaged folio. One word is written in the outer margin of 
R. Three lines (R8-10) are written on a strip of paper pasted across the page. In the outer 
margin of V the Verso-mark (a simple cross) stands by line 1. Orthographic and grammatical 
errors are rather numerous. 
Dimensions: 26 x 20 cm No. of lines: 24 + 23 
Written area: 23.5 x 16.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: cxwd√ny (R1), mwš√ (R2, 3), √hrwn (R2, 4), cxwdty (R5), dwyd (R6, 8, 
10, 12), √lyšγ (R15). 
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Contents: Poem in couplets, inculcating Christian patience by means of examples from the 
Old and New Testaments. 
Publication: ST II, Text 6. Corrections and notes: R, margin, read ]q∫n for c∫n; R1 read 
bγ(√)[n](y)q for bγt(•n)q; R6 read wyšnt for wyšnt(y); R7 read [w]ntn for [b]nt(y) and 
γmy√q for nmy√q [with BT XII, 167]; R8 read wn√z for wγ√z [with GMS, §814]; R12-14 
discussed Benveniste 1936, 207-8; R15 read wyštsic for wyšnt; R16-17 discussed BT XII, 
84 n. 61; R17 read n(m)√cq√n for n(nf)√c q√n [with Henning 1939, 102 n. 4]; R22 read (žγ)yr-
(t)nt for (žγy)r(zn)t [with Henning apud GMS, §814 n. 1]; R23 read √šqr∫nt for √yšqr∫nt; V1 
(= 25) read w√bwtynt for w√bqtynt; V2 (= 26) wyr√ discussed Henning 1956, 436; V3 (= 27) 
read prbγtyt wy(š)tysic for pr bγtyt wyš(n)ty; on V4 (= 28) šqwrθ∫t see Sims-Williams 
1981b, 16 with n. 24; V5 (= 29) p√crty discussed GMS, §674 n. 1; read prymnθ for prymyθ; 
V8 (= 32) read cy(mn)d for cym(yd); V15 (= 39) sqrb discussed Bailey 1949, 2; V17 (= 41) 
read prγ∫ž, cf. also Henning 1946, 724, and Benveniste 1955, 310. 
 
E28/24a-d 
E28/24a-b (overall dimensions: 14.5 x 17 cm; overall no. of lines: 16 + 16) and E28/24c-d 
(overall dimensions: 9 x 6.5 cm; overall no. of lines: 9 + 9) are two pairs of fragments, each 
of which can in theory be joined. Although the two pairs do not join one another, they clearly 
belong to a single folio, E28/24c-d supplementing E28/24a-b, A10-16, B10-16 (cf. citations 
below), and continuing the text to the bottom of the folio. The written area is 16.5 cm wide. 
Citations: A10: [p]t√w∫nt šqwrθ∫t √t (b)[ž](√)[xw](t)[y](t) c(y)wnt √(y)c(ty)[ py](d√)r —; B15: 
bž√(x)wt∫t £ yty √•[ ... 
Contents: On the ascetic life. The reference to pearl-fishing in A4 (swmtry√ √mptnt cn mrγ√rty 
(p)[yd]√(r)) suggests a possible connection with E28/25 and/or E28/26. 
Publication: A4 swmtry√ cited Sundermann 1982, 112 with n. 89 (cf. also Sundermann 
1975a, 57); A5 cited Sundermann 1984, 298 n. 27; A12 ptzyr∫n(t) cited BT XII, 97; B9 
pwrn cited BT XV, 52a. 
 
E28/24a n282 C87 = T III B 61[.4] + C83 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 10 x 16 cm No. of lines: 11 + 12 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: A10: ](š)qwrθ∫t √t (b)[ž](√)[xw](t)[y](t) c(y)wnt √(y)c(ty)[ (cf. E28/24b, A1; 
E28/24c, A1). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/24b n448 C39 = T III B 61[.5] 
Description: Fragment including a small part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 8 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: A1: [p]t√w∫nt (šq)[wrθyt (cf. E28/24a, A10; E28/24c, A). 
Contents: see above. 
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E28/24c n225 C54 = T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from a bottom corner of a folio, including part of the 
bottom margin. Hardly any of the side margin is preserved, but the occurrence of a line-filler 
in A1 and the compressed writing at the end of A3 indicate that the fragment comes from the 
side of a page. B9 consists of an incomplete word added (sec. manu?) in the bottom margin. 
Dimensions: 9 x 6 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: A1: py](d√)r — (cf. E28/24a, A10; E28/24b, A1); B6: [bž√x]wt∫t £ yty √•[ (cf. 
E28/24d, B2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/24d n406 C55 = [T II B 66] 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B2: bž√(x)[wtyt (cf. E28/24d, B6). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/25 n469 C30 = T II B 17b 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Fragment including parts of the top margin and one side margin (though the 
corner itself is missing). Writing on both sides smeared and partly illegible in the neighbour-
hood of the side margin. 
Dimensions: 12.5 x 16.5 cm No. of lines: 13 + 13 
Citation: A5: (mrγ)√rt bry swmtry√ s√r. √t c√ny prw∫d [ 
Contents: On Christian virtues, with an extended simile concerning pearl-fishing (cf. also 
E28/26, E28/24?). 
Publication: A1 šyrγwn∫t cited Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011, 298; A2, 5 mrγ√rt, A8 mrγ√tsic, 
B5 mrγ√rty cited Sundermann 1981, 192 n. 239; A4 cited Weber 1970, 220 (ywxs√ also ibid., 
218); A9 xw√n cited BT XII, 62; B8 xwcm√nqy√ cited Sundermann 1981, 181 n. 125. 
 
E28/26a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 12.5 x 9 cm Overall no. of lines: 12 + 12 
Citation: A10: swmtry√ qt nm√nyqr(q)[y√ 
Contents: Perhaps belonging to the same text as E28/25 and/or E28/24 (cf. the reference to 
pearl-fishing in the phrase (m)rγ√rt syn˛nt, A11). 
Publication: A11 cited Sundermann 1981, 192 n. 239. 
 
E28/26a n452 T III T.V.B. 
Description: Irregular-shaped vertical strip including a small part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 12.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
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Citation: A10: swmtry√ q(t)[ (cf. E28/26b, A6). 
Proper names etc.: — 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/26b n400 C53 = T III T.V.B. 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Citation: A6: q]t nm√nyqr(q)[y√ (cf. E28/26a, A10). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/27a n174 C6 (formerly C90) = T III B 
Description: Small, irregular-shaped fragment with part of one side margin. One side 
includes the title of the Martyrdom of Tarbo (cited below) written in red ink. If this title stood 
at the beginning of the text, the fragment presumably belongs to the same folio as E28/27b, 
in which case the side with the title is the Recto and the surviving margin is the inner margin. 
It is much less likely that the title is an end-title. 
Dimensions: 6 x 8 cm No. of lines: 8 + 7 
Citation: R4-6: [... swgb√]-/5/-r√št (š)[mγw]n qθwlyq√y [xw√r ...] /6/ θrbw. √t dbtyq xw√r 
(m)[qdšθ√ ...] 
Proper names etc.: (š)[mγw]n (R5), θrbw (R6). 
Contents: R1-4: Unidentified. R5-8: Title and opening words of the Martyrdom of Tarbo (~ 
AMS II, 254). V: Presumably a continuation of the Martyrdom of Tarbo, not agreeing 
closely with the text in AMS II, 255. 
Publication: Mentioned by Hansen 1968, 97. 
 
E28/27b n373 C28 = [T II] B 66 
Description: Strip from the bottom inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 12 + 11 
Proper names etc.: šmγ(w)[n] (R3), (θ)r(b)w (R11). 
Contents: Martyrdom of Tarbo (~ AMS II, 254-6; cf. also Syriac text in BT XII, 151). For 
another translation of the text on the Verso see E27/65-66. 
Publication: Schwartz 1970, 391-4 (with photos of both sides). Corrections and notes: 
Schwartz’s initial assumption that the fragment should belong to the MS “C2” (i.e. E27) was 
withdrawn by him apud Sims-Williams, BT XII, 139 with n. 15. His readings, based on 
photographs, also require to be corrected in some minor details. On R4 mq˛dšθ√ see also 
Sims-Williams 1988, 150. 
 
E28/28 n170 C6 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Citation: B3: ]ny zprcy(q)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
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E28/29 n171 C6 
Description: Small fragment without margin, but clearly from the side of a folio in view of 
the extended writing of ](rw)žtyt[] in A5. 
Dimensions: 4 x 7 cm No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Citation: A4: p](t)šn(g)[-d√r](w)q pr (x)y(p)[θ] 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/30 n172 C6 
Description: Small fragment with part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: A2: w√nc](√)nw npxšty 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/31 n173 C6 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: B5: ]√sym∫(t)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/32 n191 C18 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Citation: B2: ](θb)rtyq√n [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/33 n363 C20 = T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped piece without margin. Traces of writing in red ink in A4, B6 
and B14. Much of the text is illegible, that on A being washed out and that on B being badly 
smeared. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 16 cm No. of lines: 16 + 15 
Citation: A10: ]..............√ ftr(yn)∫ γwbty√ yw(x)√[yt ]t√f(√)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: A9 xyd (n√x) cited BT XII, 85; B10 w√rq(wny) cited Sims-Williams 1981b, 18. 
 
E28/34 n370 C28 = [T II] B 62 
Description: Small fragment without margins. 
Dimensions: 6 x 4 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: A4: n]m√c wntỵ(s)[q 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/35 n371 C28 = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment without margins. 
Dimensions: 8 x 4 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
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Citation: B5: ] fryw d√rn(t)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/36 n372 C28 = T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped strip, including a small part of the inner margin with traces of 
glue from the binding. V8 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 16 + 16 
Citation: V9: ž]√ỵ mn√ z√t√ £ √xz˛t 
Contents: Homily? 
Publication: R10 qθ√mt cited BT XII, 59; V3 mzyn cited BT XVII, 135; V10 mtwny cited 
Sims-Williams 1988, 150 [but the supposed pointing -ny˛, commented on ibid., 155 n. 17, is 
erroneous: read mtwnỵ]. 
 
E28/37 n374b C29 = T III 100 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: B4: p](ry)wyθ f(r)γn√[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/38a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 14 x 8 cm Overall no. of lines: 14 + 14 
Citation: R8: ]dy s√ mydc√nw 
Contents: On the ascetic life? 
 
E28/38a n374a C29 = T II B 66 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio, with Verso-mark (a simple cross) by V1. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Citation: R8: ]dy s√ mydc√(n)[w] (cf. E28/38b, R2) 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/38b SyrHT 105 T II B 66 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. At the very bottom of the 
Verso are traces of writing in the margin. 
Dimensions: 8 x 4 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Citation: R2: myd]c[√]nw (cf. E28/38a, R8). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/39 n383 C38 = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment including part of a side margin. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Citation: B3: ]t nỵ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
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E28/40 n384 C38 (formerly C101) = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from a bottom corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Citation: A1: bγ√[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/41 n386 C41 = T II B 25[e] 
Description: Fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. On R some words are added 
(see citation below), beginning in the outer margin and continuing round the corner onto the 
bottom margin. 
Dimensions: 12 x 5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Citation: R margin: q∫ prwyrt swgb√ry qw (b)[••• 
Contents: On the ascetic life? 
Publication: R, margin, swgb√ry, V5 swgb√r cited [as V9 and R4] STSC, 48. 
 
E28/42 n387 C42 
Description: Small fragment including part of a side margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 4 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: B3: pcqw˝yry [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/43 n388 C42 
Description: Small fragment including part of a side margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: B2: w]√rn(m)py 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: A4 xw√cy cited BT XII, 63. 
 
E28/44 n393 + n403 C42 + C55 = [T II D 147] 
Description: Tattered, irregular-shaped fragment including part of the outer margin. Several 
words are written in red ink (R3, 8, V3, 6). One word is written in the outer margin of R. 
Dimensions: 11 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 9 
Citation: R4: ](γ)w(ž) cn bγ√ (pr) 
Proper names etc.: [√]b(rh)m (R3), √(y)sƒ(q)y (R5), pl(š)θ√(yq)[ (V2), (š)m[w√yl] or (š)m-
[šwn] (V6). 
Contents: Unidentified text citing examples from the historical books of the Old Testament. 
Additional note: On the signature T II D 147, which is presumably erroneous in this case, 
see note to E57. 
 
E28/45 n389 C42 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. A1 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: A2: ](√)t n(y)[ 
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Contents: Unidentified. If ](m)r(y)[ (in red ink) in A1 is correctly read, and if it is a complete 
word (the Syriac honorific mār “my lord”), it may be part of an author’s name. 
 
E28/46 n390 C42 
Description: Small fragment with part of a side margin. B4 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: B2: zpr(t)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/47 n391 C42 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: B1: ]√t •[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/48 n232 C54 = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6.75 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 6 
Citation: V6: nyzny £ wry(θ)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/49 n226 C54 = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 8 x 6 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: V5: p√ √yc w√γw[ny 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/50 n228 C54 
Description: Tiny fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Citation: B2: ]xwrt. c√(n)[w 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/51 n229 C54 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 3 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3 
Citation: B2: ž]γm(√)sy[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/52a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 13 x 7.25 cm Overall no. of lines: 11 + 12 
Citation: R5: ]pr xšpncyq 
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Contents: Unidentified text on the ascetic life. The repeated occurrence of the word xšpncyq 
“nocturnal” suggests a possible connection with E28/74. 
 
E28/52a n242 C71 = T II B 25[f] 
Description: Vertical strip from the bottom outer corner of a folio. The surviving margins of 
the Recto contain the words .. s√r. √t c√nw d∫wt wynnt swgb√ry w√št pr xšp(n)[cyq (intended 
as an addition to R2, as indicated by an insertion-mark in the text). With this fragment are 
glassed four scraps (n243-246), formerly stuck over the beginnings of V1-3, on which a few 
letters can be read. 
Dimensions: 13 x 6 cm No. of lines: 11 + 12 
Citation: R5: xš](pn)cyq (cf. E28/52b, R3). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/52b n230 C54 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 6 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Citation: R3: ]pr xšp(n)[cyq (cf. E28/52a, R5). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/53 n231 C54 
Description: Tiny fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.25 x 3.75 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
Citation: B3: p]tγwšty (q)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/54 n233 C54 = T II B 66 
Description: Tiny fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 1 + 2 
Citation: A1: n](y) qt√ wnty( )[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/55 n402 C55 = [T II D 147] 
Description: Small fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: B3: ]tyw√q m√[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Additional note: On the signature T II D 147, which is presumably erroneous in this case, 
see note to E57. 
 
E28/56 n407 C55 = [T II B 66] 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.25 x 2 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
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Citation: B3: fr]y√wy[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/57 n414 C59 = T II B 67 
Description: Top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Citation: V1: ]√r dywyθ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/58a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 7 x 7.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 9 + 8 
Citation: B3: ](t)[ ]pr nyz(b)√n∫t. yty š•[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/58a n422b C63 
Description: Tiny fragment, formerly stuck to E28/58b, side B. 
Dimensions: 2 x 3 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3 
Citation: B3: ](t)[ ]pr n(y)[zb√nyt (cf. E28/58b, B2) 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/58b n422a C63 
Description: Small, irregular-shaped fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 7 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 7 
Citation: B2: n](y)z(b)√n∫t. yty š•[ (cf. E28/58a, B3) 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/59 n423 C63 
Description: Tattered, water-damaged fragment without margin. The first few lines on both 
sides are smeared to the point of illegibility. 
Dimensions: 9 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 9 
Citation: A5: šm]√r√. r(w)√n(y) (x)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/60 n424 C64 
Description: Tattered, water-damaged fragment without margin. One side is largely illegible. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Citation: A5: ](b)√t tw√ £ √t d•[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/61 n431 C66 = “T II B 66?” [this signature, including the 

question-mark, is actually written on the fragment] 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
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Dimensions: 4.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: A5: m]rtxm(y)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/62 n432 C66 = T III 
Description: Badly worm-eaten fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. The writing is 
rubbed off in many places, especially on R. A trace of a Verso-mark is visible in the outer 
margin by V1. The word ny is added in the outer margin by V4, with an insertion-mark at 
the appropriate point in the text (see citation below). 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 10 
Citation: V4: m√n pw[-](š)y√ <ny> √yš [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/63 n429 C66 = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment without margin. A1-2 are written in red ink. Side B is faded and 
almost entirely illegible. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5(?) 
Citation: A2: ](. √)wx(d)√w[ny 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/64 n430 C66 = “T II B 66?” [this signature, including the 

question-mark, is actually written on the fragment] 
Description: Small fragment from one of the top corners of a folio. B1 is written in darkened 
red ink. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: B2: z]√rcnwqy√ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/65a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 14.5 x 15 cm Overall no. of lines: 17 + 16 
Citation: R3: p]rm√nty√ wn√t pr m√x γw(√)n √myn [ 
Proper names etc.: √pl∫n (V5). 
Contents: R1-5: End of an unidentified text. R5-17: Beginning of a homily on the solitary 
life. V: Two stories concerning Abbā Apellen (cf. AMS VII, 395 and 908), presumably 
forming part of the text begun on R. 
Publication: see below. 
 
E28/65a n323 — 
Description: Very small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: R3: p]rm√nty√[ (cf. E28/65b, R3). 
Contents: see above. 
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E28/65b n433 C67 = T III B 61 [No.1] 
Description: Approximately rectangular fragment, with a few holes and tears, including part 
of the outer margin. R5-10 contains a title(?) in red ink, most of which is unfortunately illeg-
ible. The word bwn√ is added in the outer margin by V12, with an insertion-mark in the text. 
Dimensions: 14.5 x 14 cm No. of lines: 17 + 16 
Citation: R3: prm√nty](√) wn√t pr m√x γw(√)n √myn [ (cf. E28/65b, R3). 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: STSC, 42-52. Schwartz’s readings, based on photographs, require to be correc-
ted in a few points, in particular: R5 read nyžy for nyšy; R9 probably read (n)yz√(wr)y(√) for 
nyz√pdy√; V6 read pt(n)[w]b for pt[••](p); V9 read qỵ d(w)√ for qy[w] (s)√. Note also: on V4 
tš(t)[ see Sims-Williams 1976, 58; V11 γwmry√ discussed BT XII, 131; V13 √γty discussed 
BT XII, 57. 
 
E28/66 n239 C70 = T III B 
Description: Badly crumpled and water-stained fragment from the bottom inner corner of a 
folio. 
Dimensions: 13.5 x 17.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Citation: V4-5: ... wyspw (swg)b√r qt γ(rf) ž√yny xcy. /5/ [... pcxwd]γwn˝yt √yšt prb∫rt ... 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
 
E28/67 n240 C70 = T III B 
Description: Badly damaged fragment without margin; B almost entirely illegible. 
Dimensions: 9.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 11(?) 
Citation: A7: m]šyƒ√ šyr√(q)[ty√ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/68a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 16 x 8 cm Overall no. of lines: 16 + 17 
Citation: V10: (d)stw wys(√q) wntyq√n [ 
Contents: Admonitions? 
 
E28/68a n441 C74 = T II B 60 
Description: Tattered, irregular-shaped piece including part of the outer margin (with traces 
of marginal additions on both sides). Some words in R4, 8, 9 and 15 are written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 15 + 16 
Citation: V10: (d)stw wys(√)[q (cf. E28/68b, V4). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/68b n440 C74 
Description: Tattered, irregular-shaped strip without margin. Some words in R2 and 3 are 
written in red ink. 
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Dimensions: 10 x 3.5  cm No. of lines: 10 +11 
Citation: V4: wys√](q) wntyq√n [ (cf. E28/68a, V10). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/69a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 14 x 9 cm Overall no. of lines: 15 + 14 
Citation: A7: [p]cq√w. n√ ms w(√wr)y wn√[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: A15 by√tq(√)[rc cited Sundermann 1988, 180; B9 ](√)dbry cited Sims-Williams 
1986a, 414 [but read rather [...](√) dbry as two words]. 
 
E28/69a n248 C76 = T III B 61 
Description: Irregular-shaped strip including a small part of one side margin. A15 contains 
the first word of a heading in red ink (by√tq(√)[rc ...]). 
Dimensions: 14 x 6 cm No. of lines: 15 + 14 
Citation: A7: [p]cq√w. n√[ (cf. E28/69b, A2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/69b n442 C74 = T II B 60 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: A2: ] ms w(√wr)y wn√[ (cf. E28/69a, A7). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/70 n445 C74 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. A5 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 4 x 2.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: A4: ]√t( )r√(m)[nty 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/71 n447 C74 = T II B 60 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Citation: A5: ]m√t (nyz)b√n∫t[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/72 n444 C74 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 7 x 5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 9 
Citation: A4: ]frqyrn wn(y)[ 
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Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: A5 √wḣ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 147. 
 
E28/73 n247 C75 = T II B 66 
Description: Top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 9 x 7 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Citation: V1: dw]√ qmpy wysty 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/74 n249 C77 = T II B 60[a] 
Description: Vertical strip from the top outer corner of a folio. R1 contains part of a heading 
in red ink; in the side margin opposite this begins the title cited below. The Verso-mark (a 
simple cross) stands in the outer margin of V by line 1. The fragment is very similar in shape 
to E28/75 and may well belong to an adjacent folio. 
Dimensions: 15 x 5 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Citation: R margin: (.. xšp)ncyq wγr√t(qy)√(y )z√wr .. 
Contents: On “the effectiveness of night vigils”. 
 
E28/75 n215 C77 = T II B 67 
Description: Vertical strip from the top outer corner of a folio. The side margin of R contains 
the title cited below. The Verso-mark (a simple cross) stands in the outer margin of V by line 
1. The fragment is very similar in shape to E28/74 and may well belong to an adjacent folio. 
Dimensions: 15 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 11 
Citation: R margin: ⁘ (n)wkr(y)t∫t zprt ptr(ty√ γnq)∫(ny√) [⁘] 
Contents: On “the victoriousness of the holy fathers, the anchorites”. 
Publication: R, margin, (n)wkr(y)t∫t cited Sims-Williams 1988, 150. 
 
E28/76 n250 C78 = T II B 66 
Description: Bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 7 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 6 
Citation: V6: šw√m[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/77a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 12.5 x 11 cm Overall no. of lines: 12 + 12 
Citation: V8: √t c√nw √wštyty sty m√xy(p)[θ√wnt 
Contents: On the ascetic life? 
 
E28/77a n253 C83 = T III B 
Description: Rather tattered fragment including part of the outer margin (with a trace of 
writing at the top of the outer margin of R) and a tiny part of the bottom margin. 
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
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Citation: V8: √t c√nw √wštyt[y (cf. E28/77b, V5). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/77b n304 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 7 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: V5: √wšty](t)y sty m√xy(p)[θ√wnt (cf. E28/77a, V8). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/78 n255 C83 
Description: Vertical strip without margin. 
Dimensions: 9.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Citation: A4: ]swgb√rty[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/79 n256 C84 
Description: Small fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: B4: qt√n(y)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/80 n257 C84 = T.V.B. 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom of a folio with the quire-number [⁘ ](y)g ⁘ = 
13 in the bottom margin of B (counted here as B3). 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 3 
Citation: A2: ]xnt (w)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/81 n258 C84 = T III B 
Description: Small fragment including part of the outer margin. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Citation: V7: nỵmžw(q)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/82 n259 C84 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 2 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: B2: ]( )t√w(n)ty[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/83 n260 C84 
Description: Small fragment including a tiny part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 4 + 6 
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Citation: A4: pcpr∫q√[n 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/84 n261 C84 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: A3: p](√)t∫t sw(q)[nt 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/85a-b 
E28/85a and E28/85b are two fragments which do not join but which are probably the inner 
and outer bottom corners of the same folio (cf. citation below). 
Citation: V9-10: ](t) byr-/10/-t√q√n pc√dty√ pr rw√n. wyspw (s)[w](q)[b√r ... 
Contents: Unidentified text on the ascetic life. 
 
E28/85a n343 T III B 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment from the bottom inner corner of a folio. Part of the 
inner margin of the adjoining folio is still attached. 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 6 cm  
No. of lines: 9 + 10 (one line missing between R2 and 3) 
Citation: V9: ](t) byr (immediately continued by E28/85b, V10). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/85b n262 C84 = T III T.V.B. 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including part of the bottom margin of a folio and a 
very small part of one side margin. If E28/85a belongs to the same folio, as is probable, 
E28/85b must come from the bottom outer corner. 
Dimensions: 11 x 12 cm No. of lines: 9 + 10 
Citation: V10: t√q√n pc√dty√ pr rw√n. wyspw (s)[w](q)[b√r (immediately continues E28/85a, 
V9). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/86 n263 C84 
Description: Small fragment without margin. Two words in B4 are written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 8 
Citation: B5: p]ryc nwqr mγwn f[cmpd 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/87 n264 C84 = T III B 
Description: Small fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: B1: ]√ntqy√y pš(p)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
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E28/88 n265 C84 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: A2: xy]pθ√wnty [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/89 n267 C84 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 7 + 8 
Citation: A6: wydy](m)b√. xwt√w [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/90 n270 C84 
Description: Small fragment including part of the bottom margin, with a probable trace of a 
quire-number in the bottom margin of B (counted here as B6). 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 5 + 6 
Citation: A5: ]p(t)yfn√ (p)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/91 n271 C84 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: B2: ] qnt√ [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/92 n272 C84 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: A2: n](y)znt (c)n [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/93a-b 
E28/93a and E28/93b are two fragments which do not join but which possibly belong to the 
same folio, the two fragments correlating in such a way that E28/93b, A1-6, B1-6 corres-
pond to E28/93a, A2-7, B2-7 (cf. citation below). 
Citation: B4: ]xwt√w bγ√ n√ √wx(r)[ t√]m√ qt nyst b√n. 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/93a n278 C84 = T III T.V.B.  
Description: Fragment including part of a side (probably inner) margin. 
Dimensions: 7 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: B4: t√]m√ qt nyst b√n. (cf. E28/93b, B3). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
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E28/93b n273 C84 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 10 x 7 cm No. of lines: 12 + 11 
Citation: B3: ]xwt√w bγ√ n√ √wx(r)[ (cf. E28/93a, B4). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/94 n274 C84 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: B4: ] žw√m. w√nw qt m[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/95 n275 C84 
Description: Small fragment without margin. A4 (cited below) is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 6 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Citation: A4: ]qwtr qy w√btq [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/96 n276 C84 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: A3: ]dn √mpwzn. √t[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/97 n277 C84 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3.75 cm No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Citation: B2: b](γ)√nyq √r(q)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/98 n280 C85 = T II B 66 + C85 = T II B 66 
Description: Tattered fragment including a small part of the top margin. A2-4 contains a title 
in red ink (cited below). 
Dimensions: 6 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 7 
Citation: A2-4: m]√mr√ cn bt√ γdnyty nm√c(y)[ pyd√r ... /3/ ... šw](q)(?) [√w]r√mnt (m)√r√wty√y 
(γ)wmr(√)[ ... /4/ ... ]• 
Contents: A1: Unclear. A2-6: Beginning of a “discourse on the prayers of the seven (canon-
ical) hours” (see Sims-Williams 2009, 279 with n. 47). B: Unidentified text, possibly a con-
tinuation of that on A, referring to a story (from the Apophthegmata Patrum?) of a nun who 
ate only once a week(?). 
Publication: A2 cited Sims-Williams 1988, 151. 
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E28/99 n281 C86 = T II B 66 
Description: Tattered, waterstained and partly illegible fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 10 x 11 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: B7: ].....t (qw) (xyp)θ (p)try s√. (√)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/100 n283 C88 = T III 100 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: A4: ](√y)cty pyd√r yty w√btq[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: B3 pc√dt∫t cited BT XII, 54. 
 
E28/101+102 n285 C91 = T III B 61[d] 
Description: Vertical strip from the bottom centre of a double folio; order of folios unknown. 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 1 + 2 + 9 + 7 
Citation: E28/101, R1: ryt [ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/103 n286 C91 = T III B 61[e] 
Description: Irregular-shaped vertical strip from the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 12 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Citation: R2: √]tpr žy√wr 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/104 n287 C92 = T III 100 
Description: Fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 10 x 7 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Citation: A7: ]• šyrxwzqy√y w√x(š)[ 
Proper names etc.: dwyd (A5), (yw)sp (B8). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/105 n458 T II B 44 
Description: Small fragment from the top of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: B2: ] ptqyš√z s√(t)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: B4 cited STSC, 16 (but read b√[ in place of qty). 
 
E28/106 n339 T II B 60 
Description: Vertical strip from the top outer corner of a folio. R6-7 is written in red ink. The 
title (cited below) is written in the outer margin of R. In the outer margin of V the Verso-
mark (a simple cross) stands by line 1. 
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Dimensions: 14.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Citation: R margin: ⁘ nm√cy nwrycy pt√wp(√z)ny√ ⁘ 
Contents: On “daily perseverance in prayer”. 
 
E28/107 n338 — 
Description: Small fragment from the top inner corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6 x 4 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 
Citation: R1: š√nwxy√ (q)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/108 n337 — 
Description: Small fragment with part of one side margin (probably the outer). The one sur-
viving word in B8 is written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 8 x 5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Citation: B4: √wt xwm[√r 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/109 n335 T III T.V.B. 
Description: Rather worn fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. V1-2 contains a 
title in red ink (cited below). The further title [.. cn fry](t√t)y m(z)[yx](s)√(qy)√y .. is written in 
the outer margin of V. 
Dimensions: 12 x 8 cm No. of lines: 10 + 12 
Citation: V1-2: tym (npysym)q√n (cn p)[tr√(?) ... cn] /2/ fr(y)t√ty( pyd)√r c(n )[y](w)ƒnn [ 
Proper names etc.: [y](w)ƒnn (V2). 
Contents: R: Unidentified. V: Beginning of a homily(?) “On love” or “On the importance of 
love”.  
 
E28/110 n340 T III B 61 
Description: Fragment without margin. B1-2 contains a heading in red ink. 
Dimensions: 8 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Citation: B3: fry]t br√trty cn by•[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/111 n292 T II B 66 [No.26] 
Description: Fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. Some words in R1-2 and R7 
are written in red ink. The writing on V is partly rubbed off. 
Dimensions: 11 x 13 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Citation: V7: x√(nt qy) sptw √wr(m)t(y) (s)w(q)[nt 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
 
E28/112 n297 C15 (formerly C5 and C96) = T III B 61[i] 
Description: Fragment, with several small holes and other damage, from the side of a folio. 
Dimensions: 8 x 11 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
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Citation: A6: [p](s)tw√t xw pr xypθ γ(ryw) √t (w•)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: B4 rx cited Reck 2007, 62. 
 
E28/113 n294 C15 (formerly C5 and C96) = T III 100[e] 
Description: Vertical strip from the outer margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Citation: V5: pyrnmcy(t)[sic 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/114 n155 1861 
Description: Tattered fragment including part of one side margin. A1 (cited below) contains 
part of a heading(?) in red ink. 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 10 
Citation: A1: cn √ywm[√nqy√ ]........[ 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
 
E28/115 n472 1868 
Description: Very small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Citation: B1: ]. qd√(c)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/116 n473 1868 
Description: Very small fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: B2: ]nỵt nỵt √[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/117 n309 — 
Description: Very small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: B3: ]( )w√nqt b(γ)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/118 n308 — 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment without margin. A5 contains the beginning of a 
heading in red ink (cited below), while A6 includes the letter b, also in red ink, probably as a 
numeral (= 2). 
Dimensions: 9 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Citation: A5: ... qšy npysy(m)q(√)n šy(ryt )dwb¨r∫t. p[ 
Contents: On the ascetic life. 
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E28/119 n313 — 
Description: Very small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 4 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: A3: z]prtcy(q)[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/120 n315 — 
Description: Very small fragment including part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 5 + 4 
Citation: A2: ]tyq√n 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/121 n326 — 
Description: Very small fragment from the side of a folio. 
Dimensions: 4 x 2 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: B4: ]√n 
Contents: Unidentified (could theoretically be Syriac, but no other Syriac fragments in this 
handwriting have been noticed). 
 
E28/122 n334 — 
Description: Small fragment from the bottom of a folio with the quire-number [⁘ ](ƒ) ⁘ = 8 
(18? 28? ...) in the bottom margin of B (counted here as B4). B2 (cited below) and B3 
contain a couple of words in red ink. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 4 
Citation: B2: ]w√cnt[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/123 n332 [T II] B 66 
Description: Very small fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3 x 2 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Citation: A2: ](√)∫st[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/124 n331 — 
Description: Very small fragment from the bottom of a folio. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Citation: B2: ](p)wsty pt[fs- 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/125 n463 T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment without margin. A2-4 are written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 3 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3 
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Citation: A3: ]( )d√r√z. •[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/126 n468 T II B 69 No.1 
Description: Vertical strip including part of the bottom margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: A7: s]m√nty( )[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/127 n465 T II B 69 No.1 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 4 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Citation: A2: x](w)mr√qc ny•[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: A3 (d)wḃr∫t cited Sims-Williams 1988, 149. 
 
E28/128a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 12 x 7.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 10 + 11 
Citation: A6: ]( )p√ xwny qỵ [ 
Contents: From a commentary? 
Publication: A2, B3 xyd n√x cited BT XII, 85. 
 
E28/128a n466 T II B 69 No.1 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 6 x 7.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 7 
Citation: A6: ]( )p√ xw(ny) (qy)[ (cf. E28/128b, A1). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E28/128b n467 T II B 69 No.1 
Description: Fragment including part of the bottom margin. B2 includes part of a word in red 
ink. B5 is an incomplete line added in the bottom margin. 
Dimensions: 6.75 x 5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5  
Citation: A1: ](xwny) qỵ [ (cf. E28/128a, A6). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E28/129 n449 C39 = T III B 61[.5] 
Description: Small fragment including part of one side margin. 
Dimensions: 7 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Citation: B5: ]qlyθ√ỵ £ myrtyq√n 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: A4 cited BT XII, 77; B4 t√rqwny cited Sims-Williams 1981b, 18. 
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E28/130 n450 C39 = T III B 61[.5] 
Description: Small fragment from the top outer corner of a folio, with the Verso-mark (a 
simple cross) in the outer margin by V1. 
Dimensions: 4 x 7 cm No. of lines: 3 + 3 
Citation: V1: w√xšy pyd√r. √(t)[ 
Proper names etc.: √ntwnys (R1). 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E28/131 n454 T III T.V.B. 
Description: Small fragment from the side of a folio. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: A3: pyd√r[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
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E29 Miscellany formerly C22 
 
The majority of fragments in this handwriting (ff. 1-6) probably belong to a single manu-
script (overall size: 22-23 x 15-16 cm; written area: 19.5-20 x 12.5 cm), characterized by the 
presence of pin-holes, presumably intended as a guide for the scribe, in the outer margin at 
the ends of the lines and in the inner margin at the ends of the first and last lines only. The 
punctuation is simple and there are no diacritic points. Red ink is used only for a quire-
number (f. 5). This is another manuscript (cf. above on E23) in which the ideogram ZY 
appears in a shape which looks like “γy” (and has been read thus by editors). 
 
These folios seem to contain a variety of texts, of which only that describing an encounter 
between Simon Peter and Simon Magus (f. 6) can be precisely identified. Folio 5 contains a 
homily on fasting, and it is possible, as suggested by Sims-Williams 1991, 123 n. 36, that 
some or all of ff. 1-4, which recount various stories from the Old Testament, may belong to 
the same text, since fasting plays a role in at least two of these episodes: Moses’ fast on 
Mount Sinai (E29/1, V4) and Daniel’s avoidance of the food and wine assigned to him by 
King Nebuchadnezzar (E29/3a, R3?). Already Hansen 1968, 98, seems to have regarded ff. 
1-2 (“Text, der die Zehn Gebote erwähnt, und in Zusammenhang mit einer messianischen 
Weissagung den zweiten Psalm zitiert”) and f. 5 (“Liste von Speiseverboten”) as belonging 
to the same text. The order of these folios is largely hypothetical, though the contents suggest 
that f. 1 precedes f. 2 and that the two fragments here numbered E29/3a and 3b probably 
belong to the folio immediately preceding f. 4. Folio 7 contains part of a text concerning the 
Apostles. It is only a small fragment and its format cannot be determined, but the presence of 
pin-holes in the outer margin at the ends of the lines suggests that it belongs to the same 
manuscript as ff. 1-6, despite the use of red ink (mainly for the names of the Apostles). Folio 
8 contains part of the martyrdom of Cyriacus and Julitta. Though the handwriting is the 
same, this fragment almost certainly belongs to a different manuscript, since the written area 
is much narrower (9.5-10 cm) and the outer margin lacks the expected pin-holes.  
 
E29/1-2 (lost) [T II B 15a] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Copy: Lentz 
Description: Upper part of a double-folio. Verso-mark in the outer margin of IV. 
Dimensions (according to the photos): 11.5 x over 29 cm 
No. of lines: 12 + 12 + 11 + 11 
Dimensions of a single folio (according to the photos): 11.5 x at least 15 cm 
Written area (according to the photos): ? x 12.5 cm 
Citation: IR1: ds√ z(n)g(√n)y ywq. twty θ√br qw mwš√ bywny s√(r.) 
Proper names etc.: mwš√ (IR1, IV4, 6, IIR3), ysryl (IV9), dwyd (IIV3, also miswritten 
dwyr, IIV6). 
Contents: Homiletic text which cites the stories of Moses (IR-IIR) and David (IIV) and 
quotes the Ten Commandments and Psalm 2.7-8. 
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Publication: Referred to by Hansen 1968, 98. IR2 etc. pyd√r cited BT XII, 116 n. 64; IR3 
dbtyq tsy√q n√ qwnt√ cited Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011, 299; IR4 žγm-wycwy cited Sims-
Williams 1992, 287; IR5 ptqry-sp√syt cited BT XII, 85; IR7-9 cited Weber 1970, 32 (IR8 √lh√ 
also Sims-Williams 1988, 148); IR10 ]•• šmbd xsd√rt√ [recte xs d√rt√ as two words] cited BST 
I, 22; IV4 z√rcnwqzysic cited Sims-Williams 1995, 260b; IV6 pw wyn√wcyq cited ibid., 260 
n. 11; IV9-12 cited Sims-Williams 1996a, 175 (IV10 qw γryw s√r also BT XII, 163, and BT 
XV, 30 n. 11, 45b; pr√γtnt also Weber 1970, 181); IIR6 √ps¨qwp√ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 
148; IIV4-5 cn žmnw pyrnmstr cited BT XII, 54; IIV5-7 ZY wnm√ npxšd√rt pr zprt 
(s)r√wty√sic ... pr dbtyq mzmwr√ cited BT XII, 177. 
 
E29/3a-b 
Two fragments which do not join but which, in view of their contents (see below), probably 
both belong to the folio immediately preceding E29/4. 
 
E29/3a n193 T II B 
Description: Top outer corner of a folio, with remnants of a Verso-mark and a pin-hole at the 
beginning of V1. 
Dimensions: 7 x 10 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: V1: xwty xwbny wyny[ 
Contents: Story of Daniel, corresponding approximately to the biblical book of Daniel 1.8-16 
(Recto) and 2.10-13 (Verso). 
Publication: V4 smbtsrt cited Sims-Williams 1983, 136 with n. 36. 
 
E29/3b n194 T II B 60[b] 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio (without pin-holes). 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 9 cm No. of lines: 5 + 5 
Citation: R4: xwbny xwty w√bm ps√( cw)[ 
Contents: Story of Daniel, the Recto corresponding approximately to the biblical book of 
Daniel 2.1ff. 
Publication: V4 smptsrt cited Sims-Williams 1983, 136 with n. 36. 
 
E29/4 n195 T II B 15[.2] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Copies: Müller (V only), Lentz 
Description: Virtually complete folio, with slight damage at the edges and the loss of a few 
letters from the top outer corner. The surface is rubbed away in a few places. Pin-holes in the 
outer margin at the ends of the lines and in the inner margin at the end of the first(?) and last 
lines only. 
Dimensions: 23 x 16 cm No. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: 20 x 12.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: dny√yl (R1, 4, V4, 9, 12, 17, 20, 21, 22 = 1, 4, 27, 32, 35, 40, 43, 44, 45), 
bltšcr (V6 = 29), nbwkdncr (V7 = 30), byl (V11 = 34). 
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Contents: Story of Daniel, corresponding approximately to the biblical book of Daniel, 
2.37ff., and to the story of Bel and the Dragon in the Apocrypha. 
Publication: ST II, Text 5. Corrections and notes: R1 restore wntn [qž] with Benveniste 
1951, 116 n. 4; R6 read probably t(w)√( n)w qwt(r); on R11 qršny see Benveniste 1938a, 
512; on R15 xwdbtyq see BT XII, 132; on R15-16 √wxwnc and myn√bry see MacKenzie 
1970, 117-18 (with references cited there); R16-17 read √wxytq√m and √wxyt with Sims-
Williams apud Gershevitch 1985, 280; R17 read spnyq with Sims-Williams 1983a, 47; R21 
restore perhaps w[r]; V1 (= 24) restore [ftyr]yny with Benveniste 1959, 122; on V4-5 (= 27-
8) nyγwynt and w√st see Henning 1937, 76 with n. 1 and Benveniste 1939, 277; V8 (= 31) 
read ny(s)ty; V10 (= 33) for γy read ny; on V14 (= 37) ptw√b see Benveniste 1939, 277 n. 1; 
on V16 (= 39) fnyš- see GMS, §320; on V22 (= 45) wsyd see Henning apud GMS, §1109 
n. 1. 
 
E29/5 n196 T II B 15[b] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Copy: Lentz 
Description: Greater part of a folio, lacking a large piece from the bottom outer corner and 
with other tears, holes and surface damage. The quire-number w (= 6), together with deco-
rative pointing, is written in the bottom margin of R (here counted as R24). Verso-mark in 
the margin before V1. Pin-holes in the outer margin at the ends of the lines and in the inner 
margin at the end of the first and last lines only. The word šmnw in V13 is written upside-
down. 
Dimensions: 22 x 15.5 cm No. of lines: 24 + 23 
Written area: 20 x 12.5 cm 
Citation: R1-2: zwty (n)√ xwr√ [-r- altered from -d-] y√ty ZY n√ qpy n√ γ√wrwγn n√ cšt√ /2/ n√ 
xšybty n√ pyn n√ rxpyn 
Contents: Homily on fasting. 
Publication: Referred to by Hansen 1968, 98, and Sims-Williams 1991, 123 n. 36. R1-2 
cited Weber 1970, 54; R3-4 p√š n√ny√s n√ms [recte n√ ny√s n√ ms] fry√m prymnt √√c cited 
Sundermann 1984a, 58; R4-5 p√š sm√ncyq √γ√m xcy ZY mtwny zprty√ cited Sims-Williams 
1988, 150 (√γ√m also Sundermann 1981, 187 n. 193); R5-7 ps√ ms z√ycyq xwrt cw [altered 
from cn] ptsxsty qw pw [blotted, meant to be cancelled] pw √√myq p√š s√r cited Weber 1970, 
195, 196; R7-8 c√nw p√š pnt √ysycyq b√t cited ibid., 138, 143; R11 ZY nm√ny qwn√ cited ibid., 
10; R14 √ystsq cited ibid., 138; R16 √ntwxsym √zw cited ibid., 50, 152; R17 √ys√t cited ibid., 
138; V2 mrγ√rt cited Sundermann 1981, 192 n. 239; V3-4 ms w√nw ptγ√dy [in the manuscript 
ptγ√rysic] √wsty qy qw xwšd√nc mrγ√rt s√r pt(sx)s√t cited Weber 1970, 195, 196 (mrγ√rt also 
Sundermann 1981, 192 n. 239); V7 pd√rnqy√ cited BT XII, 86; V13 swnty šmnw cited 
Sundermann 1974a, 564, and BT XVII, 113. 
 
E29/6 n197 T II B 15[.1] 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek)  
Copies: Müller, Lentz 
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Description: Complete folio, with several tears and water stains. Pin-holes in the outer mar-
gin at the ends of the lines. 
Dimensions: 22 x 15 cm No. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: 19.5 x 12.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: qysr (R2, 20, V3, 6 = 2, 20, 26, 29), šmγwn (R3, 18), šmγwn sng (R5, 
R23-V1*, V5-6, V20 = 5, 23-4*, 28-9, 43), symwn (R3, V5, 10, 12 = 3, 28, 33, 35), frwm-
cyqt (V19 = 42). 
Contents: An encounter between Simon Peter and Simon Magus, only distantly related to the 
corresponding episode in the Acts of Peter (cf. ST II, 528-9, 603). 
Publication: ST II, Text 4. Corrections and notes: on R11 fn√s see GMS, §320; on R14 
t√nm√n see Henning 1937, 67; on R19 sfr√cq see BT XII, 55; R23 for fwx[√r read xw•[; V9 (= 
32) read ž(mny)√; V10 (= 33) read wrγd√rnt, with -d- pointed as d and r simultaneously; on 
V11 (= 34) xwsd√rnt see Henning 1937, 58; V15 (= 38) read probably pršty (cf. Henning 
1948a, 612 n. 5); V17 (= 40) read qnθ; V19 (= 42) read frwm-cyqt, with final m; V20 (= 43) 
read probably fnyšt(s)t√ (Y. Yoshida, personal communication) and cf. GMS, §320; V22 (= 
45) read perhaps (žγ)[m](√ √nw)t√sqwn; V23 (= 46) read perhaps (w√xš) xcy. 
 
E29/7 n199 T III B 61 [No.i] 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio, with pin-holes at the 
ends of the lines. Red ink is used for the personal names, and perhaps some other words, as 
well as for a punctuation mark at the end of R1. 
Dimensions: 6.5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Citation: R4: ](n) frn-byrc 
Proper names etc.: šmγwn (R3), pylypws (V4). 
Contents: Text concerning the Apostles. 
 
E29/8 n198 T II B 60 [No.13] 
Description: Fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio (without pin-holes at the 
ends of the lines), probably also a small part of the inner margin, in which case the written 
area is narrower than in other fragments in this handwriting. 
Dimensions: 9 x 12.5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 11 
Written area: ? x 9.5-10 cm 
Citation: V7: fš√m(d)√rt xšywny qw qθ q[ 
Proper names etc.: yẅlyt√ (R3*, 8, V5). 
Contents: Martyrdom of Cyriacus and Julitta, corresponding to Bedjan, AMS III, 255-6, but 
in a different recension. 
Publication: Referred to by Sims-Williams 1993. V9 √ryncq cited Sims-Williams 1991, 125 
n. 61; 1992b, 54 n. 65. 
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E30 Miscellany formerly C44 
 
The surviving folios of this manuscript contain two very different texts: the Dormition of 
Mary (ff. 1-2) and the Wisdom of A¬iqar (ff. 3-6). The order of the folios within each text 
can be deduced from their contents, but the original order of the two texts is unknown and 
there is no evidence that any two folios are consecutive. The folio-numbers here assigned are 
therefore to a large extent arbitrary. 
 
The folios measure 15.0-15.25 x 6.5-7.0 cm, with a written area of 12.5-13.0 x 5.0 cm and 
21-23 lines on each page. The text makes no use of diacritic points (with a possible exception 
in the form qws(tn)t(y)-(n)p(wlπs), E30/1R2-3). The typical punctuation mark is ⁘ in a com-
bination of black and red inks. Otherwise, red ink is only used in ff. 3-6 for the words mn√ 
z√t√ “O my son!” marking the beginning of each new maxim. A Verso-mark is not used, and 
there are no surviving quire-numbers. 
 
E30/1-2 n220 T II B 66 
Description: Almost complete double-folio, badly water-stained so that considerable parts of 
the text are effaced. The original order of the folios can be deduced from the contents, which 
also make it clear that some pages are missing between the two. At the beginning of 
E30/2R22, a word is added in the inner margin. At the top of E30/1V there is a large smudge 
of red ink. In the bottom margin of the same page some words have been added in a different 
hand (here counted as V22). Most pages show mirror-image impressions, of which those 
running diagonally across E30/2V can be identified as impressions from E30/4R. 
Dimensions: 15 x 14 cm No. of lines: 21 + 22 + 22 + 21 
Dimensions of a single folio: 15 x 7 cm 
Written area: 13 x 5 cm 
Citation: IV1: qwstnt(y)npwlys kθ s√r ⁘ 
Proper names etc.: frwm (IR2, V9), qwstntynpwlys (IR2-3*, V1, 18), (y)w(ƒ)nn[y] (IR6), 
mrym (IR7, V16*, IIR9*, V2*), yγqwb (IR9, V10*), syny (IR11), šmγwn (IV11, also 
legible in mirror-image between IV9 and IV10). 
Contents: Dormition of Mary, in a recension distantly related to known versions of the “Six 
Books” (for which see Shoemaker 2002). 
Publication: IR9-14 cited Sundermann 1988, 180-81; IV2 qθwlyqyt cited Sims-Williams 
1988, 152; IV3 √psqwp√yt cited ibid., 148; IV4 šm√š√t cited ibid., 153; IV9 frwm cited 
Sundermann 1975, 302 n. 49, and BT XI, 181b; IV11 šm(√š√)y cited Sims-Williams 1988, 
153; IIV2 brθy cited Sims-Williams 1988, 148 (but read rather (m)rθy). 
 
E30/3-4 n219 T II B 67[c] 
Photos: Göttingen 
Description: Double-folio. There is no physical evidence to indicate whether the two folios 
are consecutive, nor in which order they should be read. The order adopted here is based on 
a hypothetical identification of the text on I(?)R (E30/3R) as corresponding to Conybeare et 
al. 1913, 40 [Syriac numbering] (maxim 5), but this identification is uncertain. The bottom of 
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this folio is torn away and the writing on both sides is largely washed out. Folio II(?) 
(E30/4) is dirty but almost complete, lacking only the top outer corner. The words mn√ z√t√ are 
written in red ink several times on each folio. The mirror-image impressions which run 
diagonally across the lower part of E30/4R can be identified as impressions from E30/1V. 
However, since it is clear from their contents that E30/1 and E30/4 cannot originally have 
been consecutive folios, it must be assumed that they came into contact only after the dis-
memberment of the book and that these impressions have no significance for reconstructing 
the original order of the folios. 
Dimensions: 15 x 13 cm No. of lines: 19(?) + 18(?) + 23 + 22 
Dimensions of a single folio: 15 x 6.5 cm 
Written area: 12.5 x 5 cm 
Citation: IIV8-11: ... (red) mn√ /9/ z√t√ (black) r√(θ n√) šw√ /10/ dn y√twqt( y)ty p(t)sr-/11/-
wmyty prw ⁘ ... 
Contents: Wisdom of A¬iqar (corresponding in part to the Syriac text in Conybeare et al. 
1913, 40(?)-41 [Syriac numbering]). 
Publication: IIR14 pγrnt cited DMT III/2 s.v. pγr-. 
 
E30/5 n217 T II B 66 
Description: Vertical strip including the complete outer margin and parts of the top and 
bottom margins. The words mn√ z√t√, written in red ink, occur more than once on each side. 
The last word of R13 has been crossed through with a stroke in red ink. Both sides show 
mirror-image impressions from the lost facing pages. 
Dimensions: 15.25 x 5 cm No. of lines: 22 + 22 
Written area: 13 x ? cm 
Citation: R22: ]pšys√r (red) mn√ z√t√ 
Contents: Wisdom of A¬iqar (corresponding in part to the Syriac text in Conybeare et al. 
1913, 43 [Syriac numbering]). 
 
E30/6a-b 
Two fragments which cannot be joined but which belong to the same folio. 
Contents: Wisdom of A¬iqar (corresponding in part to the Syriac text in Conybeare et al. 
1913, 45-46 [Syriac numbering]). 
 
E30/6a n216 T II B 52 + T II B 66 
Description: Upper part of a folio, with complete top margin and parts of both side margins. 
The words mn√ z√t√, written in red ink, occur once on each side. At the top of the Recto, where 
the surface of the paper is partly torn away, are mirror-image impressions from a lost facing 
page. The folio has apparently suffered in the course of restoration. Lines 1-4 of the Recto, 
which are now almost totally illegible, can still be read from the on-line photos, where the 
relative positions of the two fragments are also more correct than those of the originals as 
currently preserved under glass. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 12 
Written area: ? x 5 cm 
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Citation: V3-6: pry(w)yθ p√ frtr /4/ xcy m√t p(r) p√dy /5/ fšqwxy c√nw pr /6/ zb√q ⁘ ... 
Proper names etc.: — 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: V4-5 cited BT XII, 178. 
 
E30/6b n218  [T III] B 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin. The first line of the Verso contains 
letters in red ink which can be restored as m](n)√[ z√t√]. 
Dimensions: 5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Citation: V4: ]c√nw xntyq√ 
Contents: see above. 
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E31 Homily formerly C16 
 
E31a-i 
Nine fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 31.5 x 22.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 23 + 23 
Written area: at least 26 x 16.5 cm 
Citations: R2: pr]yw. √t (p)cγry (š)qwrθyt; R5-7: pwx√(y)√mnt[y ... ]wyspw √t pr r√mnt [] /6/ 
[p](wsty )ptfs√(mn)t[y √]t pr brzy nm√ct .. √t /7/ pr bγ√nyq √ycty (xw)mr√qc. √t pr žy√wry; R15-16: 
y√]b√qct. ws√q(y) /16/ [... p](t)s√r √t (r)w√n; R21: s]ptyt qt√ (b)nt .. c√nw w√ry 
Contents: Homily on the ascetic life. 
Publication: R2-3 cited BT XII, 63; R11 √znt [recte √zynt[]] cited Sundermann 1984b, 237 
with n. 66; V17, 19 šbwqly cited Hansen 1968, 98, and Sims-Williams 1988, 152. 
 
E31a n355 — 
Description: Fragment without margin. Text partly effaced, especially on the Verso. 
Dimensions: 7 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 7 + 6 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R2: pr]yw. √t (p)cγry (š)q(w)[rθyt (cf. E31b, R2); R5-7: ]wyspw √t pr r√mnt [] /6/ 
[...  √]t pr brzy nm√ct .. √t[] /7/ [... xwmr](√)[qc. √t pr žy](√)[wry (cf. E31f, R1-2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E31b n359 — 
Description: Tiny fragment including part of the outer margin of a folio. The writing on the 
Verso is almost entirely effaced. 
Dimensions: 3 x 3 cm No. of lines: 3 + 1(?) 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: šq](w)rθyt (cf. E31a, R2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E31c n357 — 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. The writing on the Verso 
is partly effaced. 
Dimensions: 5 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R4 pwx√(y√)[mnty (cf. E31d, R2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E31d n358 — 
Description: Small fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 3 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 4 
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Written area: see above. 
Citations: R2: pwx√y]√mnt[y (cf. E31c, R4); R3: p](wsty )ptfs(√m)[nty (cf. E31e, R1; E31f, 
R1). 
Contents: see above. 
 
E31e n362 T III B 61 
Description: Fragment including part of the inner margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 5.5 x 7 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R1-2: [pw](st)[y ](pt)[f](s√)[mnty ...] /2/ pr bγ√nyq √yc(t)[y (cf. E31d, R3; E31f, R1-
2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E31f n361 T III B 61 + T II B 66 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including a small part of the outer margin of a folio. 
The writing on the Verso is partly effaced. 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 13 cm No. of lines: 11 + 10 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R1-2: ptfs√m](nt)[y √t pr brzy nm√](c)[t .. √](t) /2/ [... √yc]ty (xw)mr√qc. √t pr žy√wry 
(cf. E31a, R6-7; E31d, R3; E31e, R1-2); R10-11: y√]b√qct. ws√(q)[y] /11/ [... ]√(t)[ rw](√)[n 
(cf. E31g, R1-2; E31h, R1-2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E31g n360 T II B 66 
Description: Fragment including parts of the outer and bottom margins of a folio (but lacking 
the bottom outer corner itself). Text partly effaced, especially on the Verso. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 13 cm No. of lines: 9 + 9 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R1-2: y√b](√)[qct. ws√]q[y] /2/ [... p](t)s√r √t (r)w√n (cf. E31f, R10-11; E31h, R1-2); 
R7: s]ptyt qt√ (b)nt .. c√nw w√ry[] (cf. E31i, R3). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E31h n356a — 
Description: Tiny fragment from the outer margin of a folio, with remains of letters from the 
ends of two lines on the Recto only. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 0 
Written area: see above. 
Complete text: R1-2: ws√q](y) /2/ [... rw√](n) (cf. E31f, R10-11; E31g, R1-2). 
Contents: see above. 
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E31i n356b — 
Description: Fragment from the outer margin of a folio, with remains of letters from the 
beginings and ends of lines. 
Dimensions: 6 x 5.5 cm No. of lines: 3 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R3: w√r](y) (cf. E31g, R7). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
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E32 Homily? formerly C33 
 
A series of fragments belonging to a double folio. It seems impossible to determine whether 
the two folios are consecutive or in which order they are to be read. 
 
E32/1d bears the stamp “T II” and below this, in pencil, “T. 21”. The other five fragments 
have all been inscribed “T II T 21” in a different hand, often with a question mark following. 
It may be deduced that these fragments had no old signature and that the annotation was 
intended to indicate that they belong to the same manuscript as E32/1d. All six fragments 
also bear the annotation “C33” or “C33?”. Although only one of the six fragments originally 
bore the signature T II T 21 (later added to the other five), there is no reason to doubt that 
this manuscript was found at Toyoq as this signature indicates. A remarkable feature of E32, 
which may be due to Turkic influence, is the consistent writing of √r- in words which are 
usually written with initial r- (Sims-Williams 1991, 124-5 with n. 60; 1992b, 54 with n. 64; 
1995a, 62; 2009, 285 n. 85). Other orthographical and linguistic peculiarities of this manu-
script are discussed by Schwartz, STSC, 124-5. It is possible that these linguistic peculi-
arities are connected with the fact that the manuscript comes from Toyoq rather than from 
Bulayïq. 
 
Description: The fragments E32/1a-d can in theory be joined (see below) to form a long ver-
tical strip from the outer margin of a folio. E32/2a is a fragment of similar shape containing 
the outer margin of the other half of a double-folio, while E32/1e+2b is a fragment from the 
bottom centre of the same double-folio. Although the three fragments E32/1a-d, E32/1e+2b 
and E32/2a do not actually join, their relative positions are clear from the fact that each 
includes part of the bottom margin and from the contents (see citations below), which 
indicate that the gaps between them cannot be very large. 
Overall dimensions: 28 x ca. 41(?) cm  
Overall no. of lines: 14 + 15 + 15 + 16 
Dimensions of a single folio: 28 x ca. 20.5(?) cm 
Written area: 24.5 x ca. 16(?) cm 
Citation: II(?)V11-12: wrnym m√t dn m[šyƒ√ ](p)r√w nw‡√ /12/ žw√n pcγ√zymq√n [√t wrn]ymsq 
m√t 
Contents: Homily? 
Publication: I(?)R1 qtyšt√ cited STSC 125; R2 √ršty√q cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 62; R5 mnd 
cited ibid., 62; R10 br¨√ cited STSC 125; R11 bg√nyq [actually [b](g√)nyq], √ryž cited Sims-
Williams 1995a, 62; R14 bg√nyq, √r√θ cited ibid., 62; V1 spxšt√, bg- cited STSC 125; V2 tbrt√ 
cited ibid.; Sims-Williams 1995b, 298; V4 bwt√ cited STSC 125; w√fyd¨√ cited STSC 125 (cf. 
also Schwartz 1991, 159); V5 mzyxy√ cited STSC 125; V6 yγrtp√znqy√ cited STSC 50, 64, 
125; V7 bg- cited STSC 125; V9 šyr√qtyt [recte šyrqtyt] pr√w cited STSC 125; V10, 11 mnd 
cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 62; V11 √rt cited STSC 125; V12 z√¨t√ cited ibid.; V15 sfrywndy 
cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 62; V15 (and passim) n¨√ cited STSC 125 (cf. also Schwartz 
1991, 159); II(?)R1 [r]šty√qy√ [recte [√r]šty√qy√] cited STSC 125; R5 ƒs, n√bxt cited BT XII, 
150; R6 mwrtym√ cited STSC 125; R8 γrbt√ cited ibid.; R11 qtym√, wyn¨√ pr√w cited ibid.; 
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R14 mwr¨t√ cited STSC 125; γwbdy√ cited ibid.; Sims-Williams 1995a, 62; R15 w√fyd¨√, nw‡√ 
cited STSC 125; V2 wyny pr√[w] cited ibid.; V3 w√fyd¨√ cited ibid.; V5 √wtšn¨√[ cited 
Sundermann 1981, 187 n. 194; V6 pšγ¨t√ [recte ptšγ¨t√] qty cited STSC 125; V9 mwr¨t√ cited 
ibid.; V10 qθr¨√ cited ibid. (cf. also Schwartz 1991, 159); V11 nw‡√ cited STSC 125. 
 
E32/1a-d 
Four fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 27 x 11.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 14 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R2: ]√(r)šty√q. w√n c√nw; R9-10: ]• √ncymsq nγ√d√ /10/ [... ]pyd√r. √t xwžymsq 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E32/1a n377 “T II T 21?” 
Description: Vertical strip from the top outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 22 x 11 cm No. of lines: 13 + 13 
Written area: see above. 
Citations: R2: √r](š)ty√q. w√n c√nw (cf. E32/1b, R1); R9-10: ]• √ncymsq nγ√[d](√)[] /10/ [... 
]pyd√r. √t xwžy(m)[sq] (cf. E32/1c, R2; E32/1d, R1). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E32/1b n381 “T II T 21” 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin. 
Dimensions: 2.5 x 2 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R1: ]√(ršt)[y√q (cf. E32/1a, R2). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E32/1c n378 “T II T 21” 
Description: Fragment from the outer margin of a folio, with a few letters from the begin-
nings and ends of lines. 
Dimensions: 9 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: R2: nγ√]d√ (cf. E32/1a, R9). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E32/1d n380 T II T 21 
Description: Fragment from the bottom outer corner of a folio. 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 5 + 6 
Written area: see above. 
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Citation: R1: xwžy]msq (cf. E32/1a, R10). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E32/1e+2b n379 “T II T 21” 
Description: Fragment from the bottom centre of a double-folio, with binding-holes along the 
central fold. 
Dimensions: 13 x 15.5 cm No. of lines: 6 + 6 + 6 + 7 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: II(?)V2-3: ](p)r√w nw‡√ /3/ [... wrn]ymsq m√t (cf. E32/2a, V11-12). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E32/2a n376 “T II T 21?” 
Description: Vertical strip including the whole outer margin of a folio and parts of the top 
and bottom margins. A tiny piece including letters from V9-10 must have broken off fairly 
recently, as it is still visible in some post-war photos. 
Dimensions: 28 x 11.25 cm No. of lines: 15 + 16 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V11-12: wrnym m√t dn m[šyƒ√ ...] /12/ žw√n pcγ√zymq√n [ (cf. E32/2b, V2-3). 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
 
E32/2b: see under E32/1e. 
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E33 Homily?  
 
E33 n302 T II B 66 
Description: Tattered fragment including parts of both side margins of a narrow folio. Text 
on both sides partly effaced. 
Dimensions: 10.75 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 13 + 12 
Written area: ? x 5.5 cm 
Citation: A6-8: wyd√(rn)t (n)wy √yc[] /7/ qt qty qty pr /8/ nwrcyq myθŒ ... 
Contents: Unclear, perhaps a homily. 
Publication: B5, 6-7, 8, 10 √wšγn√ γwbty√ cited Sims-Williams 1988, 148; B9 hll(w)y(√) cited 
ibid., 149. 
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E34 Homily? formerly C21 
 
E34 appears to be a folio which has been used several times for writing various texts in 
Syriac and Sogdian. One may assume that the oldest text is that which is most carefully laid 
out, i.e. the Syriac text in R1-9, which has a heading and punctuation marks in red ink as 
well as a neat outer margin. It is not clear whether the Syriac text in a different hand in R12-
18 belongs to the folio in its original state or whether it is a later addition. The Sogdian text 
or texts which occupy R10-11 and the whole of the Verso were clearly added later. 
 
E34a-b 
Two fragments which cannot be joined but which belong to the same folio, E34a, R1-6, V1-
5 corresponding to E34b, R1-6, V11-15, and which are now glassed together in approxi-
mately their correct positions. The Recto contains Syriac and Sogdian texts in three different 
hands, the first line being written in red ink. The Verso, which is inscribed the opposite way 
up, contains Sogdian text in a rather clumsy hand (possibly the same as that of R10-11). 
Parts of the top, left and bottom margins are preserved. Moreover, it seems likely that some 
lines of E34a extend as far as the right margin and that no more than a few letters are missing 
between E34a and E34b (see citation), in which case the dimensions of the complete folio 
will have been as follows: 
Overall dimensions: 14.5 x ca. 11.5(?) cm 
Overall no. of lines: 18 + 15 
Written area (of the Verso): 14 x ca. 11.5(?) cm 
Citation: V11-12: [](sm√)ncyq[ ](f)ryštyt γwbt√ (wy)ny /12/ []t√py z√(y)[cyq](t) mrt(x)myt 
γr√yt√ 
Proper names etc.: cxwdt (V3). 
Contents: R1-9: Syriac prayer-amulet (see Hunter–Dickens forthcoming); R10-11: Uniden-
tified Sogdian text; R12-18: Unidentified Syriac text. V: Unidentified Sogdian text, perhaps a 
homily on the Cross. 
Publication: V3 xrγwšnyt [recte (pr)γyžnyt] cxwdt cited Hansen 1966, 98 (cxwdt also 
Sundermann 1981, 176 n. 53); V11-12 cited BT XII, 164. 
 
E34a n365 — 
Description: Small fragment, the two sides inscribed opposite ways up and in different 
hands. The fragment includes part of one margin (the top margin of the Recto) and some 
lines on both sides are probably complete at the beginning although no part of the right mar-
gin is preserved. R1 is written in red ink, R2-6 in black ink with some punctuation in red, V 
in black ink only. 
Dimensions: 4.5 x 4 cm No. of lines: 6 + 5 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V1-2: [](sm√)ncyq[ ...] /2/ []t√py z√(y)[cyqt (cf. E34b, V11-12). 
Contents: see above. 
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E34b n364 T III T.V.B. 
Description: Somewhat tattered vertical strip from the edge of a folio, including parts of the 
top, left and bottom margins. The two sides are inscribed opposite ways up, at least three 
different hands being distinguishable (R1-9; R10-11 + V1-15; R12-18). R1 is written in red 
ink, R2-9 in black ink with punctuation in red, V in black ink only. 
Dimensions: 14.5 x 8 cm No. of lines: 18 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V11-12: ](f)ryštyt γwbt√ (wy)ny /12/ [... z√ycyq](t) mrt(x)myt γr√yt√ 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: see above. 
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E35 Homily?  
 
The two small fragments E35/1 and E35/2 are glassed together. Since they resemble one 
another closely in paper, ink and handwriting there can be little doubt that they belong to the 
same manuscript. The fact that both fragments include forms which can be read or restored 
as bγ√nypš “bridegroom” suggests that they also belong to the same text. More hypo-
thetically, it may be suggested that the two fragments belong to the same folio and that they 
may be combined in such a way that E35/1A1-7, B1-7 correspond to E35/2A1-7, B1-7. The 
most legible and comprehensible part of the combined text is B1-5, which may contain the 
words of a bride: [...]• b(γ√ny)[pš ... •••]•m. q(y)[] /2/ [p]√(dy) sw(q√m)[ √t qw bγ√ny]pš s√[] /3/ 
n(γw)šmsqn [√t pr ](wγ)šπ wγš√(ms)[q] /4/ cn bγ√ny(p)š[qty py](d√)r. √t q(θr)[y] /5/ x(w m)n√[ 
w](γš)[y ... ](p)√ wyn(y)[ ...] “... bridegroom ... I ..., (I) who(?) am standing [and] listening to 
[the bridegr]oom, [and] am rejoicing [with] joy(?) on account of the wedding; and now(?) 
my joy(?) [is complete](?), for [I belong](?) to him ...”. If this reconstruction is approxi-
mately correct, the two fragments belong to a narrow folio with a written area ca. 8 cm wide 
and a total width of perhaps ca. 10-11 cm. In so far as the text can be interpreted, it seems 
most likely to belong to a homily, or perhaps a poem, in which the bridegroom and bride 
may metaphorically represent Christ and his church. 
 
E35/1 n299 — 
Description: Fragment including part of one side margin of a folio. 
Dimensions: 9.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 11 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B4: cn bγ√ny(p)š[ 
Contents: Unclear. 
 
E35/2 n298 — 
Description: Small fragment. No margin is preserved, but the extended writing of s√ in B2 
indicates that the fragment comes from the side of a folio. 
Dimensions: 6 x 4 cm No. of lines: 7 + 7 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: B2: bγ√ny]pš s√[] 
Contents: Unclear. 
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E36 Riddles on biblical subjects  
 
All surviving folios of this manuscript contain parts of a single work, a collection of riddles 
on biblical subjects, presented as questions asked by a pupil and answered by a teacher. 
Many similar collections of riddles exist in Syriac, but those which have been published 
(Chabot 1906, 276-88; Furlani 1918-19, 1923, 1924) have few if any specific riddles in 
common with the Sogdian text. (For a probable exception see below on E36/1.) 
 
The folios are described here in the same order as in Sundermann’s edition (Sundermann 
1988), though this order is in part arbitrary. E36/2 and E36/3 are consecutive, as is clear 
from their contents and also from mirror-image impressions of E36/3R on E36/2V and vice 
versa. Otherwise, the sequence of the folios is uncertain. The shape of E36/1 suggests that it 
preceded E36/2, though the two folios are not consecutive. Until recently, E36/2 and 
E36/3+4 were still joined together by a binding-thread, which shows that they belong to the 
same quire. 
 
Although E36/2 and E36/3+4 both bear the signature “C44”, this manuscript is clearly in a 
quite different format and handwriting from other folios with the signature C44 (for which 
see E30 above). The writing is rather clumsy (“schmucklos ... doch im allgemeinen deutlich 
genug” according to Sundermann 1988, 174). The typical punctuation mark is ⁘ in a combi-
nation of black and red inks. Otherwise, red ink is only used for the word žwxšqy “pupil”, 
marking the beginning of a new riddle, in three places in E36/2 (though the same word is 
written in black elsewhere in this and other folios). 
 
E36/1 n349 C26 = T II B 22 
Photos: Göttingen/Berlin (Staatsbibliothek) 
Description: Almost complete folio, lacking the top inner corner and with a few holes and 
other damage elsewhere. The surface is rubbed or torn away in several places. Traces of 
mirror-image impressions near the top of the Recto. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 11 cm No. of lines: 14 + 16 
Written area: 13 x 8.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: √dm (R3), nwƒy (R10), sw[p] (R14), mwš√ (V1), ysr(ylyq)[ (V2), 
mgdl√(yq mrym) (V9). 
Contents: Riddles on biblical subjects. (The correct answer to the last riddle is “Samson”, cf. 
Chabot 1906, 279, lines 5-7.) 
Publication: Sundermann 1988, 175-7 and Pl. V-VI, Text I. Corrections and notes: R1 read 
m√tqy mr(c )s(√r); R12 read (z)√π m√t q∫; R14 read sw[p ](s)[w](m)t(rπ); V1 read ywx√π; V7 
on šw∫nny see DTS, 56-7; V9 read x√ qwnt√ š(∫) .√. (despite Sundermann 1988, 176 n. 13); 
V13 read p√d(πt). 
 
E36/2a-b 
Two fragments which can in theory be joined. 
Overall dimensions: 15.5 x 11.5 cm Overall no. of lines: 15 + 15 
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Written area: 12.5 x 8.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: √brhm (R1), [√y]sƒqπ (R3), zkry√ (R7), ywƒ(n)ny (R9), √dm (R14). 
Contents: Riddles on biblical subjects.  
Publication: see below. 
 
E36/2a n350 C44 = T II B 57 + — + — 
Description: Almost complete folio, damaged at the top inner corner. The word žwxšqy is 
written in red ink in R4, 10, V5 (but in black in V2, 12). The Verso bears traces of mirror-
image impressions from E36/3R, the immediately following page of the manuscript. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 11.5 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 
Written area: see above. 
Proper names etc.: see above. 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sundermann 1988, 177-8 and Pl. VII-VIII, Text II. Corrections: R3, first word, 
read perhaps (b)[√; R5 read perhaps ž(√y)d√rt; V4 read qy (šy cf)[d√r]t (cf. below on E36/2b). 
 
E36/2b n353 — 
Description: Tiny scrap from the inner margin of a folio. The Recto bears illegible traces in 
red ink, which must belong to the word [žwxš]qy (E36/2a, R4), while the Verso has a few 
letters in black ink which belong to the word (cf)[d√r]t (E36/2a, R4), allowing it to be read as 
(cf)[d](√r)t. 
Dimensions: 1.5 x 1 cm No. of lines: 1 + 1 
Written area: see above. 
Citation: V1 cfd](√rt) 
Contents: see above. 
Publication: Sundermann 1988, Pl. XI-XII (upper fragment). 
 
E36/3+4 n351 C44 = [T II B 57] 
Description: Double-folio, including part of the thread which formerly bound the quire toge-
ther. The order of the folios cannot be determined. Folio I(?) (= E36/3) lacks a small piece 
from the top inner corner and a larger piece from the top outer corner, while II(?) (= E36/4) is 
only a small fragment from the inner margin with remnants of a few words. The surface is 
rubbed away in places. Both sides of E36/3 bear mirror-image impressions, those on the 
Recto being from E36/2V, the immediately preceding page of the manuscript. 
Dimensions: 15.5 x 13 cm No. of lines: 15 + 15 + 5 + 2 
Dimensions of a single folio: 15.5 x 11 cm 
Written area: 13 x 8.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: mwš√ (IR1), m(yc)[ryn](c)yq (IR2), šmγwn sng (IR8-9), (y)šwγ br nwn 
(IR14), q√∫ny (IV5), (zk)y (IV9), √yl[ (IIR3). 
Contents: Riddles on biblical subjects. 
Publication: Sundermann 1988, 178-9 and Pl. IX-X, Texts III-IV. Corrections: IR6 read 
(xyp)θ m(n)t (w)r(nq)y√y; IR9 read m√xypθ√wnty as one word; IR14 read (xw y)šwγ; IIR4 
restore √tn[y; IIV1 restore w√](b)⁘. 
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E36/5 n352 — 
Description: Tiny fragment from the inner margin of a folio. If, as seems likely, this scrap 
became detached from one of the other folios of E36 during the course of restoration, it most 
probably belongs to E36/4, since the inner margins of E36/1-3 are comparatively well-
preserved and do not seem to offer any position where it could be fitted in. 
Dimensions: 2 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 0 + 2 
Contents: Unidentified. 
Publication: Sundermann 1988, Pl. XI-XII (lower fragment). 

 



 
 
 

4. Miscellaneous, secular and indeterminate texts (E37-E57) 
 
This section of the catalogue includes two or three pharmacological texts (E37-E38 and 
perhaps E39), a group of four calendrical texts (E40-E43), various casual notes or jottings 
written on the margins or blank pages of Syriac liturgical manuscripts (E44-E46), a list of 
numerals in Syriac or Sogdian (E47) and finally a few scraps whose contents cannot be 
identified in any way (E48-E57). 
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E37 New Persian pharmacological text  
 
Two folios from a pharmacological text in New Persian with some Syriac words. (The 
identification of E37/2 by Hansen 1968, 94 n. 2, as a Syriac-Sogdian bilingual was corrected 
by Sundermann 1981, 170.) Like E7, the Persian text employs the unusual characters β and ğ 
(but not δ). However, this text is much less fully vocalized than E7. 
 
According to the signatures, one folio comes from Toyoq and the other from Bulayïq (see 
discussion on p. 15 above). 
 
E37/1 M 7340 T II Toyoq 
Description: Squarish fragment from the outer(?) bottom corner of a folio, with symmetrical 
creases and tears which indicate that it was formerly folded both horizontally and vertically. 
(Cf. below on E37/2.) The order of the two sides is not certain, but it seems most likely that 
the marginal titles found on both sides are written in the outer rather than the inner margins, 
in which case the order of Recto and Verso will be as assumed below. The upper part of the 
Verso is blank, giving the false impression that the folio is “almost complete” (thus Boyce 
1960, 130). In fact, no single line is complete; to judge from those lines which can be partly 
reconstructed, not more than two-thirds of the width of the original page survives at any 
point. The Verso is somewhat faded and in parts obscured by ink impressions from another 
folio. Most of the text is written in red ink with some punctuation marks in black. The first 
two lines of the Verso seem to be a title written in black ink in a more casual hand than the 
rest. R6, R14 and V3 contain section headings, which are centred on the page and duplicated 
in black ink in the side (presumably outer) margins. Some lines, including those immediately 
preceding these section headings, evidently did not fill the whole width of the page. Under 
the last full line of the Recto a few letters (counted as R16) are added to complete a word.  
Dimensions: 14 x 12 cm No. of lines: 16 + 12 
Contents: Pharmacological text containing recipes for various kinds of oil (rwğn). 
Publication: Sims-Williams 2011, 364-5 (text), 366 (translation). 
 
E37/2 n175 C8 = T II B 69 + C8 = T II B 69 + C8 = T II B 14[b] 
Description: Irregular-shaped fragment including part of one side margin. The shape of the 
fragment, especially the positions of the tears, makes it likely that it was at some time folded 
together with E37/1, probably at a time when both folios were already damaged. The order of 
the two sides is not certain, but since the side margin contains no marginal titles (cf. above on 
E37/1) it is probably the inner margin, in which case the order of Recto and Verso will be as 
assumed below. The text is entirely written in black ink apart from some punctuation marks. 
V11 contains part of a section heading which was centred on the page as in E37/1. The 
apparent one-line space between R14 and R15 must also have contained a centred section 
heading. 
Dimensions: 15 x 11 cm No. of lines: 15 + 16 
Contents: Pharmacological text containing recipes for various medicines. 
Publication: Sims-Williams 2011, 365-6 (text), 366-7 (translation). 
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E38-E39 Sogdian pharmacological texts  
 
E38 n303 [T II] B 62 + [T II] B 13 
Description: Fragment including a tiny part of one side margin. There appears to be a one-
line space between A2 and A3. 
Dimensions: 8 x 5 cm No. of lines: 11 + 12 
Citation: B8-9: [](m)rdxmy xšybty. ž(√)[m ...] /9/ y√ywmb√ nxwsty (√)[ 
Contents: Pharmacological text. 
Publication: A10 ](s)ynqrb cited Sundermann 1984a, 58; B9 y√ywmb√ cited DTS, 33. Also 
referred to by Sims-Williams 2009, 285 with n. 82. 
 
E39 SyrHT 343 1876 
Description: Strip of low-quality, absorbent paper including part of a broad top margin. 
Verso blank.  
Dimensions: 6 x 13.5 cm No. of lines: 2 
Complete text: 1: ](m)wxšqy nqysr nymy qrš(n)g•[ /2/ ]•[          ]•[ ](x)[y](pθ)[(?) ](ny)my 
sg(√)p(ny)[ 
Proper names etc.: qysr(?) (1). 
Contents: Uncertain. The identification of this fragment as part of another pharmacological 
text is primarily based on the interpretation of sg(√)p(ny)[ as “sagapenum” (cf. Persian sgbyn 
in E37). 
Publication: The complete text is cited above. 
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E40-E43 Calendrical texts  
 
E40 n295 1676 = T II B 46 [No.2] 
Description: Almost complete small folio, lacking only the bottom outer corner. The surface 
of the Recto is badly rubbed, so that much of the text is illegible. The Verso bears only one 
line, the rest of the page being left blank. Parts of R1-2, R8 and [R10-]V1 (probably in each 
case a day-name ending in rwc followed by the word myθy “day”) are written in red ink. 
Dimensions: 10.5 x 6.5 cm No. of lines: 10 + 1 
Written area: 8.5 x 5.5 cm 
Proper names etc.: dtšy r(w)c(y) (R8). 
Contents: Calendrical text. 
Publication: Dickens–Sims-Williams forthcoming, Text 7. 
 
E41 n288 C48 = T II B 62 + C93 = T III B 61[h] 
Description: Part of a sheet made by gluing together two, in parts even three, layers of paper. 
The right margin has been cut off but the beginnings of most lines are complete. Verso 
blank. 
Dimensions: 13.5 x 8.5 cm No. of lines: 11 
Contents: Explanation of the procedure for consulting a calendar table. 
Publication: Dickens–Sims-Williams forthcoming, Text 8. 
 
E42 n354 1660 = T II B 22 [No.2] + 1772 = T II B 22 [No.2] +� 

T II B 66 [No.48a] 
Description: Fragment of a folio created by gluing two pieces of paper together at one edge. 
The two sides are inscribed at right angles to one another. Side A is divided by lines drawn 
freehand in red ink (now partly blackened) into a grid of squares, each containing a numeral 
in black or red ink. Its only surviving margin is at the bottom (= the right margin of side B), 
where a single line of text in Manichaean script is written in the margin below the table of 
numerals. Side B, the surface of which is partly rubbed away, preserves part of both side 
margins and possibly also of the bottom margin. 
Dimensions: 12 x 14 cm No. of lines: 10 (numerals etc.) + 9 
Written area: ? x 10 cm 
Contents: A1-9: Part of a table of Syriac numerical letters for finding the date of the 
beginning of Lent (cf. E43, Side A). A10: Unclear (Manichaean script). B: Calendrical text 
concerning the dates of Easter, Ascension Day and Pentecost. 
Publication: Dickens–Sims-Williams forthcoming, Text 9. Previously referred to by Reck 
2008, 196 (with photos on Plate 6b), Dickens 2009, 30 (with translation of Side B by Sims-
Williams), and Sims-Williams 2009, 285 with n. 83. 
  
E43 SyrHT 67 1660 = T II B 22 [No.2] 
Description: Fragment without margins, although a few lines on side B are complete at the 
end, as is indicated by the extended writing of the final letters of B6-7. Side B is inscribed in 
a clear, neat hand, but is extremely difficult to read because of surface damage and discolour-
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ation which suggests that it was formerly glued to another page. The text is in black, but red 
ink is used for the two vertical points of the punctuation mark ⁘. Side A, which is inscribed 
the opposite way up, is divided by thin ruled lines in red ink into a grid of squares, each 
containing a numeral in black or red ink. Here too the surface is rubbed away in places, but 
most of the numerals are quite legible. 
Dimensions: 7.5 x 11 cm No. of lines: 7 (numerals) + 8 
Proper names etc.: (sw)ryq (B5), d(yny) rwc(y) (B6). 
Contents: A: Part of a table of Syriac numerical letters for finding the date of the beginning 
of Lent (cf. E42, Side A). B: Calendrical calculation or colophon. 
Publication: Dickens–Sims-Williams forthcoming, Text 10. 
Additional note: SyrHT 273 = T II D, published in Dickens–Sims-Williams forthcoming as 
Text 12, may be another fragment of this manuscript, although its signature indicates that it 
was found at Qocho rather than at Bulayïq. It is not included in this catalogue, since it con-
tains no identifiable Sogdian text. 
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E44-E46 Notes written on Syriac liturgical books  
 
E44 MIK III 45, f. 37 T II B 26 
Description: T II B 26 = MIK III 45 is a Syriac liturgical book, which will be fully described 
in Hunter–Dickens forthcoming. In total 61 folios survive, several of which have been 
published and/or translated by Sachau 1905, 970-73, and Engberding 1965. The first and last 
pages of each quire originally bore only a quire-number (see Sims-Williams 2009, 277 with 
n. 36), but some of the blank spaces have been filled with later writing in various scripts and 
hands. In addition to various short texts and jottings in Syriac, these include a one-line 
Sogdian prayer in Sogdian script (f. 24R, first page of quire p: m√xw xypδ√wnt βγy z-wrsic 
δβr√t pr wspwsic “May our Lord God give help to (us) all!”) and a few lines of Sogdian in 
Syriac script (f. 37V, last folio of quire p, forming a double-folio with f. 24). The Recto of f. 
37 bears neatly written Syriac text in alternating black and red ink, with a single word (here 
counted as R34) below the last full line and a rubric with decorative punctuation in the outer 
margin. Its Verso was originally blank apart from the quire-number in the middle of the page 
(an upside-down p, here counted as V6), but was subsequently inscribed with the following 
texts in three different hands: two deleted lines of Syriac at the top of the page (V1-2); three 
lines of Sogdian in Syriac script, very clumsily and inaccurately written (V3-5, see citation 
below); and thirteen short lines of Syriac in the bottom right-hand quarter of the page (V7-
19). 
Dimensions (of f. 37): 23 x 13 cm No. of lines: see description above. 
Written area (of f. 37, R1-33): 20.5 x 10.25 cm 
Citation: f. 37, V3-5: frm√n pdγwš√sic /4/ q(θ)√(r)d wšd√pr√z /5/ m√(x)y wspnysic “(As) a 
servant, He (= Christ) performed the Communion-mystery for us all”. (Note: frm√n is 
preceded by an incomplete p and prf√n, two unsucessful attempts at writing this word; the θ 
of qθ√rd  is badly formed and therefore uncertain, while the fourth letter is simultaneously 
pointed both r and d; and the x of m√xy is badly formed and looks like θ.) 
Contents: Casual jotting. 
Publication: The Sogdian text is cited in full above. V4 wšd√pr√z already cited Sims-Williams 
2009, 278 n. 43. 
 
E45 SyrHT 122 1705 = T II B 53 (“T II B 58 1a” according to a 

modern label on the glass) 
Description: Large part of a folio including most of the upper and both side margins, with 
several strips of paper glued along the inner margin, presumably to strengthen the binding. 
According to Dickens 2009, 28, this folio belongs to a Syriac liturgical manuscript identified 
as “Hudra H”. It was probably the first sheet of a quire, originally inscribed on the Verso 
only, which contains Syriac text with some words in red ink and one marginal rubric or 
addition. The Recto bears various notes in different hands. The last of these is a single line in 
Sogdian (see citation). 
Dimensions: 14 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 12 + 17 
Written area (Verso): at least 13.5 x 7.5 cm 
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Citation: R12: [pr ]bγy (n√)m ywxn(w)n šyr( )dpyr( )b(√)[n] “[In] the name of God, [may I,] 
John, be a good scribe!” 
Proper names etc.: ywxn(w)n (R12). 
Contents: Scribal note. 
Publication: R6-12 cited Dickens 2009, 28 (to be corrected according to the citation above, 
which includes the whole of the Sogdian text). For the writing of the Syriac name ywƒnn 
“John” as ywxnwn cf. Reck 2008, 196, who notes that this spelling is also attested in Sogd-
ian script in Otani 2497. 
 
E46 SyrHT 249 1820 = T II B 67 [No.11] 
Description: Fragment from the bottom of a folio, including the bottom margin and parts of 
both side margins. The outer margin of the Verso is exceptionally wide and includes a marg-
inal addition (sec. manu) in two lines, while the bottom margin contains a further addition 
(here counted as V8) in yet another hand. For a preliminary discussion of this fragment see 
Dickens 2009, 29. As noted, ibid., 38 n. 51, this fragment joins SyrHT 254 (which is not 
described here, since it contains only Syriac text). 
Dimensions: 9 x 9.5 cm No. of lines: 8 + 8 
Written area (SyrHT 254 + 249, Verso): 12.5 x 5.5-6.5 cm 
Citation: V8: nyst √dy cn m√xy 
Contents: R1-V7 and addition to V margin: Syriac text, perhaps a liturgy for Palm Sunday. 
V8: Sogdian translation of the beginning of the Syriac phrase in the side margin (lyθ gyr √nš 
mnn ... “there is not anyone of us ...”). 
Publication: The Sogdian text is cited in full above (and already in Dickens 2009, 29). 
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E47 List of numerals formerly C7 
 
Although the contents and script of the two folios are quite different, the estimated 
dimensions of E47 and of the rectangular frame which was intended to delimit the written 
area agree closely with those of E17. Since a ruled margin is a comparatively rare feature 
amongst the Christian Sogdian manuscripts, this correspondence seems likely to be signi-
ficant. One may surmise that E47 was originally a blank sheet from the end of the manuscript 
which contained the Book of Psalms etc. (E17) and that it was used later for writing various 
unrelated notes, drafts or exercises. 
 
E47 U 7252 T II B 66 [No.49] 
Description: Large part of a folio including parts of three margins (left, right and bottom, 
according to the orientation of side A), but with many holes and tears and lacking all four 
corners. The written area is delimited on at least three sides—presumably originally also on 
the fourth—by a ruled line in black ink, though parts of the text encroach onto the margins. It 
seems likely that the first line of side A, column 1, was written immediately beneath the line 
marking the top of the page, in which case the ruled lines will have formed a rectangle of ca. 
26 x 15 cm. Side A contains text written in three columns. Column 1 (21 lines) consists of a 
list of numbers from “1” to “19”, each being presented as a numerical letter followed by the 
equivalent word in Syriac and Sogdian (see citation). Between “10” and “11” the sequence is 
interrupted by the numerical letters k “20” and l “30” (lines 11-12). Column 3 (6 lines) 
contains the end of the list of numbers (“90”, “100” to “400” and √lp “1000”) in numerical 
letters and/or Syriac words but without Sogdian equivalents. Column 2 (11 lines) is a Syriac 
text in a different hand. Those parts of the page which remained blank have been filled (and 
the earlier texts partly overwritten) by large writing in a further hand or hands, partly Syriac 
in Syriac script and partly Turkish(?) in Uygur script. Side B contains texts in Syriac and 
Uygur, mostly inscribed at right angles to the text of side A. 
Dimensions: 27 x 17.5 cm No. of lines: see above. 
Written area (of side A): at least 23.5 x 16 cm 
Citation: A, col. 1, line 7: z : bt√ : šbγ√ 
Contents: Side A, columns 1 and 3: List of numerals in Syriac and Sogdian. (Side B and the 
rest of side A: Various texts in Syriac and Uygur.) 
Publication: Discussed by Dickens 2009, 30-32, and Sims-Williams 2009, 285 with n. 84. 
A7-13 cited Dickens 2009, 31 (where ywns should be read in place of ywnts, line 13). 
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E48-E57 Miscellaneous unidentified fragments   
 
E48 U 6090 — 
Description: Fragment which may have formed part of a scroll, since one can see traces at the 
bottom of side A indicating that another sheet of paper was formerly glued to this one. Side 
A contains 9 lines of Turkish in Uygur script. Side B contains text in several hands: two(?) 
lines of Turkish(?) in Syriac script (lines 1-2), two lines of Sogdian in Syriac script (lines 3-
4), traces of at least two lines in Sogdian or Uygur script (lines 5-6), and part of one unclear 
letter (line 7) at the bottom of the fragment. 
Dimensions: 10 x 8 cm No. of lines: 9 (Uygur) + 7(?) (various scripts) 
Citation: B3-4: ]qt√ dsty√ r[ /4/ ]ry γnt√q w(√x)[š 
Contents: Unclear. 
Publication: The Sogdian text is cited in full above. 
 
E49 n374c C29 = T III 100 
Description: Fragment from the bottom of a folio inscribed on one side only. 
Dimensions: 7 x 6 cm No. of lines: 5 + 0 
Citation: 5: ](d)√tbr my(r)[ 
Contents: Unclear. 
Publication: 1 td¨√ cited Sims-Williams 1995a, 62, 68; 3 √nd[ and 4 n(w)‡√ cited ibid., 62. 
 
E50 n322 [T II] B 66 
Description: Very small fragment including part of the outer(?) margin of a folio. A red dot 
is used as a punctuation mark on the Verso. 
Dimensions: 4 x 3.75 cm No. of lines: 4 + 4 
Citation: V(?)2-4: s√. •[ /3/ (±y)št√[ /4/ šm(n)[w 
Contents: Unclear. The text on one side appears to be Syriac (R(?)3 ]rwšm√, R(?)4 ]wrwƒ√) 
and that on the other Sogdian (see citation above), but so little is preserved on either side that 
it cannot be ruled out that the text is a genuine bilingual and that the two languages alternate 
throughout. 
Publication: The part of the text which appears to be Sogdian is cited in full above. 
 
E51 (lost) C32 = T II B 66 
Photos: Berlin (BBAW) (microfilm, see “Additional note” below) 
Description: Fragment with the text on one side at an angle of 90° to that on the other. Part of 
one margin (the left margin of side A, the bottom margin of side B) is preserved.  
Dimensions: 9.5 x 9 cm (according to the orientation of side A)  
No. of lines: 6 + 2 
Citation: A5: ](mš)yƒ√( xy)pθ 
Contents: Unclear. 
Additional note: This fragment seems to have been lost or mislaid at some time since the 
1970s, when Werner Sundermann made a microfilm showing a glass labelled “C32” and “T 
II B 66” with a cm scale beside it (cf. below on E52). 
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E52 (lost) C32 
Photos: Berlin (BBAW) (microfilm, see “Additional note” below) 
Description: Tiny fragment without margin glassed together with E51. (A third fragment 
under the same glass, which bears the signature T II B 66, is not included in this catalogue 
since it does not contain any identifiable letters.) 
Dimensions: 1.5 x 3 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Citation: A2: ]• p(tx)wy[ 
Contents: Unclear. 
Additional note: This fragment seems to have been lost or mislaid at some time since the 
1970s, when Werner Sundermann made a microfilm showing a glass labelled “C32” and “T 
II B 66” with a cm scale beside it (cf. above on E51). 
 
E53 So 14468 [T II D 181] 
Description: Tiny fragment apparently including part of one side margin of a folio. Accor-
ding to Reck 2006, 135, this fragment “enthält Reste von vermutlich Brāhmī-Schrift”, but the 
few characters which are completely preserved can all be interpreted as Syriac letters. 
Dimensions: 1 x 1.5 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Complete text: A1-2: •• [ /2/ (k)θ [; B1-2: ]p /2/ ]— (line-filler) 
Contents: Unclear. In view of kθ “city” (or less likely qθ “id.”) in A2 the language is 
probably Sogdian rather than Syriac. 
Publication: The complete text is cited above. 
Additional note: It is not clear whether the signature on the glass is intended to apply to this 
fragment, which bears no signature itself, as well as to the three Manichaean Sogdian and 
Uygur fragments in Sogdian script with which it is glassed. However, there is no specific 
reason to doubt that this fragment was found in Qocho as the signature T II D 181 implies. 
 
E54 n222 C45 
Description: Long, narrow strip cut from the edge of a folio containing on one side the initial 
letters and on the other the last letters of lines. Part of the bottom margin is also preserved. 
On both sides the side margin is demarcated by a ruled line in red ink. One line is wholly 
missing between A17 and 18 and probably two lines after A25. The strip has recently 
broken into two pieces but is described here as a single fragment. 
Dimensions: 39 x 1 cm No. of lines: 25 + 28 
Written area: over 36.5 x ? cm 
Citation: B28: ]√n√[] 
Contents: Unclear. The exceptionally large format and the ruled margin suggests a manu-
script intended for liturgical use, perhaps a bilingual lectionary. In Sims-Williams 2009, 272 
n. 21, it is left open whether this fragment is in Sogdian or Syriac, but there seems in fact to 
be evidence for both languages, the frequency of final -t (B13, 15, 25) being typical for 
Sogdian, while the diacritic point over initial Õ- (A1), the vocalization with zqāpā (A13, 14) 
and the letter l (B19) are all more common in Syriac. (These observations are the basis for 
my remarks cited in Dickens forthcoming.) 
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E55 n437 C74 = T II B 60  
Description: Fragment from the top outer(?) corner of a folio, with broad upper and side 
margins. 
Dimensions: 6 x 6 cm No. of lines: 2 + 2 
Citation: V(?)1: ]√. šwt√ 
Contents: Unclear. Of the two complete words, one is clearly Syriac (R(?)1 √Õr( )√[ or √Õr√[ 
“saying”) but the other is more likely Sogdian (V(?)1 šwt√ “go ye!”, rather than Syriac šwṭ√ 
“scourge”). Since the wide margins suggest a large format manuscript intended for liturgical 
use, it seems possible that the fragment belongs to a bilingual lectionary. 
 
E56 n427 C66 = T II B 66 
Description: Small fragment from the top outer corner of a folio. In the outer margin of V the 
Verso-mark (a cross with decorative punctuation) stands by line 1. 
Dimensions: 6 x 3.5 cm No. of lines: 5 + 6 
Citation: V3: bγ[ 
Contents: Unidentified. 
 
E57 n404 + n405 C55 = [T II D 147] + C55 = [T II D 147] 
Description: Small fragment without margin. Only a few letters are legible on side B. The 
writing of E57 is similar to that of E31, but it probably does not belong to the same 
manuscript. One difference between them is that E57 contains an example of ∫ (see citation 
below), while E31 attests no vocalic points at all. 
Dimensions: 3.5 x 4.5 cm No. of lines: 4 + 3(?) 
Citation: A3: wyd]√sγwn∫t w√(x)[št 
Contents: Uncertain. 
Additional note: This is one of a group of fragments (n402 = E28/55, n403 = E28/44, n404 + 
n405 = E57 and n408 = E26/36) which do not bear any signature but were originally glassed 
together in a glass bearing a label with the signature T II D 147. Most of these fragments are 
unlikely to stem from Qocho, since other fragments of the same manuscripts are known to 
come from Bulayïq. However, if one assumes that the glass should contain at least one frag-
ment to which the signature T II D 147 properly applies, the only likely candidate is E57. 
 
 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCORDANCES AND INDEXES 
 



 
 



1. Concordance of shelf-marks 
 
M 7340 E37/1 
MIK III 44 E24/9-10 
MIK III 45 E44 
MIK III 52 E28/23 
MIK III 59 E17 
[MIK III 60-82: see n474-496] 
MIK III 112 E7/1a+2a 
n1 E23/8 
n2 E23/9 
n3 E23/10 
n4 E23/11 
n5 E23/12 
n6 E23/3+6 
n7 E23/13 
n8 E23/18 
n9 [part] E23/2 
n9 [part] E23/7 
n10 E23/5b 
n11 E23/1 
n12 E27/3b 
n13 E27/4 
n14 E27/19 
n15 E27/6a 
n16 E27/23b 
n17 E27/11a 
n18 E27/11b 
n19 E27/17 
n20 E27/48a 
n21 E27/27 
n22 E27/40b 
n23 E27/24a 
n24 E27/39 
n25 E27/5a 
n26 E27/5b 
n27 E27/7d 
n28 E27/7e 
n29 [upper part] E27/7c 
n29 [lower part] E27/7f 
n30 E27/77 
n31 E27/69c 
n32 E27/68 
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n33 E27/65 
n34 E27/52 
n35 E27/57a 
n36 E27/127 
n37 E27/64 
n38 E27/83 
n39 E27/86 
n40 E27/87b 
n41 E27/102b 
n42 E27/111 
n43 E27/132 
n44 E27/142 
n45 E27/130 
n46 E27/121 
n47 E27/122 
n48 E27/123 
n49 E27/124 
n50 E27/125 
n51 E27/126 
n52 E27/128 
n53 E27/129 
n54 E27/133 
n55 E27/134 
n56 E27/135 
n57 E27/136 
n58 E27/137 
n59 E27/138 
n60 E27/139 
n61 E27/140 
n62 E27/141 
n63 E27/143 
n64 E27/144 
n65 E27/145 
n66 E27/146 
n67 E27/147 
n68 E27/148 
n69 E27/1a 
n70 + n71 E27/1c 
n72 E27/1d 
n73 E27/12c 
n74 E27/12b 
n75 E27/14a 
n76 E27/14b 
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n77 E27/25b 
n78 E27/25a 
n79 E27/26a 
n80 E27/25c 
n81 E27/25d+26b 
n82 E27/51b 
n83 E27/51d 
n84 E27/56a 
n85 E27/56d 
n86 E27/56e 
n87 E26/12 
n88 E26/9 
n89 E26/13 
n90 E26/27d 
[n91-92 Syriac] 
n93 E26/8 
n94 + n95 E26/16 
n96 E26/11 
n97 E26/15c 
n98 E26/15a 
n99 E26/14 
n100 E26/19 
n101 E26/17 
n102 E26/15b 
n103 E26/18 
n104 E26/22 
n105 E26/20 
n106 E26/21 
n107 E26/23 
n108 E26/24b 
n109 E26/25 
n110 E26/26b 
n111 [part] E26/27a 
n111 [part] E26/28b 
n111 [part] E26/28c 
n112 E26/28a 
n113 see E26/28a 
n114 E26/28g 
n115 E26/29 
n116 E26/30 
n117 E26/32a 
n118 E26/32b 
n119 E26/32c 
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[n120-122 Syriac] 
n123 E26/31 
n124 E26/26a 
n125 E26/10 
n126 E26/6 
n127 E26/28e 
n128 E26/35 
n129 E26/27e 
n130a E26/28f 
n130b E26/33 
n131 E26/27c 
n132 E26/7 
n133 E26/37 
n134 E26/38 
n135 E26/39 
n136 E26/40 
n137 E26/24a 
n138 E26/41 
n139 E26/42 
n140 E26/43 
n141 E26/44 
n142 E26/45 
n143 E26/46 
n144a E26/47 
n144b E26/48 
n144c E26/49 
n144d E26/50 
n145 E26/3 
n146 E26/1 
n147 E26/2 
n148 [part] E28/1 
n148 [part] E28/2 
n149 E5/19 
n150 E5/23 
n151 E5/28a 
n152 E5/34 
n153 E5/48 
n154 E5/51 
n155 E28/114 
n156 E5/72 
n157 E5/73 
n158 [part] E5/75a 
n158 [part] E5/76a 
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[n159a, d, e Syriac?] 
n159b E5/83a 
[n159c, f Syriac] 
n160 E5/100 
n161 E5/101 
n162 E5/91 
n163 E5/109 
n164 E5/127 
n165 E5/130a 
n166 E5/5 
n167 E28/9b 
n168 E28/16 
n169 E28/10c 
n170 E28/28 
n171 E28/29 
n172 E28/30 
n173 E28/31 
n174 E28/27a 
n175 E37/2 
n176 E10/1 
n177 E1/1a 
n178 E1/1b 
n179 E24/2a 
n180 E24/7 
n181 E24/1 
n182 E24/6 
n183 E24/5 
n184 E24/3 
n185 E24/4 
n186 E24/8 
n187 E24/12 
n188 E24/2b 
n189 E24/11 
n190 E3 
n191 E28/32 
n192 E18 
n193 E29/3a 
n194 E29/3b 
n195 E29/4 
n196 E29/5 
n197 E29/6 
n198 E29/8 
n199 E29/7 
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n200 E6/5 
n201 E6/3 
n202 E6/6 
n203 E6/7b 
n204 E6/12 
n205 E6/20a 
n206 E6/20c 
n207 E28/20d 
n208 E28/8c 
n209 E28/3 
n210 E28/11c 
n211 E28/14 
n212 E4 
n213 E1/2 
n214 E2/1 
n215 E28/75 
n216 E30/6a 
n217 E30/5 
n218 E30/6b 
n219 E30/3-4 
n220 E30/1-2 
n221 E22 
n222 E54 
n223 E2/2b 
n224 E2/2a 
n225 E28/24c 
n226 E28/49 
[n227 Syriac] 
n228 E28/50 
n229 E28/51 
n230 E28/52b 
n231 E28/53 
n232 E28/48 
n233 E28/54 
[n234 Syriac] 
n235 E28/10a 
[n236 Syriac] 
n237 + n238 + n436 E28/5b 
n239 E28/66 
n240 E28/67 
n241 E28/4b 
n242 E28/52a 
n243-n246 see E28/52a 
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n247 E28/73 
n248 E28/69a 
n249 E28/74 
n250 E28/76 
n251 E28/6+7a 
n252 E28/21b 
n253 E28/77a 
n254 E28/8a 
n255 E28/78 
n256 E28/79 
n257 E28/80 
n258 E28/81 
n259 E28/82 
n260 E28/83 
n261 E28/84 
n262 E28/85b 
n263 E28/86 
n264 E28/87 
n265 E28/88 
[n266 Syriac] 
n267 E28/89 
n268 E28/21c 
n269 E28/15d 
n270 E28/90 
n271 E28/91 
n272 E28/92 
n273 E28/93b 
n274 E28/94 
n275 E28/95 
n276 E28/96 
n277 E28/97 
n278 E28/93a 
n279 E28/15b 
n280 E28/98 
n281 E28/99 
n282 E28/24a 
n283 E28/100 
n284a E25/2 
n284b E25/3 
n284c: see E25/2 
n285 E28/101+102 
n286 E28/103 
n287 E28/104 
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n288 E41 
n289 E20 
n290 E28/18 
n291 E28/13 
n292 E28/111 
n293 E28/7b 
n294 E28/113 
n295 E40 
n296 E11 
n297 E28/112 
n298 E35/2 
n299 E35/1 
[n300-301 Syriac] 
n302 E33 
n303 E38 
n304 E28/77b 
n305 E28/22a 
[n306 Syriac] 
n307 E28/11d 
n308 E28/118 
n309 E28/117 
[n310-312 Syriac?] 
n313 E28/119 
[n314 Syriac] 
n315 E28/120 
n316 E23/20 
[n317-321 Syriac] 
n322 E50 
n323 E28/65a 
[n324-5 Syriac] 
n326 E28/121 
[n327-330 Syriac] 
n331 E28/124 
n332 E28/123 
[n333 Syriac] 
n334 E28/122 
[n334a Syriac] 
n335 E28/109 
[n336 Syriac] 
n337 E28/108 
n338 E28/107 
n339 E28/106 
n340 E28/110 
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[n341 Syriac] 
[n342 Syriac?] 
n343 E28/85a 
[n344 Syriac] 
n345 E23/14 
[n346 Syriac] 
n347 E23/17 
n348 E21 
n349 E36/1 
n350 E36/2a 
n351 E36/3+4 
n352 E36/5 
n353 E36/2b 
n354 E42 
n355 E31a 
n356a E31h 
n356b E31i 
n357 E31c 
n358 E31d 
n359 E31b 
n360 E31g 
n361 E31f 
n362 E31e 
n363 E28/33 
n364 E34b 
n365 E34a 
n366 E28/20a 
n367 E28/19b 
n368 E28/10b 
n369 E28/20b 
n370 E28/34 
n371 E28/35 
n372 E28/36 
n373 E28/27b 
n374a E28/38a 
n374b E28/37 
n374c E49 
n375 E28/11b 
n376 E32/2a 
n377 E32/1a 
n378 E32/1c 
n379 E32/1e+2b 
n380 E32/1d 
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n381 E32/1b 
n382 E28/17 
n383 E28/39 
n384 E28/40 
n385 E28/8b 
n386 E28/41 
n387 E28/42 
n388 E28/43 
n389 E28/45 
n390 E28/46 
n391 E28/47 
[n392 Syriac?] 
n393 + n403 E28/44 
n394 E9/1 
n395 E9/2 
n396 E8 
n397 E10/2 
n398 E6/18 
[n399 Syriac] 
n400 E28/26b 
[n401 Syriac] 
n402 E28/55 
n403: see n393 
n404 + n405 E57 
n406 E28/24d 
n407 E28/56 
n408 E26/36 
n409 E5/28b 
n410 E26/34 
n411 E6/20b 
n412 E28/20c 
n413a1 E5/75b 
n413a2 E5/76b 
n413b E5/78 
n413c E5/130b 
n413d E5/21a 
n414 E28/57 
[n415-421 Syriac] 
n422a E28/58b 
n422b E28/58a 
n423 E28/59 
n424 E28/60 
[n425 Syriac] 
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n426 E28/9c 
n427 E56 
n428 E19c 
n429 E28/63 
n430 E28/64 
n431 E28/61 
n432 E28/62 
n433 E28/65b 
n434 E28/11a 
n435 E28/22b 
n436: see n237 
n437 E55 
[n438-439 Syriac] 
n440 E28/68b 
n441 E28/68a 
n442 E28/69b 
n443 E28/9a 
n444 E28/72 
n445 E28/70 
[n446 Syriac] 
n447 E28/71 
n448 E28/24b 
n449 E28/129 
n450 E28/130 
n451 E28/15a 
n452 E28/26a 
[n453 Syriac] 
n454 E28/131 
[n455 Syriac] 
n456 E19b 
n457 E19a 
n458 E28/105 
n459 E28/19a 
n460 E28/4a 
n461 E28/5a 
[n462 number not assigned] 
n463 E28/125 
n464 E28/15c 
n465 E28/127 
n466 E28/128a 
n467 E28/128b 
n468 E28/126 
n469 E28/25 
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n470 E28/21a 
n471 E23/19 
n472 E28/115 
n473 E28/116 
n474/MIK III 60 E27/102a 
n475/MIK III 61 E27/104 
n476/MIK III 62 E27/105 
n477/MIK III 63 E27/120 
n478/MIK III 64 E27/69a 
n479/MIK III 65 E27/12a 
n480.1/MIK III 66 E27/6b 
n480.2/MIK III 66 E27/7a 
n480.3 + n480.4/MIK III 66 E27/7b 
n480.5/MIK III 66 E27/24b 
n481.1/MIK III 67 E27/131 
n481.2/MIK III 67 E27/3a 
n482/MIK III 68 E27/22 
n483/MIK III 69 E27/23a 
n484/MIK III 70 E27/66 
n485/MIK III 71 E27/87a 
n486/MIK III 72 E27/13 
n487/MIK III 73 E27/48b 
n488/MIK III 74 E27/91 
n489/MIK III 75 E27/60 
n490/MIK III 76 E27/54 
n491a + n491b/MIK III 77 E27/55a 
n491c/MIK III 77 E27/56c 
n492/MIK III 78 E27/56b 
n493/MIK III 79 E27/61 
n494/MIK III 80 E27/51c 
n495/MIK III 81 E27/53 
n496/MIK III 82 E27/40a 
So 12601 (So 12700) E17 
So 14468 E53 
[SyrHT 3: see under E11] 
SyrHT 66 E12/2 
SyrHT 67 E43 
SyrHT 83 E14/1 
SyrHT 84 E14/2 
SyrHT 87 E13 
SyrHT 88 E12/1 
SyrHT 105 E28/38b 
SyrHT 122 E45 
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SyrHT 146 E16 
SyrHT 153 E7/1b+2b 
SyrHT 158 E15 
SyrHT 249 E46 
[SyrHT 273: see under E43] 
SyrHT 343 E39 
U 6090 E48 
U 7252 E47 
 
2. List of lost fragments (without shelf-marks) 
 
E5/6a, E5/21b, E5/38, E5/41, E5/65, E5/79, E5/80, E5/83b, E5/125, E5/126, E6/7a, 
E23/4+5a, E23/15, E23/16, E25/1a, E25/1b, E26/4, E26/5a, E26/5b, E26/27b, E26/28d, 
E26/51, E27/1b, E27/31, E27/40c, E27/51a, E27/55b, E27/57b, E27/69b, E27/94a, E27/94b, 
E27/108, E28/12, E29/1-2, E51, E52 
 
3. Concordance of signatures belonging to obsolete classification systems 
 
Note: the obelisk before a C-number, e.g. †C12, indicates that this number belongs to an 
earlier phase of the classification system and was later replaced by a new C-number. 
 
1659 E12/2 
1660 E42 
1660 E43 
1672 E14/1 
1673 E14/2 
1676 E40 
1677 E13 
1678 E12/1 
1705 E45 
1726 E16 
1737 E15 
[1749: see E11] 
1750 E11 
1772 E42 
1820 E46 
1861 E28/114 
1868 E23/19 
1868 E28/115 
1868 E28/116 
1876 E39 
1887 E5/91 
1888 E5/72 
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1890 E5/100 
1891 E5/101 
1894 E24/1 
1895 E24/4 
1896 E24/3 
1899 E5/109 
C1 E23 
C2 E27 
C3 E26; also E5/65, E5/127a 
C4 E28/1 
C5 E5 
†C5 → C15 E28/112, E28/113 
C6  E28/9b, E28/10c, E28/13, E28/16, E28/27a, E28/28, E28/29, E28/30, 

E28/31 
C7 E47 
C8 E37/2 
C9 E10/1 
C11 E5/73 
†C12 → C6 E28/9b 
C13 E1/1b 
C14 E24 
C15 E28/112, E28/113 
C16 E31 
C17 E3 
C18 E28/32 
C19 E18 
C20 E28/33 
C21 E34 
C22 E29 
C23 E6 
C24 E20 
C26 E36/1 
C27 E25/1a, E25/1b 
C28 E28/10b, E28/19b, E28/20a, E28/20b, E28/27b, E28/34, E28/35, E28/36 
C29 E28/20d, E28/21a, E28/37, E28/38a, E49 
C30 E28/11b, E28/25 
C31 E28/11c 
C32 E51, E52 
C33 E32 
C34 E28/3, E28/7b, E28/8c, E28/12, E28/14 
C35 E4 
C36 E28/17, E28/18 
C37 E2; also E1/2 
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C38 E28/39, E28/40 
C39 E28/15a, E28/24b, E28/129, E28/130 
C41 E28/8b, E28/19a, E28/41 
C42 E28/42, E28/43, E28/44, E28/45, E28/46, E28/47 
C43 E9 
C43a E9/2 
C44 E30; also E36/2a, E36/3+4 
C45 E54 
C46 E19 
C48 E22, E41 
C49 E8 
C50 E10/2 
C51 E6/18, E26/1 
†C52 → C19 E18b, E18d 
C53 E28/26b 
C54 E28/5b, E28/10a, E28/14, E28/24c, E28/48, E28/49, E28/50, E28/51, 

E28/52b, E28/53, E28/54 
C55 E5/28b, E26/34, E26/36, E28/24d, E28/44, E28/55, E28/56, E57 
C56 E6/20b 
C57 E28/20c 
C58 E5/21a, E5/75b, E5/76b, E5/78, E5/130b 
C59 E28/57 
C63 E28/58a, E28/58b, E28/59 
C64 E28/60 
C65 E28/9c 
C66 E19c, E28/61, E28/62, E28/63, E28/64, E56 
C67 E28/65b 
C68 E28/11a 
C69 E28/5b, E28/22b 
C70 E28/4b, E28/66, E28/67 
C71 E28/52a 
C72 E5/83a 
C73 E6/12 
C74 E28/68a 
C74 E28/9a, E28/68b, E28/69b, E28/70, E28/71, E28/72, E55 
C75 E28/73 
C76 E28/69a 
C77 E6/5, E28/74, E28/75 
C78 E28/76 
C79 E6/20c 
C80 E28/6+7a 
C81 E28/4b 
C82 E28/21b 
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C83 E28/8a, E28/22a, E28/24a, E28/77a, E28/78 
C84 E28/5b, E28/15b, E28/15d, E28/21c, E28/79, E28/80, E28/81, E28/82, 

E28/83, E28/84, E28/85b, E28/86, E28/87, E28/88, E28/89, E28/90, 
E28/91, E28/92, E28/93a, E28/93b, E28/94, E28/95, E28/96, E28/97 

C85 E28/98 
C86 E28/99 
C87 E28/24a 
C88 E28/100 
C89 E25/2, E25/3, E28/5b 
†C90 E28/27a 
C91 E28/15b, E28/101+102, E28/103 
C92 E28/104 
C93 E6/3, E6/6, E6/20a, E41 
†C94 → C24 E20 
†C94 → C29 E28/21a 
†C96 → C15 E28/112, E28/113 
†C98 → C6 E28/9b 
†C101 → C38 E28/40 
 
4. Concordance of find-signatures 
 
B 8 E26/3 
B 33 E27/60 
B 62 E27/139 
B 66 E6/20a 
T II E5/72 
T II B E1/2, E27/136, E28/20c, E29/3a 
T II(?) B E5/78 
T II B 3 E27/51a 
T II B 6a E28/12 
T II B 6b E28/16 
T II B 6c E28/9b 
T II B 8 E26/3 
T II B 12a E5/91 
T II B 12b E5/48 
T II B 12c E5/79 
T II B 13 E5/73, E27/1b, E27/23a, E27/61, E38 
T II B 13.1 E27/23a, E27/65 
T II B 13.1a E27/56e 
T II B 13.2 E27/3a 
T II B 13.3 E27/4 
T II B 13.5 E27/1d 
T II B 13.7 E27/11a 
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T II B 13.9 E27/65 
T II B 13.11 E27/51b 
T II B 13a E26/30 
T II B 14a E27/102a 
T II B 14b E37/2 
T II B 14c E26/31 
T II B 15.1 E29/6 
T II B 15.2 E29/4 
T II B 15a E29/1-2 
T II B 15b E29/5 
T II B 15c E28/18 
T II B 16 E5/72 
T II B 16a E27/54 
T II B 16b E27/39 
T II B 16c E27/61 
T II B 16d E27/55a 
T II B 16e E27/57b 
T II B 17 E17 
T II B 17.1 E5/127b 
T II B 17a E5/127b , E28/11b 
T II B 17b E5/19, E28/25 
T II B 17c E26/23, E26/24b 
T II B 20 E12/2 
T II B 20.1 E12/2 
T II B 20 No.2 E9/2 
T II B 22 E36/1 
T II B 22 No.2 E42, E43 
T II B 25 E28/4a, E28/8b 
T II B 25a E28/14 
T II B 25b E28/19a 
T II B 25e E28/41 
T II B 25f E28/52a 
T II B 26 E44 
T II B 27a E28/1 
T II B 27b E27/68 
T II B 28 E17 
T II B 30 E23/14, E23/15, E23/16 
T II B 30.1 E23/4+5a, E23/5b 
T II B 30.2 E23/3+6 
T II B 30.3 E23/2, E23/7 
T II B 30.4 E23/1, E23/8 
T II B 30.5 E23/9 
T II B 30.6 E23/10 
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T II B 30.7 E23/11, E23/12 
T II B 30.8 E23/12 
T II B 31 E26/1 
T II B 33a E27/60 
T II B 33b E27/13 
T II B 33c E27/53 
T II B 34a E5/100 
T II B 34b E5/101 
T II B 35 E26/31 
T II B 35a E27/66 
T II B 38 E5/5, E5/6a, E5/6b 
T II B 39 E5/125, E5/126 
T II B 40 E26/12 
T II B 40 (?70?) E26/12 
T II B 40 No.1 E8 
T II B 40a E6/20c 
T II B 43 No.1a E14/1 
T II B 43 No.1b E14/2 
T II B 44 E27/55a, E28/105 
T II B 44a E27/69a 
T II B 44b E27/52 
T II B 44c E27/22 
T II B 46.1 E6/3 
T II B 46 No.2 E40 
T II B 46 No.3 E13 
T II B 46 No.4 E12/1 
T II B 46a E28/4b 
T II B 49a E27/31 
T II B 52 E24/8, E30/6a 
T II B 52.2 E24/6 
T II B 52.3 E24/7 
T II B 52a E24/1, E24/2a 
T II B 52aa E24/2a 
T II B 52b E24/3, E24/5 
T II B 52c E24/1, E24/4 
T II B 52d E24/4, E24/5 
T II B 52e E24/3 
T II B 52f E24/6 
T II B 52g E24/7 
T II B 52x E24/9, E24/10 
T II B 53 E45 
T II B 53a E28/13 
T II B 57 E7/1a+2a, E26/25, E26/28b, E36/2a, E36/3+4 
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T II B 57.2 E26/28a 
T II B 57.3 E26/30 
T II B 57.4 E26/27a 
T II B 57.5 E26/27a 
T II B 57.6 E26/32a 
T II B 57.7 E26/27a, E26/28a 
T II B 57.8 E26/28a 
T II B 57.9 E26/28g 
T II B 57a E23/8 
T II B 58.1a E45 
T II B 58a E1/1b 
T II B 59 E7/1a+2a 
T II B 60 E24/1, E26/16, E27/7a, E27/12c, E27/19, E27/129, E28/9a, E28/68a, 

E28/69b, E28/71, E28/106, E55 
T II B 60.1 E27/40b 
T II B 60 No.10 E16 
T II B 60 No.13 E29/8 
T II B 60a E28/74 
T II B 60b E29/3b 
T II B 60c E27/128 
T II B 60f E26/14, E26/15a, E26/15b, E26/16, E26/19, E26/20, E26/33 
T II B 60g E26/13 
T II B 60h E26/14 
T II B 60i E28/20d 
T II B 60k E28/8c 
T II B 62 E5/127c, E6/20a, E27/1a, E27/7f, E27/12b, E27/14b, E27/23a, 

E27/23b, E27/25d+26b, E28/34, E38, E41 
T II B 62.1 E24/2b, E24/11 
T II B 62a E27/1a, E27/1c, E27/1d, E27/17 
T II B 62a3 E27/1d 
T II B 62a4 E27/11a 
T II B 62a9 E27/3a 
T II B 62b E27/23a 
T II B 62d E28/19b 
T II B 64 E5/28b, E6/20c 
T II B 64 No.4 E7/1b+2b 
T II B 64a E4 
T II B 65a E28/9b 
T II B 66 E1/1a, E5/21b, E5/23, E5/65, E5/73, E5/127a, E6/3, E6/20a, E6/20c, 

E9/1, E18a, E18b, E18d, E22, E23/18, E24/12, E26/2, E26/7, 
E26/11, E26/15c, E26/16, E26/17, E26/18, E26/21, E26/27a, 
E26/27c, E26/27d, E26/28e, E26/28f, E26/32b, E26/32c, E26/34, 
E26/35, E26/51, E27/1d, E27/7d, E27/11b, E27/14a, E27/24a, 
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E27/56c, E27/57a, E27/57b, E27/124, E27/130, E27/132, E27/142, 
E27/143, E27/144, E27/147, E27/148, E28/5b, E28/9b, E28/9c, 
E28/10a, E28/14, E28/20a, E28/22b, E28/24c, E28/24d, E28/27b, 
E28/33, E28/35, E28/36, E28/38a, E28/38b, E28/39, E28/40, 
E28/48, E28/49, E28/54, E28/56, E28/63, E28/73, E28/76, 28/98, 
E28/99, E28/123, E28/125, E30/1-2, E30/5, E30/6a, E31f, E31g, 
E33, E50, E51, E56 

T II B 66(?)  E28/61, E28/64 
T II B 66.1 E5/73 
T II B 66.2 E5/83b 
T II B 66.4 E5/34, E5/38 
T II B 66 No.4 E15 
T II B 66.5 E28/23 
T II B 66 No.15 E6/3 
T II B 66 No.18 E11 
T II B 66 No.26 E28/111 
T II B 66 No.48a E42 
T II B 66 No.49 E47 
T II B 66a E5/109, E28/7b 
T II B 66b E23/13 
T II B 66c E27/94b 
T II B 66d E27/94a 
T II B 66e E27/12a 
T II B 66g E27/27 
T II B 66h E27/25a 
T II B 66l E10/2 
T II B 66m E27/83 
T II B 66n E5/51 
T II B 67 E6/20b, E28/20b, E28/57, E28/75 
T II B 67.1 E5/28a 
T II B 67 No.1 E23/17 
T II B 67 No.5 E12/2 
T II B 67 No.11 E46 
T II B 67a E6/5 
T II B 67b E27/27 
T II B 67c E30/3-4 
T II B 67d E27/51c 
T II B 69 E37/2 
T II B 69.1 E28/15c 
T II B 69 No.1 E6/12, E28/126, E28/127, E28/128a, E28/128b 
T II B 69 No.2 E20 
T II B 70: see T II B 40 (?70?) 
T II B 71 E5/75a, E5/76a 
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T II B x E5/34 
T II B Y E6/7a 
T II D 14 E2/1 
T II D 67a E2/2b 
T II D 67b E2/2a 
T II D 147 E26/36, E27/131, E28/44, E28/55, E57 
T II D 181(?) E53 
T II K E10/1 
T II S 25 E3 
T II Toyoq E37/1 
T II T 21 E32/1b, E32/1c, E32/1d, E32/1e+2b 
T II T 21(?) E32/1a, E32/2a 
T III E19c, E28/62 
T III 36 E26/25 
T III 52 E26/5b, E26/23, E26/24a, E26/24b, E26/25, E26/26a, E26/27a, 

E26/37, E26/38, E26/39, E26/40, E26/41 
T III 52a(β) E26/5a 
T III 52a(δ) E26/4 
T III 98 E26/10 
T III 98.1 E27/120 
T III 99 Bul. E5/41, E26/42, E27/56b, E27/64, E27/127, E28/10c 
T III 99 Bul.1 E28/3 
T III 99.2 E26/2 
T III 99a E5/80 
T III 100 E27/6a, E27/56a, E28/37, E28/100, E28/104, E49 
T III No.100b E27/48b 
T III 100d E27/48a 
T III 100e E28/113 
T III B E5/21a, E5/75b, E5/76b, E5/130b, E6/7b, E6/12, E6/18, E18b, 

E18d, E25/1a, E25/1b, E26/29, E26/43, E26/44, E26/45, E27/51d, 
E27/60, E27/61, E27/69c, E27/105, E28/4b, E28/5b, E28/8a, 
E28/10b, E28/27a, E28/66, E28/67, E28/77a, E28/81, E28/85a, 
E28/87, E30/6b 

T III(?) B E5/78 
T III B (1) E27/108 
T III B 13.10 E27/57b 
T III B 13.16 E27/57b 
T III B 52a(α) E26/27b 
T III B 52a(γ) E26/28d 
T III B 52i E5/130a 
T III B 60(α) E27/6b 
T III B 61 E26/8, E26/9, E27/5a, E27/5b, E27/7b, E27/25b, E27/25c, E27/60, 

E28/5a, E28/21b, E28/69a, E28/110, E31e, E31f 
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T III B(?) 61 E3 
T III B 61 No.i E29/7 
T III B 61 No.1 E28/65b 
T III B 61.2 E28/6+7a 
T III B 61.3 E28/11a 
T III B 61.3a E28/11c 
T III B 61.4 E28/24a 
T III B 61.5 E28/15a, E28/24b, E28/129, E28/130 
T III B 61a E26/26b, E27/104 
T III B 61a1 E27/40a 
T III B 61a2 E27/126 
T III B 61a3 E27/27 
T III B 61a5 E27/108 
T III B 61a7 E27/102b 
T III B 61a10 E27/26a 
T III B 61a11 E27/111 
T III B 61a12 E27/40a 
T III B 61a13 E27/86 
T III B 61a13.3 E27/3b 
T III B 61aa E27/87a 
T III B 61ab E27/40c 
T III B 61ac E27/77 
T III B 61b E26/6, E28/21a 
T III B 61ca E26/14, E26/15a, E26/16 
T III B 61cb E26/6, E26/26b, E26/27a, E26/28a 
T III B 61d E26/28a, E28/101+102 
T III B 61e E28/103 
T III B 61g E6/6 
T III B 61h E41 
T III B 61i E28/112 
T III B 99 E5/41 
T III B 100c E28/17 
T III D(?) 61 E3 
T III Šipanǵ (B) 100 E27/91 
T III T.V.B. E19a, E19b, E26/22, E26/43, E26/44, E26/45, E28/15b, E28/21c, 

E28/26a, E28/26b, E28/85b, E28/93a, E28/109, E28/131, E34b 
T.V.B. E28/80 
 
5. Fragments with signatures suggesting a source other than Bulayïq and its vicinity 
 
Qocho E2, E3(?), E10/1, E26/36, E27/131, E28/44, E28/55, E53, E57 
Sängim E3 
Toyoq E32, E37/1 
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6. Languages and scripts other than Sogdian in Syriac script 
 
Arabic script E1/1b 
[†Brāhmī script E53] 
Chinese E11, E18 
Manichaean script E42 
Persian/New Persian in Syriac script E7, E13, E37 
Sogdian in Sogdian script E17, E21, E44, E48(?) 
Syriac 

Syriac-New Persian bilingual E7 
Syriac-Sogdian bilingual E1-E4, E6, E46, E50(?), E54(?), E55(?) 
Sogdian with Syriac citations E19(?), E27/48, E27/54 
Sogdian with Syriac rubrics/titles E5, E17, E24/1, E27/56, E27/57, E27/60, E27/120 
Syriac with Sogdian rubrics E9-E16 
Syriac words E37 and passim 
Syriac numerical letters E42-E43, E47 and passim 
Other E4, E28/12(?), E28/121(?), E34, E44-E45, E47 

Turkish in Syriac script E48(?) 
Turkish in Uygur script E14, E47, E48 
 
7. Concordance to the principal published editions 
 
Sachau 1905 
IV, pp. 973-7 E27/31V 
 
Müller 1907 
I, pp. 263-6 E6/3 
II, pp. 266-8 E5/6a 
III, pp. 268-9 E5/75aR 
IV, pp. 269-70 E5/76aV 
 
Salemann 1907 
pp. 532-3 E5/6a 
p. 534 E6/3 
pp. 534-5 E27/31V 
pp. 535-6 E5/75aR 
p. 536 E5/76aV 
 
Müller 1913 (= ST I) 
pp. 3-5 E5/28a 
pp. 5-8 E5/75a 
pp. 8-10 E5/76aR 
pp. 10-12 E5/109 
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pp. 12-16 E5/127b 
p. 17 E5/34V 
pp. 17-21 E5/38 
pp. 21-2 E5/125V 
pp. 23-7 E5/126 
pp. 28-30 E4 
pp. 30-32 E5/6a 
pp. 32-3 E5/91V 
p. 34 E26/31V 
pp. 34-8 E5/91 
pp. 38-40 E5/130a 
p. 41 E5/34R 
pp. 41-5 E5/48 
pp. 45-9 E5/125 
pp. 50-52 E5/72 
pp. 52-3 E5/73R 
pp. 53-7 E5/83b 
pp. 57-61 E5/19 
pp. 61-5 E5/41 
pp. 65-8 E5/100R 
pp. 68-70 E5/101V 
pp. 70-71 E5/73V 
pp. 71-5 E5/79 
pp. 76-7 E5/80R 
p. 77 E5/83bR 
p. 78 E5/76aV 
p. 79 E5/80V 
p. 80 E6/7aR 
pp. 80-81 E26/31V 
p. 82 E6/7aV 
pp. 82-4 E6/3 
[pp. 84-8 E17, Sogdian script] 
 
Müller 1915 E7/1a+2a 
 
Müller–Lentz 1934 (= ST II) 
1/1, pp. 514-15 E24/1 
1/2, p. 515 E24/2a 
1/3, pp. 516-17 E24/3 
1/4, pp. 517-18 E24/4 
1/5, pp. 518-20 E24/5 
2, pp. 520-21 E24/6 
3/1, pp. 523-4 E24/7 
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3/2, pp. 524-6 E24/9 
3/3, pp. 526-7 E24/10 
3/4, p. 528 E24/11 
Fragment a, p. 528 E24/2b 
Fragment b, p. 528 E24/12 
4, pp. 529-31 E29/6 
5, pp. 532-4 E29/4 
6, pp. 535-8 E28/23 
 
Hansen 1941 (= BST I) 
1-2, p. 9 E23/1 
3-4, p. 9 E23/2 
5-6, p. 9 E23/3 
7-8, pp. 9-10 E23/4 
9-10, pp. 10-11 E23/5 
11-12, pp. 11-12 E23/6 
13-14, p. 12 E23/7 
15-16, pp. 12-13 E23/8 
17-18, pp. 13-14 E23/9 
19-20, pp. 14-15 E23/10 
21-2, p. 15 E23/11 
23-4, p. 15 E23/12 
Fragment A, pp. 15-16 E23/13 
Fragment B, p. 16 E23/14 
Fragment C, p. 16 E23/15 
Fragment D, p. 16 E23/16 
Fragment E, p. 16 E23/17 
 
[Hansen 1955 (= BST II), see index in Sims-Williams 1985 (= BT XII), 25-6] 
 
Schwartz 1967 (= STSC) 
pp. 2-7, 11-17 E27/87a 
pp. 8-10, 17-22 E27/91 
pp. 23-41 E27/77 
pp. 42-52 E28/65b 
pp. 82-114 E27/57b 
pp. 115-25 E8 
pp. 145-50 E28/11  
 
Schwartz 1970 E28/27b 
 
[Sims-Williams 1973, see revised version in Sims-Williams 1985 (= BT XII), 78-86] 
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Sundermann 1974 
1, pp. 222-5 E5/6a 
2, p. 225 E5/19 
2a, p. 225-7 E5/21a-b 
2b, p. 227-9 E5/23 
3, pp. 229-31 E5/28a 
4, pp. 231-2 E5/34 
5, pp. 232-4 E5/38 
6, pp. 234-6 E5/41 
7, pp. 236-7 E5/48 
7a, pp. 237-8 E5/51 
8, pp. 238-43 E5/72 
9, pp. 243-5 E5/73 
10, pp. 246-55 E5/75a, E5/76a 
 
Sundermann 1974b E7 
 
Sundermann 1975a 
11, pp. 55-7 E5/79 
12, pp. 57-8 E5/80 
13, pp. 58-60 E5/83 
14, pp. 60-63 E5/91 
15, pp. 63-9 E5/100-101 
16, pp. 69-70 E5/109 
17, pp. 70-75 E5/125-6 
18, pp. 75-8 E5/127 
19, pp. 78-81 E5/130 
19a, p. 81 E5/75bR, E5/76bV 
19b, p. 81 E5/78 
19c, p. 82 E5/5 (see also E5/6b) 
7b, pp. 82-3 E5/65 
3, pp. 83-5 E5/28a-b 
 
Sundermann 1981 
20, pp. 173-8 E6/3 
21, pp. 178-83 E6/5 
22, pp. 183-5 E6/6 
23, pp. 185-8, 225 E6/7 
24, pp. 188-90 E6/12 
25, pp. 190-92 E6/18 
26, pp. 192-5 E6/20 
27, pp. 195-8 E4 
28, pp. 198-203 E3 
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29, pp. 203-6 E1/2 
30, pp. 206-8 E2/1 
31, pp. 208-9 E2/2b 
32, pp. 209-10 E2/2a 
33, pp. 210-12 E1/1 
 
Sims-Williams 1985 (= BT XII) 
ff. 1-120 E27/1-120 20  
Fragment a, p. 49 E27/121 
Fragment b, p. 49 E27/122 
Fragment c, p. 49 E27/123 
Fragment d, p. 50 E27/124 
Fragment e, p. 50 E27/125 
Fragment A, p. 186 E27/126 
Fragment B, p. 186 E27/127 
Fragment C, p. 186 E27/128 
Fragment D, pp. 186-7 E27/129 
Fragment E, p. 187 E27/130 
Fragment F, p. 187 E27/131 
Fragment G, p. 187 E27/132 
Fragment H, p. 187 E27/133 
Fragment I, p. 187 E27/134 
Fragment J, p. 188 E27/135 
Fragment K, p. 188 E27/136 
Fragment L, p. 188 E27/137 
Fragment M, p. 188 E27/138 
Fragment N, p. 188 E27/139 
Fragment O, p. 188 E27/140 
Fragment P, p. 188 E27/141 
Fragment Q, p. 188 E27/142 
Fragment R, p. 189 E27/143 
Fragment S, p. 189 E27/144 
Fragment T, p. 189 E27/145 
Fragment U, p. 189 E27/146 
Fragment V, p. 189 E27/147 
Fragment W, p. 189 E27/148 
 
Sundermann 1988 
I, pp. 175-7 E36/1 
 

                                                
20 Since the folio-numbers of the edition are taken over without change in this catalogue it is superfluous to 
give a detailed concordance. 
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II, pp. 177-8 E36/2a 
III-IV, pp. 178-9 E36/3+4 
 
Schwartz 1991 E8 
 
Sims-Williams 1992b 
pp. 56-7 E22 
[pp. 57-8 E21, Sogdian script] 
 
Sims-Williams 1995 E18 
 
Sims-Williams 1995a 
1, pp. 53-5 E26/27 
2, pp. 56-8 E26/28 
3, pp. 64-6 E25/1 
 
Sims-Williams 1995b 
4, p. 291 E26/4 
5, pp. 293-7 E26/5 
6, p. 297 E26/6 
 
Sims-Williams 1995c E27/56a-cV 
 
Sundermann 2002 E28/9 
 
Sims-Williams 2003 E26/3 
 
Dickens 2009 
p. 26 E12/2 
pp. 26-7 E14/1 
p. 27 E13 
p. 27 E15 
p. 28 E45 
p. 29 E46 
p. 31 E47 
 
Sims-Williams 2011 
1, pp. 353-61 E7 
2, pp. 361-7 E37 
 
Brock–Sims-Williams 2011 E12 
 
Kessel–Sims-Williams 2011 E28/1 
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Dickens–Sims-Williams forthcoming 
7 E40 
8 E41 
9 E42 
10 E43 
 
Pittard–Sims-Williams forthcoming 
1 E2/2 
2.1 E5/5 
2.2 E5/65 
2.3  E5/75b, E5/76b 
2.4 E5/78 
 
Sims-Williams forthcoming (b) E17  
 
8. Identified texts 
 
Bible 
 Psalms 131.18-132.1, 133.1-3, 146.5-147.7 (E7) 
 Gospels (E1-E5) 
  Matthew 1.1 (E5/6), 1.5-7, 1.10-13 (E1/1), 2.1-3 (E3), 5.30-33, 5.38-41 (E5/28), 

6.20-23, 6.29-32 (E1/2), 10.14-33 (E5/75-6), 13.17-19, 13.24-5 (E5/109), 16.24-
17.6 (E5/127), 19.10-11, 19.17-18 (E2/2), 20.17-19 (E5/34), 21.28-43 (E5/38), 
24.24-6, 24.32-3 (E5/51), 25.31-46 (E5/125-7), 27.54(?), 27.57, 27.64-5 (E5/65) 

  Luke 1.1-4 (E4), 1.44, 1.55-6 (E5/5), 1.63-80 (E5/6), 2.10-20 (E3), 6.12-17, 10.34-42 
(E5/91), 12.35-9, 12.42-4 (E5/130), 13.3-4 (E5/34), 16.2-15 (E5/48), 19.15-27 
(E5/125), 24.19-35 (E5/72-73), 24.36-47 (E5/83) 

  John 1.19-28, 1.29-35 (E5/19), 1.51-2.5, 2.9-11 (E5/21a-b), 2.23 (E5/21b), 3.18-21, 
3.26-7 (E5/23), 5.19 (E5/130), 5.24-40 (E5/41), 9.9-38 (E5/100-101), 9.39 
(E5/48), 14.11-12 (E5/78), 14.28-30 (E2/1), 15.18-21 (E5/73), 16.4-7 (E2/1), 
16.19-33 (E5/78-80), 17.24-6 (E5/83), 20.19-25 (E5/76), 21.1, 21.5-7 (E5/80) 

 Epistles (E6) 
  Romans 11.13-15 (E6/5), 11.18-20, 11.22-3 (E6/6) 
  1 Corinthians 1.24-5, 1.27-8 (E6/12), 5.7-8, 11.23-5 (E6/7), 12.13-21 (E6/20) 
  Galatians 3.25-4.6 (E6/3) 
  1 Timothy 2.9-10, 2.14-15 (E6/18) 
  Titus 3.2-7 (E6/5)   
Liturgy 
 Hymns 
   “Gloria in excelsis Deo” (E18) 
  Hymn attributed to Bābay of Nisibis (E17) 
 Lectionaries (E2-E6, E54(?), E55(?)) 
  Introduction to a gospel lectionary (E4) 
  Gospel readings/rubrics for 1st Sunday of Advent (E4), 2nd Sunday of Advent 

(E5/5), 3rd Sunday of Advent, 4th Sunday of Advent (E5/6), Christmas, 1st 
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Sunday after Christmas (E3), 2nd Sunday after Epiphany, 3rd Sunday after 
Epiphany (E5/19), 4th Sunday after Epiphany (E5/21), 5th Sunday after Epiphany 
(E5/21b, E5/23), 1st Monday of Lent, 1st Tuesday of Lent (E5/28), 2nd Friday of 
Lent, 3rd Sunday of Lent (E5/34), 4th Sunday of Lent (E5/38), 4th Tuesday of Lent 
(E5/41), 5th Friday of Lent, 6th Sunday of Lent (E5/48), 6th Friday of Lent 
(E5/51), Good Friday, Easter Saturday (E5/65), Tuesday after Easter (E5/72-3), 
Wednesday after Easter (E5/73), Thursday after Easter (E5/75), Friday after Easter 
(E5/75-6), 1st Sunday after Easter (E5/76), 2nd Sunday after Easter (E5/78), 3rd 
Sunday after Easter (E5/78-80), 4rd Sunday after Easter (E5/80), 5th Sunday after 
Easter, Ascension Day (E5/83), Whitsunday/Pentecost(?) (E2/1), 2nd Sunday after 
Pentecost, 3rd Sunday after Pentecost (E5/91), 3rd Sunday of Summer (9th Sunday 
after Pentecost) (E5/100-101), 2nd Sunday of Elijah (15th Sunday after Pentecost), 
3rd Sunday of Elijah (16th Sunday after Pentecost (E5/109), St. Barshabbā and 
Queen Shir (E5/125-7), St. Sergius and St. Bacchus (E5/127), Commemoration of 
the Dead(?) (E5/130) 

  Epistle readings/rubrics for Christmas (E6/3), Epiphany (E6/5), Palm Sunday (E6/5-
6), Maundy Thursday (E6/7), Easter Saturday (E6/12), Ascension Day (E6/18), 
Whitsunday/Pentecost (E6/20),  

 Nicene Creed (E17) 
 Service books 
  Baptism liturgy (E12) 
  Dawn Prayer and Midday Prayer from the Common of Saints (E9/2) 
  Eucharistic liturgy (E14) 
  Evening Office (E10/1) 
  Ferial Office of Matins, 2nd opening prayer (E11) 
  Funerary office (E13) 
  Vespers and Compline from an Office for Martyrs (E9/1) 
  Unidentified office (E10/2, E15, E16) 
Hagiography and legends 
 Acts of Peter—Simon Peter and Simon Magus (E29/6) 
 Dormition of Mary (E30/1-2) 
 Invention of the Cross (E24/1-5) 
 Mār Awgen (E28/9-10) 
 Persian martyrs under Shapur II 
  St. Shahdost (E27/64-5) 
  St. Tarbo (E27/65-6, E28/27) 
  120 martyrs (E27/68) 
  St. Barba∆šmin (E27/68-9) 
 Sleepers of Ephesus (E27/77) 
 St. Barshabbā (E24/7-11) 
 St. Cyriacus and St. Julitta (E29/8) 
 St. Eustathius (E27/83-91) 
 St. George (E23) 
 St. John of Dailam (E26/7-23) 
 St. Pethion (E27/1-27, E27/120-125) 
 St. Serapion (E25/1, E26/23-32) 
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 St. Sergius and St. Bacchus (E24/6) 
Commentaries 
 Anonymous commentary on the baptismal and eucharistic liturgies (E27/56-7) 
 Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā 
  Commentary on Abbā Isaiah, Second Homily (E28/5, E28/7-8) 
  Commentary on Abbā Isaiah, Fourteenth Homily (E28/3-4) 
  Commentary on Abbā Isaiah, Fifteenth Homily (E27/39-48) 
  Commentary on the “Paradise of the Fathers”, II/246 (E28/8) 
Homilies 
 Abbā Isaiah “On Humility” (E27/91) 
 Bābay of Nisibis “On the final evil hour” (E27/48-54, E27/128(?)) 
Miscellaneous 
 Apophthegmata Patrum (E27/60-61, E27/94, E28/65) 
 Apostolic Canons (E27/54-6) 
 Evagrius Ponticus “Antirrheticus” (E27/94-120, E27/132(?), E27/134(?)) 
 Fates of the Apostles (E27/56) 
 Macarius the Egyptian, Sixth Letter (E27/94) 
 Šem∆on d-Øaibuteh “Selected sayings” (E28/1) 
 Wisdom of A¬iqar (E30/3-6) 
 
9. Contents and genres of unidentified texts 
 
Abbā Apellen (E28/65) 
Admonitions to a (spiritual) son (E26/1, E28/11, E28/18) 
Admonitions(?) (E28/68) 
Anti-Manichaean polemic (E26/3-5) 
Apophthegmata Patrum (E27/127(?), E28/98) 
Apostles (E29/7) 
Calendars (E40-E43) 
Characteristic motifs and references 
 Biblical examples 
  Old and New Testaments (E28/23) 
  Old Testament (E28/44, E29/1-4) 
 Daniel, Bel and the Dragon (E29/3-4) 
 Marriage (E35) 
 Nun who ate only once a week(?) (E28/98) 
 Pearl-fishing (E28/24-26) 
 Psalm 2 (E29/2) 
 Ten commandments (E29/1-2) 
Colophons, scribal notes (E26/23, E26/34(?), E45) 
Commentary(?) (E28/128) 
Explanation of ecclesiastical titles (E27/56) 
Homilies 
 On Christian love (E28/20, E28/109) 
 On Christian virtues (E28/25-6) 
 On fasting (E29/1-4(?), E29/5) 
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 On night vigils (E28/52(?), E28/74) 
 On patience (E28/23) 
 On repentance (E28/17) 
 On the ascetic or solitary life (E28/11-14, E28/16, E28/19, E28/21, E28/24, E28/26, 

E28/38, E28/41, E28/52, E28/65-6, E28/75, E28/77(?), E28/85, E28/98, E28/106, 
E28/111, E28/114, E28/118, E31) 

 On the Cross(?) (E34) 
 On the divine mercy to Creation (E27/57, E27/60(?), E27/126(?)) 
 On the three periods of the solitary life (E27/31) 
 On the transitoriness of earthly things (E26/2, E28/17) 
 On unidentified topics (E28/22, E28/36, E32, E33, E35(?)) 
 On worship or prayer (E28/3) 
John Chrysostom(?),  
 Citation (E28/18) 
 Unidentified work (E28/17) 
Metrical homilies or poems (E27/57(?), E27/60(?), E27/126(?), E28/23, E35(?)) 
Notes or casual jottings (E44-E46) 
Numerals (E47) 
Omens (E26/5-6) 
Personal names of members of the local Christian community (E17, E22) 
Pharmacology (E37-E38, E39?) 
Prayer-amulet(?) (E8) 
Prayers (E19-E22, E24/1, E44) 
Riddles on biblical subjects (E36) 
Titles of unidentified texts 
 “Daily perseverance in prayer” (E28/106) 
 “Discourse on the prayers of the seven (canonical) hours” (E28/98) 
 “On the divine mercy to Creation and on the punishment which Cain received, and the 

generations of the house of Noah, and the men of Sodom, on account of their evil 
deeds” (E27/57) 

 “On the importance of love” (E28/109) 
 “The effectiveness of night vigils” (E28/74) 
 “The victoriousness of the holy fathers, the anchorites” (E28/75) 
 
10. Names of persons, peoples and places occurring in the fragments 
 
This index covers names of persons, peoples and place, including names of gods and 
demons and derivatives such as ethnic adjectives. Titles are not included, except where they 
are used as equivalent to a name (e.g. rbn as a title of John of Dailam). As in the catalogue 
itself, the very common forms yšwγ/yšw∆ “Jesus”, mšyƒ√ “Christ” and šmnw “Satan” are not 
listed. Forms which are specifically Syriac (usually occurring only in Syriac as opposed to 
Sogdian contexts) are marked as such. An asterisk ( * ) after the reference indicates that the 
form is illegible or reconstructed to a significant extent. Pointing and inflexional endings are 
not included. 
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Most personal and geographical names, whatever their origin, appear in their Syriac form 
(sometimes with minor adaptation of Syriac spelling conventions or with added Sogdian suf-
fix). To make the names easier to find and to recognize, the names are in general transliter-
ated in Syriac fashion, with ∆ Û ṭ t rather than γ c t θ as in the body of the catalogue. Where 
appropriate, especially in Sogdian suffixes and other non-Syriac forms, the letters γ and c are 
used, but in order to avoid ambiguity teth is consistently transliterated as ṭ (not t) and tau as t 
(not θ). The order is based on the Roman alphabet, √ and ∆ being treated as the first letter and 
diacritical marks ignored. 
 
√√dm: see √dm 
√brhm Abraham, Old Testament patriarch E4(?), E5/5*, E5/6, E6/3, E26/31, E28/44*, E36/2 
√bršhr Abarshahr E24/9* 
√byrm Abiram, opponent of Moses E26/16 
√bywd Abiud, descendant of King David E1/1b 
√dm, √√dm Adam, first man E26/26b, E27/51, E27/52, E27/57, E36/1, E36/2 
∆dn Eden E27/40, E27/51 
√drhwrmzd, √drxwrmzd, √drxwrmzṭ, √dwrxwrmzṭ Adurhormazd, martyr E27/6b*, E27/7a, 

E27/7b-c, E27/26a, E27/120* 
√drprzqrṭ, √dwrprzqrṭ Adurfrazgird, magus E27/12a-b 
√dwrsrwš Adursrosh, son of Adurfrazgird E27/13 
√frymsic Ephraem, Syriac writer and saint E8 
√hrwn Aaron, brother of Moses E28/23 
√lksndr√ Alexandra, wife of King Dadian E23/11 
√ly√ Elijah, prophet E5/19, E5/127, E27/55, E27/105 
√lyš∆ Elisha, prophet E28/23 
√lyqym Eliakim, descendant of King David E1/1b  
√mwn Amon, city governor under King Ahab E27/94 
∆mwr√ Gomorrah E5/75a 
√ndr√ws Andrew, apostle E5/91 
√ngwdcyw√ Angud-«īwā(?), Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22* 
√nṭwn, √nṭwnys Anthony, saint E27/39*, E27/40, E28/130 
√nṭy√xws Antiochus IV, Seleucid king E28/9 
√pγ Apïγ, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22 
√plyn Abba Apellen E28/65 
∆rb√yq Arab E28/13*(?) 
√rgn Arrajan E26/12, E26/16 
√rm√yq Aramaean E28/9 
√rqdys Arcadius, Roman emperor E27/1a* 
√rsqny “Zealot”, byname of the apostle Simon E5/91 
√š∆y√ Isaiah, prophet E5/19 
√š∆y√ Abba Isaiah E27/40, E27/91, E28/3, E28/7b* 
√sγ Asïγ, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22 
√sṭpnws Stephen, martyr E27/12a-b* 
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√sṭpnws Stephen, monk E26/15c, E26/16* 
√wgrs, √wgrys Evagrius, writer E27/94, E28/5, E28/13 
√wgyn Mar Awgen, founder of Persian monasticism E28/9, E28/10b-c 
√wršlm Jerusalem E3, E5/19, E5/21b, E5/34, E5/73*, E5/91, E7/2, E24/1, E27/56b, E28/9*, 

E28/16 
√wry Urï, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22 
√wsṭtys Eustathius, martyr E27/87 
*√ylwn Ilium, alternative name of Troy E24/5 (miswritten d√ylwn) 
√yl[ (unidentified) E36/4 
√ysƒq Isaac, son of Abraham E28/44*, E36/2* 
b√βl, b√byl, bbl Babylon E1/1b, E7/1, E7/2 
b∆lzbwb Beelzebub E5/75a 
bby Babay of Nisibis E27/48 
bγq√nc Vaghkānch (Sogd. month-name) E24/1 
bhl Balkh E24/9 
bkws Bacchus, martyr E5/127, E8 
blṭšÛr Belteshazzar, byname of Daniel E29/4 
brb∆šmyn Barba∆šmin, martyr E27/68, E27/69 
bršb√ Barshabbā, bishop of Marw E5/125, E24/7, E24/9, E24/11 
brtwlmy Bartholomew, apostle E5/91, E27/56b* 
bṭ√ √wṭ√qṭ “Seven provinces”, district in Western Iran E26/12 
byk√ny “Sacristan”(?), as title of Kenay(?) (see s.v. k√ny) E26/14*, E26/15a-b 
byl Bel, heathen god E29/4 
byrw Biro, official under Hajjaj E26/12 
byt∆ny√ Bethany E5/19 
bytlƒm Bethlehem E3 
cxwd Jew E5/19, E5/76a, E5/100, E6/3, E6/20, E26/30, E26/31, E28/23, E34 
~√ny Jewish E5/48, E28/23 
~y√ Judaism E28/17 
d√dyn√ King Dadian, persecutor of St George E23/3*, E23/6, E23/7 
ddyšw∆ Dādišo∆ Qaṭrāyā E28/8* 
dny√yl Daniel, prophet E29/4 
dqlt Tigris E26/12 
dqyws Decius, Roman emperor E27/77 
dtn Dathan, opponent of Moses E26/16 
dṭšy “(Day) of the Creator” (Sogd. day-name) E40 
dwnbys Danube E24/1 
dwyd David, psalmist E3*, E5/6, E27/52, E27/55, E27/60, E28/23, E28/104, E29/2 (also 

miswritten dwyr) 
dylwm√yq Dailamite E26/16* 
dylwmy√ (Syr.) Dailamite E26/23 
frwm Rome E25/1b, E26/30, E30/1 
~c√ny Roman E28/9* 
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~cyq Roman E24/4, E29/6 
~yq Roman E27/86, E27/87* 
gbr√yl, gbry√yl Gabriel, angel E27/60 
ghn√ Gehenna E26/25* 
glyl√yq Galilaean E23/3 
gwkrn√n Gokarnan E24/9 
gwrgn Gurgan E24/9 
gywrgys George, martyr E8*, E23/3, E23/4, E23/5a, E23/6, E23/7, E23/8, E23/9, E23/10, 

E23/12* 
gywrgys George, companion of John of Dailam E26/12 
hbyl Abel, son of Adam E27/57, E28/11 
ƒkwrh (abbot of a monastery founded by John of Dailam) E26/14 
hln√ Helen, mother of Emperor Constantine E24/1 
ƒlpy Alphaeus, father of James the apostle E5/91, E27/56b*(?) 
hrwds, hrwdys Herod, king of Israel E3, E27/56b* 
hryw Herat E24/9 
ƒÛyÛ Hajjaj, amir of Khorasan E26/12 
hwlyt (district in Western Iran) E26/12 
k√ny Kenay, sacristan(?) of a monastery E26/14, E26/15a-b 
kn∆n√yq Canaanite E28/17 
kwršydn, kwršyd√n Khurshedan, demon E26/14*, E26/15a-b*, E26/15a-b, E26/17*, 

E26/18* 
lwq√ Luke, evangelist E4, E5/91* 
lydn Ledan, city in Khuzistan E27/69 
lyw√yq Levite E5/19* 
m√m Mam, mountain in Fars E26/12 
m√rwdn Marutha, bishop of Maifarqat(?) E27/1c* 
mgdl√yq Magdalene E36/1* 
mgnṭys Magentius, counsellor of King Dadian E23/7 
mnš√ Manasseh, descendant of King David E1/1b* 
mpšqn√ “Interpreter”, used as name of Theodore of Mopsuestia E27/48* 
mrd√spnṭy “Holy Immortal”, “element” E6/3 
mrnyšw∆ Maranisho, abbot of a monastery in Rome E26/31 
mrt√ Martha E5/91 
mrwrwd Marw-rod E24/9 
mrxyl Mihryar, father of Yazdin E27/1d* 
mrym Mary, mother of Jesus E3, E9/2, E26/9, E27/51, E28/20*(?), E30/1, E30/2 
mrym Mary Magdalene E27/57, E36/1* 
mrym Mary, sister of Martha E5/91 
mrys Mares, bishop of Ephesus E27/77 
mÛryn, myÛryn Egypt E26/28, E27/60, E27/94, E27/104* 
~cyq Egyptian E36/3* 
mty Matthew, evangelist E5/6, E5/75a, E5/91, E5/125, E5/127 
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mwš√ Moses, prophet E5/83*, E5/101, E5/127*, E26/16, E27/55, E28/23, E29/1, E29/2, 
E36/1, E36/3 

mx√q√r, mx√qr Mahākāla, used as name of the idol Apollo E23/8, E23/9 
myk√ Micaiah, prophet E27/94 
myk√yl Michael, angel E23/4, E27/60 
mylys Miles, martyr E28/9 
myÛryn: see mÛryn 
myxy Mikhi(?), Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22 
n√rwn Nero, Roman emperor E27/56a* 
n√Ûr√yq Nazarene E23/9 
n√xyd Anahid, martyr E27/12a-b 
n√xyd Anahid, Zoroastrian deity E27/12a-b (V11 only) 
nbwkdnÛr Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon E29/4 
nhṭ•• (city in Western Iran) E26/12 
nrsy Narsai, Syriac writer and saint E8 
nwƒ Noah, Old Testament patriarch E27/57, E36/1 
nwn Nun, father of Joshua E36/3 
nynw√yq Ninevite E21 
nyxwrmzṭ Nehormazd, Sasanian official E27/22, E27/24b 
p√p√ Papa, catholicos E28/9 
p√rs Persia, Fars E24/9, E27/1a 
p√rsyq Persian E27/1a*, E27/120* 
plšt√yq Palestinian E28/44* 
pmbw Abba Pambo E27/94 
prsyh Parsih, governor of Arrajan under Hajjaj E26/12, E26/13* 
prtw√yq Parthian E27/56b 
prwgy√yq Phrygian E27/56b* 
pryš√yq Pharisee E5/19, E5/100 
pwlws Paul, apostle E26/2, E27/48, E27/56e*, E28/9 
pylypws Philip, apostle E5/91, E27/56b, E29/7 
pylyqydwssic Placidus (former name of the martyr Eustathius) E27/91 
pytywn Pethion, martyr E8, E27/3a, E27/3b*, E27/11b*, E27/22, E27/25c* 
q√yn Cain, son of Adam E27/57, E28/20*, E36/3 
qb√r√(?) Qabire(?), city in Parthia E27/56b* 
qmlywn Qalimon(?), city in India E27/56b* 
qnn√ Cana, village in Galilee E27/56b* 
qnz√γ Ganzag, city in Azerbaijan E27/25a 
qwlcwr Köl-čor, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22 
qwpryn√ Cyprian, saint E8* 
qwrnty√ (Syr.) Corinthian E6/7 
qwryqws Cyriacus, martyr E8 
qwsṭnṭynpwlys Constantinople E30/1 
qwsṭnṭynws Constantine, Roman emperor E24/1 
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qysr Caesar E29/6, E39(?) 
~g√n, ~q√n “(coin) of Caesar”, denarius E5/91, E26/7 
qzyṭw (title(?) of an official of the city of Arrajan) E26/12 
rbn Rabban “Our master”, title of John of Dailam E26/12, E26/13, E26/14, E26/15a-b, 

E26/16, E26/19, E26/20, E26/21, E26/22*, E26/23 
*rƒb∆m Rehoboam, descendant of King David E1/1a* (misspelt rƒ∆bm) 
rhwmy√ (Syr.) Roman E6/5 
rmt√ Arimathaea E5/65 
sdwm Sodom E5/75a, E27/57 
sgst√n Seistan E24/9 
Ûhywn Zion E7/2 
skrywṭ√yq Iscariot, byname of the apostle Judas E5/91 
šlt√yl Shealtiel, descendant of King David E1/1b 
šlymwn Solomon, king of Israel E1/1a 
šlymwn Solomon, scribe of Bulayïq E26/23 
slyq Seleucia E27/68 
šm∆wn Simon Peter, apostle E5/73*, E5/80, E5/91 (V14 only), E5/127, E27/54, E29/6, 

E29/7(?), E36/3 
šm∆wn Simon the Zealot, apostle E5/91 (V19 only) 
šm∆wn Simon, deacon E30/1 
šm∆wn Simon BarÛabbā∆e, martyr E27/64, E27/66*, E27/68, E28/27a*, E28/27b* 
šm∆wn Šem∆on d-Øaibuteh E28/1 
šm∆wn Simon, metropolitan of Fars E26/13 
šmr√yq(?) Samaritan E28/17* 
šmšwn Samson, Israelite hero E28/44*(?) 
šmw√yl Samuel, prophet E28/44*(?) 
sng, snq “Stone, Peter”, byname of the apostle Simon E5/80, E5/91, E5/127, E27/54, E29/6, 

E36/3 
srgÛ Sarakhs E24/9 
srgys Sergius, martyr E5/127, E9/1, E24/6 
srpywn Serapion Sidonita, saint E25/1a, E25/1b, E26/24b, E26/25, E26/26a*, E26/27, 

E26/28, E26/29*, E26/30, E26/31, E26/32a 
swp Red Sea E36/1* 
swryq Syriac E43* 
šylwƒ√ Siloam E5/34 
symwn Simon Magus E29/6 
syny Sinai E30/1 
šyr Shir, queen converted by Barshabbā E5/125*(?) 
šywl Sheol E27/40* 
ṭ√dqwšsp Dadgushasp, brother of Yazdin E27/1d* 
t√dsys Theodosius, Roman emperor E27/77 
t√m√ “Twin”, byname of the apostle Thomas E5/76a 
t√wm√ Thomas, apostle E5/76a, E5/91 
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t√žq√ny Arab E26/22* 
trbw Tarbo, martyr E27/66, E28/27a, E28/27b* 
ṭrw√ws Troy E24/5 
ṭwln cwr Tolun-čor, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22 
ṭws Tus E24/9 
ṭwxmyn Tohmin, Persian officer E27/11a* 
ṭybryws Tiberius, sea E5/80* 
ṭynxwr Dinahwar, district in Western Iran E27/1c* 
ṭyspwn Ctesiphon E27/68 
wxwr√n Wahran V, Sasanian emperor E27/1a* 
wyxšpwr Wehshabur, GN E27/1a* 
x√twn (Sogd. script) Khatun, owner of a manuscript(?) E17 
xwr√s√n Khorasan E26/12 
xwrmzṭ√ Hormazd, Zoroastrian deity E27/14b 
xwṭdmyš Qut-admïš, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22* 
xwzysṭ√n Khuzistan E26/12 
y√nn Jonah, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22* 
y∆qwb James, brother of John, apostle E5/91 (V15 only), E5/127* 
y∆qwb James, father of Judas the apostle E5/91 (V18 only) 
y∆qwb James, son of Alphaeus, apostle E5/91 (V17 only) 
y∆qwb James,  bishop of Jerusalem E30/1 
yhwd Judaea E5/6, E5/91 
yhwd√ Judah (tribe) E7/1 
yhwd√ Judas Iscariot, apostle E5/91 (V19 only), E26/24b 
yhwd√ Judas son of James, apostle E5/91 (V18 only) 
yhwd√ Judah, a Jew of the time of Constantine E24/3, E24/4, E24/5 
yhwdy√ (Syr.) Jew E3, E5/48, E6/3, E6/20* 
ymlyk√ Yamlika, one of the Sleepers of Ephesus E27/77 
ynṭwq√ny Indian E27/56b 
ysr√yl, ysryl Israel E5/6, E5/19, E5/72, E7/1, E24/3, E27/60*, E27/94, E29/1 
~yq Israelite E5/6, E5/75a, E36/1* 
yšw∆ br nwn Joshua son of Nun E36/3 
yw√š Joash, son of King Ahab E27/94 
ywƒnn John the Baptist E5/6, E5/19, E5/38*, E5/41*, E27/53*, E36/2 
ywƒnn John, apostle and evangelist E5/19 (V3 only), E5/21b, E5/48, E5/76a, E5/80, E5/91, 

E5/127, E28/109*, E30/1* 
ywƒnn John of Dailam E26/7*, E26/23 
ywƒnn John, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22* 
ywƒnys John Chrysostom(?) E28/17*, E28/18 
ywkny√ Jeconiah, descendant of King David E1/1b 
ywlyṭ√ Julitta, martyr E29/8 
ywn√yq Greek E27/1a* 
ywny√ (Syr.) Greek E27/120* 
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ywrdnn Jordan E5/19, E26/24b, E26/30, E27/53 
ywsp Abba(?) Joseph E28/104* 
ywx√nys (Sogd. script) John, owner of a manuscript(?) E17 
ywxnwn John, scribe of Bulayïq E45 
yzdqrṭ Yazdgird II, Sasanian emperor E27/23*, E27/25a (miswritten ydrqrṭ) 
yzdyn Yazdin, teacher of the martyr Pethion E27/1a, E27/1b, E27/1d 
zkry√ Zechariah, father of John the Baptist E5/6, E36/2 
zky Zacchaeus, tax-gatherer E36/3* 
zrw√ Zurwan, Zoroastrian deity E27/14a 
zwrbbl Zerubbabel, descendant of King David E1/1b* 
[...]-√yšw∆ [...]-išo∆, Christian of Bulayïq(?) E22 
 
11. Technical details of the manuscripts 
 
Binding-strips (E27 passim, see BT XII, 22-4, for a detailed list) 
Blank pages 
 at the beginning of a codex (E1, E4, E6(?)) 
 at the end of a codex(?) (E47) 
 at the beginning and end of a quire (E44) 
 otherwise (E22, E39, E40, E41) 
Format 
 Large (E2, E54, E55) 
 Small (E8, E9, E18) 
 Landscape, so-called “Pothīblatt” (E19) 
Layers of paper pasted together (E11, E18, E41) 
Padding for the sole of a shoe (E21) 
Paper patches (E12/2, E28/11a, E28/23) 
Pin-holes (E29 passim) 
Quire-numbers (E5/41, E5/51, E5/91, E5/100, E5/101, E26/3, E26/22(?), E26/28, E26/43(?), 

E27/31, E27/51, E27/60, E27/61, E27/127, E28/12, E28/19, E28/80, E28/90, 
E28/122, E29/5, E44) 

Ruled margins (E3, E17, E27/1d, E47, E54) 
Upside-down writing (E29/5, E44) 
Verso-mark (E5/48, E5/75, E5/76, E5/79, E5/83, E5/91, E5/125, E5/126, E5/130, E7/1(?), 

E7/2, E12/1, E12/2, E26/1, E26/30(?), E26/31, E27/12, E27/17, E27/22, E27/31, 
E27/39, E27/51, E27/57, E27/60, E27/68, E27/86, E27/91, E27/94, E27/130, 
E27/131, E28/1, E28/7, E28/8, E28/9, E28/12, E28/19, E28/21, E28/23, E28/38, 
E28/62, E28/74, E28/75, E28/106, E28/130, E29/1, E29/3, E29/5, E56) 

Wrapper of a book (E21) 
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